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Preface to Volumes III and IV.

N everything relating

to progress and civili-

zation the Aryan, or

Indo-European, races

have far surpassed the

other divisions of man-
kind. It were not easy

to exaggerate the precedence and supe-

riority of these races in history. Per-

haps our point of view among the out-

spreading branches of Aryanism in the

New World may prejudice us to a cer-

tain extent respecting the rank and ac-

complishment of that family of the

Ruddy races to which we belong. With-

out doubt we underestimate the achieve-

ments and intellectual force of the Ori-

ental peoples; but, after all allowance

for such error has been made, we must

still admit the striking ascendency of

the Aryan races over all other branches

of the human family.

This ascendency relates to nearly

every phase and fact of civilization.

It is to men of the Aryan race that we
owe the conquest over nature. The
place of man in the world is now fixed

by his triumph over natural forces, by
his knowledge of phenomena, and by
his ability to apply that knowledge in

the subordination and direction of ma-
terial nature. In that order, of which

we constitute a part, there are two prin-

cipal facts—man and nature. The one

must prevail over the other. There can

hardly be a divided sovereignty. There
can be no equipoise between the intellec-

tual forces which proceed from man and
the material energies with which he is

surrounded until the one or the other

have triumphed.

Antiquity gave the mastery to nature.

For ages man, in the presence of nature,

cowered and shrank away. Neither the

Brown nor the Black races of mankind
have ever sought to place the human
mind in an ascendency over nature.

Neither the Semites nor the Hamites

—though each possessed remarkable

elements of strength—ever attempted

the conquest of the natural world. It

remained for men of unmixed Aryan
derivation to go against nature as in-

vaders and conquerors; to brave the

perils of a campaign in which every

element of opposition and terror was
present; and to win the victory over an
enemy that could not be wounded or

driven to cover.

In the intellectual as well as in the

physical world the easy leadership of

mankind must be conceded to Indo-Eu-

ropean peoples. In all literature and
art the development of these peoples

has been as conspicuous for its presence

as the absence of the same has been

notable among other divisions of the

human race. The nervous force and

intellectual ambitions of the Aryans

have led them on to almost inconceiv-

able heights of accomplishment and re-

nown. From the remote epoch of the

dawn—from that far age when history

itself as yet was not—the progenitors of

the Indo-European races showed them-

selves capable of sustained and wonder-

ful intellectual flights. • .Mythology and

poetry are the very oldest products of

the conscious soul of man, and these

have been peculiarly the work of the

Old Aryans and their descendants. If

the pencilings of the first light were
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seen in the valley of the Indus and on

the plains of Iran, the secondary and
more glorious effulgence rose above the

horizon in Southeastern Europe, diffus-

ing itself first through the archipelago

and the peninsulas of Hellas, and then

spreading to the West until, in the

present age, the glow of morning
reaches as far as the Pacific shores and

the tundras of the Yukon.

It is with the destinies of the West
Aryan races that I have attempted to

deal in the current volume. The reader

need not be told that these races have

contributed the larger part of ancient

and modern history. In comparison

"with their work all the rest is dwarfed

into insignificance. The consideration

of the West Aryans must, for this rea-

son, occupy our attention throughout a

large section of the whole treatise ; and

even then the subject must be dismissed

with only casual references to the great

and well-known Western peoples who
now hold the leadership of mankind.

Of the ancient Aryans of Europe, we
shall find opportunity to present a fuller

treatment. The present volume will be

wholly occupied with the account of the

Greeks and the Romans. The former

of these two splendid historical races

was, without doubt, the principal civil-

izing agent in the redemption of Old

Europe from aboriginal barbarism.

There is something sublime in the in-

tellectual courage with which the mere
handful of Hellenes, planted in their

little peninsula at the southeast angle of

the Greater Europe, attacked the king-

dom and dominion of chaos and ancient

night. It was the struggle of starlight

with Cimmerian gloom and dolor. It

was the battle of infant Order with the

empire of Orchus. It was the attack of

immortal intellect upon the Titanic

monsters of brute force wallowing in the

caverns and roaring in hoarse discord

through the dark and horrid woods of

barbaric Europe. Certainly it was the

part of the Greek race, in the general

progress and redemption of mankind, to

bring in light and freedom, and to save

our race from the savagery of the past.

In the consideration of the Romans
and their descendent races we shall find

another aspect of incoming order. This

relates to the organization of society and
the administration of law. Whether
or not vast and regular organism is a

part of the ultimate state of mankind,

or whether it is only an intermediate

stage in the sublime progress of human
development, we are not here to decide.

Certain it is that organic structure and
unification—the consolidation of society

and the regular action of extended gov-

ernment— are necessary parts of the

human evolution, and these parts were

allotted, in the early age of West Aryan
development, to the Roman race.

In the following pages I shall attempt

to delineate the part which this great

stock of mankind performed in the evo-

lution of civilization, not indeed as a

mere historical agent displaying its

force in institutional forms, in senates

and cities, in wars and thoroughfares,

but as an organic, living entity, growing

and spreading in the human manner
imtil the branches thereof were stretched

out over a large part of the bigness of

the earth and the better part of the hu-

man family. That I shall be able to

depict the evolution of the Greek and

Latin races as amply and well as the

place of those races was conspicuous and

majestic in the ancient civilization, I do

not expect ; but that I may be able to

present much of interest and something

that is original in generalization and

deduction is my desire and hope.

One of the features in which races
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differ most is the wide-apart character

of their descendent peoples. Some races

have great descendants, and others only

dwarfs and weaklings for their progeny.

The offspring of ethnic paternity is more

variable in strength, character, and man-

ner than is the offspring of a given so-

ciety or individual.

It were almost impossible to discover

any strong or well-defined people of the

present day having for their ancestry

one of the great races that formerly

floiirished in Western Asia. The Chal-

dees and the Babylonians have no well-

marked modern representatives. The
Assyrians have only the Gcattered and

half-barbarous tribes of Kurds. The
Phoenicians have transmitted no race to

recent times. The great Egyptians have

as a descendent people the miserable and

degraded Copts. Even the Greeks are

but feebly represented by the living races

of Hellas. Notwithstanding the intel-

lectual, literary, and artistic preeminence

of the old Hellenes, they w^ere, as it now
appears, unable to propagate their genius

and race. They live only by the diffu-

sion of their splendor among the peoples

of the present age.

It is in this particular that the Romans
afford so strong a contrast to most of the

other races of mankind. They have

given to modern times several of the

most conspicuous and highly developed

peoples of our centuries. We might at

first be led to suppose that it was the

splendid organizing capacity of the Ro-

man race that enabled it to transmit it-

self to after ages ; but we must remem-
ber that the organic forms of Rome were

crushed under the rough impact of bar-

barism. The great empire was ground

into fragments and oblivion ; but the race

did not perish amid the wrecks of its or-

ganic greatness. On the contrary, it sur-

vived—survived in many forms and in

different countries. The Roman stock,

replanting itself here and there through-

out the better parts of Europe, soon be-

gan to flourish in new forms of ethnic

life springing from the mold of the old.

Thus arose the so-called Latin Races.

It is with the consideration of these

that I begin the current volume.

They are the ethnic results of the

secondary plantings of Rome. They
constitute a group of nationalities hav-

ing a common descent, though modi-

fied by a variety of foreign elements en-

tering into combination with the original

stock. The six races forming the Latin

group have sprung up around the dead

stump of a mighty ancestry. They now
claim precedence, with the promise of

longevity and future renown.

Some of these Latin races—as the

Spaniards and Portuguese—are compara-

tively pure in blood and race descent.

They represent in a true form the mod-

ern result of the ancient Roman pater-

nity. Others—as the Italians and the

French—are more composite in their

race-life, having drawn up into union

considerable elements of Teutonic blood

and manners along with the original

currents of the Latin fatherhood.

In the first part of this volume I have

endeavored to delineate the race-life of

the great peoples just referred to. In

doing so the space allotted does not per-

mit so full a discussion of ethnic charac-

teristics and evolution as we have been

able to present in the case of the ances-

tral races. There is, however, less need

to dwell upon the race character of the

Italians, the French, and the Spaniards,

since these are known and read in the

open book of the century. Their his-

tory as peoples is obvious and of com-

mon fame. I have, therefore, drawn

only in outline the ethnic features of the

modern Latin races, giving a general
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sketch of their place and characteristics,

but leaving much to be supplied from

the common information of the reader.

I have endeavored in the brief chapters

allotted to the consideration of each of

these races to interpret them by generali-

zation and deduction, rather than to

dwell upon such facts as have already

been delineated by many writers.

After the discussion of the Latin races

I next consider the Celts. The history

of the race so called occupies the second

book of the current volume. The Celtic

races were before the Romans in the

possession and partial civilization of the

greater part of Western Europe. But

the preeminence and long continuity of

the Romans have suggested their con-

sideration first aftei the history of the

Greeks, and that of the descendent Latin

races next, on the lines of immediate

derivation.

The Celts, in the Aryan family of

mankind, were cognate with the Romans
and the Greeks. Their evolution, how-

ever, was less striking and less enduring

than that of the Roman race, and much
less brilliant than that of the Greeks.

The difference in favor of the Celts is

that they still survive in several existing

forms, while the great classical peoples

of antiquity have become extinct. The
Gael, the Irish, and the Welsh are the

living representatives of a .stock of man-
kind formerly diffused throughout the

West. The Greeks and the Romans
have survived only in ethnic forms

greatly deflected and modified from their

respective originals. If it be urged that

the Celtic races of the modern epoch are

in process of extinction, it may also be

said that their fate in this respect is only

a part of the common destiny. They
have already had a long and remarkable

career. They are old in ethnic life and

history. The Latin races took their rise

in the Middle Ages ; but the Celts were

alread}'- mature and powerful before the

Crescent had been raised in Arabia, be-

fore the Franks had crossed the Rhine,

or the Saxons had invaded Britain.

The last, and in some sense the most

important, book of the present volume

is that devoted to the evolution of thfj

Teutonic Division of the human race.

To this I have given as much space as

practicable within the limits of the trea-

tise. We shall see in this part the out-

going and development of the great and

strong Germanic peoples. We shall

mark their progress from the barbaric

ages to the ascendency of the Germans
in the present epoch of civilization. We
shall observe with interest the transfor-

mation of the race character from the

barbaric to the civilized type, and shall

not fail to dwell upon the intellectual

preeminence attained by the Germans in

recent times. First in Germania proper,

afterwards in the Hollowlands of North-

western Europe, and then in Scandina-

via and as far out as Iceland, we shall

mark the goings forth of this vigorous

and resolute stock of mankind, until it

competes for the first rank among the

superior races of our century.
'

J. C. R.

Gkeencastle, 1S94.
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ment considered.—All the Greeks desired lightness of

political structure.— Political order by expediency and

government by trial.—Philosophy of the Lycurgian

laws.—Social and political aristocracy of the Spar-

tans.— Relations of the Heraclid kings and the Ge-

rousia. — Essential oligarchy of the system ; the

ephors.— Military intent and office of the constitu-

tion.—Means adopted to make all Spartans soldiers.

—Ethics of Spartan discipline and battle-making.

—

Preexisting system of landownership adopted by Ly-

curgus.—Constitutional opposition to the amassing

of wealth.—No democracy except in military training.
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—War for freeborn Spartans and trade for the

Perioeci.—Institution of the communal table by Ly-

curgus.—Intercourse at the Spartan board ; the

Laconic manner.—To what extent the Spartans rep-

resented the Dorian race.—Permanency of the Lj'-

curgian constitution.—Divergence of Spartans and

Athenians in development.— Nature of the Draco-

nian laws; theory of punishment.—Institution and

office of the Athenian Ephelai.— Philosophy and

parallels of the legislation of Draco.—Progress of

the lonians demands constitutional revision.—Na-

ture and application of the Solonian legislation.

—

Methods of reHeving the people of the hardships of

debt.—Democracy substitutes property for tribal

descent.—Taxation adjusted according to wealth and

class.—Duties and burdens of citizens of the under

classes.—Correlation of property, taxation, and re-

sponsibility.—The assembly and free right of democ-

racy due to Solon's laws.—Ascendency of the Assem-

bly and the Heliaa.—Democratic domination of the

Ionian race. — Strong contrasts of Athenian and

Spartan governments.—Popular tendencies of the

Athenian constitution. — Humane elements in the

Solonian code.—Common law and civil code join in

Athenian constitution.—Course of events not greatly

changed by legislators.—Strong reaction of govern-

mental system upon the people.—Vices and virtues

of the Athenian democracy.— Solon's legislation

supplemented by that of Clisthencs.— Uses and

abuses of the Athenian ostracism. — Public in-

terest absorbs" the private life of the Greeks.

—

Litigious disposition of the people; passion for

debate.—Last bad estate of the Attic democ-

racy 162-178

CH.APTER LII.—Olympus and thf, Rr.i.icious

Life.

Humanity rises to Olympus and sits on tlie sum-

mit.—Greek religion a species of natural philosophy.

—Absence of spirituality in the Greek theology.

—

The Creek transferred himself to his deities.—The
gods of Olympus are even as men and women.—The
deities are great but fated like mortals.—Concept of

right and wrong stands fast forever.— Theory of

prayer ; in early days the gods drew near.—Absence

of priesthood ; officials of the temple.—System of

orthodoxy maintained by popular belief.—Freedom

in religious ceremony; nature above tradition.

—

Prayers and sacrifices ; beauty of ceremonial.—The
prophetical office and the oracles.—Why women be-

came the medium of inspiration. — Satirical and

mocking spirit of the Greeks. — Indifference of

Greek mind to theoretical religion.—The Hellenic

mysteries; Dionysusand his route.—Eleusis and the

PanalhcnaYc festival.— Si>;nifical ion of the myth ol

Persephone. — The Giceks and their gods are

at one.— Slight rcbtramt of religion; a Greek

prays.—Moral weakness of the Greek race ; slav-

ery. — Notable absence of humane feelings among
the Greeks. — Resume of the development of the

Greek race.—Descent of the Greek character and

genius 179-192

Chapter LIII.—The Modern Greeks.
Ancient Europe transformed in the Middle Ages.

—Historical vicissitudes of Greece and the Greek

race.—Effects of Gotliic invasion ; Christianity pre-

vails.—^Monogamy enforced by the Christian teach-

ers.—Greece affected by barbarian invasions.—In-

tervals of repose ; Islam kept at bay by the sea.—

Extinction of Eastern empire and rise of the cres-

cent.— Analysis of present Greek populations.

—

Modern Greeks the descendants of the three ancient

races.—Persistency of peoples in clinging to locali-

ties. — The disposition of races to hold localities

illustrated.—Persistency of the race remnant in hold-

ing its place.—Centers of modern Greek develop-

ment. — To what extent modern Greeks preserve

ancient traits.— Intellectul qualities of old Greeks

repeated in the moderns.— Physical characteristics

of the modern Greeks.—Jocularity and optimism re-

appear in the descendent race.—Temperance and

chastity of the people.— Prevailing patriotism and

democracy of the modern Greeks.—Hunger of the

race for the discipline of schools.—Proof of national

spirit in the struggle for freedom.—Survival of an-

cient subtlety ; lack of artistic genius.—Reversal of

art evolution in the Greeks and the Romans.

—

Passionate admiration of modern Greeks for their

ancestors. — Approximation of Greek habit to

that of Western Europe.— Marriage and mar-

riageability; excess of male population—Number
and distribution of the inhabitants; the Greek,

cities 193-208

Chapter LIV.—The Albanians.

Albanians tlie descendants of tlie ancient lUyrians.

— Derivation of the language ; prevalence of the

Greek tongue.—Historical transformation of ancients

into Albanians.— Hislorical vicissitudes of Albanians

from fiflcenlh century.—The race wavers bctweerj

the Greeks and the Turcomans —Albanians fail to

uphold thecause of theGrecks.—Patriotic sympathies

and valor of the Suliolcs.—Number of Albanians:

division on score of religion.—Subtlety of old Greek

character revives In Albanians.—License and brigand-

age of the Albanians. —Value of the Albanians as

soldiers of the Porte.— Industrial and commercial

life; products and clothing.— Picturcsqiieness of the

Albanian costumes — Personal bearing and manners;

onset in battle.-Contemptuous estimate and abuse

of woman.—Genealogy and modifications of the Al-

banian tongue.—Meagerness of the literary develop-

ment of the Albanians.— Greeks anil Albanians

represent extreme of Aryan evolution. . . :oS-2l8
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BOOK VIII. -The Romans,
Chapter LV.—The Etruscans.

Parts of Italy occupied by the Etruscan race.

—

Great difficulty of determining race descent of the

Etruscans.— Ethnic affinity with the Greek Pelas-

gians.— Old names of the Etruscans; their terri-

tories.—Features and characteristics of the race.

—

^Character of the monumental remains of the Etrus-

cans.—Artistic workmanship ; the scarabs in par-

ticular.—Etruscan art work generally of Greek deri-

vation.—The Etruscan coins, and method of their

production.—Terra-cotta work ; vases and images

thereon.—Etruscan jewelry ; manner of granulation.

— Styles from Cyprus; fine arts not necessarily

derivative.—Bronzes and painting; art subjects from

Greek story.— Skill in coloring illustrated in sepul-

chers.—Priority of the Etruria among West Aryan

states.— Tarquinii and other principal cities of the

k Etruscans.—Historical importance of Clusium, Arre-

tium, and Cortona.— Relations of Perusiato the Ro-

man state.—Building and manufactures of Volaterrse

and Populonia.— Interesting remains from time of the

Etruscan ascendency.—Rank of the Etruscans in

the scale of civilization.—Distinction between his-

toric and prehistoric ethnology 219-229

Chapter LVI.— Old Italicans and their
Habitat.

Intimate ethnic relations of the Latin and Greek

races.— Close kinship of Latin language and .^Eolic

Greek.— Latin tribes really the vanguard of Dorian

migration. — Movements and distribution of the

Lalini in Italy.— Place and descendent tribes of the

Sabellians.—Central Italy Latinized ; the South Hel-

lenized.— Three belts of Italican population; the

Celtic invasion.—Vigor and harilihood of the Roman
gcns.^Vehemence and energy of the Roman evolu-

tion.—Strongest male elements along the Western
border.— Aggressiveness and courage of the Grjeco-

Italic van.— Farming instinct supplemented with

passion for cattle raising.— The Roman race the

builders of strongholds.—Beauty of Italy and mild-

ness of climate.—Absence of harbors retards the

commercial evolution.—Uniformity of natural con-

ditions throughout Italy 229-238

Chapter LVII.— Subsistence and Primitive

Conditions.

Importance of certain nuts to the primitive Itali-

cans.— Olher native and transplanted products.

—

Prevalence of the vine ; wine-making the oldest art.

— Richness of the country in the cereal grains.

—

Ground and vine products, dates, and figs.—Strength

and permanency of the Latin planting.—Municipality

the bottom principle in Roman organization.—The

Roman race would master for the sake of mastery.

—Rome as a village and town; the Sabine episode.

—

What things were spread forfoodin Latium.—Home
scene of the primitive Romans. — Beginnings of

metallurgy and the building arts.—Slow evolution of

the Italicans ; swiftness of the Greeks.—.Spread of

the Greek race in Southern Italy.—Diffusion abroad

of the civilization of the Greeks.—Integrity of the

race wherever distributed.—War with Samnium the

second stage of Roman development.—The ethnic

impact on the two sides of Latium.—Race struggle

of the Romans and the Etruscans.—Hard straits of

the Romans; contest with the Gauls.—Spirit of war
intensified by ethnic disposition.—Influences of en-

vironment on Roman character.—Want of harbors

tends to intensify national spirit.—Absence of com-

mercial and cosmopolitan influences.—Contrasted

conditions of the Greek and Latin epics.—The
immaterial food-supply of races. — Simplicity of

conditions produces simplicity of character.

—

Sternress of primitive Romans; lack of socia-

bility 239-252

Chapter LVIII.—Social Estate of the Ro-
mans.

Roman society began in violence and rapacity.

—

Relation of character to preponderance of sex in so-

ciety.—The frontier with excess of males has highest

sentiment.— Illustration of the law in the social

conditions of America.—Rude virtues of the primi-

tive society of Rome.— Evolution of home and in-

stitution of family.—Semitic peoples not the origi-

nators of home ideas.—Home and monogamy a cul-

mination of West Aryanism.—The three terraces of

the Roman social structure.—Source and develop-

ment of the Roman familia.—The family proper;

fact and manner of courtship.—Disparagement of

girls in the matter of the pr;enomen.—Roman girls

taught to regard virtue as the supreme thing.—Com-

parative freedom of the sexes in social intercourse.

—

Rules of gallantry as outlined by Ovid.—Rule of

early marriages; simplicity of the union. — Formali-

ties of the wedding day ; the pronuba.—Bridal pro-

cession, and fiction of the new home.—Deterioration

of the marriage estate under the empire.—Divorce

made easy by corruption of Roman society.—Rights

of the married women of Rome.—Effort of later re-

publicans to restore the former estate.— Heroic char-

acter of the primitive Roman women.—Derivation of

the high character of maid and matron.—The women
of Rome called forth by civil dangers.—Salutary influ-

ence of the women in controlling violence.—How
Horatiusis both condemned and acquitted.—Exam-

ples of heroic devotion among Roman women.

—
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Natural grief for the decadence of Roman society.

—Woman carried down by the tide of pohtical de-

pravity.—The last great women of Rome strive to

save the state.—Cleopatra as a type of the imperial

women.—The family of Augustus typical of tiie age.

—Height and depth of the development of the Ro-

mans.—Obliteration of the social and domestic vir-

tues.—Common people share the decline and cor-

ruption of the race.— Postponement of marriage

indicative of depravity.—Freedom of Roman women
continued to the downfall.— The soul of woman
turns to pride and the circus.—The suitors follow

vanity to the watering places.—Advent of the house

philosopher; his offices.— The better women seek

repose in philosophy.— Roman mind would find

refuge in Syrian religions.—Woman leads in the ac-

ceptance of Eastern mysteries.—Depraved society

retains the old forms of intercourse.—Favorable re-

action in theageof the Antonines.—Literature of the

Aurelian period indicates reform.—Later Romans
seek satisfaction in Greek culture.—Affectation of

Greek extends to all classes.—Transformation of so-

ciety into mediaeval type.—Mediaeval Italians more

Roman than Teutonic 252-278

Chaptf.r LIX.— Culture and Development
OF THE People.

The intellectual life grew with the growth of social

forms.—The Romans seek to create a system of

schools.—School began with family ; powers of the

pedagogue.—No school buildings; sexes educated

together.—Greek teachers succeed the rustic peda-

gogues.—Roman professors also are known to his-

tory.— The primary curriculum; wreckage on the

gramm.-\r reef.— Popularity and resulting influences

of rhetoric.—Importance attached to elocution and

oratory.— Studies of young patricians; Greek lan-

guage cultivated.— Division 'of the' Roman people

into patricians and plebeians.—Ancient claim of rank

on ground of priority.—The populus Romanus lays

claim to original possession.— First gathering of

plebeian elements around the city.—Beginnings of

the struggle of social classes.^—Conditions leading to

the final victory of the plebeians.—Rise of clientage

;

philosophy of the system.—Recurrence of like phe-

nomena in socieiy of modern times.—Names and

parts of the principal actors in clientage.—The sys-

tem extends and becomes the feudalism of Rome.

—

Clients must render both private and public service.

— Manner of the intercourse between pationus and

client.— Mutual duties and obligations of the parlies.

— Degrading influences of the system of client-

age 278-289

Chapter T.X. — Slavery and the Familia.

Origin and prevalence of slavery among the Ro-

mans.— Kinds of slave labor and nuiinc- of the serv-

ice.—The principal kinds and classes of slaves.

—

Degrees of skill among slaves ; the nonienclator.

—

Cruelty among the Ruddy races
;
particular exam-

ples.—The Romans conspicuous for cruelty to slaves.

—Horrors of human slavery ; amelior.uing features.

—Danger of deducing too large conclusions in his-

tory.—Historical inquiry a process of rectification.

—

Slavery mitigated by humane dispositions of masters.

—Special alleviations of slavery among the Romans.

—Gain to the slaves from possession of superior in-

telligence.—Slaves serve as librarians and secretaries."

— Political and civil aspects of Roman slavery.—His-

torical course and end of the institution.—Christian-

ity seeks to mitigate or abolish slavery.—Evolution

of the Roman familia.—Various social increments

added to the family proper.—The property feature

of the familia.—The ancestral element in the in-

stitution 289 296

Chapter LXI. — Baths and Luxurious
Living.

Man-life embraces a private and a public part.

—

History made to deal with public affiurs and spec-

tacles.—Difficulty of realizing the social aspects of

the ancient world.—Insiincuve disposition of the

Romans for bathing.— Public baths attest the pre-

vailing sentiment of the people.—Climate suggests

the bath ; literary references thereto.—Nomenclature

of the baths and the managers. — Bathing passes

from sanitary to luxurious motives and habit.—Es-

tablishment of the public baths of the city.— Ethnic

disposition of Romans to witness contests.—Method

of bathing; tliflerent kinds of bathing appliances.

—

Building thermae as a means of securing popular

favor.—Emperors seek in this manner the applause

of subjects.^Sea bathing and coast villas of the

wealthy Romans.— Neapolis rivals Bai.-e as a pleasure

resort.—Scenes of fashion and dissipation of Lucrine

lake.—Contrast of imperial splendor with detnocratic

simplicity.—Excessive appetites and passions of the

Romans.—Emperors seek to procure the materials

of gluttony. — Unquenchable desires; quality of

musical taste.—Extraordinary spectacles necessary

to arouse Roman interest 297-306

Chapter L.Xll.— Drama and Oiher Public
Sports.

Beginnings of the drama and theatrical re|ircsenta-

tions.—-The unoriginative character ; music of trum-

pet and battle.— Kinds of stage perlurmance appre-

ciated by the Romans.— Evolution of the circus and

the amphitheater.-Growth of the circus commen-

surate with the republic. — Amphitheater becomes

coextensive with Roman rule.— Aspects of the Maxi-

mus on a day of great games.— The Roman populace

gather in the upper benches.- Professional prepara-

tion for the chariot races. - Difference between Greek
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chariot racing and Roman.—Companies organized

to provide for the race courses.—Adoption of colors

to designate the factions.—Compelilion of the great

to provide games and sports.—Serious political re-

sults from the contests of the circus.—Aspects of

the populace on the day of contest.—Scene in the

circus ; manner of the races.—Rome invents the

bloody combat ; actual fighting demanded.—As war

recedes the bloody sports abound.—Preference of

the Romans for combats and blood-shedding.— Pro-

gressive stages of the gladiatorial shows.—The way

to emancipation lay through the amphitheater.—The

man supersedes the beast in the arena.—Vorlex of

Roman life in the Coliseum.—Much of the daily life

of the Romans has perished 307-320

Chapter LXIII.

—

Lingua Latina.

Significant infinity of Latin and yEolic Greek.

—

Latin furnishes an example of arrested development.

—Correlations of language and climatic environment.

—Physical conditions determine elasticity of vocal

organs.—Primitive Latin stiffened and sharpened in its

progress.—Primeval linguistic conditions in Central

Italy.— Latin becomes the language of the Italican

races.—The three stages in the evolution of the

Latin tongue.—Nature of the transition from second

to third stages.—Small knowledge of forms and struc-

ture of archai'c Latin.—Limits of the first period

;

recent discoveries.—Admixture of foreign elements

with old inscriptions.— Preservation of examples of

antique Latin.—Deterioration and sharpening of the

Latin vowels.—Historical relations of the second lin-

guistic epoch.—Various features of the linguistic

changes.—Recession of Latin accent from the ulti-

mate.— Process of reducing the quantity of syllables.

—Relations of utterance to the nervous tension in

man.—Beginning and culmination of the literary

epoch.—Representatives of Latin literature in the

silver age.— Estabhshment and perpetuation of the

Ciceronian standard.—Circumstances leading to the

corruption of the language.—Lack of particles in

the Latin tongue.—Strong development of the lan-

guage in demonstratives.—Philosophy of the com-

pound element in human speech.—Severe aspect

and practical character ol," Latin. — Monotony of

Latin ; its sonorousness and dignity.—Fondness of

the Romans for sound and cadence.—Directness,

force, and concrete energy of the language.— Latin

speech an example of linguistic architecture.—A fit

instrument for the diplomacy of the Romans.—Juris-

prudence found in Latin a natural vehicle.—Rome
plants her language among the barbarian races of

Europe. — In what manner Romance languages

emerge from Latin.—Spanish, Provengal. Portu-

guese, and Italian spring up.—Laws and con-

stitution of Rome borne abroad by Latin.—All

features of Roman organization thus disseminated.

—Prevalence of Roman forms throughout modem
society 320-336

Chapter LXIV.—The Arts.

The Romans the least creative of the great peoples.

—Constructive capacity of the race ; want of ideality.

—The Romans borrowed all and invented nothing.

—

The Etruscans bring architectural skill to Rome.

—The conquerors drain the countries of the Medi-

terranean.—Romans dependent on Etruscans for

their first temples.—Rudeness of the primitive arts

of both peoples.—Dependence on Greece for memo-
rials and statues.—Emergency compels invention;

shipbuilding lags.— Slow production of Roman
fleets ; the grappling hooks.—The Romans wonder

at the skill of other races.—Knowledge of practical

arts imported from alien races.—Rome first gathers

and then distributes civilization.—Ability to build

the strongest trait of Roman genius.—Evolution of

the arch as an element in structure.—The arch

adopted and perfected by Roinan builders.—Relation

of the arch to the civilization of the Romans.—Evi-

dences throughout Europe of Roman structure.

—

Character and examples of the Tuscan style.—Greek

architecture becomes the prevailing type.—Evolution

of columnar structure in Greece and Rome.—High

ornamentation the characteristic of Roman taste.

—

The Corinthian order preferred by the Roman archi-

tects.—Architecture an exponent of intellectual and

moral states.—The Corinthian the predominant fea-

ture of classical Rome.— General character and

analysis of the composite column.—Special features

and proportions of the column.—Parts and measure-

ments of the capital.—Roman mind and purpose

revealed in architectural style.—Eastern building had

respect to public uses only.—Semitic architecture

looked to palaces and temples.—Greeks and Romans

depart from Oriental standards.—Structure to be

regarded as the continent of life.—Rome becomes

the leader in architecture for private uses.—Empire

and superstition had their thrones in the East.

—

Migratory movements of mankind signify emancipa-

tion.—Varied architecture implies differentiation of

races.—The Romans vary the selection of building

materials.—Extensive use of stone and marble in Ro-

man buildings.—Bricks also largely employed in lead-

ing edifices.—Citywalls and many villas of brick struc-

ture.—Durability the predominant feature of Roman

structure.—The circular form in building cuhivated

by the Romans.—Greeks prefer the rectangular plan

for edifices.—Striking example of circular building at

Rome.— Abundance of Roman theaters ; amphithe-

ater of Nimes.—Wonder excited by Roman structure

in an unscientific age.—The laws of nature unknown

to the men of Rome.—Their want of scientific knowl-

edge heightens our admiration.—The Roman race

brings practicality into the world .... 336-361
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Chapter LXV.— Religion of the Romans.

Relaxation of religious ideas with growth of Ro-

man race.—Primitive Latin concepts of the supernal

powers.—Origin and offices of the ancestral Penates.

—The Lares, or " Lords; " evolution of the house-

hold worship.—Olympian paganism not known to

the primhive race.—Roman religion a function of

family, and state.—Worship of the gods an office

among Greeks and Romans.— Evolution of the

Pontifex Maximus and his successor.—Ancient Al-

banian religion infected with new forms.-—Mythology

of the Greeks imported into Italy.—The religion of

the Romans becomes a huge formality.—The Fla-

mens and priestly colleges of Rome.—Women ad-

mitted to participation in religious rites.—Evolution

of the pontifical office ; the Maximus.—Strength se-

cured by making the priesthood secular.—System of

dualism indicates affinity with Iranians.—Theory of

the Larvae; the cult disappears.— The pontifices

become the state historians.—Interlocking of offices

g^ves strength to civil society.— Superstition origi-

nates in a dread of nature.—Major aspects of nature

more easily understood than minor.— Science still

unable to discover the laws of minor phenomena.

—

Night and darkness engender superstitious beliefs.

—The Romans the most superstitious of ancient

peoples.—Roman superstition grew into augury and

divmation.—Roman myth and tradition wholly po-

litical.—Races do not consciously devise their in-

stitutions.—New features of race-life issue from the

old by evolution.—Prevalence of religious festivals ;

the Lupercalia.—In what manner the annual cere-

mony was presented.— Lucus Deje Diffi and festival

of the Arval Brothers.—Features and significance of

the ceremonial. — Rome surpasses Greece in her

public celebrations.—Literature infected with the

prevailing superstitions.—Bottom ideas of Roman
religion derived from the Sabines.—The chemistry

of nature and of man 361-377

Chapter LXVL—Law and Constitution.

Roman law arises out of the prerogative of father-

hood.—Roman jurisprudence based on Fas, Jus, and

Boni Mores.— Derivation and sense of fas.—The
principles of fas might be discovered by right reason.

—Theory of nefas, and its application to conduct.

—

Jus the natural law and order of the world.—Defini-

tion of justice ; absoluteness of the principle.—Jus

moribus and constitutum lex.—Evolution of boni

mores ; distinction of good morals from bad.—Boni

mores the source of the common law of Rome.—In-

termingling of fas, jus, and boni mores in Roman law.

—Development of the three Comitian assemblies.

—

Roman law to be viewed in its sources ; law-making;

courts.—The ager publicus and ager privatus of the

Romans.—Nature of the freeholds ; enlargement of

heredium.—Comparative facility of landownership ;

the possessiones.—Cattle and slaves as personal

property ; other personalty.—Law of succession ; in

poiestale and e.x potestate.—Reversional right to the

gens; the Agnates.— Two kinds of testament;

modern usage of Roman origin.—Property rights

the dangerous reef in Rom.in history.—Evolution of

the law of contract.—Late appearance of contract

explained by social conditions.—The appeal to Fides

;

usage of promitt-:re dextram.— Hypothecation a

means of securing fulfillment of pledges.—Personal
^

compulsion permitted to enforce agreements.— Pri-

vate avengement of injuries allowed with limitations.

—Three forms of punishment for wrongdoing recog-

nized.—Nature of expiatio, supphcium. and conse-

cratio capitis.— Capital punishment; sacer esto was

not sacrifice.—Explanation of mixture of moral

principles with jurisprudence.—Evolution of legisla-

tion; tlie Twelve Tables.— Formality of Roman
procedure; nature of the sacramentum.—Intioduc-

tory processes before ihe tribunal.—Legal actions

beginning with manus injeclio—Meaning of manus,

and rights proceeding therefrom.—Fiction of caput,

or head rights of citizenship.—Twelve Tables a

compilation ; fiction of the married woman.— Classifi-

cation of the members of the familia.— Right of

paterfamilias in the matter of guardianship.—Debt

the primeval obligation recognized by society.— Civil

history of ancient nations turns about the question

of debt.—Yex.ations and hardships of debt among

the RomanSv— Primitive borrowing; introduciion of

coin and the balance.— Rome became the lawmaking

state of the world.—All civilized peoples under the

influence of Roman law . . . , . . . 377-396

Book IX.—Xiik l^^vtin i^a-ces.

Chapter LXVII.—The Itai.ian.s.

Policy of Rome with respect to her subjugated

peoples.—The subject races of Western Europe be-

come Latinized.—Collapse of the empire and the

Roman people.—Chronological boundaries of the

Roman race and ascendency. — Incoming of the

Herulians and the Ostrogoths.—The Alpine sluices

opened ; state policy of the Goths.—Character of the

Roman race at the lime of the overthrow. — The

barbarians begin to amalgamate with the con-

quered.—The new interfusion of races in Italy.

—

Character of the nascent Italian race completed by
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the Crus?(les.—Striking transformation of the Ro-

man into the Italian.—Aggressiveness the leading

feature of Roman activity.—Philosophy of decadence

in the individual and the race.— Reversal of ethnic

characteristics in the Italians.—Aggressiveness of

Rome reappears in discovery and adventui-e.

—

Transformed Scipios and Ca;sars of the fifteenth

century.—Scientific development of Italian mind in

the Middle Ages.—Italy becomes the harbor of in-

tellectual activity.—Revival of genius and art in the

Italian cities.—Florence becomes the Athens of the

mediasval epoch.—Political order of the Romans
reversed by the Italians.— Republicanism and mu-
nicipality replace the empire.—Nature of political

society in the cities of Italy.—Italian race aids the

ascendency of the Roman Church.—Italian republics

the scene of faction, debate, and progress.— Agitation

and distress conditions of intellectual greatness.

—

Sorrows and conflicts of the mind reflected in litera-

ture.—But music and art rise above the anguish of

the age.—Magnificent outburst of Christian painting.

—Italian sculpture rivals that of the flassical ages.

—Special features of plastic art ; the great sculptors.

—Modern Italy perpetuates the fame of her Middle

Ages —They who suffer and sorrow are the singers.

— Spirit of song takes wing in Italian cities; musical

instruments invented.—Violin perfected; coming of

opera and oratorio.—Centralization of government

impeded by the papacy.— Baleful influences of the
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Italian society ; what might happen to England.

—

Philosophy deplores the social sorrows of the race.

—

Genesis of the banditti ; beggary follows in the train.

—Impediments to the restoration of Italian nation-

ality 397-419

Chapter LXVIII.—The French.

Ancestry, race descent, and boundaries of the

French.—Place and character of the Gauls in the

time of Caesar.—Situation and features of the Belgic

tribes.— Mi.xed race character and interfusion of the

Aquitanians.—Five centuries of Roman domination

over the Celts.—The Gallic race gradually trans-

formed and Latinized.—Frankish invasion begins

with withdrawal of Roman posts.—Gauls receive

new masters and amalgamate with them.—Composite

race origin accounts for French characteristics.

—

Estimate of different race elements in the new
people.— Institutional life of the French derived

mostly from Romans.— Decline of tl\f Franco-Gauls

after the collapse of Rome.—Church of Rome inter-

poses to rescue the ancient learning.—The Gallo-

Franks fall under the dominion of feudalism.

—

Striking effects of the Crusades on the French race.

—Returning Crusaders loose the seals of art and

learning.— Rising of a new language and a new

literature.—Linguistic evolution indicates a transfor-

mation of thought.-^In what manner languages

part; Langue d'Oil et Langue d'Oc. — Rolf the

Ganger comes, and Neustria becomes Normandy.

—

Gallic Neustrians absorb their conquerors ; Norman
French appears.—Troubadours and trouveres fill

the air with song and story.—From what sources the

new poetical literature arose.—The early story-

tellers take up the theme of love and war.—The new
French society takes the lead of Europe.—Civiliza-

tion leaves the southern peninsulas for the north.

—

The French become the transalpine Italians.

—

Cultivation of historical fiction ; Froissart's " Chroni-

cles."—Times and places of the literary transforma-

tion.—Latin yields to French as the language of the

court.—Provencal society leads in the race of refine-

ment.—Paris draws beauty and enthusiasm from the

south.—Warmth and diffusiveness of the French

society.— Struggle of feudal society to hold out

against monarchy.—Political feudalism perished, but

social feudalism remained. — French society the

mi.\ed product of several ethnic forces.—Character

of French court under the Valois and Bourbons.

—

True race history finds its materials among the

people.—Difficulty of apprehending the spirit and

forms of old societies. — French joyousness con-

trasted with the gloom of other races.—Exuberant

spirits and quick revival of the French people.—Other

peoples do not appreciate the jocund French spirit.

—Striking recuperative powers of the French genius.

—Buoyancy of national character and recovery from

disaster.—French love of the beautiful in society and

habit.—French refinement extends upward to art,

downward to industries.—Coarseness of other races

replaced with French delicacy.—The French table

becomes aesthetic and banqueting a fine art.—Social

refinement has been substituted for political develop-

iTient.—Contrast of French and English races as to

civil growth.—English-speaking peoples sacrifice art

for politics.—Energies of the French devoted to

social accomplishments. — Desire for social inter-

course predominates over other passions.—English

and Amencrn races destroy individuality.— The

French concede individuality and social freedom.

—

Strong disposition of the French mind to generalize.

—

Great difference among races respecting the anal) tic

and synthetic methods.—Easy preeminence of the

French in the use of synthesis.—The power to gen-

eralize is a true originality.—French furnish models

of excellence in literature and art.—Passion of the

race for things dramatic and spectacular.^Self-con-

sciousnessand self-sufficiency of the race.—Classicism

and uniformity of the French architecture.—The

French lead the Latin races in thought and action.

—Paganism of the Gallo-Franks; character of the

Belgae.—The Catholic Church takes deep root in the

soil of France.—Catholic legitimacy and radicalism

join issues in France.—Strength of the patriotic
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passion in the French people.—Love of the soil

prevails over the allurements of adventure.—The
French race flourishes with free landowner-

ship , 420-459

Chapter LXIX.—The Spaniards.

Melancholy decline of the Spaniards in last four

centuries.—Obscure problem of derivation of Ibe-

rians and Basques.—The Celtic element predomi-

nant in Spanish ethnography.—Rome conquers and

colonizes the Spanish peninsula.—The peoples south

of the Pyrenees are Latinized.—Gothic conquest

;

antecedent career of the Visigoths.—Percentage of

Gothic population to preceding peoples.—The Visi-

gothic kingdom ; superiority of the race.—Excellence

of the Visigothic administration and laws.— The
Islamite Moors overthrow Teutonic Spain.—The
ease with which the conquest was effected.—Liberal

spirit and method of the African conquerors.—Ex-

pulsion of the Moors and restoration of Christianity.

—Slight ethnic traces of the Moorish ascendency

left behind.—Intellectual and artistic life of the

Arabs remained.—Learning transmitted to Europe

through Moorish Spain.—Splendor and diffusion of

the Moorish architecture.—Intercourse but nonunion

of the Christians and the Islamites.—Pohcy of Islam

toward the Christian populations,—Self-inflicted em-
barrassment and hardships of the Renegades.—Age
of Spanish chivalry and pilgrimages.—Ethnic ante-

cedents of Spanish character in sixteenth century.

—

Impelling spirit of Spanish adventure and discovery.

— Passion of propagandism combined with the lust

of gold.—The Spaniards reach their acme at close

of sixteenth century.—Dark race character revealed

in the wars against heretics. — Alva's campaigns

the climax of human depravity.—The result a fatal

catastrophe to the Spanish race.— Swift decadence

of nationality and ethnic lile.—Spanish industries go

back to primitive conditions.—Merchant marine and

war fleets sink into insignificance.— Religious refor-

mation makes no headway among the Spaniards.

—

Summary of race elements in the Spanish composition.

— Always a strongest part in the character of a race.

—Dominant element in Spanish life was the Roman.

—Language an index of the prevailing race pater-

nity.—The Spanish tongue parts into Castilian and

Catalan. — Castilian a Latin derivative; linguistic

deterioration abroad.—Dialects of Castilian , Anda-

lusjan parent of South American.—Slight deflection

of Leonese from Castilian Spanish —Place and lin-

guistic descent of Catalan.— Influences by which

the language was fixed in its forms.—Easiness

of race interfusion across the Pyrenees.— How
the birth of literature is the death of language.

—First passages of the Spanish muse in drama
and epic.—Juan Ruiz and the oulbuisl of medi-

aeval song. — Prose chronicles
;
pervantes smiles

Spain's chivalry away. — Historical settings and
background of " Don Quixote."—Coincident devel-

opment of literature and nationality. — Political

crises fail to arouse the Spanish intellect to activity.

—Symptoms of an independent Catalan literature.

—The Catalonian stream flows into the Spanish

channel 460-488

Chapter LXX.—The Portuguese.

Portuguese race more distinct than the country.

—

Admixture of bloods in the formation of the stock.—

Iberians and Celts followed by Visigoths and Van-
dals.—Historical outline of Portuguese development.

—The race distinguished by its adventurers.—The
" Sixty Years' Captivity

;

' Brazilian colonization.

—

Circumstances tending to produce a Portuguese

literature.—Rustic Latin revives after the expulsion

of the Moors.— Notable preservation of Latin in

Portuguese.—Characteristics of the language; spoken

by fifteen million.—Outline of the literary evolution

in Portugal.—Influenceof classical models; romance

and adventure.— The Portuguese have preserved

their ethnic vigor.—Genius of the race repressed by

the spirit of Rome 488-496

Chapter LXXI.—The Provencals.

Race distribution not adequately represented with

linear diagram. — Geographical boundaries of the

Provencal race.—Language the dividing line between

French and Provengal.—Early linguistic separation

of the two peoples.—Rapid and transitory develop-

ment of Provengal literature. -— Transformation of

the language into vernacular forms. — Relation of

Boethius to Romanic and English prose.—The folk

bards run away with the learned guild.—The love

and war theme preserved ; Dante's reasons —Age
and ascendency of the Provengal troubadours.

—

Sentiment and song become corporeal in chivalry.—

Persistency of race instincts among the Provencals.

—Loyalty and liberty struggle for mastery in Pro-

vence.—Provence gives her soul of fire to the revolu-

tion.—French race indebted to (he Provencals for

refinement.—Teutonic races underestimate the social

forms of the French 496-506

Chapti;r LXXII.—The Wm.lachians.

Geographical situation of Wallachia,—Relations

of the Dacians with the Roman power.—Place and

relalionshipsof the ancient Geta\—The Daci conquer

the Geiae and amalgamate with them.—Dacia be-

comes a dependency of Rome ; Trajan's victories.

—The empire colonizes ; absorption of the race.

—

The Goths press the Danubian frontier.—Ethnic

constitution of the Wallachians.—Outline of the

vicissitudes of the race.—The Wallachians at bottom

a Roman people. —The Vl.ich l.iiigii.ige ; philosophy

of the " line."—Outspread of Wallachian stock into
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surrounding states.—Roman elemcnls predominant

in Wallachian character.— In ethnic formation the

strongest part prevails.— The Wallachian stocic

spreads into surrounding regions.— Lack of geo-

graphical definition around the race.—Conditions in

Eastern Europe retard development.—Asiatic barba-

rism disturbs the civilizing forces.— Roumanians

particularly retarded by want of repose.— Methods

of production; principal resources.— Physical im-

provements and progress; trade and the octroi.

—

Distribution of llie Roumanian population.—Relative

development and promise of the Latin races.— Ital-

ians and Wallachians most strongly deflected from

Roman type.—Spaniards in some particulars preserve

the Roman original.—French have the leadership of

the Latin family.— Estimates as to science ; the

American Span'sh peoples.—France furnishes the

momentum of the Latin races 506-520

Book X.—The Celts.

Chapter LXXIII.—The Gauls Proper.

Summary of the subjects thus far considered^

—

Gr£Eco-Italicans not destined to possess the New
World.—Celtic and Teutonic races next claim atten-

tion.— Determining the point of the Celtic race

departure.—Race movements into Europe not coin-

cident.—Course of Celtic migration and distribution

in Europe.—Boundaries of the Celtic family; the

Aquitanians.— Geographical position of the Galli

and Belga.— Who the Ligunans were; Casar's

Omnis Gallia.— Evolution of the Spanish Celtiberians.

—Diffusion into Britain; the Creeks find Cellice.

—

The Celtic ascendency in Western Europe.—General

conditions in the empire of the Celts.—Power and

development of the race ; contact with Rome.—Gaul

becomes Romanized ; reorganization by Augustus.

—Importance of the Gallic states under the empire.

—Barbarian estate of the Celtic races.— Essential

nature of barbarism ; the stage of unconsciousness.

—

Analogy of child-life and the life of the tribe.—Liter-

ary records mark the beginning of civilization.—Law,

also, a concomitant of the civilized life.—General

conditions of race-life at the time of emergence.

—

Barbarism of the tramontane Gauls at the Christian

era.—Lack of a general interest among the Gallic

races.—Universal segregation and clan-life of the

Gauls.—Stage of Gaulish agriculture and manu-
factures.—Products of Gallia ; commerce and the

village life.— Character of the capital towns and

defenses.—Usage of election ; the Gaulish aris-

tocracy.— Difficulty of race rally; want of or-

ganization. — Nobility and commonalty of the

Gauls 521-535

Chapter LXXIV.—The Druidical Cult.

Prevalence of the druidical cult ; origin of the

system.- —Reasons for association of Druidism with

the oak.—Close attachments of first Aryans \yilh

the oak woods.—Why the oak tree was the throne

of Jove.—In what manner the mistletoe became an

object of adoration.—Predominance of the Druids

over Celtic society.—Aspiration of young Gauls to

reach the druidical rank.—Capital of the druidical

system established in Gaul.—Schools of the Druids

;

limitations of their knowledge.—Mercury the favorite

deity of the Gaulish pantheon.—Devotion of Gauls

to superstition; human sacrifice. — The e.xtructi

tumuli of Ca;sar ; severe punishments.— Usages,

customs, and philosophy of the Druids.— The
mistletoe the plant of darkness and mystery.—Belief

of the Gauls in the virtues of the mistletoe.—Cere-

monial of the cutting and the feast.—Finding and

taking of the ovum anguineum.—Superstition of the

marshwort and the hedge hyssop.—Secretiveness of

the Druid seers ; ruins of the cult.—Organization of

the druidical order; Bards and Druidesses.—Dark

mysteries of the system ; nocturnal rites.—Demo-
lition and rebuilding of the temple in Sena.—The
Druids reduced by the secular power of the Equites.

—Rome must contend with both Knights and

Druids.—The ancient cult makes its last stand in

Anglesea.—Conquest and spoliation of the island

by the Romans.—What might have been in a con-

test of Christianity with Druidism.—Rome made a

way with her sword for the Christian monks.—Celtic
poetry arose with the fall of Druidism.—The new

faith flows in the channels of the old.—Connection

of Druidism with Eastern mythologies.—Did Druid-

ism transmit itself to after times?—Post-Christian

epoch and Neo-Druidism in Wales.—The " Black

Book " shows transmission of the ancient faith.

—

Philosophical sources of the druidical system con-

sidered.— Druids substitute metempsychosis for

Tophet.—Dependence on Roman authors for knowl-

edge of Druidism.—Symbolical use of fire : the moon

cycle.—The fire festivals perpetuate themselves to

modern times.— Loss or partial preser\'ation of the

Celtic names of the gods.—Celtic and Teutonic bar-

barians build no temples.—Alleged idolatry of the

Gauls and Britons.— Destinies of Druidism after the

Roman conquest.—Remaining vestiges of the system

in Ireland Sj^-SS^
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Chapter LXXV. — Government, Language,
AND Culture.

Place and boundaries of the principal British clans.

—Rudimentary forms of monarchy among the Celts.

—Nature of the royal office ; woman and heredity.

—

Royal prerogatives ; check of the druidical order.

—

Influence of the Druids in the Roman wars.—The
priestly order replenished with recruits from the

people.— Power of the priesthood ; Celtic con-

gresses.—Rowland's account of the cirque of Angle-

sea.—Nature of punishment ; the law for woman.

—

Hints of the domestic estate of the Gauls and Britons.

—Restrictions laid by the Caledonians on their king.

—Pressure of the Celtic race to the west.— The
Saxons force the Celts into Wales and Cornwall.

—

The Gaulish empire yields to the Romans and

Germans.— Gaulish division of the Celtic languages.

—The Celtiberian and Cymric branches of Celtic.

—

The sixfold division of the Celtic tongues.— Restricted

geographical area of the race.—Place of Celtic in the

Aryan scheme of languages.— Evidences of the

Aryan character of Celtic speech.—The threefold

organization of the learned Celts.—Origin and char-

acter of the Irish Fili.—How Druidism was preserved

and transmitted.—Causes at issue between the Irish

Church and Rome.—The Irish race preserves the

essential qualities of the Celtic.—The three schools

of Ecna, Filidecht, and Fenechas.—Curriculum of

the student in Filidecht.—Little known of the pre-

Christian condition of the Celts.—The Ogam style

of writing; Latin alphabet substituted.— Ireland fur-

nishes advantages for study of Celtic mind. 558-573

Chapter LXXVL— The Welsh and Cor-
nish.

Classification ofthe six existing Celtic races.—Place

and geographical relations of the Welsh.—Poems of

the Welsh a source of historical information.—The
three principal tribes of the race.—Cambrian Celts

little affected by the Roman conquest.— Fusion of

the Welsh and Anglo-Saxons effected by Christianity.

—Contentions of the two races; union of Wales

with England.—Welsh rebellions and abolition of

the constitution.—Extraordinary wealth of Wales in

mineral deposits.— Ethnic characteristics of the

Welsh race. —. Relative rank of the Celtic mind

in modern society.—Comparisons of the Celtic and

Teutonic intellect.—Welsh authors and literature of

the Middle Ages.—Metrical compositions in the triad

form.—Ethnic hints in the Wrlsh poetry; its sub-

ject-matter.— Situation of Cornwall; tlie Cornish

fisheries.— Myth and tradition of the Cassiterides.

—

Tribal divisions ; antiquarian remains in Cornwall.

—

Decadence and extinction of the Cornish language.

—The miners of Cornwall and Wales noted for in-

telligence.—Cornish society established on the tin

product of the country 573-586

Chapter LXXVIL—The Bretons and
Gael.

Primitive conditions of the Armorican peninsula.

—

Segregation of the Bretons from the French.—Indus-

tries and means of subsistence.—Reasons for the

isolation of the Breton race.—Touches of Oriental

character among the Bretons.—Local attachments

lead to the preservation of ethnic traits.—Dialectical

differences also indicate segregation of race.—Breton

literature appears in the Bardic triads.—Possible

connection of the Gael with the Basques.— Place of

ite Picti in the ethnic scheme of the Celts.— Race

conditions present in the north of Britain.—The
Three Saints of Scotland convert the British Celts.

—Story of Saint Columba and his work.—The Celts

Christianized by the agency of the monks.—The
Celtic race pressed into ultima thule.—Advantage

and hurt of the ethnic pressure.—Celtic intellect un-

emancipated; the race best abroad.—Ethnic place

and relations of the Lowlanders.—The clan preserved

to modern times by the Scottish Gael.—The High-

land chieftain ; evolution of patronymics.—Turbu-

lence and loyalty of the Gaelic mountaineers.

—

Position and support of the Rig and the Aire.—Clan

system of vassalage; life of the chief.—Social and

domestic usagesof the clan.—Principles of succession

in the chieftainship.—Manner of the clan life ; the

Highland glens.— National greatness impossible

under the clan system.— Slave system under the

clan organization.—Character and manners of the

Gael preserved in literature.—The Celtic mind sub-

jected to mediieval superstitions.—Analogy of the

clan system to feudalism.—Orthodoxy and conserva-

tism of the Celtic race.—The leaders of the Gaelic

Church break with Rome.—Peculiar deductive in-

stinct and method of the Scotch intellect.—Syllo-

gistic movement of Scotch mind illustrated.—Ques-

tion of ethnic character of British intellect.

—

England has absorbed the mental energies of the

Celtic race 586-605

Chapter LNXVIII.—The Irish.

Traces of Orientalism in Western Europe.—Tra-

ditional stories of tlie Celtic conquest of Ireland.

—

Partholan and his sons establish Irish kingdoms.

—Tradition of Ncnictl and the Firbolgs. — What
the mythical stories of invasion signify.—Clan of De
Gaid colonizes Munster.—Legend of the conquest of

Ulster by the Scots.—The Irish Celts turn back on

England and Wales.—Evolution of the Irish race;

Cliristi.inizcd by Saint Patrick.— Pl.inting and de-

velopment of the Irish monasteries.—Slow transfor-

mations of human society.—Reaction in favor of

Druidism ; medieval period.—Break of the Irish

Church with Rome.— Points at issue between the

G.'ielic and Romish clergy.—The Irish party yields

and becomes most catholic.— English domination is
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established over Ireland.—Persecutions of the Irish

Church by the English.—Futility of the Irish rebel-

lions.—Prospect of the complete absorption of the

race.—Deductions from the race statistics of two

centuries.—Extent and direction of the Irish exodus.

—Race rank determined by intellectual and material

products.—Forms in which material achievement is

displayed.—Intellectual rank and products of the

Irish.—The race disparaged in industrial progress.

—Material grandeur of Ireland of foreign origin.

—

Labor the common lot i>. the Irish people.—Personal

characteristics of the Celts; the complexion.—De-

scriptions of the Gauls by MarccUinus and Vergil.

—

The original stock reappears in the modem races.

—

Diversities of feature in the existing Celtic types.

—

Distribution of Celtic traits among the other races.

—Summary of the subjects considered in connection

with the Celts 605-622

Book XI.—The Teutonic Peoples.

Chapter LXXIX.—Germania.

Teutonic race the last to arrive in Europe.—Course

of the migration of the Germans into the West.—In

what manner primitive tribes spread into new regions.

—The law illustrated in migrations of Graeco-Itali-

cans.—Nature and limitations of the Teutonic dis-

tribution.—Interest of the classical nations excited

by the Germans.—Extent and character of the pri-

meval German woods.—Predominance of the hunting

life among the German barbarians.—Mutual adapta-

tions of the race and the environment.—Germany

still preserves her original aspects.—Climatic con-

ditions and products of the country.—Surprise of the

Romans at the aspects of German life.— Purity of

the German race preserved by solitude.— Epic of

Tuisco and Mannus ; the name German.— Ethnic

kinship of the Germans and Indicans.—Teutonic and

Graeco-Italic myths and fables 623-631

Chapter LXXX.—Women and Society.

The sexual relation at the bottom of political or-

ganization.—Strong and salutary sentiments of the

Germans regarding woman.—Other Indo-Europeans

infected with Oriental notions of sex. — Natural

modesty of the German barbarians ; clothing.—
Practical and common sense relations of the sexes.

—

Indissolubility of the marital tie among the Germans.

—Postponement of marriage to mature age.—Repug-

nance of the race to violations of purity.—German

marriage the climax of German life. — Peculiar

usages of marriage ; the " morning gift."—German

slavery ; relations of free and slave classes.—Triumph

of the natural life over artificiality.—Life of the Ger-

man boys ; age of responsibility.— Excessive rigor

of the German family usages.—Richness of the Ger-

man race in sentiments and instincts.—Belief in the

freedom and equality of men.—Distinction between

Roman liberty and Teutonic freedom.— German
freedom came by birth and ancestral descent.

—

Freedom of companionship ; the fraternal bond.

—

The German leader continues to be one of the

people.—Persistency of the tribal organization of

the race.—German society preserves the outlines of

the old order.—Roman writers discover the essential

features of German life.—Teutonic law of hospitality

to strangers.—Alternate lethargy and fierce activity

of the Germans 632-645

Chapter LXXXL— Life and Character of
THE Old Germans.

Passions, sentiments, and appetites of the Ger-

mans.—Desire of physical perfection and means of

attaining it.—Imperfect forms of life cast out and

destroyed.—Stature, strength, and bodily habit of the

race.—Form and features of the people. — Great

vitality of the Germans ; the women.—Drink habits

of the Teutonic barbarians.—Uproar and business

of the drinking feast.—Heavy faculties of the Ger-

mans aroused by stimulation.—Love of hazard leads

to loss of freedom.—The three leading vocations of

the German people.—Management of the lands by

the German barbarians.— Sentiment respecting

property and trade for gain.—Antipathy of the Ger-

mans to walls and defenses.—Importance of the

cattle herds; origin of the fief.—Treatment of the

horse and manner of oath taking.—Predominance

of realism and practicality.—Funeral methods and

sentiments of the Germans.—Absence of the com-

mercial spirit in the ancient race.—Evolution of allo-

dial title; "from God and from the sun."—The

German hearthstone; establishment of boundaries.

—The freeholds of the people might not be alienated.

— Constitution and relationships of the German

family 645-657

Chapter LXXXII.—Spirit of War.

In what manner the predatory life may sustain

itself.

—

V^ax destroys and nature repairs the waste.

— The king a superior chieftain; manner of his

election.—On the Teutonic races government must

sit lightly.—Weaponry' and war method of the Ger-

mans.—Plutarch describes the armor and manner of
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fighting.—Tactics of the battlefield ; sacredness of

the shield.—Equalization of the horse and the foot

in battle.—Offensive and defensive aspects of Ger-

man war.—-The effigies, or standard ; singing of the

psan.—Presence and influence of the German women
in battle.—Prevalence of public opinion m the affairs

of the race.—Prerogative and manner of the German
kings and leaders 658-666

Chapter LXXXIIf.

—

^Iythology.

Nature and definitions of the fact called super-

stition.—The German mind dominated by super-

stitious beliefs.—Manner of divination with the twigs

and switches.— Augury from superstition of the

white horse.—The Germanic race substitutes lore for

science.—Specific formsof superstition; belief in signs.

—Supposed significance of the actions and cries of

animals.—Germanic concept of nature and its govern-

ing laws.— Outline of tlie Teutonic theogony.—The
generations of Muspelheim and Niflheim.—The
visible world springs from Ymer , empire of Hela.—
Myths of Lichtalfheim and the starland.—The fairies

and elves haunt the land of Mannheim.—Valhalla

the home of the great and blessed.—The rainbow

bridges the chasm ; Njord and Kari.—Poetical char-

acter of the German myths.—Common features of the

German and Iranian mythology.—Contest of Tuisco

and Wodin for first place in the myth.—Place of Frig-

ga and Freya in the system ; Thor and Tyr. 667-677

Chapter LXXXIV'.—The Teutonic Distribu-

tion.

Nomenclature employed in classification of Ger-

man races.—The threefold distribution of the Teu-

tonic race.—Classification of the Germans proper;

place of the Suevi.—Predominant rank of the Sue-

vians among the Gernians.—Off-grading of Germans
and Gauls along the Rhine.—^Hints in Casar of the

ethnic selvage and mterlocking.—Character of Ger-

man tribes first known to the Romans.—Race char-

acteristics and customs of the Catti.—Names and

manners of tribes on the lower Rhine.—Place of the

Frisians, the Chauci. and the Chcrusci.—Primitive

Germans of the CImbric Chersonesus.—Tlie contest

between the Cimbrians and the Romans.—Vicissi-

tudes of the conflict; foretokens of Roman overthrow.

—Source of the Anglo-Saxon race ; place of the

Suevians.—Siievians conlinue to make themselves

appear Titanic. — Territorial division of Sucvia;

religion of the race. — Origin and character of the

Scmnonian rites.—Glimpses at the place and char-

acter of the Longobards. — Other Suevian tribes ;

worship of Hertha.— Relations of the Hcrnninduri

with the Romans. — The Marcomanni and the

Qn.'idi ; " the v.m of Germany."—Views of Tacitus

respecting the Gothini anfl the Osi.— Cilimpses of

tribes between the Oder and the X'lslula.—Character

and habits of the Arii.— Doubtful geography and
ethnography of the Roman writers . . . 677-688

Chapter LXXXV.—The Goths.

Foremost place of the Goths among the Germanic

nations.— Supposed identity of the Goths and the

ancient Getas.—Views of various authors respecting

the origin of the race.—Probable movements of the

Goths in the prehistoric age.—Errors of the old

writers; former community of races.—Separation of

the East and West Goths ; analogy with Sa.xons.

—

Historical glimpses of the Goths in the early centuries.

—Intimate relations of the Gothic peoples with the

Romans.—Outgoing of the race into foreign regions.

—Ascendency of Ermanaric; his attempts at organi-

zation.—Rise of Athanaric and the apostle of the

Goths.—History of Ulfilas and the "Codex Argen-

?eus."—Visigoths accept Christianity and remove

within the Danube.—Spread of the new faith ; East

and West Goths part company.—Historical vicissi-

tudes of the Goths in the fifth and sixth centuries.

—

Southwestern Europe taken by the Visigoths and
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RACE CnART No. 3.

EXPLANATION.

In order to understand this Chart, and the great movements which it

indicates, the reader must take the same point of departure as in Race Chart

No. 2, near the bottom of the Caspian. As will be seen in chart No. 2, the

Aryan races departed east and west. The westward migration was by far

the stronger and more important.

Upon the stems here represented, nearly all the great historical races of

Southwestern Asia, Euiope, and the New World are based. These are the

historical peoples and nations of the world. Here, near the beginning of

the migration, are the Ossetes, the Armenians, and the Georgians. Out of

the latter stem arise the Minor Asians, whose deeds cover a considerable

part of ancient history.

From this departure, the lines cross over into Europe. Bending south-

ward, we have the astonishing development of the Greeks ; and further on,

the Romans, out of which strong stock have sprung five or si.K of the great

modern races—the French, the Italians, the Spaniards, the Portugese, the

Provencals, etc. With some of these races the Celts are blended, as will be

seen by the junction of race lines north of the Pyrenees.

Returning to the country between the Black Sea and the Caspian, we
see the great northern stem of the Letto-Slavs. Out of these sprang the

Caucasian races, so-called ; and from these the Bulgarians, etc. Further

north, we have the astonishing development of the Russian families, extend-

ing westward to the Livonians, the Poles, the Wends, the Czechs, etc.

From the same origin, about the River Don, the Celtic Stem makes its

way westward, and is developed in the centra) part of Western Europe.

The backward turn of this stock bears the aucient Galatians. The main

stem bears the ancient Gauls, the Bretons, and the Celtiberians, on the Con-

tinent ; and across the Channel, the old Bretons, represented in modern times

by the Gael, the Er.se (Irish), the Welsh, the Cornish, etc.

In the north of Europe, we find the strong German stem, bearing the

High Germans, the Bavarians, the Low Germans, the Norse stock, the Danes,

the Swedes, the Norwegians, and, finally, the Icelanders.

Taken altogether this West Aryan map represents the most powerful

and important aspect of race-life on the globe, ( For the ethnical connection

of the West Aryans with the general scheme of mankind, see Race Chart

No. I, above and to the left).
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THE RUDDY RACES,—CONTINUED.

II.-The West Aryans,

BOOK VII -THE GREEKS.

Chapter XLIV.—Gr>sco=Asians.

SIA MINOR was old

when Europe was
young. The country

between the Caspian

and the eastern body

of the Mediterranean

provolced to an early

settlement. At least two of the princi-

pal divisions of mankind, both branches

of the Ruddy races, found their way into

this peninsular Asia and made it their

home. It is believed that the Semitic

migration extended around the Medi-

terranean on the northeast on its way
into Pelasgic Greece and Etruscan Italy.

Possibly also along the southern coast

M.—Vol. 2—3

of the peninsula the Hamites found a

lodgment; but the greater populations

of Asia Minor were contributed by the

strong Aryan stream flow- Ancient popnia.

ing westward through the ^^t^J^^
pass between the Caspian Aryan,

and the Persian gulf. The movement
which carried the kinsfolk of the Ira-

nians and the Indie-Aryans into the

Lesser Asia and the West was doubtless

coincident in time with the more vigor-

ous progress of the Indo-Europeans

around the Caspian on the north into

Slavonic, Teutonic, and Celtic Europe.

A glance at a classical map will show
the distribution and position of the an-

33





THE GREEKS.—CAPPADOCIANS: 35

the classical

states; Semitic
influences.

dent States between the Armenian
mountains and the ^igean sea. The
Distribution of lii'«t of these on the east

were Pontus and Cappa-

docia. To the west lay

Paphlagonia, Bithynic, Galatia, Phrygia,

Mysia, and Lydia. Along the southern

coast were the kingdoms of Caria,

Lycia, Pamphylia, Lycaonia, and Ci-

licia. .It was through the northern

the whole country of Cappadocia was

occupied by Aryan tribes. At tliat time

the country was of far Ethnic and po-

greater extent than at the '^^t.'otvv^.
classical epoch, reaching cians.

even to the borders of the Euxine. The
name of Cappadocians was given to the

tribes of this region by the Persians,

but the Greeks called them White Syr-

ians. It is evident that the Greek

VlliW OF YASILI-KAIA, CAPPADOCIA.—Sculptured Rocks of Boghab-Kene.—Drawn by Ch.irles Texier. from naiure.

gfroup that the Aryan tribes made their

way to the West and in these districts

formed their earliest settlements. vSouth

of the middle line of Asia Minor, run-

ning east and west, there were many
touches of Semitic influence, and the

peoples between this line and the Medi-

terranean Avere in a large measure com-

posite. It is therefore with the north-

em states and their primitive populations

that we tave here to deal.

As early as the times of Herodotus

writers considered this people to be a

kindred of the Semitic races east of the

Mediterranean, but this view was cor-

rect only to the extent of a certain ad-

mixture of Semites with the other Cap-

padocian races. Politically and socially

the kingdom established at this early

epoch in the countrj^ under considera-

tion never attained a high degree ot

power or influence. It was a mountain-

ous region and unfavorable for the de-

velopment of despotic power sucH as
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flourislied in the level countries to the

south. The kingdom, however, was

still independent as late as the time of

Strabo, and was divided into ten prov-

inces, or districts.

Not much is known of the early insti-

tutions of the Cappadocians, or of their

character as a people. They are said to

have had many relig-ious
Mythology and

. . . .

superstitious and superstitious rites, m
rites of the race. ,

,

.
i. r i ithe major part oi which

we are able to discover the mythology

of the Aryan races, but in other por-

tions the influence of the Semites. The
primitive people were builders of great

temples, which enjoj-ed a wide reputa-

tion in the classical ages, though the

structures themselves were then in

ruins. The greatest of all, and most

celebrated, was the temple of Coniana,

dedicated to the goddess Ma. This di-

vinity has been identified with the Bel-

lona, or war goddess, of the Romans.

She was worshiped in other parts of

Asia Minor as well as in Cappadocia.

We find in the early structure of the

kingdom a close union of the priestly

order with the secular princes. The
high priest was .second in rank to the

king himself. He had the scat of his

authority in the city of Comana, which

was the capital of the province of Cata-

onia. Next in rank to this hierarch

was the high priest of Zeus, in the city

of Venasa. The temple of Artemis, in

Castabala, had a fame through all the

kingdoms of Western Asia and the

.states of Eastern Europe.

The dominant race of Cappadocians, as

we find them in the age of Herodotus,

Conquering Ar- were .Still iu llic attitude of

^bonX'to"' conquerors to tlie aborigi-

servitude. nal people of the country,

whom they had reduced to slavery. The
slaves were numerous everywhere, and

were used as merchandise. They were

the principal wealth of the Cappadocians

and were exported as far west as Rome.
Little is known, however, of the charac-

ter of the slaves, but they were doubt-

less of a different race from the dominant

people who had reduced them to serf-

dom.

Many evidences are noted of an affinity

between the Cappadocians and the prim-

itive Iranians. They had Affinity of cap-

the same general character f<i°'=;^°« .""1^
^ Iranians ; infer-

with the early ]\Iedes and tiiity of sou.

Persians. In common with those peo-

ples they cultivated the horse, and the

steeds of Cappadocia were almost as

much renowned for their excellence as

those of Iran. The country was well

adapted to the production of flocks and

herds, and these furnished the earliest

industries after the nomadic life gave

place to settled pursuits. Of all the

countries of Asia Minor, Cappadocia is

highest above the level of the sea. The
climate is cold and somewhat forbidding,

and there is lack of fertility in the soil.

These circumstances greatly impeded

the subsequent development of the Ar-

yan tribes who settled in these regions,

and they never reached a high rank

among the nations. In common with

the other provinces of Asia Minor the

Cappadocian kingdom became a sort of

shuttlecock in the battledoor between

Asia and Europe in the timds of Alex-

ander and the following a"'cs.

The primitive races of Pontus were

closely allied in ethnic descent with those

of Cappadocia. The two countries were,

in a measure, identical in wiiite Syrians

geographical character, the X'^JJ^^'.^^S;
principal difference being of ti>e people,

the seacoast mountain ranges of Pontus.

extending from Armenia to Pa]5hlagonia.

The old Greek writers included the in-

habitants of Pontus under the designa'

tion of White Syrians; but the age of

I
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Herodotus was an age of conjecture, and

his classifications are useless in scientific

ethnology.

Concerning the races inhabiting the

mountainous districts northeast of Asia

Minor, the frontier regions of Cholchis

Cappadocians. Xenophon, in the Anab-

asis, gives an account of the manners
and customs of the peoples of Pontus in

connection with that part of the march
of the Greeks which extended from

Trapezus to Cotyora. The paragraphs

VALLEY OF THE M^EANDER, WITH HIERAPOLIS IN THE DISTANXE.- Aficr .. skcicli u(C. G. I'i^.f :!h.

and Armenia, very little is known. It

is in evidence that barbarous tribes held

these fastnesses before the Aryans, press-

ing to the westward, fell upon the coun-

try. From what stock the aborigines

were descended we are totally ignorant.

Their subsequent condition was that of

slavery, as we have seen, among the

devoted to this subject by the great his-

torian constitute the best part of all that

is known of the ancient peoples and in-

stitittions of Pontus.

It is clearly evident, from subsequent

developments, that the race inhabiting

the country from the eighth to the third

century B. C. was of the .same ori^ual
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descent with the Greeks. The latter, in

the age of their ascendenc}-, established

colonies along the southern
Race sympathy , ,

°
. ,

of the Pontians shote oi the li<uxine, and
with the Greeks. i r ii ii

several of these were on the

Pontine coast.. The later Greeks and

their old kinsmen were thus thrown into

reunion after the lapse of centuries. It

except when the overwhelming power of

Persia stood at the door.

The early populations of Asia Minor

were in a high degree diffusive. They
spread over the surface

. . Diffusiveness of
and intermingled, and theGraeco-Asian

populations.
were m some sense as

waters poured out. The demarkation

MEDALl.luN 01' Hl.KODOTUS.—From an anliiiue bust.

is clear from the historical accounts of

the relations and intercourse of the two

peoples that they were of a common fam-

ily, much more nearly allied by race

affinities than were the Greeks and the

Persians. In the contests between the

latter nations llic Greeks were nearly

always able to persuade the statesof Asia

Minor to ni.ikc coninion rausc with them

between the Cappadocians and the Pon-

tians is purely artificial—merely con-

venient. The same may 1)e said of both

peoples as it respects the Phrygians.

The latter were perhaps the typical race

of all the Lesser Asia. They were by
f;ir most nearly allied with the Euro-

pean 1 lellenes. Between them and the

loiuan Cireeks there was rather diversity
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than positive difference of ethnic char-

acter and institutional forms. Their

ancient country was as indefinite in its

limits as were the outlines of their own
dispersion.

Tlie same is true, as we have already

remarked, of almost every ancient state.

The boundaries were inde-
Place and char-
acter of Phrygia ; terminate. Roughly speak-

ing, Phrygia included the

central plateau of Anatolia as far east

as the river Halys. Within the his-

torical period the country was restricted

to an inland region, separated from the

Euxine by the intervening

states of Paphlagonia and

Bithynia, but of old time

the country was maritime.

As early as the beginning

of the ninth century B. C.

there had been established

on the Euxine coast a

Phrygian tlialassocracy, or

sea government, as the
^ \

name implies. The Troad

and the surrounding region

were Phrygian, and also the

seaport at vSinope. In fact,

the Trojans themselves were

essentially Phrygians. The
•contest under the walls of

Troy was recognized even in the Ho-
meric period as u battle of Phrygia and
Hellas.

This idea of the intimate relations of

the Phrygians with the ^Vestern peoples

entered into the tradition
Mythology ranks
the Phrygians and mythology of the times.
with ti..3 Greeks. t '

. , . ,.
Venus, m her revelations

to Anchises and his royal descendants,

represented herself as the daughter of

the King of Phiygia. One myth as-

signed to the Phrygians the rank of the

primitive people of the world. Herod-

otus, Pausanias, and Claudian all agree

that Phr3'gian was the original speech of

mankind. This is equivalent to saying

that so far as the Greek tongues were

concerned they had—according to cur-

rent belief—their origin in Phrygia.

It appears that the oldest Aryan .state

in the country under consideration was

established in the upper Monumenis

valley of the river Sanga-
^p'jr.^g^rn'I^r'

rius. Numerous monu- Greek art.
,

ments of the greatest antiquity are dis-

covered in this region, bearing unmis-

takable evidence of a clo.se kinship with

the Greek art and traditions of a later

period. Here it is that the ancient

y\i,Llk <Il^ I

J

f

ANCIENT PHRYGIAN INSCRIPTION.

From the original in the Lotivre. ,

.sculptures bear to modern times the fa-

mous myths of Midas the King, and Cy-

bele the Mother, meaning the earth.

The title Vanaktci, meaning "king," on

the tomb of Midas, is manifestly the

same word as the dative anakti {'dvaKn)

of the Greek.

True, there are gathered from the

Phrygian monuments manj- hints of

Semitic, or Syrian, influences. Among
these' may be mentioned TheBoustro-

the Boustrophcdon writing;
?„^"„^°"tyL' oT^n-

that is, the ox-turn style scriptions.

of inscription. In general, the Aryan

and Semitic races divided on the direg-
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tioH of their writing ; that is, whether it

should be from left to right, as with

the Western nations, or from right to

left, as with the Hebrews and other

Semites. In the early countries where

the two races were confluent and the in-

fluences of each were felt in the national

development, it sometimes happened

that botli styles of writingwere employed

;

that is, the inscription was from left to

right and back again from right to left.

The analogy of a furrow in the field

which turns at the end and then again

at the place of beginning, and so on

until the whole field is plowed, was seized

by the quick discerning Greeks, who for

this reason called the double style of

writing houstrophedon, or ox-turn, from

bous (j3oC?), an ox, and ircphcin (Tpi<pEiv), to

turn. The old Phrygian inscriptions are

of this sort, and indicate plainly enough

the combined influence of the Semitic and

the Aryan peoples in their production.'

' If the question be raised w/ij' some primitive

races chose to write from left to right and others

from right to left, we are thrown back upon conjec-

ture ; but it is clearly the author's opinion that the

difference depends upon the phenomena of right- and

lefl-handedness. It is not yet determined by physi-

ologists for what reason men are riglit-handcd or

the reverse. It has. been claimed liy some modern

scientists that ambidexterity, or both-handedness, is

the natural condition of the race, and that tlie use of

one hand or the other by preference is an acquired

habit belonging to the period of development in child-

hood. It is well known, however, tliat riglu-handed-

ness is transmitted by heredity; that a disposition to

be right-handed or left-handed " runs in the family."

However this may be, it is certainly plausible tliat as

a mere matter of convenience the right-handed races

have ever written and will ever continue to write from

left to right—this for the simple reason that in so do-

ing (he work \i exposed Io correction liy tlic eye as it

is performed ; that is, it is not hidden by the hand.

On the other hand, left-handed people—those writing

with the left hand—must either write from right to

left, or else experience much difficulty in watching

the work as it is performed. It might be rash to

hazard the suggestion that the ancient Semites were

a left-handed race ; but there is really nothing more

Such memorials of the ancient people of

Phr3'gia are by no means limited to that

country. They are found Deductions from

also in Lydia,_Cappadocia, ^.^0?™''-
Lycaonia, and in other parts Minor.

of Asia Minor. They are of a comiuon

style, and are in some instances obscure

in their meaning and origin. Many in-

scriptions have bafiled all attempts to

decipher them. Some monuments ap-

pear to have belonged to a people earlier

than the great Phrygian race of Aryan
descent. Scholars have conjectured that

in the earliest ages Cappadocia had an

ascendency over Phrygia. In the valley

of the Sangarius the ritins of a great city

have been discovered and explored. It

is manifestly the center of the old Phryg-

ian kingdom, but some of the ruins prop-

erly belong to an earlier civilization. In

the vicinity of these ruins are found

some rocky precipices, the faces of which

are covered with figures, geometrically

cut on the surface. Some are crosses;

others, winding curves crowned with a

pediment. In other parts the patterns

are of a floral character, and in two

places outlines of sphin.xcshave been de-

lineated, of a type as ancient as those of

Egypt.

A few indications have been noted of

the character of the old Phrygian society.

The people are represented to have been

freedom-loving and independent in dis-

position, chafing under re- oid Phrygian

straint. Modern scholars Td^^etX^
have interpreted the word '"£•

Plirygcs, or Brigcs, the Greek name of the

race, as having meant freemen. Un-

forlunatclv, this cliaractcr of iiriinilive

extravagant in the supposition than in the manifest

fact that the modern Europeans are right-handed as

a rule. The style of writing called houstrophedon,

as practiced by the ancients, seems to have been a

compromise between two contradictory pliysiologi-

cal dispositions, one instinct demanding the use of

the right and the other of the left hand.
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mankind coexists with the slave-makin<r

disposition. It does not appear that the

Iranian or Indie-Aryans enslaved the

aborigines in tlieir respective countries.

In India the old populations were reduced

to the condition of a degraded caste, but

they were not made slaves. In Asia

Minor the Aryan tribes not only subjected

the races whom they conquered, but re-

duced them to bondage. As late as the

classical ages in Greece the slave market

at Athens and other cities was filled with

human chattels brought from Phrygia.

It was common to give to the wretched

creatures thus exposed for sale the names

of " Midas" and " Manes," as

if in mockery of the old Phiyg-

ian kings. It was as though

an Egyptian slave should be

called "Pharaoh"!
As we follow westward the

streams of Aryan

migration from the

ancient seat of the

race we come, in

Armenia, Cappado-

cia, and Phrygia,

into those natural

surroundings which

seem first to have

induced in the mi-

grating tribes that

mythologizing dis-

position for which

they were ever aft-

erwards famous.

In these countries

the reaction of na-

ture upon man ap-

pears to have been

exceedingly strong, and he in turn seems

Reactions of to have been peculiarly sen-

sitive to his envii-onment.

The scenery of Phrygia is

well calculated to set to work the prim-

itive faculties of man in devising expla-

nations of natural phenomena. It has-

been alleged by all travelers in the coun.

tries south of the Euxine that melan-
choly is the leading suggestion of th&

nature on the
migrant Aryans
in Phrygia.

STATUE OK CYBELE.

"rom the original in British Museum.

landscape. The early mytholog}- of the-

Phrygians expressed the feeling which

nature inspired. It was a melancholy

mysticism, not mnltifarioush- inflected-

as was the .system of the Greeks, but

expressive rather of an overwhelming"
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sense of the power of nature and the

^subordination of man.

The two principal Phrygian deities

were Cybele, the jSIother, meaning the

creation. It is believed that death was
symbolized in her religious rites by the

act of human sacriirce. The
Religious cult

ceremonies about the of cybeie and
T-,1 • 1, Sabazius,
Phrygian altars were as

coarse as they were realistic. In the very

presence of the deity of the altar place it

was a custom to mutilate the priests as an

offering; and public prostitution was a

part of the adoration of Cybele. It is

ea.sy to discover in these horrid practices

many t(. irhes vh^oh must liave been de-

^'"ii5ii!i!iiiii»R^^:^;;r^

„.;'Wi'' *' ""

SCULPTURES OK GR.^CO-ASIANS— Uas-rki-iufs fkom Situ of Yasii.i-K,m.\

earth, and Sabazius, the Greek Dionysus.

The leading notions expres.scd in the

creation of the.se deities and in their

worship were the vicissitudes of life and

death. Cybele was the goddess of prcj-

rivcd from the degraded Scmilic cere-

moni.'ds east of tlie McdiU-rniiu-an : l)iit

it is also clear that they contained the

germs of that refined and elegant my-

thology which, in the hands of the
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Greeks, became the wonder of the an-

cient world.

It was from a Phrygian origin tliat

the rites of Dionysus spread first into

Transfusionof Tlirace and afterwards into

SCS^^the "--"as.. The worship of
Greeks. Cybelc became the central

idea in that of Demeter, at Elcusis.

There was a positive recognition of the

Phrygian deities in Greece. The poet

Pindar is said to have set up a shrine to

Cybele at the door of his house. The
Delphie oracle was thought to look with

favor on the Phrygian gods. In the

classical age there was a reaction against

the foreign theology, and in the hands

of philosophers and comic jDoets the

old system was reasoned and ridi-

culed out of existence. The preserva-

tion, however, of the Mysteries by the

Greeks still bore witness to the origin of

the prevalent religious system.

One of the points of chief interest relat-

ing to the ancient Phrygians was their pe-

culiar artistic skill. It was in their country

that the Aryan genius, as it
InPhryglathe . . ' , *',^^
art of the East journeyed to the West, first
became huiuau. , i • r , iseems to have maniiested

itself in true artistic concepts and handi-

work. All to the east of this meridian

may be said to have been Oriental. The
art of Assyria and Babylonia seems to be

in sympathy with the East. The winged

lions of Nineveh, the Egyptian sphinxes,

and the Indian gods have all the same

reposeful and silent faces, the same mix-

ture of the human and mythological

parts, the same combination of the ideal-

istic and realistic elements of human
thought and handici-aft. It is in Phryg-

ia that art becomes human. It is in

the same spirit with that of the later

Greeks. If the subject is mythological,

the work is natural. From hence the

seeds of true artistic form were scattered

first to the shores of the ^-Egean, after-

wards in tlie archipelago, and finally in

Hellas.

Here we emerge under the walls of

Troy. Doubtless the .social and civil

development of the Phryg-
^

. , .
Revelation of

lan race culminated in the the Troy of the

city of Priam. Whatever

may be said of Homer, Troy is a fact

—

an entity. The site of the heroic me-
tropolis has been identified by Schlie-

mann. The low mound of Hissarlik

marks the spot. Exj^lorations and exca-

vations have brought to light the Greek

Ilium of the prehistoric era. In fact, not

only the Troja of the Iliad has been laid

bare, but, according to the deductions of

the great antiquary, older cities at a great-

er depth have been exhumed on the same
spot. Schliemann holds that the Troy
of the Homeric wars extends to a depth

of only six and a half feet below the sur-

face, but older relics lie below this level,

and deeper than these still older to the

depth of fifty-two and a half feet. On
the whole, the Homeric delineations of

life and manners have been verified, and

not contradicted, by the spade and cart of

the archaeologist, and we are now able to

examine and criticise the actual relics of

the ancient Phrygian race.

The character of the people and the

method of life in the heroic ages have

been fully delineated in condition of

the immortal pages of the L'^.Tdt^^e
Iliad. We speak here of ""iad."

only so much as may be called the Tro-

jan side of the picture. The condition

of society in the city of Priam was fully

outlined by the great bard. Even the

details of manners and customs, the

phraseology of the home, the street,

and the battlefield are given with such

painstaking and iteration as to leave

nothing for any subsequent pen. Every-

thing, from the state of Priam's king-

dom, the methori of his g-ovemment,
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the Phrygian
character; the
raceof Teucer.

and his relations with foreign states,

down to love stories and sentimental

talk among the Trojan youth, is re-

peated in the flowing hexameters which

have given substance to

every subsequent epic

written by man, and have

furnished by translation

and comment an ample

knowledge of the heroic

epoch to every tribe on

the earth having the gift

of literature.

For these reasons it is

not needed that space

should here be given to

Preeminence of any extend-

ed account

of the con-

dition of the people who
met the Greeks on the

plains of Troy. It is

sufficient to say that they

were the blossom and

fruit of the old Phrygian

race, having the same
ultimate descent with the

Greeks themselves, and

that no other people ob-

scured in the shadows

of the dawn, wholly

dependent for their fame

upon the war poems of

their enemies, have so

shined forth from the

darkness with the glories

of great characterand high

purpose upon them as

have the warriors, the

sages, the princes, and

princesses of the buried

city of Priam.

The recitation of the Trojan legend

will never cease to fascinate so long as

heroism is reckoned the highest as-

pect of human life. The city was founded

by old Teucer, son of th^ river god

Scamander and the nymph Ida.-a. For

some reason the myth of river birth

was peculiarly attractive to the Phrygian

i

race. Ii was replied ..i.-^ Liic a.-> ihe

time of the war with the Greeks. Paris

was born like his great ancestor; his

father was the river god Cebrinus, and

his mother a nymph. The legend re-
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fers the old Scamander to a residence in

Crete. Teucer Avas told to plant his

citv whei'ever the "earthborn creatures"

oracle was fulfilled, and he built the

town of Sminthium, that is, !Mouseville.

Afterwards Plicebus Apollo of the Ho-

meric fiction took

from this place his

title of Siiiinihcus.

or the Mouser.

Then came Dar

danus, son of Zeus

and the nymph
Electra ; that is.

the Sky loved the

Lio'litnin"-, Dauffh-

ter of the Moun-

tain, and Dardanus

was born of the

marriage. So the

land was called

Dardania. The
peo^^lc were the

Teucri. After-
wards, when Tros

succeeded his fa-

ther Dardanus on

the throne, the

people became
Trojans. Tros
took to wife the

daug;hter of Sca^

>

w mander, and three

o

sliiiuld attack him. J()urncyin<T tlirough

the 'I'road he was be.set by mice, which

pfnawed in twain his bowstrings and

tho.sc of his companions. So here tlie

sons, Ilus, Assar

acus, and Gany'

mode, were born

From Ilus and As
saracus two royal

houses were de-

rived. The princes

of the first were

Ilus, LaiJmcdon,

Priam, Hector.
Thos6 of the other

w ere Assaracus,

Capys, Anchisos, .TCneas. From Ihi.s

the city took tlic name of Ilium ; and, ac-

cording to Vergil's fiction, the far-o2

Roman nanicof Jiiliiis w;is tln'^; derived.
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Issue, Achilles
rages, and Troy
hurtles duwii.

Thus rose and nourished Ti-oy. The
earth was too thickly peopled. The

The godsjoin gods must destroy some for

the good of the remainder.

In the Ol3-miDian coun-

cils war was chosen as the means unto

the end. Discord threw the apple among
the goddesses. Paris was appointed

committeeman to decide its ownership.

His reward was Helen. The immor-

tals conspired that he should take her

invented or elaborated or believed by

the sons of men.
The knowledge of the Trojan arts has-

already been diffused through the wcr' I

More recently the explora- Knowledge oi

tions of Schliemann have SlnT^e'""
demonstrated the truthful- petuated

ness of the old literary pictures trans

mitted by the Greeks. The Trojans

were undoubtedly a chivalrous people

—active, warlike, pervaded with noble

HELEN OF TROY —Drawn by Hieron. from the Spineli cotylos.

away; but she was the wife of the king.

Hospitality was broken. Greece arose

in arms. Troy was assailed. Ten
years the siege continued. The gods

came down from the mountains and

fought among the mortal warriors—all

for Helen. Then came the insult to the

priest of Apollo ; the sudden Avrath of

Achilles ; the final stratagem, the wooden

horse, the sack and pillage of the doomed

town, the accomplishment of fate and

destiny.—No other such story has been

sentiments. Their customs and rules ol"

conduct are graphically delineated in the

Homeric page and need not be repeated.

In some respects the arts had reached a

high development. The jewels and or-

naments plentifully discovered in the

excavations at Hissarlik show conclusive-

ly the taste and skill of an accomplished

race. The textile fabrics that were worn

for garments b\' the j.'.'inces and warriors

indicated a high measure of attainment

in the practical arts. At the same time
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the wearing of lions' skins and other

trophies snatclied by savage conquest

from the natural world points to the

comparatively recent emergence of the

dominant people from the barbaric age.

Thousrh Phrvo'ia was one of the

most interesting of the ancient states

i»iaceofthe of Asia ^Minor, it was by

hi'hwry Ofmu no means the most pow-
gration. erful. The leading place,

civilly and politically, belongs to Lydia.

The country was centrally situated,

and was no doubt immediately in the

pathway of migration from the Old

World to the New—from the Asiatic

nest of races to their dispersion in Eu-

rope. As in the case of the other states,

the boundaries of the countrj' can not be

fixed. They were indefinite, and varied

greatly at different epochs.

Tradition has preserved the usual

-stories relative to the founding of the

Legend of the Lydian kingdom. There

the'Lydian°^ was a dynasty of the sons
power. of Hercules. As in the

case of Phrygia the name Midas is the

legendary title of the mythical kings, so,

in Lydia, Lydus is the royal name dur-

ing the fabulous ages. Herodotus tells

the story. Lydus was the brother of

Mysus and Car. It is the niere dupli-

cation of that military chieftainship un-

der which the Aryan tribes in all parts

of the world wci-e brought from the mi-

gratory into the settled phase of life.

Fi-om Mysus and Car we have the two

geographical names of Mysia and Caria.

It is the old story of the division of a

territory among three brothers.

The old Lydians had a native historian,

Xanthus, who flourislicd about the mid-

dle of the fifth century B. C.
CtorleH of Xan-
thus and Herod- According to his authority,

three .successive dynas-

ties held sway over his country. The
first, that of the Attyads, is purely mythi-

cal. The ancient Aryans always placed a

god at the beginning of their dynasties.

Herodotus has a story to the effect that

Tyrsenus, son of Attys, during the At-

tyad dynasty, gathered a Lydian colony

and went into Etniria. Perhaps the

Father of History had had a dream to

that effect, and I'egarded it as historical!

The second dynasty was also divine,

or half-divine, in its origin. The names
of the kings belonging to this period

seem to have been derived from the

East. Herodotus says that Omphale,

first of this dynasty, was a son of Ninus

and a grandson of Belus. As a matter

of fact, there was considerable ethnic

interfusion among the Lydians fi-om an

Assyrian and Babylonian source. We
are here in a countiy far enough to

the south to have received certain cur-

rents from I he countries peopled and

civilized by the Semites. This may ac-

count for the association in the page of

Herodotus of the Lydian dynasty with

that of Chaldaea.

Ethnic history, however, is not much
concerned with legendary conjectures

about the founding of nations. The old

credulous story-tellers must Lydian race of

be put aside if we would ^.^en^iorCr'
substitute fact for fiction, coined money.

The real current of Lydian nationality

was of Aryan origin, and the develop-

ment of the kingdom was in the same
manner which we have seen exemplified

in Cappadocia and Phrygia, but on a

more extensive scale.

Antiquaiies have drawn from the an-

cient Lydian monuments and other

sources of information many authentic

data upon which a tolerably accurate

account of the national life may be con-

structed. It can not be doubted that

the Lydians were one of the greatest in-

dustrial peoples of antitjuity. They have
been credited with the invention of
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coined money and of many other instru-

ments of barter and general commerce.

It is thought that the oldest existing

coins, properly so called, arc those of the

McrmnadcB, or great kings of Lydia.

These coins—if so they may be called

—

were of clectrnvi, that is amber, biit

were probably alloyed with gold and sil-

ver. These were used in Lydian com-

merce until the times of Croesus, when

placed in contrast with the Eastern

Aryans ; and the contrast is ever after-

wards maintained among the races of

Europe. The civil, social, industrial

life becomes more than the mythological

life, the life of superstition, of awe, of

devotion. Not that the Aryan peoples

of Asia Minor and, further on, those of

Southern Europe, ceased to have the re-

ligious instinct, ceased to brood over the

RUINS OF EPHESUS, WITH THE PRISON TOWER.—From a photograph.

coins of the precious metals took their

place.

Here for the first time in the history

of the Aryan race we perceive the as-

Beginningsof cendency of new forces

in the coming national

life. It can no longer be

said that the religious evolution is domi-

nant over the other elements which were

blending in the. formation of the Lyd-
ian cliaracter. They now begin to be

M.— Vol. 2—4

secular society
among the Lyd
iaiis.

problem of existence, ceased to frame

explanations of the mysteries of the

natural and spiritual worlds, but the

peoples of the West hencefoi-th re-

manded these considerations to a less

important place, and became essentially

practical in their development.

The old Iranians were on the crest

between the Oriental and the Occidental

tendencies of the human family. From
this high ridge of division mankind
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slope off orientalwards into the valley of
|

otherwise calm in her aspects and fertile

in her resources. The rivers and lakes,the Indus. Mysticism more and more

Lydians the first prevails; supcrstition more
of the great in

dustrial peO'

pies.

and more ijredominates;

the industrial and prac-

tical aspect of life is more and more

subordinated to the dream of the phi-

losopher and the rhapsody of the dev-

otee. But westward from Iran the

tendency is reversed. The
Lydians maybe called the

first great industrial Ar-

yan nation. Their country

was such as to suggest the

devotion of human energy

to the creation of value.

Very unlike the mountain-

ous and sterile regions of

Cappadocia were the hill-

sides and valleys of Lydia.

Here grew the forest of

fir ; here sprang the vine
;

and here rich fields of

grain and saffron rose, al-

most imaided, from the

bosom of earth.

The climate was mild

and healthful. The riv-

ers gave life to the valleys,

and their sands were

mixed with shining par-

ticles. The Pactolus from

his fountains in the Tmo-
lus mountains, passing

centrally through the

country, brought down

Distribution of gold. Cities

built on his banks had gold-

en sand in the streets.

The region was favored beyond an\' of

the countries which we have thus far

described as belonging to the Aryan
race. Though the land was sometimes

shaken with earthquakes, and the Mseo-

nian plateau on the east was the center

of volcanic disturbances, nature was

such as the Oyga^an, in whose waters

the remains of pile dwellings like those

of vSwitzerland have been discovered,

abounded with fishes, and the native

woods of the hill-country furnished the

gentler kinds of game.

.Such were the natural conditions in

i''V(i%^i/^^'^^^

SCULl'TURES FROM TEMPLE OF DIANA AT EPHESUS.

From original in British Museum.

gold ; other fa-

voring condi-
tions of nature

burden of

that were

which the Lydians found themselves at

a period fully a thousand Beginning of

years before our era. "heTn'dusTriS"^

Duncker has fixed , with ap- "f^.

proximate certainty, the date of the es-

tablishment of the Heraclid dynasty at

1 194 B. C. Henceforth Lydia began

to flourish and to assume that strongly

industrial aspect which the inventive

genius of her people and the richness of

the country suggested. From this time
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may be dated the beginnings of the in-

dustrial arts. All of the physical aspects

of civilization brightened under the ex-

isting conditions, and only the unfortu-

nate place of Lydia on the map pre-

vented the country from rising to a first

rank among the ancient nations.

The Greeks were not wont to ascribe

to other peoples such arts as they might

claim for themselves. Among the for-

Fameofthe eign races to whom they

Jifetrrts'long cheerfully conceded preem-
the Greeks. inence the Lydians held

the highest rank, with only the possible

exception of the Egyptians. As early

as the days of Homer, Lydia had be-

come a manufacturing state. There
were costly garments and rich jewelry.

I'llRYGIAN CAPS AND CASQUES.

The weapons worn by the Lydian war-

riors in battle were considered artistic by
the old bard, who was familiar with the

splendid armor of the Greeks and the

Trojans. The invention of the art of

dyeing fabrics with rich hues is con-

ceded to the Lydians. Their purple was
famous. The carpets manufactured in

Sardis were as preeminent in their kind

as are the Turkish rugs which the mod-

em connoisseur imports from Smyrna.

It has been conjectured that for fully

three thou.sand years the manufacture of

these rich and costly fabrics has con-

tinued unbroken in the country where

they were finst produced.

It was by tlic Lydians also that the

manufacture of those semitransparent

fabrics which sufficiently reveal, and yet

sufficiently conceal, the beauties of the

human form was first begun. Indeed,

all the articles from which the finest gar-

ments of antiquity finest Artistic fabrics

;

as to both their material ^onceaiment of
the person in

and their fabrication— dress.

were produced, were either invented or

manufactured by the skillful spinners

and weavers of the Lydian cities. He-

rodotus has pointed with some wonder
to the disposition of the Lydians to dis-

courage nudeness or the large exposure

of the body without drapery. Herein

was a striking diversity of taste between

them and the Hellenes, whose artistic

sense was so strong as to make of no
effect certain modest dispositions of the

human species which have led most

races to pre-

fer conceal-

ment to the

exposure of

the form.

We may not

supposethat

the Lydians

were want-

ing in that physical excellence which

would have delighted the eye with its

curving lines and tints of beauty. It is

more likely that the industrial spirit

among them and their skill in fabrication

led them to eneoui'age the wearing of

costly garments, elaborately produced

and ornamented.

From this point of view wc are able

again to see tlie dividing tendencies be-

tween tlie Ivast and tlie The Lydians
abandon the
costumes of

West. The cosluiue of the

Lydians was virtually an the Orient,

abandonment of the Oriental pattern.

The old Aryans of the Iranian plateau,

and even tlicir Western descendants, the

Armenians, still favored the styles of

the liast. The loose and girded sort of

garments still prevailed in the eastern
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parts of Asia Minor, among the Cappa-

docians, and even the Phrygians; but

among the Lydians other patterns, dis-

tinctly suggestive of the styles of apparel

which were prevalent in classical Eu-

rope, and even in more recent ages, ap-

peared, and became characteristic of the

people. While the Lydian dress was as

brilliant in its color and more complete

in its details than those of the East, it

tended to a closer and more artistic con-

formity to the body, revealing its

beauty while concealing.

The Lydians have been assigned the

distinction of being the first people to

Introduction of have invented and Avorn

and'styies^of*^
trouscrs, coats with sleeves,

dress. and shoes properly so

called. Here are at least three leading

articles of apparel to which these ancient

people may be said to have dictated the

ultimate forms which they now bear

among the civilized nations of the West.

It is claimed, moreover, that the cele-

brated Phrygian cap, Avhich has been

taken as a model for beauty and majesty

in headwear, was invented by the Lyd-

ians rather than their eastern neighbors

whose name it bears. Wherever on the

coins or medals of ancient or modern
times, on the summit of libeily poles, on

the heads of those ideals which art has

devised to express the spirit of freedom

or nationality the old Phrygian cap

appears, we have, among all civilized

nations, a memento of the skill in cos-

tume and handicraft peculiar to the

ancient Lydians.

In one other respect at least this peo-

ple mark the western limits of a disposi-

iranian passion tion which was peculiarly

Aryan. The old race of Iran

had for its companion the

horse. More than once we have remarked

upon the skill with which our ancestral

Iranians governed and subordinated this

for horse-riding
subsides "with.

the Lydians.

noble animal. Horsemanship was the

primitive art of the Aryan race. It has

been maintained in several countries to

the present time. He who beholds a

Persian prince riding through the streets

of Ispahan sees the modern representa-

tive of the ancient knight who scoured

the plains on horseback, outriding the

winds. This ethnic characteristic was
carried westward with the Aryan migra-

tions, and reappeared in many of the

states where the tribes of this stock

established themselves and grew. In

the eastern kingdoms of Asia !Minor

horsemanship was nearly as much culti-

vated and perfected as it had been in the

original seats. As late as the times of

the Persian ascendency the.Cappadocian

horsemen were regarded as the flower of

Darius's cavalr}' ; but on reaching Lydia

the disposition to ride gave place to the

disposition to fabricate. The clatter of

horses' feet, beating like the rhythmic

pulse of Greek hexameters over hill and

plain, gave place to the clatter of the

artisan's factory and the merchant's shop.

It was in the fertile countries of Western

Asia ilinor that the fiery race of steeds

which had borne their masters for cen-

turies in wild pursuit and wilder flight

on the uplands of Iran descended with

the hills to the level plains and sank in

the sands of the Pactolus and the

^laeander.

For some reason not easily discover-

able this people, remarkable for vital

activities and industrial Absence of the

enterprises, highly invent- rihi:r^dis-
ive as it relates to the prod- position,

ucts of artisanship, were not great in

art, and had no literary genius. Owing
to these two circumstances, the reputa-

tion of the Lydians with posterity has

not been fixed on that immovable basis

from which have risen the imperishable

columns of Egypt and Hellas. Many
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phases of Lydian civilization have accord-

ingly perished. In other respects we are

dependent for their reputation upon for-

eign peoples, notably the travelers and

historians of Greece, and for the per-

petuation of a fame which mig'ht other-

wise have totally vanished.

It is doubtless true that, like other

utilitarian peoples, the Lydians were

Love ofgain pre- immersed in the pursuits of

^°^tTtlL. g'^iiii ^ind in the pleasuresLyaian games o ir

andmusio. consequent upon the pos-

session of wealth. It is conceded that

many forms of amusement, afterwards

cultivated by the European Aryans, had

their origin in Lydia. Games at ball and

viviality. The women participated with

the men in public feasts and banquets,

and this circumstance furnishes another

striking example of the society of the

great departure which the apfSe^re-*^*^
Western Aryans were mak- sort.

ing from the old Iranian standards. Al-

ready we may discover traces, in this

comparative equality of the woman, of

that still wider emancipation which she

was destined to attain among the Teu-

tonic nations. The Lydian women ap-

pearing in public came well clad, un-

covered as to her face and head, but

closely and elegantly dressed as to her

person. In her costume were all those

LYDIAN GYMNASTS.— After a Greek sculpture.

at dice were learned by Greek adventur-

ers who visited the country and were car-

ried back to the youthful. Hellenes, well

suited to indulge in such sports and to

improve them. It is thought that the

flute and the cithara were both of Lydian

invention, and that the .science of music

was cultivated to a degree that led the

Greeks to introduce both the instru-

ments and the melodies. The rustic

pa;ans of the older Greeks were thus im-

proved in form and harmony by the

superior music of the Lydians.

The people were peculiarly free from

care, jocular, .sociable. The ancient

authors who visited the country could

but be struck with the prevailing con-'

evidences of elegance and taste to which

we have referred above in considering

the dress of men. Children also came
with their mothers to the banquet. The
country became luxurious, and the semi-

austere Roman travelers of the later

republic, and more notably pleasure

seekers from the West, were struck with

amazement at the refinements and feast-

ing of the Lydians. It became fa.shion-

able for tlie man of Europe to go on

pleasure trips to Sardis, and there to

become to a certain extent assimilated

with the gay train of revelers. The
city was to the earlier classical ages

what Paris has been in modern

times.
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ury of the peo-
ple ; Lydian
music.

It has been thought by those who
have looked into the phik)sophy of the

Gayetyandiux- situation that the reduction

of Lydia to a satrapy by

tlie Persians, with \ he con-

sequent paralysis of the local political

life, turned the energies of the people

to the social life, which expanded and

•flourished under the stimulus thus af-

forded. The reputation of the Lydians

for the gayety of their manners, their

luxurious style of living, their skill in

entertainment, and particularly their

cicty its allurements during the whole

of the Hellenic and Roman ascenden-

cies. In the eastern part of Reign of reane-

the country the people re- ^^^^^
tained much of their origi- abundance,

nal character, and were assimilated with

tlie half-barbaric Cappadocians; but in

the copious districts of Western Lydia

society grew rich and feasted on its

own abundance until luxury intervened

with a measure of effeminacy.

Only in one respect did the Lydians

cultivate the more enduring forms of civ

ROCK TO.MI:-; OK THE LYDIANS AT IIEIRIJX— 1 h.avii l.y Hany A. ilaii.^i

musical genius, was handed down first

to Europe, then to modern times. Even
the saturnine genius of Milton remem-
bered with a thrill the music of this an-

cient race, as the dancing strophes of

LAllegro wound and raveled in his

imagination

:

" And ever, against eating cares.

Lap me in soft Lydian airs,

In notes, with many a winding bout

Of linked sweetness long drawn out."

The civilization of Lydia was thus

refined rather than substantial. The
country held its attractiveness and so-

ilized life. Neglectful of true art and of

the advantages of litera- strife for immor-

ture, they sought to perpet- *fthTBTn
uate themselves, especially Tepe.

their princes, by the ancient device of

monumental sepulchers. Rock tombs,

with sculptures and other concomitants

in stone, are found in all parts of Asia

jMinor, from Cappadocia to the ^^gean.

Lydia is rich in such remains. After

the tremendous sepulchral monuments

of Egypt those of Asia JMinor are per-

haps the most imposing and significant

existing :nementos of the dead.
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About five miles north of Sardis, on a

rocky elevation between the Gygasan

lake and the river Hermus, the Lydian

kings were buried. The place is called

the Bin Tefc, or the Thousand Hills.

The "hills" referred to means the

•' tombs," which rise to great proportions.

and has a circuit of three thousand five

hundred feet. The situation of the

great mound is such as to look directly

across into the ancient acropolis of Sar-

dis.

Under this monument Avas buried

King iVlyattes, whose fame is coextensive

RUINS OF SARDIS.—From a photograph.

About eighty of them arc .still in toler-

able prcserv'ation. Among these, three

tumuli are of very great size and impf)r-

tance. The smallest of them is one

hundred and ten feet in height and

about two thousand feet in circumfer-

ence; while the greatest ri.scs to an ele-

vation of two hundred and thirty feet,

with the Lydian name. Herodotus de-

clares that the tomb of this ^,Character of th&
monarch, " except the royai sepui-

work of the Egyptians and

Babylonians," is the greatest monu-

ment of tlie kind in the world. There is

much in common between these memo-

rials and tile pyramids of I'^gypt. The
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sarcophagus is far within, in llie center.

The dead prince was laid either in a cavity-

hewn from tlie native rock, or else in a

stone chamber of the strongest masonry.

Around this and above was placed heavy

stonework, generally circular in form,

and the whole was crowned with the

tumulus. It is not impossible that an-

tiquarian research, extending to these

old vaults of the Lydian kings, will

still reveal much of interest relative to

the life and manners of the people who
reared them.

Lydia, as might be inferred from her

industrial and commercial character, was

a land of great cities. Many of these

were alreadv famous be-
Principal Lyd-
ian cities; sardis fore the age of the Greeks.
in particular. t) -j c t j.i -j. iBesides bardis, the capital,

the cities of Smyrna, Samorna (after-

wards Ephesus), Myrina, Cyme, Priene,

and Pitane were all of greater antiquity

than the municipal development of the

Hellenic race. These old Lydian towns

were reputed to have been of Amazonian

origin. Myrina, Queen of the Amazons,

is said to have given her name to the

city so called, and the tomb of the mythi-

cal princess is still pointed out in the

Troad. As to Sardis, it was certainly

one of the richest and most luxurious of

the early cities of Western Asia. It is

believed that the Homeric Hyde, said to

have been the capital of the Mseohian

chiefs, is the same as the more recent

Sardis. It is certain that from the be-

ginning of the eighth century B. C, and

even before, to the time when Constan-

tinople became the capital of the East,

Sardis continued to be the center of

those refinements and luxuries with

which her name is ever associated.

Amid the ruins on the banks of the Pac-

tolus columns are still standing which

mark the site of the temple of Cybele.

Under foot are the ruins, not of one

city, but of many, and it is believed

that few ancient sites would so richly re-

ward the scientific explorer as that of the

old Lydian capital.

In the time of her ascendency Lydia
had a quasi sway over several adjacent

states. On the north and
. Tradition of the

northwest were Mysia and descent of the

Bithynia, between which '* ymans.

and Lydia the boundaries were fluctuat-

ing and uncertain. Bithynia lay on the

Euxine, and was in close connection,

ethnically and historically, with Thrace.

Herodotus, XenoiDhon, and Strabo all

agree that the Bithynians were of Thra-

cian origin; that the line of migration

had here doubled back across the Bos-

phorus into the country south of the-

Euxine.

The country is said to have taken its

name from the Thracian tribe called the

Bithyni, but there was another tribe, the

Thyni, who lay nearer to the Bosphorus,

and Avere, therefore, more likely to be

of Thracian descent. • There w-ere al-

ready aborigines in the country Avhen

the Bithyni appeared as conquerors. One
of these, the Mariandyni, resisted the in-

vaders and maintained their independ-

ence. These lay further to the east,.

having their territories adjacent to Paph-

lagonia. According to Herodotus, the

Thyni and Bithyni maintained a separate

political existence until the age of Croe-

sus, when they were subjugated by

Lydia. Aftenvards they were absorbed

in the Persian dominions, and were in-

cluded in the satrapy of Phrygia.

The natural features of Bithynia are

more irregular than those cf Mysia and

Lydia. There are moun-
-'

_
Features and

tains covered with forests, products of the

It is, perhaps, the best
'^°^^ ^^'

timber region of Asia Minor, and large

deposits of coal are added to the resources

of the country. The valleys which opea
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toward the Euxine are rich in fruits and

flowers, while that of tlie Sangarius is

fertile in the production of grain. The
mulberry flourishes, and the silkworm

supplies from the city of Brusa the ma-
terials of an extensive manufacture.

Bithynia is the seat of several impor-

tant cities. The two capitals were Nico-

media and Nicaea, rivals in their own
country, and famoup in the annals of the

traced with exactitude. There was not

much specific development, but a con-

siderable general display of national

growth. Mysia was much less important

as a state than Lydia. Herodotus makes
Mysus, the head of this tribe, to have

been the brother of Lydus and Car. Dur-

ing the Trojan war the Mysians were

allies of the Trojans, but their early his-

tory is lost in obscurity. Herodotus re-

PKKCJAMOS.

< rreeks. Chalccdon at the mouth of the

Bosphorus, and Haraclea on the Euxine

coast, one htmdred and
The Bithynian
nities ; place of twenty miles away, were
the Mysians. , , , . i •• ialso celebrated cities during

the Hellenic and Roin.-m ascendencies.

The industries and commerce of these

seaport towns rivaled the trade of tlic

/Egean islands, and drew thither the

barks of the Phoenicians.

It is clear tliat the early populations of

Western Asia Minor were greatly inter-

fused. The ethnic lines can be nowhere

peats a story that the Mysians invaded

Europe with the Teucrians before the war
with Troy, but the story is fiction.

Authentic history touches the Mysians

for the first time on the occasion of their

subjection to Croesus, Kingof Lydia. Aft-

erwards the country was absorbed in the

Persian empire, and becaine a part of the

satrapy of Phrvgia. Of the Pouticni vioissl-

Mysian language only a '::^tX^
single relic has been ])rc- citios.

served. This is the inscription found in

the acropolis of Thymbria, which has not
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yet been deciphered. The most impor-

tant of the Mysian cities was Pergamon,

which flourished at a very early age and

•afterward became tlie seat of a great

monarcliy under tlie successors of Alex-

ander. Cyzicus, on the Propontis, was

a Milesian colony, and was the principal

of several Greek settlements which ex-

tended around the seashore of this part

of Asia Minor. The region here referred

to became in after times, under the do-

minion of the Greeks, the seat of the

-.Eolian confederation.

Caria occupied the southwestern anq-le

ft

islands, many of which were separated

from the mainland by only narrow
straits. Here lay the great islands ot

Rhodes and Cos, while Symi, Telos,

Leros, Calymnos, Patmos, and many
others were at no great distance from
the shore.

The civil and political development
of Caria was not strikingly different

from that of the nortliern Ethnic descent

states, but the ethnog- ^nd develop-
C3 ment oi the

rapliy introduces new ele- Carians.

ments. The race descent of the Carians

was doubtless originally common with

CARIAN LAN'DSCAPE.-Cape Ducato—Drawn by Charles W. Wyllie.

of the peninsula. Like the other states

Place and phys- of Lesser Asia, its bound-

i'arilfthelnto! ^ries were indeterminate,
raiisiands. The most striking natural

feature of the country is the succession

of great promontories which run out into

the ^gean, including within their pro-

tecting walls deep inlets and gulfs,

which penetrate far into the land. The
-gulf of Cos is seventy miles in depth.

That of Jasus, on the north, and the

great inlet between Miletus and Priene

are almost equally capacious. Here
were the suggestions of an early mari-

time and commercial development. Be-

yond the coast line were numerous

that of the Lydians, Phrygians, and

Cappadocians—that is to say, Aryans;

but the departure was greater. Here,

moreover, we are plainly under the lines

of Semitic and Hamitic influences. The
effect of these streams of population

winding around the Mediterranean out

of Syria was to give to the Carians a

more composite character than we have

discovered in the northern countries of

Asia Minor.

Herodotus, in his garrulous style, de-

rives the Carians from Father Car, thus

associating them with the Lydians and

Mysians. It is only another specimen

of the three-son method of accounting
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for the existence of diverging races. In

general, the ancient historians speak of

The three-son the Carians as a different

race from the Lycians and

Phr3'gians. Autlientic an-

nals give no account of the origin of

any of these peoples. The primitive

story of Herod-
otus; insular
influences.

FRAGMENT OF THE

Fron

RIF.ZE OF THE MAUSOLEUM IIAI.UM;-

NASSEUM.
the original in British Museum.

tribes inhabiting the Carian coast and

the outlying islands by the Greeks were

called Leleges. They were said to have

been subject to ]\Iinos, King of Crete.

They had an early reputation as sailors

and adventurers by sea. We have seen

that the Bithynians Avere thought to

have been planted by a reflex movement
out of Thrace. The Greek tradition

gives a similar account of the Carians,

who were said to have been driven from

their in.sular position by the Hellenes

and compelled to e.stabli.sh them.selves

on the mainland of Caria.

These reflex movements may be taken

with much allowance. The greater like-

Interpretation lihood is that the Carians

came with the advance of

the Aryan races from the

East, and that tliey were .subsequently

intermixed not only with an aboriginal

population, but with Semites and Ilam-

itcs, who traversed the.se regions and

planted colonies. It is not unlikely that

the Greek tradition of an insular origin

for the Carian race was attributable to

the wars which the Dorian Greeks had

of the legends;
Dorian confed-
eration.

with the Carians early in the historical

era. It was on this part of the coa.st

that the Dorians established themselves

in a number of colonial cities, known as

the Hexapolis, or Dorian Confederation,

somewhat famous in after times.

Three of these cities were in the island

of Rhodes, and the other three

on the mainland. The latter were

Cos, Cnidus,and Halicarnassus, all

of them celebrated seats of inter-

course and commerce during the

classical ages.

From the land -side cities of the

Dorians the Greek population

gradually spread along the coast

and then subordinat- The Greek as-

ed the whole coun- ^^.'^ttoftkr''"

try; but the Cari- Xebeks.

ans maintained an independent exist-

ence in the interior, and were recog-

nized as a distinct race to a late day.

At the present time the mountain re-

gions in the eastern parts of Caria are

inhabited by a people who call them-

selves Xebeks, who are believed to be

the modern descendants of the ancient

people. They
are said to

preserve cer-

tain dis-
tinguisliing

marks, traits of

character,
manners, and

cu.stoms which

arc so clearly

in analogy
with those of

the primitive race as to leave little doubt

that the existing tribes are the descend-

ants of the old Carians.

If from the .southwestern angle of

Asia Minor we pass eastward along the

Mediterranean coast, we shall traver.se

the ancient states of Lycia, Pisidia.

AI'llKDUriK.

Kroiii a medal of Cniihis,
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Pamphylia, Lycaonia, and Cilicia, at the

eastern borders of which we toucla Syria,

Semitic border and are lost in the Sem-

de^^t^fihe' iti*^ countries. There is per-

Lycians. haps no region of the earth

an ethnic classification of whose ancient

and modern peoples would be more dif-

ficult on general principles than that

which we here traverse from Halicar-

nassus to Antioch.

Among the different races lying along

this coast, perhaps the Lycians were the

most important. The country is a prom-

ontory, or at most a peninsula, held in

place on the north by the ridge of Tau-

rus. Herodotus says that the primitive

people dwelling here were the Termilte

;

and for once the assertion of the Father

of History is verified by the inscriptions

of the country; for the native name
TraviilcB has been recovered from stone

slabs and architraves in the country.

The story of Herodotus gives also the

name of the aborigines, who were called

Milj'ans, and we may accept this also as

correct. But the Cretan origin which

he assigns for the Lycians must be re-

jected, as well as his other reference

to an ancestor named Lycus, son of

Pandion.

The Lycians have a singular political

history. They were able in the first

Political career ages to defend themselves

Ly^c^ananuq-'"'
against the growing power

Tiities. of the Lydians. They
succeeded in maintaining their independ-

ent existence during the Avhole Lydian

ascendency, and when that country

yielder". to the Persians and became a

satrap}^ in the empire, the Lycians stood

up against the armies of Cyrus with a

courage that would have done credit to

the Greeks. At last, however, they

were subdued by Harpagus, the general

of Cyrus; but their final resistance,

when they were hemmed in to their

c^vpital city of Xanthus, was memorable
and heroic.

Within the present century the at-

tention of antiquaries and ethnologists

has been turned with special interest to

the monuments of the ancient Lycian

race. The country has been found to

be unusually rich in remains of a prehis-

toric civilization. In the years 1838-40

Sir Charles Fellows made explorations

through Lycia, and called the attention

of the British Government to the coun-

try as a splendid field for antiquarian

research. An expedition was accord-

ingly sent out, and the British Museum
has been enriched with a great addi-

tion of valuable memorials from Lj'cia.

These have been drawn for the most

part from the sepulchral monuments of

the country.

The relics are among the most inter-

esting which have been recovered from

Asia Minor. There is Deductions from

found among thesculptures ""^^^^l^^r
and architectural remains a scnptions.

strong likeness to the art of the Greeks,

but in addition to this a certain native

s t }• 1 e of
building
and decora-

tion has
been dis-

co v ered ,

w h i c h is

said to pos-

sess features remai'kably like those of

the Elizabethan era in England. In ad-

dition to the tombs which were opened

by the English antiquarians, many an-

cient Lycian theaters were explored and

their character determined. These are

in close analogy with the amphitheaters

of the Greeks, and the inscriptions are

also Greek in their sentiment and style.

But far more valuable than an}^ de-

ductions from the architectural remains

ANTIQUE VESSEL AND MEDAL OF LYCIA.

From a vase in the Cabinet of Medals, Na-

tional Library.
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of the Lycians are the lingxiistic dis-

coveries which the inscriptions have fur-

Biiinguai tablets nished. These are in the

iTgVoTt^rn: native language of the
guage. country. The characters

employed are of a kind hitherto un-

known ; but fortunately for the infor-

mation of mankind, several inscriptions

were bilingiial, one of the languages be-

ing Lycian and the other Greek. The
latter has been deciphered with little

difficulty and a translation thus obtained

of the original Lj'cian. The circum-

stance is exactly similar to that of the

famous Rosetta Stone of Egypt, which

first gave to scholars the true clue to the

hieroglyphics. A restoration has been

effected of a considerable portion of the

native language of Lycia, and the strik-

ing feature discovered is that the ver-

nacular speech of the country was in

close analogy with Zend, thus fixing its

origin in the Aryan stem. The dis-

covery is of extreme importance, as it

has tended more than any other single

fact to determine the race character of

the ancient populations of Western Asia

Minor.

The Lycian language, thus in some
slight measure restored, was also in af-

eirong likeness finity with the Greek,

teage'to'Sid There had evidently been,
Greek. before the development of

the written system, a mingling of the

two races. In tlic restoration of the

Lycian alphabet it was found that

twenty-four of the letters had been

formed after Greek models ; that is,

they appeared to be only variations

from the established uncial forms of

Old Greek. It was discovered, more-

over, that the alphabet and the dialect

itself lay clo.se alongside llie Dorian

variety of the ITellcnic speech. Dorian

is the most antique dialect of tlie Cireek.

So it is evident that the relationsliip l)e-

tween Lycian and Greek was established

at a period very remote. In the case of

such discovery, however, it must always

be borne in mind that the relative pri-

ority of the two tongues is still an open

question. Was Lycian a derivative of

Dorian, or vice versa? Back of this

question even lies the other more im-

portant one. Were not both languages

derived from a common tribal vernacu-

lar far more archaic than either? In

fact, of all conjectures, the latter is

most reasonable and most in accord

with what we know of other similar in-

stances of derivation.

We have here, then, in the extreme

southwest of peninsular Asia a people

who are evidently of Ar- The Lycians

yan descent. Though they ^^^^^t^^^
were maritime; though of language,

they lay directly tinder the lines by
which all the primitive Syrian tribes

would make their way into Europe,

whether by land or sea ; though they were

out of the direct path of the Western

Aryans en route for the archipelago

and continental Europe; though they

were held from that pathway by the

ridge of Taurus; nevertheless, some
branch of the primitive stock made
its way of old into the Lycian promon-

tory, and gave a fundamental ethnic char

acter to the people who were afterwards

developed therein.

The reader who glances even casually

at these circumstances can not fail to

observe the exceeding value of linguis-

tic information in determin- Great value of

ing the race dispersion of ^rm^tWo-
ancient tribes and peoples, ey and history.

In fact, without this unmistakable lin-

guistic trace it would have been impos-

sible for niodcrn scliolars, in tlie face of

tradition and ancient lore and fixed

o])inion and superstition itself, to deter-

mine with scientific accuracy in wlmt.
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waj'- and into what parts the families of

men were originally distributed.

Passing- eastward from Lycia we en

ter Pami^hylia, a narrow coast country,

well known to the ancients.
Tradition of the . . t,-
origin of the 1 lerodotus givcs a tradition
Pamphyhans.

^^^^^ ^j^^ people Called

Pamphylians were originally a colony

which had been led into their country

after the Trojan war by two chieftains

named Amphilochus and Chalcas; but

this account has little value. Strabo re-

I
times as an independent nation. Little

mention of them is found before the age

of Croesus, when Lydian conquest was
' extended over all the adjacent countries-

of Asia Minor, Pamphylia with the rest.

VIEW OF ATTALEIA.—From a sketch of C. J. Danford.

cites the same story. Coins recovered

from some Pamphylian cities have been

noticed to bear inscriptions in letters re-

sembling Greek, but the language was

evidently a barbarous dialect. The
Pamphylians were not known in ancient

At a later period, when the Roman
ascendency had extended over Western.

Asia, Pamphylia, in com- The country a

monwith Cilicia,wasaseat ^f^Vd?acT^'

of piratical power suffi- character.

cienth' portentous to give alarm even to-
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Rome. It is now believed that the

Pamphylian seaport town of Side was the

principal nest of those freebooters who

Kl Jtlilsll WAHKIDK OK llOKr.—M'lDKKN CII.ICIAN.— I Vl'K.

Urawn by J. Lniircns^ from nature.

for a lonjj time terrorized every nation

around the Mediterranean. Of the lan-

j^uapfe, traditions, and arts of the Pam-
phylian.s little is known. Though wc
may ascribe to them an Aryan origin,

it is likely that the interfusion of Sem-
itic peoples was here more considerable

than in Lycia and the Western states.

Of the Pisidians, the next people to-

ward the east, no mention is made by
Herodotus. Nor are they Meager knowi-

enumerated as am o n e f
'^se of Pisidi-

& ans ; Xenophon'a
the races subjected by the narrative.

Lydians and afterwards by the Persians.

There is no separate classification of

Pisidian troops in the army of Xerxes,

but at a later period they furnish the

occasion for the expedition of Cyrus the

Younger into Asia. Xenophon, in the

Anabasis, relates that the Pisidians, by
constant aggression upon their neigh-

bors, brought on a conflict in which

the Greeks of Asia Minor, and finally

the Spartans, participated. This drew
into that country the army of Greeks, of

which Xenophon himself was a soldier,

the ostensible object of Cyrus being to

put down the Pisidians, while his real

object Avas the crown of his brother,

Artaxerxes Mnemon.
Of the tribal descent and ethnic con-

nections of the Pisidians nothing is

known. Some cthnogra- Little known of

phers have thought them '^::)^^
to be identical with the of the race.

Alilyans of Homer, while others have

referred their origin to the ancient

Solymi; but Strabo declares that the

languages of the Solymi and the Pisidi-

ans were distinct. The country was a

mountainous region, and several ancient

tribes were known to dwell in the fast-

nesses, the principal of which were the

Cabali and tlic i\Iilyans.

The same uncertainty exists relative

to the ethnic character of the Cilicians.

At the present time the fer- ciiician race in

tile plains of this province Itsy;^^!:^
are overrun with hordes ^^^'^

of Turcomans and Kurds, and tlic coun-

try is devoted to pastoral ami nomadic
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pursuits ; but these circumstances furnish

but little clue to the character of the an-

cient inhabitants. If \vc are to accept

the assertion of Herodotus, that Cilicia

extended on the cast to tlic river Eu-

phrates, it is manifest tliat the })opula-

tion would be Semitic; and it can not be

doubted that a large percentage of this

to have received a primitive population

of Aryans. It was these .shores, with

their numerous inlets, bays, and obscure

rivers that furnished, during- the latter

years of the Roman republic, a nest for

the piratical empire, for the overthrow

of which Pompey the Great was finally

sent out, to the imminent hazard of the

1 ^
-^

RUINS OF ANXVRA GALATIA.-After Charles Texier

stock, that is, of the Aramaic branch
thereof, had entered the Cilician country.

We are here, however, on the borders

of Syria and may, on general principles,

expect a decline in Aryan influence.

The coast region from Pamphylia to An-
tioch is separated on the north from
Lycaonia and Cappadocia by mountain
ranges, and for this reason is less likely

M.—Vol. 2—5

Roman fleets and his own military repu-

tation.

The remaining province ofAsia Minor,

as it existed in the classical times, is Gala-

tia, an inland countrv lying Anomalous posi-

east of Phrygia. Its posi- T^^S^t^'
tion in the ethnic scheme of habitants.

Western Asia is anomalous. Perhaps no

other country, ancient or modern, has re-
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ceived its leading population under eir-

cumstances so extraordinary. Originally

Galatia was included, at least in part,

with Phrygia. There can be little doubt

that in common with the other countries

of Asia Minor there Avere aborigines in

these regions whom the Aryans over-

came in their migrations westward. No
doubt Galatia had at one time a popula-

tion of Aryan extraction. The geograph-

ical position of the country would seem

to forbid any other conclusion, but the

strange fact in the ethnic history of the

country is the incoming of a Gallic, that

is a Celtic, race from the West.

It was this Gallic invasion of 277 B. C.

which gave the name to the country.

It appears that a great
Btoryandre- ^^

. , ,

suits of the Gal- body of Celts, turning back
lie invasion. i- ii j. i.from the western parts

of Europe, as we have shown in the

former book, came upon Northern

Greece, under the leadership of their

great chieftain, Brennus, and reduced

the northern countries to their sway.

One division of these invaders crossed

over into Asia Minor and made their way
into the center of the peninsula, where

they settled into permanent occupancy.

The race was divided into three tribes,

the Trocmi, the Tectosages, and the

Tolistobogii, distributed respectively in

the eastern, the central, and the western

parts of Galatia. They became a nation

detached from their own ethnic stem by

a geographical space of nearly two thou-

sand miles. The national development

was strong and substantial, and the na-

tion was sufficiently robust to interpose

a strong barrier against the progress of

the Roman empire in the East.

We have now considered all the lead-

ing peoples of Asia Minor with the ex-

ception of the Greek colonists of the

coast. Of the establishment of these

peoples in the places where we find

them in the dawn of the historical era

we shall have occasion to Traditional ori-

speakinthefollowingchap- ^rl'sL^'i:^"
ter. To what extent, his- Minor,

torically speaking, these Greek colonies

—-i^olia, Ionia, and Doria—were the re-

sult of the growth of an original people

common with the Greeks, distributed

along the eastern shore of the .^gean,

and to what extent they resulted from a

later colonization, as the Greek histo-

rians would have us believe, it is impos-

sible to determine. Doubtless both

movements cooperated in peopling the

coast, as well as the adjacent islands,

with races of Hellenic descent.

The spread of the Aryans westward

from Armenia through peninsular Asia,

and their establishment Diffusion ofman-

there in many states of com- j^-^^f.^felTof

paratively small dimensions the Greeks,

and not of much historical importance,

well illustrates the nature of that gener-

al diffusion by Avhich the world has been

peopled. It also shows in strong light a

race tendency of the Western Aryans, as

distinguished from their kinsmen who
migrated eastward from the original

seats. The west-boimd nations broke

up, conformed to the geographical envi-

ronment, took on a multifarious develop-

ment which has for each its own line of

evolution and race character, until the

resulting peoples exhibited even wathin

narrow territorial limits great diversity

in institutions and languages.

Asia Minor illustrates well this princi-

ple of ethnic growth. It also foretokens

what we are now prepared to consider,

the conspicuous example of race expan-

sion in the Hellenic family. Western

Asia Minor slopes off into Hellenic con-

ditions, and at the coast exhibits fea-

tures scarcely distinguishable from those

presented by the Greek peoples of the

archipelago and the mainland of Hellas.
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Chapter XLV.—Aborioines ok Hellas.

T has been remarked

that the ethnologist

and historian are abso-

lutely baffled in the at-

tempt to discover the

beginnings of tribal

life in any quarter of

the world. There are always sugges-

tions of a lower stratum underlying the

first ascertainable movements of man on

the earth. The first people find another

people before them, and these if they

could be interrogated, would find still

another. The races of men have thus

been successively superimposed, and we
are obliged to be content with the dis-

covery of what is only approxiniatcly

the aboriginal state of man.

Nowhere are these facts inore clearly

verified than in primitive Europe. We
are able to discover indistinctly the first

Primitive Eu- tribes of the Aryan race
rope shows the

^j^jg continent. The
universality oi

aborigines. movement was migratory,

wave following wave from the East.

With the help of the historic imagina-

tion we can trace many imperfect out-

lines of the incoming and distribution

of the ancestors of the Greeks and Ro-

mans, the Teutons and the Celts. But

while investigating this dim period in

remote human history, we come, ever

and anon, upon the vestiges of preced-

ing races. Europe was not only habit-

able, but inhabited by many peoples

long before the first man of our own an-

cestral stock touched the shores this side

of the .iEgean and the Hellespont. This

epoch of pre-Aryan history opens up a

vista of facts and surmises the investi-

gation of which will, perhaps, never be

satisfactory to the inquirer. Too much

has been lost of this early estate of man to

admit of any complete delineation of his

life and manners ; only vestiges remain.

The attempt will be made in the pres-

ent chapter to note some of the most

primitive aspects of life Greeks and Ro-

which are dimly outlined in ^^.^^f^ent
the prehistoric ages in the races,

southeastern peninsula of Europe, It

was known—well known—to the Greeks

themselves that another people had pre-

ceded them in Hellas and the .^gean
islands. Like knowledge was possessed

by the Latin gens relative to the pre-his-

toric peoples of Central Italy. Neither

the Greeks nor the Latins, however,

were at all disposed to dwell upon the

character and manner of life of the peo-

ples that preceded them in their respec-

tive coimtries. The early Hellenic his-

torians and philosophers gloze the mat-

ter over, devoting their Avhole energies

to the glorification of their own ancestry

and passing by as barbarous the achieve-

ments of the other peoples with whom
they had come into contact on entering

the country.

The historical and archaeological in-

vestigations which have been carried

forward by j^aticnt Indus- Question of the

try and under the guidance '^^:^f^f
of scientific methods, in aborigines,

the present century, have thi'own much
light on the period which we are now to

examine. But many things still remain

obscure. One of the points still unde-

termined is the race affinity of the primi-

tive peoples of Hellas and Italy with the

great Celtic race distributed in the west-

ern parts of Europe. The Celts are, of

course, of Aryan descent, being allied

in their ultimate ancestry with the
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Greeks, the Romans, and the Teutonic

races. But it is not known whether the

primeval tribes which were found by the

immigrating- Hellenes and Latins in

their respective peninsulas were of the

same stock with the Celts or of a totally

different descent. Some ethnologists

have been disposed to regard the Pelas-

gians of Greece and Italy—which people

we are now to consider—as the earliest

local results of the Celtic immigration

into Europe ; that is, it is held that the

incoming Celts dropped certain of their

tribes in the Hellenic peninsula, and

afterwards still others in Central Italy,

while the more radical and restless

branches of the race pressed on to the

west, until they found insuperable bar-

riers to further progress in Spain, in

Gaul, and in Britain.

The idea is that the Greek Pelasgians

were themselves of a common substance

with the Celtic wave which overspread

Greek Peiasgi- at first the soiithern parts of

x^sfdt^o™™ Europe and afterwards the
Celtic migration, western and northwestern

regions of the continent. Other histo-

rians have held, with perhaps equal

grounds of confidence, the opinion that

the pre-Hellenic as well as the prc-Italic

peoples of the southern peninsulas were

of a totally different stock from the Celts,

and that they were deduced either from

a Semitic source, by way of Phcenicia

and the East, or that they were of Ilani-

itic origin, being allied with the Egyp-

tians and the Cushites. The question

remains undecided, and the reader is

obliged to content himself with the state-

ment rather than the solution of the

problem.

But the Pelasgians were neverlheless

a fact—the great fact in the primitive

history of the Grecian peninsula. Tlic

extent and disjiersion of their Iriljcs

through the country can n<jt be well as-

certained, but the principal seats of the

race are well known. When the first Hel-

lenic tribes, drifting into, obscurity of Pe-

Greece by way of the ^ge- tl^^l^l^^'"'-
an islands or down through Greeks.

Thrace from their former home in the

highlands of Phrygia, toiiched the main>

land, they found the older people there

before them. The extent and variety

of the wars hx which the Pelasgians

were jostled from their settlements, dis-

placed, driven back to the remote and

mountainous parts of the country have

no authentic record—scarcely the outline

of a tradition. None the less, such a

dispossession of Greece actually took

place, and the Hellenes became domi-

nant, planting the germs of a new de-

velopment in the country.

The Greek authors give incidental

sketches of the character and manner of

life of the people that pre- Greek sketches

ceded them. They are de- f^ZT^v..
scribed as barbarians, and lasgic zeus.

perhaps the epithet is justified as it re-

lates to the Pelasgic race in most parts

of the peninsula. But in some districts

the people had made considerable prog-

ress toward the civilized condition.

The western seat of this Pelasgic de-

velopment, indeed the national center of

the aggregation of tribes, was at Do-

dona, in Epirus. The fame which this

locality acquired and ever afterwards

maintained was traceable to the fact that

the place was the nucleus of the Pelas-

gian traditions and religion. Here the

Dodonian Zeixs was worshiped by the

primitive race with such solemnity that

the Greeks adopted the cult of their

predecessors.

It is well known to what extent the .su-

perstitions of Dodona afterwards entered

into llic general mythology and religious

ceremonials of the Greeks. The situa-

tion was very similar to that wliich.
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many centuries later, was present in

Britain, where the old Druidieal cere-

TheDodonian monial, having its center

GreVk mythoi'-"
^^^ virtue in the oak woods,

ogy- perpetuated itself into the

epoch of the Saxons. The Hellenes,

however, were more willing to accept

previous beliefs and practices than were

the stubborn Teutonic barbarians of our

ancestral island.

The Pelasgians, at least the frontier

tribes, are described as a barbarous peo-

Barbarous char- pls of the WOods. They

?o1e" ^nd Aoht ^^-ei-e shaggyhunters, rough
ans. ill manners, and trucu-

lent in character. As late as the times

of Homer references to the primitive

people of Epirus and Achaia are com-

mon in poetry and story ; and there is

always a touch of contempt for the bar-

barous life of the people referred to.

The Achseans, whose name among the

cultured Greeks was a synonym of bar-

barity, were supposed to be a mixed

race, deducing many of their elements

from the original Pelasgic tribes.

If Dodona and the west were the

principal seat of Pelasgic tradition and

mythology, the east and south of Hellas

Evidences of Were the center of progress

feSc'y rr -'^"d P«^^'er. It was in the
Southern HeUas. Peloponncsus that the best

development of the Pelasgic race oc-

curred. But in other parts of the penin-

sula, as far north as Thessaly, in por-

tions of B(i;()tia, in Attica itself, the re-

mains of tills old race arc abundantly

discoverable. Such remains are tndy
monumental. The Pelasgians, in their

own day, had what may be called an in-

ternational fame. They were known to

the Egyptians, and are mentioned many
times in the sculptures of the Nile val-

ley. The Egyptian philosophers were
wont to claim kin with the Pelasgians of

the /I^ygean islands and the mainlanfl , anfl

to patronize them on account of their

skill as builders. It is in the latter re-

gard that the Pelasgic race has its fame
with posterity.

Underlying the monumental remains

of the Hellenic race in Greece and
Ionia, and in places distant superiority of

from the seat of that mag- '!?!!f,Tfr,^te!J'^*o ers maniiested

nificent people, are the in-A-rgos.

remains of another people, who were in

some degree the fathers of Hellenic

architecture. It is as masons, as builders

in stone, that the Pelasgians have aston-

ished all succeeding peoples, and as lat9

as the last quarter of the nineteenth

century the astonishment has been in-

tensified by a more careful and scientific

examination of the ruins left behind by

the primitive builders of Pelasgia.

Perhaps the most remarkable of these

monumental remains are those found in

the ancient state of Argos,°
. Situation otm Southern Greece. This Tiryns ; fame of

, -, . 1 its masonry.
territory seems to have

been the seat of the military power of

the Pelasgians. The ancient capital was
Tiryns, a short distance from the more
recent Argive capital. The ancient city

was not only the center of population,

but a military acropolis. It Avas situated

on a rocky elevation in the marshy plain

of Argolis, three miles from the sea.

Tradition among the Greeks chatted

about the founders of this stronghold

and the date of its founding. The work

was said to have been done by the hero

Proteus, who preceded by some genera-

tions the hero Perseus in Greece.

Tiryns was said to have been the early

home of Hercules. But it is not with

tradition but with fat't that Ave have here

to deal. And the trcniendous fact under

consideration is the massive masonry

which remains to this day in attesta-

tion of the skill and power of the prim-

itive builders. vSo heavy is the stone
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work of these ruins that Pausanius did

not hesitate to compare the fortifications

for massiveness with the pyramids of

Egypt, It was current among the Greeks

that the gigantic Cyclopes were the

builders of the Tirynthian walls which

were thought too great to be the work

of mortality. To this day the name
Cyclopean preserves the ancient tradi-

tion of the ruins.

Attempts have been made to fix the

date of the time of the city of Tiryns

and the Pelasgian ascendency in Greece.

It may be safely

stated that the same

occurred not later

than the eleventh

century before our

era. The fortifica-

tions, the palace,

and other public

buildings of Tiryns

continued to exist

until 468 B. C,
when the Hellenic

Argives of the

neighboring city of

Argos succeeded in

destroying and

partly obliterating

the old Pelasgian

capital. During the

period of Grecian ascendency the old

« . j_. . ^ race and its architectural
Date and vlclssl.

tndes of the ruins Were first ignored and
then forgotten. It has re-

mained for recent times to explore the

memorials of pre-Hellenic greatness, and
to describe them with scientific accuracy.

The rocky elevation on which the cita-

del of Tiryns was built has a length of

„, . three hundred and thirty
Dimensions and
massive ram- yards and a breadth of one
parts of Tiryns. ^ 1 j j ^ 1 jhundred and twelve yards

at its widest part. This area is encom-

passed with a wall which, for massive-

ness, is hardly surpassed by any ancient

or modern ma.sonry. The wall is from

thirty to forty feet in thickness, and was
originally about fifty feet in height. The
method of building was skillful in the

last degree, and was in close analogy

with the massive stonework, to be here-

after described, on the plateau of the

Andes, in South America. The stones

employed were so massive that Pausanius

says that the lightest of them would be

a load for a yoke of mules. The outside

stones were cut and dovetailed into each

AN ENTRANCE WAY AT IIRYNS.

other in a manner most ingenious, and

with special reference to securing im-

movability in the structure. In the outer

layers no dependence was placed on

mortar or any like artificial means of bind-

ing together.
.
All depended on the ma-

sonry proper. The interior of the wall,

however, was made up of stones which

were held in place by mortar and by the

cut stonework with which they were

braced on both sides.

The stones in this great monument are

dressed with hammers, and the work is

done with astonishing accuracy. Through
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the wall there was one great gateway,

which is believed to have resembled what

Schliemann has called the

Gate, at Mycenae.

There were other passages

throuo'h the walls, but thev were narrow

and easily defended. Within the great

circumvallation here described the cita-

Character of the . ,

stone -work and Lion S
passages.

with respect to seclusion and defense.

There was a main gate defended by a

tower, and from this there was a passage

extending to an inner gate, and thence to

the courts of the palace. There was a

great court, fifty-three by seventy feet

in dimensions, in which an altar was

erected, with a pit or ai^ena alongside

PELASGIAN MASONKY.-Waii. ok Tikvns.

del was divided into parts by cross walls

almost as massive as those of the circum-

ference. Within the inclosiires thus

formed the outlines of several impor-

tant structures liave been determined.

The foundations of the royal palace have

been made oxit and the jilan of structure

ascertained. The building was surround-

ed by a stone rampart, and within this

was another, everything being arranged

to receive the blood of the sacrificial

victims.

It appears that the colonnade about

the ])alace was of wood. The hall

within had dimensions of „ , , „
Particular foa-

forty bv thirtv feet, with a turos and style

, ' , , 1 ,
of the palace.

great circular hearthstone

in the.center. On one side of the hall

were a number of chambers intended

for the occupants of the palace or for
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guests. One scries of apartments were

for women and another for men.
There were staircases leading to the

upiJcr floors, and tlie usual details pecul-

iar to royal abodes. On the top uf the

surrounding wall was a colonnade of

wooden jjillars, each resting on a circu-

lar block of stone. Upon these pillars

where the dowels were inserted for the

supiDort of the ceiling are still plainly

seen. The doors were hung on hinges

of bronze, and many of the cuplike

sockets in the lintels are still in place.

Specimens of the ornamentation are

found, exhibiting excellent work as to

pattern and execution. The designs in-

VIEW OK MYCEN/E.

was constructed a flat roof, which was

open toward the inside of the city.

Another peculiar feature of the Pe-

lasgian building was the use of stucco

and or sun-dried bricks in the less im-

portant parts of the walls. The col-

iimns and doorposts were of wood, and

it is in evidence that many of the rooms

were ceiled with the same material.

The holes in the interior of the wall

elude birds and animals and scroll work

done in imitation of the semi-Oriental

styles prevalent in Asia Minor. A part

of a frieze executed in white alabaster

has been recovered and preserved. It

consists of rosettes in relief and various

vinelike patterns, studded with pieces

of blue glass and enamel.

It is evident from the whole ruin,

from its massiveness, its strength, its
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elegance of design within, and its elabo-

ration of details that the Pelasgians as

Deductions builders in stone and wood

^fZyilbund"
'''^^^ reached a very high

ings and citadel, degree of excellence,
worthy indeed to be compared with the

greatest architects of ancient or modern

times, and this at a date before the first

impulses of Hellenic migration had been

felt in the ^-Egean islands or on the

mainland of Greece. The brief notice

I'ELASGIC ART—(lOI.D MASK FOUND BV SCHLIEMANN AT MVCEN/E,

here given of the monumental remains

at the old Pelasgic city of Tiryns covers

nearly all that is known of the architec-

ture and skill of the people.

The usual inferences may be drawn

from the existence of such a city and

citadel. It was evidently a stronghold

of the race. The palace included within

the walls was certainly royal in its de-

.sign and u.se. About the fortified part

of the city doubtless lay spread tlic

less important dwellings and marts of

the people. There has always been a

correlation between the public and pri-

vate edifices of a given age and people.

The former are more majestic and per-

manent ; the latter soon go down to the

indiscriminate dust. The existence of

such a capital as Tiryns implies oppos-

ing powers. It may be that the mili-

tary significance of the place bears evi-

dence only of the tribal struggles which

were going on for the mastery of the

peninsula, but the greater likelihood is

that foreign states across

the x^gean and even the

lilediterranean were the

powers contemplated when
the Tirynthian walls were

built.

Not only in Argos, but

in Attica, even on the site

of Athens herself, similar

Cyclopean^
,

•^
.

' Cyclopean re-

remains have mains in other

1 ,

.

parts of Greece,
been discov-

ered. In Bceotia, and far

north in Thessaly, the

outlines of pre-IIellenic

stonework may be found

here and there, furnishing

abundant evidence of the

wide distribution of the

Pelasgic race. Though
these ruins give to mod-

ern times the most tan-

gible and indisputable proofs of the

existence and work of such a people as

the Pelasgians in tlic(hccian peninsula,

their real influence in subsequent times

doubtless lay in the modification which

they effected in the character of the

Oreeian race.

It is one of the most interesting in-

quiries with which the ethnologist has to

deal to determine the influence of a sub-

ject people on their conquerors. Such in-

fluence varies very greatly with different

races and in different epochs of history.
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ence of PelaS'

gians on the
Hellenes.

In general, the remnants of tlie I^.itiu

race widely distributed in Europe, ex-

Possibie influ. crcised a strong reaction on

the barbarians who over-

ran the country between

the fifth and the eighth century of our era.

In some cases, however, as in the Saxon

conquest of Britain, scarcely a vestige of

the original people could be discovered

in the subsequent race development of

the island. In the case of the incoming

of the Hellenes into Greece, and the for-

mation therein of their petty democra-

cies and aristocracies, and the conse-

quent evolution of a peculiarly brilliant

nationality, it is doubtless true that the

original Pelasgic tribes contributed

largely to the creation of the new Greek
character. Certain it is that some parts

of their religion entered into union with

and became almost dominant over the

imported mythology of the Greeks, and
it is also certain that their skill as build-

ers suggested the subsequent architec-

ture of the Hellenes. The masonry of

Mycenae and of the other great towns of

the Heroic Age was copied from the old-

er work of the Pelasgians, and is indeed

only a later and completer development

of the original system of stone-cutting

and structure. The Pelasgic masons
were the fathers and school teachers of

the great builders of the Doric era in

Greece.

CHAPTER Xl-rVI. -Hkllenic Tribes and the Envi=
ronivient.

N entering upon the

race history of Europe

two methods present

themselves to our

choice. In the first

place, we may take

our stand in the cur-

rents of those migrations by which Eu-

rope was first peopled by the Aryan

races, and may follow the various tribes

and nations in the order of their evolution

into the civilized condition. This in-

volves the determination of the question

of priority.

Question of pri-

ority among the
European
Aryans.

Which was the oldest of

the Aryan families on

the European continent ?

Which was first to ar-

rive and to plant itself in permanent

form? Did the Celts precede the Grasco-

Italic race? Did the northern stream of

migration discharge its volume into the

West at an earlier epoch than did the

southern? Were the Teutones the old-

est or the youngest born of the great

ethnic family?^ If this first method of

inquiry be adopted, all of these ques.

tions must be settled in order that we
may follow the streams of migration in

their natural course to their natural des-

tination.

In the second place, it is practicable

to take up the various races of Europe

in the order of their histor- These races con.

ical development; that is, tf^^f^iZtl
we may consider first those veiopment.

nations which present the earliest com-

plete activities within the historical era,

and pass from these to those of a later

date. That is we may begin with the

Graeco-Italic race in the southern penin-

sulas of the continent and notice, first of

all, their successive expansions into na-

tional forms ; and afterwardswe may pass

to the countries north of the Alps and take

up the later evolution of the Teutonic,

the Slavonic, and the Celtic families.
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On the whole, the latter method is to

be preferred. We have already arrived

on our westward course at the -(Egean

islands. It is but a step to the mainland

of Greece, another step to Italy, and

still another to the North. Historically,

this is the order in which the great races

of Europe have presented themselves. It

is not, therefore K so much a question of

the relative priority of the original

termine precisely how much the words

Greek and Helleii should include in eth-

nography. It may be safe- -wTiat the ethnic

ly assumed that the oldest ^^^/^f^tr'
seat of the race was in include,

the /Egean islands and along the west-

ern shore of Asia IMinor. We speak

here of the first period of conscious life

among the Greeks, and not of the mere
diffusion of barbarous tribes. All the

ISLiC Ol*' SCiU.—A bTEiTiNCi-siuNE OF THE Gkei;k M igkation.— Drawn by M;ic\Vhirtcr.

tribes which gave a primitive population

to the continent as it is of priority and

natural sequence among the civilized

races. We shall therefore adopt the

order of the historical progress among
the European families rather than what

may be supposed to have been llu; mi-

gratory procession by which the original

tribes were distributed into the countries

west of the Bosphorus.

Wc shall thus begin with the Hellenic

tribes and nations. It is difficult to dc-

^45gean archipelago was Greek. The
eastern coast was essentially Greek as

far north as tlic Hellespont. Hellas

Proper was Greek, and the Pelopon-

nesus. This is said of the country as

far west as the northernmost limits of

Epirus.

It is on the north that one of the

boundaries of ancient Hellenism seems

most uncertain. \Vcre tlic 'I'liraoians

(ireek? and afterwards the M;iccdo-

nians? If wc follow the line of migra-
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tion out of the Phrygian highlands and

assume that the tribes would effect their

Difficulty of passage at the Bosphorus,

^cTdtVentof ^e come naturally into

the Thracians. Thrace and afterwards into

Macedonia. Of the aborigines of these

northern regions history knows nothing.

Respecting the peoples whom the Aryan
tribes may have found in the region be-

tween the Hellespont and Thessaly, con-

jecture gropes blindly ; and we have lit-

tle evidence as to the extent to which

the restless Hellenes took possession

of the country on their way to the

south.

The question here before us suggests

a notice of what were certainly two of

the principal routes by which the Greek

immio-rants orained footine
The two princi- . . ^ ,

pal routes of the 111 their future home.
Greek incoming. ,-rM i- i i_j.There can be no doubt

that a people essentially Hellenic were

carried forward by the general move-

ment of the races to the western shores

of Asia Minor and into the adjacent

islands. This movement continued

across the archipelago into Greece. It

was doubtless the first distribution of a

truly Hellenic population from Phrygia

and the East. The second migrations

were later in date. These came by way
of the Hellespont and Thrace into

Greece from the north ; and it is

thought that the immigrants doubled

back into the archipelago and distrib-

uted themselves along with older Hel-

lenes already in partial possession of the

.iEgean islands. The Ionian Greeks did

not cross into Europe, but extended

themselves down the coast, and we may
believe that the earliest conscious bud-

dings forth of Greek civilization were

out of Ionia. It is safe, on the whole, to

include the peoples of primitive Thrace

along with the Hellenes, and to regard

them as a result of an ethnic distribu-

tion made by the Greeks in pas.sing

through the country to the south.

The Thracian language has wholly

perished, and the monumental remains

of the country have as yet Linguistic and

thrown but little light upon ^^Z^^T,^
the ethnic classification Thracians.

of the original inhabitants. They are

known to have been Indo-Europeans,

and to have had much in common with

the Greeks of the south. As late as

the middle of the period of Hellenic as-

cendency the Thracians were wont to

be in alliance with the Athenians against

the Macedonians, which proves conclu-

sively the historical affinity of the two

peoples. It is also known that the pre-

vailing worship among the Thracians

was that of Dionysus, which they had

in common with the Phrygians and the

Greeks.

The existing monuments of the coun-

try are tumuli, of vast proportions, simi-

lar in character and purpose with the

hill of Marathon. Of these tumuli,

there are thousands within the limits of

the' Thracian territory, but as this re-

gion has corresponded for a century or

more with the heart of European Tur-

key, science has made little progress in

exploring the ancient mounds. In some

of them relics have been found identi-

cal in design and workmanship with

similar implements among the Romans.

It has been thought by antiquaries that

these remains were of the post-classical

period, when the country was under

Roman domination, and when later

burials threw into the same mound the

workmanship of a later age.

Historically, our earliest acquaintance

with the Thracians shows Condition of the
Thracians at the
beginning of his-them in the tribal condition.

In the fifth centur>^ B. C. ^°^y-

they had not yet become truly national

in their development. There were lead-
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ing tribes, and others of a subordinate

character. The most powerful of these

was the Odrysas, whose king, Teres, was

ORPIFEOS.

From the painting by Henjamin Conslant ; engraved by Jounard.

a conqueror in his day, extcndini^ his do-

minion over tlic larj^cr part of Thrace.

This may 1jc referred to the middle of

the fifth century B. C. It was Sitalces,

son of Teres, who became an ally of the

Athenians to help maintain their ascend-

ency in the Chalcidian peninsula. The
power of the Odrysas was
broken up during the

reign of Seuthes, nephew
of vSitalces, and the tribal

condition remained with

little disturbance until the

rise of jSIacedonia.

The five tribal names
by which the Thracian

peoples were distinguish-

ed were the Getas, the

Treres, the Tribal names;

T ri' 1-1 a 1 1 i
^eUef in a Scy-

i riDaiil, thianracede-

the D a c i , scent,

and the Moesi. The stu-

dent of history will read-

ily recognize several of

these ethnic names as the

titles of races projecting

themselves at a later pe-

riod into the history of

the West.

It was believed, as early

as the times of Herodo-

tus, that the Thracian na-

tions were allied in race

descent with the Scythi-

ans ; but there was no bet-

ter ground for such belief

than was found in the

well-known character of

the Thracians, whose fe-

rocity in battle and sav-

agery in peace reminded

the Father of History of

the Scythic barbarians.

The Thracians are repre-

sented as powerful war-

riors. They were disposed

liy both nature and habit to battle,

and their cruelty against the enemy was

as notorious as their courage was un-

doubted.



PRIESTESS OF BACCHUS.—From the painting by John Collier.
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The Tliracian gods, like themselves,

were tnici:lent, fierce, and passionate.

Superstition Besides the worship of Di-

of th^Thr°a-^^
onysus, already mentioned,

cians. the Thracian Mars and Bac-

chus and Diana were adored with the

Thracians contested with the Greeks.

It was claimed that Orpheus, Musseus,

and Eumolpus were Thracian heroes;

but it is more likely that the Thracians

had merely preserved in these characters

a recollection of their Phrygian origin.

u.sual rites peculiar to the Aryan nations.

Bacchus had an oracle on the summit of

Mount Rodophc, where drunken orgies

were performed after the manner of bar-

barians. The only touches of light among
the darkness of Nortli Hellenic barl>a-

rism were certain mytlis and mytliical

characters, the possession of wliich tlic

Between 'Plinae and 1 Fellas lay the

widely extended country of Macedonia.

Here again we are in great Race rei.ition-

doubt as to the character pHmu'ive Mace-

of the original inhabitants, ^onians.

'I'here are evidences that the Thracians,

though further separated from the Hel-

lenes of the south, were more closely
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allied with them than were the Mace-

donians. It is also thought that the lat-

ter people were of lUyrian deseent, and

that their coming into the country was

by a reflex movement from the south-

west ; but we may safely affirm that both

the lUyrians and the Macedonians were

descendants of the common stock which

gave the Hellenes to Southeastern Eu-

rope. It is well enough, therefore, to

classify them along with the Thracians,

curred ; but the Macedonians were little

regarded in that world-famous event.

In the Iliad reference is made to a

country called Emathia, and this

has been identified with
.

Poetical tradl-

Macedonia. Somewhat lat- tion of Emathia
,, ,-^ 1 , .11 and Macedo.

er the Greek story-tellers

invented a mythical founder of the race,

called Macedo, from whom the principal

tribe of Macedonia was said to have

been descended. Macedo was the son

MACEDONIAN SOLDIERS IN PHALANX.

and to note their peculiarities in this

connection.

Of no other great people o"f the an-

cient world, whose activities were so

Historical ob- largely displayed within

the historical era, are we
so ignorant as of the Mace-

donians. They emerged into view at a

late period, being unknown to the

Greek historians at any age earlier than

the reign of Amyntas, about 500 B. C.

It was in the time of his son Alexander

that the Persian invasion of Greece oc-

scurity of the
Macedonian
race.

of Zeus—another example of the cloud-

born ethnology of the ancients. Still

later, the country was named Macetia,

from the tribe of the Macetae, and the

latter word has Deen associated by curi-

ous ethnographers with the Hebrew

Chetae, or Kittim ; but the alleged ety-

mology is unnatural, and therefore im-

probable.

The name Macedonians was finst ap-

plied to this people by Herodotus. We
may gather from his narrative that the

orieinal home of the nation was near
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Mount Pindus, whence they spread out

to the northeast, intermingling with

Story of Herod- Thraciau and Hellenic col-

!i^L%wf^'" onies already established inences there* ^

fro™- that part of the country.

It is fairly to be inferred that the Mace-

donian race, such as it was in the times

of the empire, was the result of a com-

position of original lUyrian tribes with

Greeks and Thracians dwelling in the

maritime region between Thessaly and

the Chalcidian peninsula.

The character of the Macedonians is

tolerably well displayed in the writings

Later character of the Greeks. We speak

?Se^lc'^do!' ofthatlatercharacterwhich
•"^Jis. they had after their rise

to nationality and power. They dif-

fered not greatly from the Hellenes

themselves in the earlier ages of their

development, before the civilizing light

had shined forth from Attica ; but there

was always a want of intellectual great-

ness in the Macedonian race. They
rose to the level of warriors, but not to

the rank of poets and sages. As com-

pared with the Greeks, they were a

stolid, heavy people, whose ideals were

low as paralleled with the refined spirit-

uality of the southern race. Even the

efforts of the Macedonian emperors to

import into the country the art and
learning of Hellas and to make them
flourish therein . was a failure. The
Macedonian race became known as a

great political power, but not as a refin-

ing force. It was the vehicle by which

the enlightenment of the Hellenes was
carried into the larger part of Western
Asia ; but the vehicle itself did not flame

with the Promethean fire.

Even the language of the Macedo-

nians has virtually perished. In the

times of the empire Greek was spoken

at the court; and it is likely lliat dia-

lects of Greek, nulc and uncultivated,

were the prevailing tongues of the peo.

pie ; but the absence of Macedonian lit-

erature has left the matter
Absence of liter*m much doubt. ihere aryandmouu-

appears to have been no ^^^ remains,

ethnic culture of the northern race by
which it might be distinguished from
the nations of Asia Minor and Hellas.

On the whole, it is safe to define the

Macedonians as a race of rude and half-

developed northern Greeks, whose evo-

lution into the refined activities of the

ailistic and literary life was stopped

midway by the growth of a great politi*

cal despotism, under which the energies

of the people were diverted from the

chisel to the sword.

Most of what has been said relative to

the Thracians and Macedonians may be

repeated of the Illyrians, Affinity of iiiy-

the remaining race, lying '^^^l^^''^-
north of the Hellenes. II- Thracians.

lyria was the northwestern country of

the Hellenic peninsula. Both the coun-

try and the people were in the same

belt with the Macedonians ; and we are

obliged by all the evidences in our pos-

session to classify the Illyrians with the

Grasco-Italic peoples rather than with

the northern, that is, the Slavonic,

branch of the Indo-Europeans. In fact,

if we asstime the Dantibe as the line of

division between the northern and south'

ern Aryans in Europe, remembering al-

ways that both nature and history abhor

a line, we may assign a common ethnic

origin to all the peoples on the south,

and another common origin to those on

the north. On the south, we have the

Grasco-Italic nations ; on the north, the

Slavo-Teutonic nations. In Hellas we
must probably except the Pelasgians

from the general scheme, assigning to

them a different race descent; but as to

the rest—Thracians, Macedonians, and

Greeks—the fountain head was common.
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and the streams of ethnic outflow only

slightly divergent in the different conn-

tries.

The Greek writers preserved the

myth of the origin of the Illyrians,

whom they recognized as their kinsmen.

They assigned to them an
Greek myth and . , . .

tradition ofthe illustnous beginning. Lad-
raoe.

mus, after having given

letters to the Greeks, removed with his

his sister Europa, who was lost, and that

Ilarmonia was the daughter of Mars and
Venus. This is to say that Harmony is

born of War and Love, and that Cadmus
found Europe when he had Harmony in

the search.

On the north, then, we may say that

there was a clear demarkation between
the Illyrians and the Slavo-Teutonic

races; but southward they were graded

OFF THE ILLYRIAN COAST—Sulimorb Spixa.—Drawn by Charles W. Wylli.

wife, Harmonia, into the northwest of

Hellas, and settled there. To him was
born a son, lUyrius, ancestor of the race

that bore his name. By war, the En-

chelians, whom we may regard as the

aborigines of Illyricum, were subdued;

and then Cadmus and Harmonia were

removed by the gods to Elysium. It

will be remembered that Cadmus had

first come, according to the legend,

from the Phoenician coast in search of

off iinperceptibly into the more active

and civilized Hellenic tribes. The same

want of definite division Ethnic bound-

existed on the east, where m^^,^s?for.

they were mingled with the eign admixtura.

Macedonians. It is believed that for-

eign intercourse carried into Illyria

many alien races, some of whom were

much more enlightened than the people

among whom they settled. Phoenicians,

lonians, and Dorians are said to have
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planted, or attempted to plant, colonies

in the northwest ; but, with the single

exception of the Greek town Epidamnus
on the coast, none of the colonies seem
to have survived. Doubtless the greater

attractiveness of life in Hellas Proper

was the motive for withdrawing from

MODEiiN Il.l.YKlAN TVPK—PEASANT OK Sl'ALATO.

Drawn by Theodore Valerio.

the remote and barbarous regions of

Illyria, the outposts of civilization.

Through their whole career tliu Illy-

rians remained in their primitive condi-

Theracedoos tion. Thcy shared but lit-

co:5tr:r^ tie in the intellectual and
of barbariHm. cinnmcrcial activity of the

Greeks. Though their country was fer-

tile, though their coasts were indented

with admirable harbors, the people con-

tinued to choose the jiursuits of war and

barbarism. In these respects the II-

lyrians were closely allied with their

Macedonian neighbors on the east.

There was really no ethnic difference in

that part of the country where the two
peoples were mixed and interfused.

Both races were in like manner assimi-

lated with the Thracians, though

the latter made much greater prog-

ress toward the civilized condition.

As a consequence, a line of sepa-

ration was drawn between the bar-

barism of Illyria and the refinement

and progress of Hellas. North of

this line the old habits continued

to prevail. According to the Greek
historians, tattooing of the body
was practiced by the Illyrian tribes

as well as by the Macedonians and
ruder Thracians. Their religious

rites also were exceedingly barba-

rous, and if the testimony of the

Greeks may be accepted as true, hu-

man sacrifices were offered to the

gods of Illyria.

We may for these reasons be

the more surprised to note the im-

portance of women in this half-sav-

age country. The life of woman
was free and honorable. The
daughters and wives of the Illyrian

hieftains frequently led in war,

and in peace were regarded as the

equals of their brothers and hus-

bands. The manner of life seems

to have been analogous to that of the Ger-

man tribes as thcy arc dc- important place

scribed by Tacitus. Ac- "^-"-^

cording to the testimony luyrians.

of Greek authors, however, the Illyrian

women were reckless and unchaste, dif-

fering in this regard from the women of

the Teutones.

Tlie dominant characteristic of the

Illyrian tribes was their jiassion for war.

They beat for generations against the
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borders of Macedonia. It was like the

warfare of the vSaxons with the Picts in

the border region of Engf-
Passlonofthe

-, r>
luyriansfor land and Scotland. The
^""^^

power of Macedonia could

not for a long time prevail over their

barbarous enemy. Not indeed until

the time of Philip was a successful con-

quest made of the Illyrian tribes.

Of art, of literature, of refinement, of

that ideal progress and intellectual ex-

pansion which made the
Barbaric career
of the race ; rea- Hellenic race illustrious,
sons therefor. ii tii •

i ti-the Illynans knew nothing.

The country is as poor in monumental
remains as it was unimportant in his-

tory. The few relics of the civilization

which lUyria affords to the antiquary

belong to the period of Roman ascend-

ency and are common with those of

Italy. The causes of the continued

barbarism of the lUyrians long after the

Hellenes had risen to the pinnacle of

civilization might be hard to discover.

Doubtless they were the same as were

the forces which held back the Thra-

cians and the Macedonians from a high

development. The more rigorous cli-

mate of the north and other discourag-

ing features of the environment may
have somewhat chilled the buddings of

enlightenment and progress; but it is

probable that the northern stock was in

its instincts and dispositions averse to

those high and rational activities of

which the Greeks became the prime ex-

amples in all the ancient world.

At times the lUyrians broke out of

their fastnesses and displayed their war-

„ like passions in the south.
Hostile contact
of the niyrians Hcrodotus tells of an
with the Greeks. ,

,

, 11,1 ,attempt made by them to

sack the temple of Delphi. In 424 B. C,
Brasidas, marching with a Spartan army
across Thessaly and Macedonia, was fu-

riously assailed by the lUyrians. Not

that the latter were in .sympathy with

the Athenian cause, but were merely

impelled by love of slaughter and
spoil. A little later, however, they

found their match in the Gallic tribes,

who forced their way into Ilh-ria on

their way to the south. The imjiact

was more than the barbarian warriors

could stand, and they gave way to the

settlement of the Gauls among them.

The event here referred to is a part of

that general movement of the Celts to

the east and south, by which they were
ultim'ately carried into Asia Minor and
established, as already related, in the

province of Galatia.

In entering upon the ethnic history of

the Greeks, we come to what may be

fairly regarded the inost as- importance of

tonishing example of hu- ^jl^t^'^^^"^t» -L tions among
man developmentwhich the ^^^ Greeks,

history of the race has thus far afforded

Before attempting to offer any suggestion

relative to the causes and circumstances

of this tremendous evolution, it will be

proper to note the local distribution of

the people called Hellenes. In a former

book we have already stated in general

terms the traditional tribal divisions of

the Greeks. In so far as these divi-

sions were based upon the Hellenic tra-

dition of their old ancestors—Helen, JS^o-

lus, Dorus, Xuthus, Ion, Achaeus—the

whole may be neglected as of slight value

in scientific ethnography; but the great

fact of the race divisions among the

Greeks exists. A large part of the civil

and political annals of the Greek race

grew out of its separation into several

groups of states based upon community

or diversity of ethnic origin. We may,

therefore, in the present connection

look at the several groups of Hellenes as

they existed in the earliest dawn of au-

thentic history.

There were two general divisions of
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the race, fhe Dorians and the lonians.

These represent distinct aspects of ethnic

Division of the evolution. Indeed, it might

^1^^-^Z^J^^ be said that they had one
into Dorians J

and lonians. thing in common : they

were both Hellenes. But they were Hel-

lenes of different dates, different circum-

stances, different instincts. The Dorians

were the oldest of the Hellenic peoples,

so called. They best expressed the

physical force and adventure of the

The Dorians were manifestly of a

Phrygian origin. They came into Eu-
rope by way of the Bospho-

x-r ,/ •, ,
Origin of the

rUS, or Hellespont, through Dorian tribes;

Thrace, and thence to the ^^^ ° °™^'

south. They are considered the third

wave which had spread westward in the

same manner. The first was undoubt-

edly the movement which carried the

Latins through Thrace and Illyria into

the western peninsula. The second

GREEK TYPES.-Drawn by C. Colb.

Greek. If the historian were called upon

to point out among all the early races of

men a parallel to the restlessness and

physical antagonisms of the Dorian Hel-

lenes, he would be embarrassed with the

requirement. They spread from place

to place. They were still in cfTcrvesccncc

at the beginning of tlie historical era.

Many of their movements can be delin-

eated from historical data, and others

may be inferred by reasonable deduction

and conjecture.

migration was that which sent the

Thraco-Illyrian tribes to their destina-

tion in the countries north of Hellas.

The third brought the Dorians. Their

eastern origin is well preserved in

the myth of Donis, the eponymous
ancestor of the race. He had for his

sister, Protogcncia, meaning The Early

Dawn. She was wedded to Zeus, the

Gleaming Heaven. There was born a

daughter, who became the mother of

Acthlios. He was the Toiling Sun, and
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The Heraclidae
become the
leaders of Do-
rian conquest.

was the father of Endymion, the vSetting

Sun. The genesis is clearly Oriental,

and the exodus is into the West.

Historically, we find the Dorians first

of all in Northern Greece. The particu-

Apparitionof lar portion of the country

ourprtfor"" which they are said to have
Greece. occupied is the southwest of

the great Thessalian plain. Afterwards

they are found in the country below

Gssa and Olympus. Again their pres-

ence is discovered among the highlands

of Pindus. It is in this region that the

Father of History took note of them and

recorded them under the name of Mace-

donians. Still, again, they removed into

Dryopis, and from this point made their

way into the Peloponnesus.

It would seem that at a very early age

the Dorians were well distributed in

Northern Greece. Tradi-

tion has called up the sons

of Hercules as the origin of

the Dorian movement into the south.

The Peloponnesus was claimed after the

Trojan War by the Heraclidae as their

inheritance. They accordingly gathered

the Dorians out of the countries north of

the isthmus and bore down upon the

south. There ensued a desperate strug-

gle between the invaders and the prim-

itive inhabitants of the country, whom
we may reckon in part at least as Pelas-

gians. Those ethnographers who classify

the latter peoples as Indo-Europeans

maintain that they had settled into Pelo-

ponnesus from the north, being an off-

shoot from the second, or Thraco-Illyrian,

migration out of Asia. After strenuous

warfare the Dorians succeeded in estab-

lishing themselves firmly in three prin-

cipal states of Southern Greece : Argolis,

Messenia, and Laconia. Hence the de-

velopment of the three Peloponnesian

branches of the Dorian family : Argives,

Spartans, and Messenians.

It may be accepted as correct to re-

gard Peloponnesus as the true seat of

the established Dorian Peioponnesus

race. North of the penin- l,^'' ?,''f "l^f*'^ir Dorian evolu-

sula, however, the Dorians tion.

continued to hold the little inland state

of Doris, with its three townships,

DORIAN GIRL, VICTOR IN THE FOOT RACE—TYPE.

Drawn by C. Colb, from an antique.

where they maintained themselves in

that dogged isolation for which the race

has ever been proverbial. It is remark-

able that the only two inland states of all

Hellas, Doris and Laconia, were both

possessed and developed by Dorians;

but this circumstance is hardly worthy

to be reckoned among the causes of

the seclusiveness and nonintercourse by

which they were ever characterized.
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Thus at the very beginning the Dorian

race presents a contradiction. We
Spread and should expect, a priori, a
permanency of

^^^^^ absence of the Colo-
the Dorian
colonies. nizing spirit among such a

people ; but, on the contrary, the disposi-

tion to send out colonies was one of the

strongest features of Dorian history. It

was from the homesteads of these peo-

ples that Greek colonies were in process

of time sent out into different and dis-

tant quarters of the world. Corinth

Grseco-Italic race. So into other parts of

the world the Dorians sent their col-

onies ; and the instinct of colonization

was perpetuated to the third and fourth

generation of cities.

This, however, is to anticipate. Fi-om

Peloponnesus the Dorians spread into

the archipelago. It was they who con-

tributed the Hellenic population of

Crete. More than all the other Hel-

lenes combined they spread themselves

through the ^Egean islands, and finally

VIKW OF -IIirCSSAMAN COAST, FROM GULF OF VOLO.— I )r.uvn by A. Sl,,iii, tiMiii a i.l,ol,.f;r..i

within the historical era planted Corcyra

and Syracuse, and from these sprang in

turn tlie colonies of Epidamnus, Ambra-
cia, and Potidsea. The Dorians in Crete

and Rhodes established Gela in Sicily

;

and from Gela was sent out a comj^any

who founded Agrigentuiu in the same

island, l-'rom Mcgara was dispalclicd a

colony to tlie 15osph()nis, and there they

planted Byzantium, wliicli was destined

in the course of ages to become the cap-

ital of the Eastern Cse.sars and tlu' final

abode of whatever remained of the in-

tellectual atid .roclal activity of the

to the coast of Asia Minor. Upon this

they planted themselves to the south of

Ionia and set six cities along these an-

cient shores. These were combined

—

as far as anything Dorian could be com-

bined with another—in a loo.sc confed-

eration, known as the Doric Hexapolis.

Anollier strange aspect of the race

work of tliese ])eople was the persistency

willl vvllich tlicir colonies The foreign set-

held their own when once '^ZTZVor^.
planted afar. Rarely did character,

one of tlieir outposts recede from a posi-

tion once taken. At the same lime tlie
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colonial establishments of the Dorians

maintained a strong likeness to the par-

ent state. The same manners and cus-

toms, the same

laws, the same

policy, were up-

held, the same

traditions ac-

cepted, the same

striking munic-

ipal individual-

ity created in

distant Asiatic

and European

settlements as

in the Hellenic

homestead. Per-

haps the onl}-

considerable va-

riation from the

common type

was in the case

of the Spartans,

whose great pre-

ponderance i n

Peloponnesushas

led many authors

to regard them
as the typical

people of the

whole Dorian

race. This view,

however, has

been successfully

controverted

;

and the peculiar

Spartan charac-

ter, though cer-

tainly Dorian of

the Dorians in its

origin, has been

set apart, and is to be considered as

anomalous not only among their own
kindred of Doric extraction, but among
all the Hellenes.

The migrations and conquests by

which the Dorian race was thus distrib-

uted in Hellas Proper, the Peloponne-

sus, the .(^gean islands, on the southwest

DORIAN HALL OF COUNSEL AT RHODES.

Drawn by E. Flandin.

coast of Asia ^Minor, and in foreign co-

lonial establishments were of such char-

acter as to disturb and unsettle all pre-

vious populations with which they came

into contact. The result was that those
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populations were thrown the one upon

the other in successive waves and were

Disturbance and nearly all displaced from

Se:S°' their original seats. The
Greek races. tribes, half-formed into

states, were jostled from their position,

and immediately avenged their wrongs

by falling upon their neighbors. All

the peoples of Greece were in a measure

mained in their seats had they not been

urged therefrom by invasion.

The old Pelasgian peoples, driven out

of Argolis and their other countries in

the Peloponnesus, threw themselves upon

the Achaeans and forced them from their

homes. They in turn fell upon the loni-

ans, who had their native seats on the

Corinthian gulf. This is perhaps our

RUINS 111'' i'HK liiiKIC SlCMlN.

redistributed by the Dorian movements,

and it required the lapse of several gen-

erations to bring about a settled state.

Greece was full of militant tribes and of

fugitives. The towns became for the

time a refuge for Greek wanderers who
had no other home. It was this condi-

tion of affairs that led to certain remov-

als and colonizations by the non-Dorian

Greeks, who would doubtless have re-

first historical contact with the Ionian

race. They, like the Dorians, were out

of Asia Minor. It is not The Ionian race

known certainly by what DcTiauag^g^res-

course they came into sions.

Juirope. The manner of their migra-

tion has been referred to in the preced-

ing book. It is not unlikely that the

.i^igean islands were the stcpping-places

by which the lonians made their way to
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Hellas. The center of llieir power at

the time of the great Dorian disturb-

ances was, as we have said, on the gulf

of Corinth. Here they had attained a

settled condition, and were inider the

dominion of the civilizing forces when
the fugitive Achseans struck them from

the west.

The movements of the Dorians in the

larger part of Greece had already dis-

Coneentrationof turbed the Ionian tribes,

Jr^itTrlSmou '-^^^d "^'^ny of ^hem had
ofCodrus. flocked into Attica. It was

the compression of population thus occa-

Androclus, the two sons of Codrus, were

jjlaced at the head of emigrant bands,

who now gathered the overplus from all

Attica and set out across the ^Egean to

the east.

Thus was founded the Greek state

called Ionia, situated on the west coast of

Asia Minor between the
Founding of Aai»

Hermus and the Masander, aticionia; the

1 1 1 -u T 1 •
i.1 Dodecapolis.

bounded by Lydia on the

east and by the .^Egean on the west. It

was a small strip of sea.shore not more
than ninety geographical miles in length,

and having in no part a breadth of more

NORTH SHORE OF THE GULF OF CORINTH.—After a sketch of F. E. Blackstone.

sioned by the concentration of the race

in the Attic peninsula and the outside

impact of the Achseans that led to the

organization and dispatch of colonies

into distant parts. Legend has been

busy with the event. We have here the

story of Codrus, last king of mythical

Athens. By his self-sacrifice the city

was saved and monarchy forever re-

nounced by the Ionian race. But the

death of the king could not relieve the

plethora of inhabitants. Colonies must
carry off the surplus. So Nelus and

than thirty miles. But such were the

remarkable indentations of the coast

that the sea line from the Hermus to the

Magander measured no less than three

hundred and forty miles.

Ionia lay between ^^olis on the north

and Doris on the south. The situation

was especially favorable. It was the

Phoenicia of Asia Minor. No position

in Western Asia could surpass Ionia in

commercial advantages. Here the colo-

nists from the mother country planted

themselves. Here were founded at dif-
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ferent times twelve or thirteen cities,'

which were bound together, after the

Attic plan, into what became famous

under the name of the Ionian Confeder-

ation. Besides the coast region, which

was properly Ionia, two islands of im-

portance were included in the Greek

league. These were Chios and Samos,

and with them were associated some
smaller isles of less note.

Thus was planted Asiatic Greece. It

is not impossible that old Greeks—Hel-

Race battle of lenes—had previously in-

thfDol^TnsT/ habited this coast," and
Greece. 'C&zX. their descendants were

resident there when Ionia began. But

not all of the Ionian race departed

from the mother country. In Attica

and in other districts the old stock main-

tained itself, and through generations

and ages fought out the race-battle with

the Dorians. That struggle constitutes

the essence of the civil history of Greece.

It was Dorian against Ionian. The two

races were of different instincts. Like

brothers alienated, the contest was more
determined and persistent than the bat-

tle of strangers. The general aspect in

Hellas during the historical era is that

of the Dorian power, with its center in

the Peloponnesus, in conflict with the

Ionian power, having its head in Attica

and its body in Northern Hellas. South-

ern Greece was Dorizcd, and Hellas

Proper was Ionized, and the battle for

ascendency—a battle of physical force

'The ten cities of Ionia Proper, beginning on the

south, were Myus, Triene, Kiihcsus. Colophon, Lel)c-

dus, Tecs, Erythrffi, Clazomen;e, and Phocita. To
these were added the two capital towns of Chios and

Satnos, thus composinj,' the Ionian Dodecapolis.

About the year 700 B. C, Smyrna, which had been

on yEolian cily, commilted treason against the parent

country and was taken into tlie Ionian confedera-

tion, thus making In the historical era thirteen nui-

nicipnlilics bound together in the Asiatic (".reek

league.

and persistency on the one side and of

intellectual force and passion on the

other—continued until both powers were,

prostrated by the sword of Rome.
The Dorians and lonians were the two

great divisions of the Greeks ; but a third

branch of the race must
. Tradition of the

not be neglected. This descent of the
,.. T^ 1- r -1 .S^olians.

was the y±!.olian faimly.

According to tradition .^Eolus was the

eldest son of Helen ; that is, the .^olic

was the oldest division of the Greek
race. To Dorus was assigned the second

place, while Ion was the youngest of the

three. But the relative importance of

the three branches of the Hellenic fam-

ily was not determined by priority—this

on the assumption that the yEolians

were reall}' the eldest.

At Avhat time or by what route the

^olians came into European Greece we
have no means of knowing

;

. . Conjectural
but their locus on the mam- routes of im.

land has been tolerably ""s^^*'°"-

well determined by their language and
by a few historical evidences. It is high-

ly i^robable that the iEolic migration

was by way of the island of Lesbos from

Asia Minor. Lesbian is regarded as the

oldest dialect of .^olic. The race spread

into Thcssaly and Bceotia. It has been

thought that the Eastern Macedonians

were of ..^iolic origin, and in so far as

they were true Hellenes this opinion

may be accepted. The inhabitants of

Elis and Arcadia, that is, the original

Greeks of those two states, are thought

to have belonged to the same stock,

though the ethnologists have been divided

on this point. It is safe to say that the

yEolians were the northernmost of the

three major families of Greeks, the

Itmians occupying Central Greece and

tlic Dorians tlic soutli.

Here again the reader must be on his

guard against accepting the artificial
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lines of division wliicli convenience has

suggested in discriminating- these peo-

ples the one from the oth-
Overlap and in-

termingling of cr. It IS in evidence that
the Greek races, .

,

^ * i i* i • cc l.

the Greeks of different

stoelcs commingled along their selvages

of contact, and were shaded off imper-

ceptibly into a common character. Thus

the .^olians of Thessaly and Boeotia

were merged with the Ionian Greeks on

lonians and the .^olians. It was a

peculiarity of the Dorian movement
through Greece that it held

Antecedents
what it gained. That is of iEoiic coioni-

. 1 ii zation abroad.
to say, when the inva-

sion under the lead of the Heraclidte set

out from Doris, to which, as a center, all

the Dorian influences had gathered, the

state was not abandoned, but was held

and developed as such within the his-

SHEPHERDS OK AKCAlJl A— IS I'KS

the south until it was impossible to dis-

criminate the one from the other. In

Elis and Arcadia the commingling was

between the ^olians and the Dorians.

The language spoken in these states was

neither the one nor the other, but both

—a composite dialect.

The old Dorian wars were at the bot-

tom not only of the colonization of the

Dorians themselves in foreign parts, but

also of the colonial movements of the

,

—

tiuiii a paiiUHig by ^^ichoias Hallssiii.

torical era. The invasion was carried

across the gulf, and the Argives, Laco-

nians, and Messenians were obliged in

turn to leave their native seats and

make what disposition they could for

their future. So the wave of conquest

and colonization was started. As to the

real invasion of the Dorians, it was

stopped, according to the legend, with

the death of Codrus under the walls of

Athens. Into Attica had been gathered
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not only the fugitive lonians from dif-

ferent parts of Greece, including- many
of ihe most distinguished families, such

as the descendants of Nestor, from Py-

los, but the ^olic populations also had

flown thither, partly by actual displace-

ment before the Dorians, and partly as

refugees from other quarters.

These materials furnished the source

of ^olic colonization. Bands of this race

set out, islandwise, across the ^gean,

On this coast were already established

the ancient Dardanians, builders of

Troy. We are thus The Cohans

brought to the verge of the ^°rdUththe
great question whether or Dardanians.

not this successful attempt of the JEo-

lians to plant a dominion, including the

Troad, was not the historical cause of

the Trojan War rather than the Homeric
fiction of the rape of Helen. Of course

there is a confusion of dates. The re-

THE DARDANELLES, LOOKING TOWARD CONSTANTINOPLE.—Drawn by William Simpson.

and planted themselves finally on the

tipper coast of Asia Minor. The shores

selected extended from the Ilermus

northward indefinitely to the Dardanelles

and the Propontis, thus
Establishment . , ,

.

, A, tit
ofthe.;Eoiic mcluding the 1 Toad. Here
confederation.

^^^^ founded that Asiatic

./Rolia which became a league of cities

like the Ionian Dodecapolison the .soutli.

At the first the northern limit of tliis

territory was Lectum and the gulf nf

Adramyttium, but afterwards the boun-

dary was extended to the Propontis.

turn of the Heraclidap was, according

to tlie (rrcek legenot, sixty years after

the sack of Ilium, and it was under the

lead of the descendants of Hercules and

his son ITvllus that the Dorians were

said to have made their conquests.

From the.se inva.sions the .^Eolian colo-

nization of Asia Minor resulted. But

was not the .^Eolian colonization of Asia

Minor, with its consequent impact on

the Daidanians, tlic <<ri(Si- rather than

the consequence of the Trojan War?

Thus much is certain : That there was
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war with conquest in the establishment

of the ^Eolian Confederation. It was

onlv in the southern part of
Place of .aSolia

;

'

historical basis the coast, next to the Her-
of the "Iliad." ii j. ii • tmus, that the immigrants

succeeded in establishing themselves by

peaceable measures. Further north they

came into contact with the Dardanians.

They made war on the cities of the

Tread, captured them, destroyed them.

It is possible, even probable, that Troy

herself was among the number besieged

and taken by the European Greeks.

The question is whether the sons of

Atreus, Agamemnon, and Menelaiis,

with their fellow-chieftains of Hellas,

-were among the ^olians who made war

upon their old kinsmen on the ancient

coast. If this question should be an-

swered in the affirmative, the minor

•circumstances of the Iliad might

well be supplied; and fiction and his-

tory, epic song and prose story, would

be at one. If decided in the negative,

•we are left to the bald assertion that the

-Cohans, after subduing the Dardanians

and taking their cities b}' siege and sack,

established the seats of their own power

amid the ruins of the older nationality,

huilding up new Hellenic towns on the

ruins of those which they had destroyed.

It is, however, in perfect accord with the

affirmative view that the explorations

of Schliemann on the plain of Hissarlik

have shown unquestionably the destruc-

tion of ancient Ilium in the manner de-

scribed by Homer, while the relics which

he has exhumed from the cinders must

have belonged to a people such as the

Trojans.

We are thus able to view geograph-

ically the situation of the
Minor divisions . . . , •

.

,

of the Greeks; three principal races oi the
theEpirotes.

Qr^gj^g, Besides the Do-

rians, the lonians, and the ^Eolians, there

-were several minor divisions of the Hel-
!

M.—Vol. 2—7

lenic stock which may receive a passing

notice at this place. In the northwest-

era partcf llellai-. bounded on the north

by Illyria, lay the ancient land of Epirus.

If we may accept the testimony of Ari.s-

totle, this was the primitive seat of the

whole Hellenic race, but the Father of

Philosophy is not verified, even by the

story-tellers of his own countr\ .

Greek tradition makes the primitive

settlement of Epirus to have been ef-

fected by a tribe called the' The offspring ol

Molossians. They, under Achiiies founds

the leadership of Pyrrhus, ^ ^ ^' '

son of no less a personage than the

crested Achilles, hero of the Trojan "War,

took possession of the old Dodonian dis-

trict of the northwest, and there planted

the tribal beginnings of Epirote nation-

ality. Achilles himself, however, must

have been from this region aforetime,

for he was wont in the intervals of his

wrath to offer prayer to the Dodonian

Zeus. It is said again that the Molos-

sians took their name from an ancient

chief, Molossus, who was the son of An-

dromache ; but this requires still greater

stretch of imagination. The Epirotes

were divided into fourteen independent

tribes, the Chaones and the Thesproti

being the principal after the Moos-

ians.

The situation was barbarous, and like-

wise the people. It is likely that the

primitive inhabitants of Epirus were an

offshoot from the ThraCO- several race in-

Illyrian branch of the Hel- |™tz1u?of
lenic race. It is also likely °°'i°'i^

that the religious cult, having its center

at Dodona, was of a Pelasgic origin, and

thereby associated with the old popula-

tions of Peloponnesus. It is also likely

that, in the time of the Dorian invasions,

branches of that family ran into Epirus

and contributed to form the miscellany

by which it was peopled. The culture
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and activity of the Greeks appear never

to have penetrated the region ; but tlie

awe with which superstition had endued

the Dodonian oaks, wherein the solemn

voice of Jove Almighty was heard by

the primitive sons of men, Avas perpetu-

ated into the classical ages of Hellen-

('

ZKUS

—

ATIKK TIIK VATICAN STATUE.

ism, and only ceased to have an in-

fluence over the Greek mind with the

extinction of the ancient race.

Of the Ache'cans, fabulously descended

from Achtcus, brother of Dorus, some-

place and char- thing has been .said in the

r„lTAchme:' f"'-'"cr l^""l<- Their orig-

**yp8- inal .seat is thought to have

been a small district in .Southern Thes-

saly. It is not impossible tlirit a tribe

of men having the tradition of a single

ancestor held here a portion of the coun-

try, and that they extended their sway,

according to the legend, until they

reached the Corinthian gulf. AVarrior

Achilles himself was of this race, and
may be said to have typified their pas-

sions and barbarism. Achilles Avas lit-

tle noted for those amenities which are

supposed to humanize mankind, and the

race to Avhich he belonged was like unto

himself.

In the general agitation of Greece,

the Achasans made their way across to the

noilhern shores of Pelopon-
The race fixes

nesus and there established itself mAchaia;
1 , • .1 i*iii lack of culture.
themselves m the little

country having a coast line about thirty-

five miles in extent. This became the

classical province of Achaia. Herein the

Achseans were manifest in the ages of

recorded history; but, like the Epirotes,

they were always an uncultured folk,

leaving at the last but little trace in the

literature, the art, the memorials of the

?Iellenic race. They were more like

Dorians than lonians, rough warriors

and v;iliant, but of uncouth manners

and tinfired with the Promethean light.

They transmitted no histoi'ical or ar-

tistic memorials of themselves, though

their fame as warriors fixed itself first

in the ci^ic and dramatic poetry of the

lonians, and was thus transmitted to

mankind.

At the conclusion of the Dorian wars

in Peloponnesus the restless tribes who
had come in with the Her-

D̂oi'ians Join the
aclidai were not apj^eased immortals in

, , T,T 1 colonizing Crete,
by conc^uest. \\ e have

already remarked upt)n the spii'it of

colonization into which the restless activ-

ities of the Dorians were now turned.

One of the most remarkable outputtings

of this early age—a movement dimly

outlined in the shadows of tradition— •
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was that adventure which carried the

Dorians by migration into Crete. In

that island hitherto had been many
wonderful works of gods and men. It

was here that Minos had planted his in-

stitutions at a time to which the

epoch of Lycurgus was modern.

Zeus had loved Europa. That is,

the Shining Heaven overcame

Europe, and Minos was born,

even before the flood of Deu-

calion. Minos was the father of

the Greek Noah. H^ wished to

be king of Crete, and prayed that

a bull might come up from the

sea fit to be sacrificed to NejJ-

tune. Accordingly, an animal

was so sent, beautiful and strong.

Minos would fain save so splen-

did a creatui-e, and sacrificed

another in his stead. So was

Neptune olfended, and the wife

of Minos was smitten with folly

as a punishment. For she con-

ceived an insane passioij for the

bull, and so was born the Min-

otaur. But Minos became king

and lawgiver of the Cretes. Not
only so, but the Dorian Lycur-

g^:s of the Peloponnesus went

thither to learn his first lessons

in the law. All of this is to say

that a primitive offshoot of the

Dorian stock made its way inti >

Crete, and there by conquest and

development antedated some-

what the rise of civilization in

Southern Hellas.

Besides the major nations which

we have thus traced to their stations in the

Absolute diffli- Hellenic world, many small

£°dicat?/br divisions were manifest
their languages. \^ t^g general diffusion.

In fact, no other people were ever rami-

fied and differentiated to a like extent

with the Greeks. This was the bottom

fact in the constitution of the Greek

populations. The utter diffusion of the

race throughout Hellas and the .rEgean

islands was not only illustrated but

proved by the multifarious dialects which

rllK HIKIH (IF FfROPA.

Drawn by J. E. Hodgson, from the vision of Titian.

sprang from the common ancestral

lansruaee. Every neighborhood of the

Greeks spoke its own tongue. Not only

was the vocalic utterance of the lan-

STiaee different in one district from that

of anv other, but even the consonantal

structure of the words was inflected into
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new forms, until in many instances the

people on the two sides of a range of

hills could not hold discourse with each

other.

It seemed that the ethnic forces which

underlay this complete differentiation of

Innumerable di- tribe from tribe would be

spirit otrn^iv'ld.
satisfied with nothing short

uaiity. of absolute individualism.

The languages or dialects which might

be correctly defined by the general term

Greek were actually innumerable, and

this, too, within a region of country hav-

ing an estimated area of only thirty-four

thousand square miles. Already in this

fundamental feature of the Hellenic dis-

persion we discover the tremendous and

radical impulses by which the Greek

peoples were borne on, first in their dis-

semination, afterwards in their devel-

opment, and finally to the acme of their

fame.

Cha.pxe:r xlvii.—The Field and the IVIarket.

E have thus drawn in

tolerable breadth the

geographical basis of

the Hellenic race, with

its several divisions.

We do not, for the

present, consider that

race in its widest dispersion, when borne

abroad in the Macedonian chariot it de-

posited its germs of culture on almost

every coast of the civilized world.

There was a time when from Massilia

in Gaul to the valley of the Indus, and

from the hyperborean regions of Europe

to the cataract of the Nile, the Greek

Geographical tongue was heard and un-

the^Gr'e^u d?f.
^crstood ; but wc here view

persion. only thc primitive distri-

bution of the race, under its own ancient

movements, apart from the artificial

processes of history. It is upon this

primitive geographical basis of Hellen-

ism that we wish now to offer a some-

what extended commentaryon the ethnic

character of the race.

Human life in the East began with

thought and has ended in materiali.sm.

In thc West it 1)cgan with materialism

and has ended in thought. Even thc

Eastern Aiyans, as they drifted further

and further from the original nidus,

partook in lai'ge degree of the disposi-

tion of the Semitic races, striking depar-

They became dreamers, IZ'^L^'Zr
busying themselves with West Aryans.

the construction of a System of Things,

especially as it relates to the cause or

causes of nature. But in Hellas we find

for the first time the jjlienomenon of life

on a strictly natural basis. The Greek

career began with the adjustment of the

race to physical conditions, and the re-

flex action of the outer world upon the

Hellenic mind Avas the first element of

its progress. Life in thc East started

with religion, and in Greece with some-

thing to eat. Not that material phe-

nomena were wholly neglected by the

Eastern races; not that the Iranic and

Indie-Aryans failed to note tlic aspects of

tlie material world ; but their peculiarity

was the attempt to construct at once

from visible conditions an Invisible Sys-

tem of power over nature and man.

The Western Aryans completely re-

versed this process. Not that they

failed to idealize. Indeed, their whole

life grew in the direction of tlimight and

ideality; but they started from the

physical basis and led a natural life.
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The country in wliich the Hellenes

found themselves was specially favor-

Greek instincts ^iblc for the encouragement

of their instinctive disposi-

tions. Greece is anom-
alous among all the inhabitable parts of

the earth. No other region is in its

similitude. It is a vortex of all the

forces of the natural world. First of

fevored by iia

ture; Greece a
vortex.

is forty miles from the sea or ten miles

from the hills. It has within a terri-

tory of little more than twenty thou.saiid

square miles almost every variety of

climate known in Continental Europe,

just as Europe has every variety known
in the world. Historians and ethnog-

raphers have been given to drawing

this analogy, namely: Europe is a cli-

DISTANT VIEW OF CORINTH—Drawn by MacWhirter.

all, it may be said that the region is ex-

pressive of the greatest number and

variety of natural activities anywhere

discoverable in the world. It was vol-

canic in its origin. It is and has ever

been subject to the vicissitudes of earth-

quake and tempest. It is a perpetual

expression of the strife between earth

and ocean, between Zeus and Poseidon.

Less than one half the area of Portugal,

it has a sea line greater than all Spain and

Portugal together! No part of Greece

matic epitome of the whole earth, and

Greece is the epitome of Europe. Nor
is the likeness strained which thus as-

signs to Hellas the place of brief abstract

and chronicle of all the physical condi-

tions existing in the habitable parts of

the globe.

Down from the frozen summits of

Pindus and the Cambunian mountains

falls the blast of unending winter, while

acro-ss the Mediterranean comes the hot

breath of Africa. In a journey of a few
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miles the tra^•eler not only sees with

his eye a natural panorama which may
be rerarded as a summary

Extraordinary . „ , , , ^

range ofclimatic of all the knOWU laUQ-
p enomena.

scapes of the earth, but he

feels against his person the breath of

every climate. At only a short distance

from the coast he finds himself perhaps

gle navigable body of live ^Yater in the

whole country. In summer time the

beds of brooks are dry and gleaming

white in the sunshine. On the hillslopes

are forests. It is reckoned that to the

present day fifteen per cent of the orig-

inal woods remains, witli little change

except the slow transformation which

VALIi OK THIi Ni;l)A.—Drawn by O. Vuillicr, alicr a »kcich ol H. Uelle.

at a level of more than five thousand

feet above the sea. Below him, here

and there, is a plateau. Bcyf)nd are

peaks and ranges of hills. I^>etween

are narrow and .sequestered valleys.

Here is a .small and fertile plain, and

there a ravine, traversed by a short and

insignificant river, which plunges down
wildly to the sea. There is an abun-

dance f)f runnin": streams, but not a sin-

all vegetation on the earth is undergoing

under the dominion of cosmic forces.

There are in (jreece at least four dis-

tinct zones of vegetation. I'lnin the

seacoast to the height of _ , ."
. Zones of vegeta*

about five hundred feet lies tionandprod-
, , , , . 1 . ucts of each,
the land of corn and wine,

iif olives, oranges, melons, pomegran-

ates, and all manner of fruits. ]3ctweea

five hundred and fifteen hundred feet
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of elevation we have the first level of

hills where the semitropical products

give place to hardier forms of vegeta-

tion. This is the region where earth

products are supplanted by animal life,

where flocks and herds abound rather

than gardens and growing fields. From
fifteen hundred to three thousand five

hundred feet is the forest region of

Greece, where the old oaks still spread

in their primitive grandeur. This is the

second real belt of vegetable life. From
three thousand five hundred to five thou-

sand feet rises the land of the beech and

the pine, interspersed, however, with

occasional districts where cornfields and

gardens of hardier vegetables and fruits

are found. Beyond five thousand feet

rise the mountain heights of a subalpine

character, where only a few wild plants

are able to maintain a precarious exist-

ence.

We thus see a country steep-up,

broken, infinitely diversified. If the

Cosmographicai land level had been a lit-

^"elitSel tie lower, .only the heights

islands. would have appeared above

the water. The Adriatic and the ^gean
would have flowed together, and the ar-

chipelago would have been continuous

from Asia Minor to Italy. Greece is a

land archipelago, the bottoms between

the islands being covered with fruits

and flowers and inhabited by all manner
of living forms.

It was into this region that the primi-

tive Hellenes wandered and dispersed.

The Greeksatis- At the first, as we have said,

it was a quest for food,

a quest most successful

and encouraging. The Greek tribes

found much to eat. In no part of the

earth was the struggle for a food-supply

among a primitive people rewarded with

so immediate and varied results. The
fact is here cited because of its reiiction-

fies himself -with
natural abun-
dance.

ary efi"ect upon the development of the

race. In the whole Greek career we shall

find the idea of food, the physical sus-

tenance of life, and the methods by which

it should be accomplished to have been

among the most important considerations

to which the energies of the Greeks were

devoted. It may, therefore, profit that

we look for a moment at some of the

natural means by which the original

plant of Hellenism was nourished as it

spread wild over the valleys and hill-

slopes of the ancient land.

Here grew the grape. The wines of

modern Greece are not reckoned among
the best, but ai'e extreme- . , ^ ^ ,'

. . A land of the

ly abundant and varied in vine and the

kind. Perhaps they have '^^ ^''^^'

lost their flavor. At all events, the

early products of the Greek vineyards

Avere among the richest of the world.

At the present time there are fully seven

hundred thousand strcinmas of land'

planted in vineyards, and it is probable

that even this comparatively wide area

does not fairly represent the immense

cultivation of vines in the early ages of

Greek civilization.

The census of 1876 showed a total of

more than two million of mulberry trees

under cultivation in Greece . xhe silkworm

Throughout Peloponnesus Tdthe^/tS
scarcely a peasant, in friits.

mediaeval or modern times, but has had

a few mulberries growing, and scarcely

a peasant's wife but has carried about

the gathered eggs of the silkworm in

her bosom. In primitive times the fruit

of this tree was emplo3'ed for food as

one of the native berries of Greece, and

to the present day it is not to be neglected

as a summer fruit.

But greater than the mulberry is the

fig. In Attica, at the present time as

' The s/rcmiiia is about one fourth of an acre.
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in the remotest ages of the dawn, the

fig tree grows to perfection. Also in

Messenia it flourishes. It is reckoned

that the fig orchards of modern Greece

exceed three hundred thousand trees.

The fruit has in no wise degenerated

from its ancient qualities. Such as it

was when first planted or discovered by

long time extended over a peculiar va-

riety of grape having its native place in

the rich country about Cor-
. 1,1 Fame and abun-

mth. It IS called the cur- dance of the
, •_ ,-1 1 -1 r •. Greek currants.

rant m the land of its pro-

duction and also in the markets of the

West. This berry is said to constitute

the largest single export from modern

MOUEkN MARKET SCENE AT DIIOMOCO, THESSALY.-Composcd by Tofani, under diieclion of Hciizcy.

the incoming lonians it is to-day. The
same may be said of the apricots and
the pomegranates, which grow abun-

dantly on all the lower levels and plains

of Greece. All of the varieties of the

citrus fruits abound—oranges, lemons,

citrons, and limes—bf)th on the main-

land and in the outlying islands of the

archipelago.

The viticulture of Hellas has for a

(ireece. The census of 1.S76 sliows an

exportation of one hundi-ed and ninety-

five million pounds of this small grape,

well known in the markets of England

and America as llie chief constituent of

pluni-jnidding. Doubtless the fruit in

question has flourished from the earliest

ages, and we may conceive the delight

of even the old I'clasgic tribes in find-

intr tlTcmselvcs in the native thickets
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where this vine hung heavy with its

treasure.

It is not needed to enumerate the vast,

almost infinite, variety of fruits and veg-

Richnessofthe etables, berries and grains,

S^g^, native or imported, that

and berries. have flourished and still

flourish in the valleys and on the plains

nature the nourishment which was des-

tined to increase and intensify the native

vigor of the people, already vigorous and
intense by journeyings and adventure,

by poetic exjjloit and warlike hazard in

many lands.

Not only were the Greeks thus in the

early ages brought into contact with the

HAREOR 111 UN by Barclay, afte:

of Hellas. No other country in the

world has had so great variety and so

great abundance. True, the area was
not large ; btit nature was here in her

intensest mood. vShe gave of her riches.

Her wealth was at first hand. And so

amid this abundance the Hellenic fam-

ily, notably the lonians and the Dorians,

began their career. They reached forth

their hand and took from the hand of

naost varied and abundant resources of

the natural world, as it respects what

things soever sprang from Balancing of

the bosom of the earth, but ISmL'ns^f
they also found themselves subsistence,

in a region where the old struggle with

animal life continued. There was a

happy balancing of the vegetable and

the animal kingdom, as well as a paral-

lelism between the two in respect to va-
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riety and fecundity. Tlic hills of prim-

itive Greece teemed with all manner of

living creatures. The wild boar, the

wolf, the bear, the lynx, the wild cat,

the jackal, and the fox were everywhere

and abounded. The wild goat was then

an inhabitant of Greece, and to this day

finds, so far as Europe is concerned, his

last refuge in some of the islands of the

archipelago. Game has ever been abun-

dant in Hellas. The red deer, the fal-

low deer, the roe, the hare, the rabbit,

and innumerable other varieties of ani-

mated creatures, hoofed and pawed,

winged or finned, provoked the adven-

turous Greek to the excitements of the

chase.

Here, then, we have the beginnings of

the food-supply of the Hellenic race.

Greece created But this waS not all. The

T^ZSrf^' country was created for

commerce. commerce. Everywhere the

ocean has eaten into the land, and every-

where the land reaches into the sea. Har-

bors are without number. The whole

coast is virtually a haven. As if not sat-

isfied with surrounding all the outer shore

of Hellas with bays and inlets, nature

went within and divided the small coun-

try in twain by an inland sea of salt

water, safe and capacious for all manner

of ships. Already the adventures and ex-

cursions of the Hellenes had fitted them,

for commercial enterprise. Already the

journeys of the people had reached out

over sea as well as land. x\lready, by

their experiences on the coasts of Asia

Minor and in the islands of the archipel-

ago, they had become wise in the man-

agement of ships. They were a people,

moreover, quick to discern and eager to

recognize the value of foreign products

and the advantages of interchange. Thus
were laid in nature the foundations of the

striking aptitude of the Greeks for com-

mercial enterprise. They were, from the

first, the British, the Portuguese, the

Dutch of antiquity.

Thus at a very early age the Greeks,

out of the resources of their own country

and by foreign commerce, strong reactions

supplied themselves with ^^'Ztt'^"'
the first necessaries of life, character.

It can not be doubted that the character

of the food which the primitive peoples

were able to obtain, the method of its

preparation and of its taking, had much
to do with their development. Eating

is far more important in its relations

with the body of youth than with the

more hardened personage of mature life.

So in the youth of nations, to be well fed

w'as to be well bred. There apjjears to

have been, moreover, in the Greek an

element of taste with respect to food for

which we should look in vain among
any other ancient people. He not only

fed himself plentifully, abiindantly, but

also tastefully. He was not as the

Roman or the Assyrian a gourmand by

nature and practice. His eating was a

rational action, and his selection and

adaptation of food was a process of right

thinking and good taste.

Already, in the age of Homer, the

natural condition and distribution of food

was a matter of prime im- Food-taking

portance. The epic concept
i^pt^^^^ftryof*

of food-taking AVaS wholly the Greeks.

free from the coarse and degraded notions

wh ich many nations have attached there-

to. With Homer bread and the distri-

bution of bread, the meat of the sacrifice

and its savory smell, were subjects of

poetic thought. With him the eating of

his heroes.was as poetical as their battle.

His resounding hexameters knew no dif-

ference between the clang of the drinking

cups and the lifting of roast meats from

spits and beds of coals on the one side,

and the clang of shields and the burial

of dead heroes on the other. The one
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comes the cen-

ter of the civil-

ized life.

was the means of develoijing and en-

nobling his warriors, and the other the

means of their destruction.

From the earliest ages the table of the

Greek became in some sense the center

Greek table be- of hif civilization. Here
all of his tastes were culti-

vated. Beginning with the

gratification of his palate and the

strengthening of his physical nature, he

gave free rein to his thought. He spoke,

and his friends at the board responded.

There was elegant conver.se. The Greek

table was the first point of light which

shone out of the old barbarism ; and the

garland of flowers which the nude wait-

ing-boy handed to the lady of the house,

who reclined at the board between her

lord and her father, and with which her

delicate hands crowned their brows, was

the emblem and promise of the art and

poetrj' of the Greeks.

These fundamental facts in the life of

the Hellenes soon passed into their or-

HeUenic society ganic development. In the

earliest towns built by the

Greeks, whether Dorians or

lonians, the central idea was not the

place of justice, not the bema where the

orator was to stand, not the g3-mna.sium

where the youth was to be educated, not

even the temple of the gods, but simply

the Market. "We shoiild look in A-ain

among all other ancient peoples for this

so physical an emblem in the heart of

municipality. Xot in the outskirts of

his town did the Greek plant his market

place ; not in the dirty purlieus of his

less attractive streets and alle3'S did he

establish booths and sheds for the sale

of what things soever his gardeners,

his fishermen, his merchants had

brought together for the support of life
;

but in his best square, in his center

around which all the other interest of

his city were to be set in disposal, there

organized
around the
jnarket.

he made his market place, and adorned
it with art.

The most learned and artistic travel-

ers of the ancient or the modern world

could but be astonished were they intro-

duced again into the splendid .surround-

ings, the beauties, the elegance, the re-

finement of the old Greek markets.

Nothing like them has been found oth-

erwhere along the wharves, within the

walled towns, or as concomitants to the

great cities built by men.

Even among the austere Dorians the

same practice prevailed in the building

of their towns. Here be- splendid con-

fore us is the market place ra^keTpfaceln'

of Sparta—primitive Sparta Sparta.

—that old Sparta which was created by
the Dorian race in the early days after

the conquest of Peloponnesus. It is a

broad, open space, paved with marble.

Around it are splendid columns, and
porticoes elaborately carved and sur-

mounted with statues. Marble .seats

have been hewn out for the common
people where they may sit on coming

to buy. Here in the foreground is the

statue of Hermes of the Agora. He
holds in his arms the infant Bacchus.

This single statue would be an art treas-

ure sufficient to distinguish an}' city of

modern times. To the right is an im-

mense portico of marble columns. Far

in the background is the citadel, also of

white marble. In the rear of the plaza

stands superbly the colossal statue of the

Spartan people, with brazen shield and

inverted spear. To the left and at the

rear of the open space is the temple of

the Moirai, containing the bones of

Orestes. To the right is a smaller, but

still more famous fane ; it is the memo-
rial hall in which are gathered and pre-

served the spoils and trophies of the

Persian War. One very side are marble

elevations and pillars and statues with-
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out number. Yet this is wSparta, city of

the Dorians, grimmest of all the Greeks.

What, then, shall we expect in the

marketplace of Athens? These are the

Features and art jovous, effervescent Ionian

rhenVan'^' Greeks, to whom the pleas-

market. ^Lve of cong-regation is a

sine qua iioii of living. This is the ele-

gant race who, beginning on the same

little to the left and further on was the

celebrated Areopagus. In the fore-

ground and facing on the square was
the world-renowned Bema where the

orators stood in addressing the popu-

lace. Behind and beyond rose the mag-
nificent rotunda of the Bouleuterion

where the Boul'e or Great Council of Five

Hundred, was wont to assemble. Then

STREKT IN ATHENS, SHOWING TOWEK OF THE WIXI )S.-l),.uvii by J. Ikihl..

level of a material existence, rose and

flowered like a lily from the .soil. The
market of Athens was one of the mar-

vels of antiquity. It was set at the south

acclivity of tlie Acropolis, overlooked

by the Parthenon and the statue of

Athena Promachos. The great .square

was paved with marble. At the right

was the magnificent Portico of the Epo-

nymoi, where were gathered the .statues

of the ancestors of the Ionian race. A

came llic great inarl)le stairway, broad

and beautiful, leading up between the

Bema and the Temple of Peace. Under
the shelter of the latter stood the StaUic

of Peace, willi tlic cliild I'hilus in licr

arms. Beyond and still to the left was

the Portico Poicile, dating as far back as

the days of Pisistratus, and adorned l)y

.some of the most famous chisels and

brushes in Alliens. Above and Ijcyond

loomed the native precipice of the Acrop-
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olis, while still to the left was the portico

and colonnade of Kin;r Attains. All of

these wonder-

fnl structitres,

in which was

expressed the

best genius of

the most ac-

tive race of

men, were
done in shin-

ing marble,

over which
the Attic sun-

shine spread

its splendors,

while the
most illustri- ^

ous of the

Greeks gath-

ered in the

market place

not only to

buy their
fruits and

meats and

flowers, but to

walk and ges-

ticulate and
debate the

questions o f

the day.

The keen
artistic sense

of the Greeks

laid under
tribute all the

beauties of the

natural world.

Theirs was

the kingdom
of leaves and

blossoms. No
table of the

Greeks, no banquet, no household meal
where only the family were gathered

was complete without its ricli display

of flowers. These were done into gar-

lands by the women, and were worn
on the heads or around the bodies of
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Flower treas-
ures of the ban.
quet and tlie

flow^er girls.

the eaters. Other garlands were put

as crowns about the wine vases and

cups ; and the dishes of vi-

ands were not ready to be

served until the rim of

the plate had its trimming of leaves and

blossoms. There was in every city a

flower market having special reference

to the feast, to the banquet. Nor was it

a rude and uncertain class of women
and girls who brought hither the treas-

ures of the flower garden and the field,

'N THE I'KuMI-.NAIJE OK TlIK AGuKA—CObTU.MK.S AND TYl'KS.

From a vase.

but elegant Greek maidens and the well-

attired of the poorer class came with

their baskets laden to the brim with the

choicest garlands. Those who would

decorate their homes went to this mar-

ket and received from the hands of

women who might well have stood as

models for Phidias the beautiful wreaths

which were to adorn the tables of num-
berless homes in Athens.

Not only blossoms appeared, but gar-

lands of myrtle and ivy and of the

silver poplar were woven in artistic form

by the women and carried to the market

place. Nor were these treasures lightly

flung aside when they had subserved

their purpose and began to^ f ^
. Poetical estl-

fade. They were carried mate of wreaths
1.1 ,

and garlands.
away by the guests as me-

mentos. The lover hung up his wreath

at the door, and with all the idealism of

a Greek wrote beneath it:

"Fair as these flowers, like llieni thou soon sh.ilt

fade."

Here, then, sprang up and began to

blossom the ideal life of the Greeks.

The market place was not

only the scene The market of

of an ill tor tl^e Greeks the
or an inai- Bourse of

change of prod- Thought,

ucts, of the selling of meats

and fruits and flowers, not

only the place of elegant

shops where other forms of

merchandise were bartered

for gain, but it was also the

Bourse of Thought. Here
idea was offered for idea, con-

ceit for conceit. Plans were

made and developed. From
the market radiated almost

all the lines of institutional

life among the Greeks. The
political tendencies of the

times germinated here, and

here the public life took form.

In the market the aspects of private

life were in a large measure what things

determined. M^mners and ^S'dSrd'u
customs grew in this the agora,

fecund city of activities. Hither men
came to offer their opinions, to combat

the opinions of others, to stand for lead-

ership, to control the forces of society.

Others came through vanity. Fashions

were made in the agora. The young

fops of Athens here displayed their new
est suits, and here the sages and phi-

losophers walked about, wearing their

short Dorian cloaks and carrying their
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knotty staves, cut from the myrtle

bouofh. Here was seen the g-narled

brows and Promethean eyes of Socrates,

glaring at some sophist against whose

sapless folly he thundered some unan-

swerable aphorism, and here the stoop-

ing and tattered Diogenes went about,

like the cynic that he was, carrying his

lighted lantern at noonday.

As we have said, many of the most

important civil interests of the Greejc

cities were grouped about their market

the initiative in all legislative matters.

Here the measures were devised by
which the public finances were regulated,

the soldiery provided for, the decision

reached for war, and the vote taken for

peace. Here also the envoys and min-
isters from foreign states were received,

and the diplomatic intercourse between

the city and distant countries conducted.

The market place in the democratic

cities of the lonians had a greater im-

portance than among the Dorian cities

FISHIN'G r.KACH -llrawn hv G. \u

places. In Athens, for instance, the

great Bouleuterion, or Council Chamber
of the Five Hundred, was

Relations of the
market and the set below the Acropolis and
Bouleuterion. j- • .1. 1 t Tifacmg on the market. It

was thus convenient for members of the

Boule to meet each other informally in

the agora, and turn thence to the sitting

of the council. In coming forth, the

first thing which the senators and judges

of the Greek states would see was the

plaza of the agora, with its assemblage

of marketers and citizens. In the Bou-

leuterion was conducted the important

business of the state. Here was taken
M.—Vol. :—

8

of the south ; but the aristocratic form

of Greek societ}' was also nurtured in

the agora. In Sparta, as in the Spartan

well as in Athens, the mar- ^ waf
°"

ket was the place where nourished,

the Gerontes, or Old Men, were wont

to come and interchange their \\'isdom.

Here the Ephoroi assembled and con-

ducted the government. Under the

colonnades of the market place any com-

pany of free Spartans might assemble

and speak, in their laconic way, of pub-

lic affairs; but the Spartan orator was

not encouraged. He gave only the pith

of the thing, and said no more. There
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was no respoitse, rro agitation, none of

that humming and buzzing, that clatter

of the tongue and flourish of the arms

peculiar to the agora of the democratic

states. For this reason the Dorian

gities did not to a like degree have the

center of their civil institutions in the

agora. We must remember, however,

the peculiarity of Sparta. As already

said, it has been denied that the Spartans

were the typical representatives of the

Dorian race. If we should take Corinth

as an example of Doric development, we
should find a much closer approximation

to the forni of life and social evolutions

peculiar to the lonians.

Commercially speaking, it must not

be understood that the market place of

a Greek city was the scene
Commerce also ,. i

centered in the of merely light and tran-
^^^ ^ '

sient barter. On the con-

trary, it was the place of the solid and

extensive business upon which the com-

merce and trade of the whole state de-

pended. Here the bankers and brokers

had their trapczai, or tables, from which

the money dealings of the city were

transacted. The great merchants, the

importers, and shippers congregated at

these banks. It was the primitive board

of trade ; and already many of the vices

and much of the heat peculiar to the

modern exchange had ajDpeared in the

heart of the Greek metropolis. There

were speculation and fraud. Ilandfuls

of counterfeit money were thrown down
on the trapezai to be rejected by the

connoisseurs behind the tables. The
bankers made checks, drew bills of

exchange, and received deposits, much
after the manner of modern times.

Borrowers and lenders came together in

the marble porticoes where these things

were done, and the old man who had
completed his will on the previous night

handed it across the marble table to a
banker for safe keeping.

In no other situation may the life and
manners of the Greeks be studied to

better advantage than in The market an

the market place. It was rdyoTGre^u
an open arena in which character,

the Hellenic genius displayed its powers

and tendencies at will. Men, set free,

show their nature for what it is. Arti-

ficiality disappears Avith liberation. In

the market the Greeks went free, and
the natural man was revealed in all his

aptitudes and passions. Here he walked

and talked and acted under the do-

minion of those natural forces which,

like a half-transparent garment, clad

without concealing his person and his

spirit.

But it is not intended in this connec-

tion to branch out into a discussion of the

manners and customs of the social life of the

Greek people. The point ^::^^^T'"
here made is that the agora,

market place was a sort of center in the

life of Hellas. Beginning with the food-

supply of tlie people, with the gathering

and distribution of those varied jiroducts

which the Greek peasants brought in

from the gardens and orchards, the

sheepfolds and fishing beaches, the citi-

zens soon extended and enlarged the

functions of their market into a true

agora around which were gathered most

of the interests of the people. The in-

stinctive tastes of the Hellenes led them

to adorn, beautify, and extend the scene

of llicir intercourse, until at Icngtli mar-

l)le suj^plicd the place of wood, art the

place of primitive rudeness, and wit the

place of vulgarity.
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OHAPXER XLVIII.—The WOMEN—1=*HYSICAIvTRAINING.

I^T us now descend at

once to the bottom

fact of the social state,

the relation of man
and ^voman. In fol-

lowinsf the mig-rations

of the Aryans to the

West we have thus far looked at the

movement of men, with-

out stopping to consider

the fact of sex as the

necessary concomitant

circumstance of human
life and progress. Al-

ready in Western Asia

Minor the woman be-

gins to rise. In Phryg-

ia she makes a pre-

historic apparition. At
Troy it is manifest that

she has become a power
—not only a power, but

in some sense the glory

of the city. All the

Homeric narrative re-

volves about her. She
is evidently in the as-

cendent on both sides

of the^-Egean. Androm-
ache is in Ilium and

Helen is in Mycense.

About these two all the

heroic action turns. In

the progress of the Homer-
ic narrative, both Iliad and
Odyssey, we are able to

trace the epic concept of the women of

the Hellenic dawn.

We have only to glance at the charac-

ter which the epic and tragic poets of

the eai-liest ages of Greek literature gave
to women to catch the fundamental no-

tions and practices of the race. Alcestis

sacrifices herself to restore her husband.

Iphigenia offers her life, and feels no
bitterness. Antigone fol- splendid fame

lows her blind father and ^*,^!f„Tlwomen of the

suffers with him all the mis- Greeks,

er}' of banishment. Penelope is almost

as much the hcroijie of the Odyssey as

her husband is the hero. No picture

Woman rises to
honor -with the
West Aryans.

III-LllN OF TROY.
From a marble relief of the third century' B. C.

has ever been drawn of a more ideal

perfection in the love and devotion of

woman to man than that of Andromache
to the valiant Hector. Nothing shakes

her from her allegiance. No horror of the

overhanging doom disturbs her fidelity

or clouds her hope. Even Helen is more
sinned against than sinning. The gods
had planned a stratagem, and she was
one of the victims of the pla\'. Arete
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is not more religious as a queen than as

a -woman. It is her womanhood rather

than her majesty that appeases the mul-

titude and settles the quarrel of the

state. Everywhere the picture of

woman in the epic dawn has the same

outline of nobility and beauty ; and even

in the post-epic age she survives for a

while as the divinity of the man and the

princess of the state.

It is therefore all the more painful to

note first the check and then the retro-

Painfui falling of grcssion of womau in an-

^reTuere'r dent Greek society. In the

society. age of the evolution of the

political power of the Greek states forces

appeared which, while they promoted

the man, thrust back the woman. True,

she was not converted again into a slave.

Title, some portions of her old-time dig-

nity and quecnliness remained through

all the subsequent vicissitudes of Greek

history. But she lost her place at the

head of society, and became to a great

degree the servant and associate rather

than the companion and queen of her

lord.

Nor are we greatl}- embarrassed in

determining the causes of this fall. It

Rage of thede- '^^'S-S the work of the Ionian
mooracy drove

ciemocracies." So radical
the women from
the agora. ^nd violent were the activi-

ties of the ancient citizens that woman
was obliged to retire from the agora and

the public place into the shadow of the

Gynceconitis for shelter and safety. Here

she miist remain in seclusion while the

powerful action of the comedy and the

tragedy were carried forward in the

outer world. Tliis to say that domestic

life, which was really the only life in

the Homeric epoch, gave place to the

puljlic life, which was the only life of

the classical ages. With the evolution

of the state men devoted themselves to

the ])ublic life, and the domestic life

sank into unimportance. With it went
down the primacy of the Greek woman.
Within the walls of the Gyna;conitis she

was no longer able to keep pace with

the intellectual development and activi-

ties of her lord. Her restriction became

a hab,it, and the progress of democracy

in the agora was concomitant with the

retrogression of the private life in the

Gi'eek home.

It was for the reasons here delineated

that in Dorian Sparta, where aristocracy

instead of democracy be-' The Spartan
came the bottom principle woman i^ept her

. ... - place at the fore.
in Civil society, Avoman long

continued to hold her rank by the side

of the man, such as it had been in the

old days of the heroic war. The Spartan

wife or mother was still a princess, a

queen, long after the Ionian woman

—

even of sparkling Athens—was lost in

the seclusion of the Gynasconitis. To
the end of the Dorian ascendency the

woman of Sparta maintained her pre-

eminence. Her like for vigor and cour-

age was never seen otherwhere among
the nations of the earth. It was said as

a sort of mocking satire that not even

the iron legislation of L)-curgus could

reduce the women of Sparta to sub-

mission or curb the audacity of their

spirit. But the satire was taken by those

against whom it was directed as the

highest compliment! They answered

that if they were the only beings whom
the Lycurgiah, laws had been unable to

reduce, they were also the only beings

who had ever given birth to nun.

From infancy the .Spartan girl-child

wa.si subjected to tlie very same physical

exerci.ses and general dis- Athletic disci-

cipline as her brother. If ^^^^^0^'''-

the latter was destined to Sparta.

])c a warrior, llic furmcr was destined tO'

l)c a warrior's wife and tlie mother of

(jther warriors. The Spartan maiden
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appeared on the Olympic race course, at

the festival of Hera, and ran for the

crown of olive. If she won, her portrait

was set up in commemoration of the

victory. At the religious festivals the

custom was the same. Women were

not only permitted to share the rites,

but their service was a necessary part of

the national religion. After her mar-

II
I'

intellectual development, properly so

called, she knew nothing. In this she

was at one with her hus- Dorianculture

band. He not only knew ^^^1°^^^^,^
nothing of ideality and in- basis,

tellectual preeminence, but he despised

both. The culture was simply physical.

But it was impossible that such culture

should not produce startling intellectual

grei;k wcjmkn at housicho

riage the Spartan matron not only as-

sumed the supremacy of her household,

but she also had the management of the

slaves, that horde of half-savage and in-

.subordinate Helots who were always the

menace of the state. Her authority was

absolute, and even her frccborn lord,

when at home, yielded to her com-

mands.

Of a certainty this life of the Dorian

woman was a purely physical life. Of

Li) 1)U rllCS.—Dr.iwn by E. Klimsch.

effects. For the mind is the llnwcr of

the body; and if the stem be vigorous,

the flower is likely to be beautiful. But

culture is still necessary to refine and

purify—to give fragrance and ideal per-

fections to the blossom of life. It is

sufficient to say of the Spartan woman
that she was llic most vigorous and per-

fect if not the most beautiful animal of

the ancient world.

With the growth of democracy among
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retained a meaS'
nre of preemi-
nence.

the Ionian peoples the woman, as we
have said, was thi-ust into the back-

lonian women ground, but she was not

destroyed. In her restrict-

ed sphere she continued

preeminent. It is true that the glory

of Greek womanhood was not, on the

whole, comparable with the glory of

Greek manhood. We speak now of the

age of the Hellenic ascendency, when
power and learning and art had come

;

when Athens sparkled as the eye of

Greece.

The Ionian women, however, could not

be retired into the shadow of the splen-

_ „ . did -^.ale-life of the race
Place of the
Hetairaiiu WltllOUt SOme peculiar so-
Greek society. • 1 £C . JTVl J -1

cial effects. 1 he dammed-
up current of womanhood sought a

side channel of development Avhere the

waters were more brilliant and free, but

at the same time more dangerous and

uncertain in their course. The Ionian

laws of marriage were extremely severe

as it respected the fidelity of the woman
who entered wedlock, but they threw no

restraint upon the lord of the house.

The Attic democrats were careful not to

lay social fetters upon themselves. They
took all the liberty which the age, the

circumstances, and their own caprice

suggested. To meet the wayward fancy

of the great Greeks a large division of

the Ionian women were diverted from
marriage proper into a career of social

freedom which, while it was not a posi-

tive degradation, at least not the depth

of degradation, was nevertheless a wide

departure fi'om the canons of monogamic
virtue. A class of talented and auda-

cious women called Hctairai arose ; that

is, the '

' others." These others were the

female friends of what Greeks soever

they could bring within the circle of

their influence and affection. The rela-

tion was a peculiar one. The hetairai

and the matrons of the Ionian cities be-

came competitors for the favor of the

great men of the race. To the modem
inquirer it seems strange that such a

ONE OF 1 HE HETAIKAI— IVI'E.

Drawn by C. Kolb.

state of societj^ could have existed without

self-destruction as its end ; but the canon

of the times was so little severe that the

home life of the Greek was not much dis-

turbed b}^ the license of the man.
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However pitable in many respects the

condition of the hetairai must liave

been, in other retjards it
Distinction at-

. . .

tained by this had its brilliant aspects.
class of women, y, ,, itii.-ij.

It can not be aoi:bted that

much of the genius of the Greek women
took this
course. Born

wit, which
wasted itself

unspoken in

the shadows of

the Gynasconi-

tis, found free

expression
when the pos-

sessor was a

h e t a i r e .

Women of this

class became

noted in pub-

lic life. They
received the
adulation o f

the most dis-

tinguished cit-

izens of the

Ionian states.

They became

the compan-

ions and coun-

selors of those

APiiRi.i.m:. great Attic
Drawn by L. Michaick, from the Venus A p jv* n C r at S

of CnidoK.

whose magis-

terialintellect ruled the world for a season.

They showed at least that the intellectand

will as well as the taste of woman are

able to express themselves in the grand-

est and most brilliant activities when
once the condition of freedom is attained.

It ai:)pears, moreover, that a standard of

virtue, sucli as it was, was established

and maintained by the hetairai of the

Greek cities. There was much fidelity

between the versatile, witty, and accom-

.\ -M.jJIl,

plished women of this class and the men
w\i\\ whom they were associated by no

tie other than that of preference, ad-

miration, and a certain kind of affection.

Not a little was the current history de-

ilected at times by the influence of

the woman who was associated at the

head of affairs with the leader of the

epoch. Hardly any great Greek was

free from the entanglements of this re-

lation. Pericles had for his companion

the famous Aspasia, whose Ascendency of

intellectual and otherwise ^l^^flnT'
exalted character has shed pwiosophers.

a luster even upon the class of which

she was the greatest ornament. So pre-

eminent was she in her day that the

greatest philosophers and statesmen vis-

ited her home. Her fascination was of

the mind, far above the region of mera
erotic illusion.

Saturnine
Socrates him-

self sat at her

feet, and de-

clared that he

had learned

eloquence
from her lips.

He was also

conversant
with a second

distinguished

womannamed
Diotima, from

whose conver-

sation hegath-

crcdall that is

set forth con-

cerning the
nature of love in the celebrated Sym/'osiiiiit

of Plato. Pericles freely ascribed to As-

pasia the best parts of his eloquence,

and it has been alleged that his great

oration, or panegyric, on the soldiers

who fell in the Samian war was com-

ASI'ASIA.

IJi.iwii by C. Kolb, from the biisl in thi

Vatican.
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posed by her, to be spoken by him.

Strange commentary, that after the

death of the greatest of all the Athenian

democrats, the woman Avho had thus

ruled him and through him the Hellenic

world, should have married Lysikles, a

common fool of the city

!

" Destroyed by Alexander; rebuilt by
Phrync the Hetaire." Such was the in-

" Destroyed by scription which the beauti-

biuTbyPhryn'e ^"1' ^^'^ audacious, rcpro-
the Hetaire." bate proposed to put on the

restored walls of Thebes—restored by
her own wealth and profusion, which
she had gathered as the contributions of

the most distinguished Athenians, not

even excepting Demosthenes. The
walls of Thebes had been thrown down
by the Conqueror, and the people of the

devastated city had not the means of res-

toration ; but she was able to restore

the walls, and would do it if they would
allow her to associate her name with

that of Alexander and also to attach the

word which designated the class of bril-

liant and reckless women to which she

belonged

!

Like Aspasia, Phryne was a power in

Attica at a time when Attica was still a

power in the earth. Stat-

ues of her, done by Prax-

iteles himself, were set up
alongside of that of Aphrodite, at Thes-

pise, and between the votive offerings

of the King of Sparta and of Philip of

Macedon at the shrine of Delphi. She

it was whom Apelles j^ainted as the

Venus of the Seafoam, and she it was
whom Praxiteles made his model when
he chiseled the imperishable Aphrodite

of Cnidos.

It were vain to extend the list of these

brilliant creatures whose wit and beauty

were so powerful over the destinies of

Greece. At Corinth, Lai's, another of

the number, was reckoned in her day the

«.rtists make
Phryne their

model and ideal,

fairest woman of the Greek world. Such
was her reputation that devotees—if not

victims—from many states were at her

altars, and of her it might well be said,

in the time of her triumph

:

" Hi-llas, resplendent in martial fame, unconquere'l in

bailie,

Willingly bent her haughty neck to the power of

beauty."

If the hetairai among the Greek
women were in the ascendent during

the age of Hellenic glory, womenofthe
the matrons of the home ^""f^T^I^•with the dechne
rose above them in the time of Greece,

of the political decline. It was the ev-

olution of democracy which led to the

seclusion of the home-women of the

Greeks, and it was the decadence of that

same democracy which led to their

emergence. As the hilarious uproar of

the agora and the pnyx passed away, the

Greek citizens fell back from the exu-

berant public life which they had hither-

to led into a home life, more pronounced
than that which had prevailed in the

times of the political greatness of

Greece. It thus happened that so far as

the women of the Ionian Hellenes were
concerned, they are displayed in two
epochs of greatness ; first, in the dawn,
when epic poetry Irew in elegant hexa-

meters the outlines of womanhood in

primitive Hellas ; and, second, in that

later day, when the political sun of the

Greeks was going down in the west.

Between these two eras the intellectual

life of woman was eclipsed, or had its

manifestation only in the brilliant and

lawless audacity of the hetairai. In

Sparta the Dorian wife and mother
maintained their ascendency to the end

;

and in the last days, we find the mother

and wife of King Agis after his death,

urging on Cleomenes and his war-

riors in a final effort for the freedom of

their country.
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Life among the Greeks was a physical

rather than a moral product. It was

Reasons for evolved merely by natural
sught estimate forces and Supported by
of life among the ^^

^
Greeks. natural means. From this

point of view we may understand the

small estimation in which life was held

amonsf the Hellenes. They reckoned it

with death. The infant was less the

property of the mother and the father

than of the city.

We are here face to face with the sub-

ject of the treatment which Destruction of

Greek children received at
^j^r:, mrn^r'of

birth. The child was, in exposure,

the primitive a.Qfes, subjected to the in-

as a force to be employe- 1 for the . ochI

of the state. Notwithstrndins '.li

intense individualism of the race, not-

withstanding the almost insane democ-

racy of tlic lonians, tlic theory of the

subordination of the individual life to

the life nf tlic city was strenuously

maintained. Tiiis theory began in its

application with birtli, and ended only

,_^ \'jL1II, I'.,iam by 1'. C.rnt J.,Iu,iui.

spection of the Ephors, or their rep-

csentatives, and the question passed

\hchc:- or not the infant was worthy of

l)i-eserv'ation. It does not .seem that

there was nuich discrimination against

girl infants, 'i'he ])rinci]ilc was general.

If the child was weak or disproportioned,

or had any .serious defect in its physical

nature, it was rejected and given over to
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the destroyer. In that event the in-

fant was borne away to the ravines or

hills and left to perish. The actual de-

struction was effected by wolves or foxes

or birds of prey. It seems that those

who had the disposal of the rejected

children in hand shrank from the actual

act of murder, and took the circuitous

method of exposure to ravenous beasts.

The accepted children were kept for a

while by the mothers, and llicn, if vSpar-

Communai taus, Avere delivered over

rardSfdrenrnd to the public. The prin-
youth. ciple of communism now
prevailed. The youth was to be made
into a warrior, or, if a girl, into a war-

rior's wife. To this end the means of

physical culture were diligently and as-

siduously applied. The whole education

consisted of gymnastic exercises, with

such incidental development of the

mind as might be acquired in the general

process. Boys and youth were pei^mit-

ted to listen to the laconic sayings of

the Gerontes, but were not j^ermitted to

participate until they were thirty years

of age. Conversation in the chief Dorian

city was alwa}-s disparaged. It was one

of the many superfluities which the

lonians might cultivate, but which eveiy

true Dorian ought to despise.

In the northern states of Greece, and

even in those parts of Peloponnesus ly-

More rational ing next thereto, the rigor

me""d^oT Of the southern discipline

North Greeks, ^vas much relaxed. In

Attica children were not destroyed after

the barbaric age. The method of cul-

ture also was in the Attic cities directed

to both body and mind. It might be

impossible to state accurately at what

time regular schools were first instituted

in Thebes and Athens ; but it is certain

that from the earliest epoch of Greek
progress, the children of the lonians

were subjected to a rnore rational and

humane kind of discipline than those of

the Peloponnesian cities. In course of

time much attention was given by the

Attic philosophers to the subject of edu-

cation, and the methods which they

employed were long regarded as the

most efficient of any in ancient times.

As late as the seventeenth century, in

England, there were still great thinkers

who accepted the Greek model of the

school; and e\-cn ]\Iilton, in his educa-

tional scheme, followed that model in

nearly all of its details and peculiarities.

"We have already pointed out the the-

ory which underlay the training of the

youth in all the Grecian Greek training

states, whether Ionian or J^^^^V^^tt
Dorian. It was the making i^ens.

of a citizen who should belong to the

state—the construction of a perfect hu-

man block that should fit exactly and

permanently into the edifice. Among
no other people has this dogma been so

absolute and invariable in its applica-

tion as among the Hellenes. At the

same time that it was sought to develop

all of the human forces in the individual

and to make him perfect in his kind and

structure, it was also sought to fashion

the unit with strict reference to the

whole of which he Avas a part.

That Avhole was the cit}' or state.

City and state were essentially convert-

ible terms. The one was
Complete subor-

the other. That is, the dination of the

city was the state. There ^^^ ° ® "^^ ^*

was, of course, an outlying region, a

country tliickly populated, cultivable,

productive ; but the country was only

so much physical tissue round about the

heart, which was the life thereof. The
heart was the city. The man was the

citizen. Of himself he was nothing. It

is surprising in the last degree that this

subordination of the individual to the or-

ganic structure of society did not appear
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to fret tne great spirits of the Greeks.

We do not hear Socrates, Plato, Aristotle,

complaining of their complete subjec-

tion. AVe might say that they did not

feci their slavery to the city. True

enough, the results of it were most

tangible and terrible in their own lives.

The individual was crushed as beneath

a stone if he resisted the abuses of

and carried out in all of the mature prac-

tices of the Greeks. To have said from

the bema of any Greek city at any time

during the Hellenic ascendency that the

state existed only for the benefit of

the individual citizen would have been

a proposition more startling and more
certainly fatal to him who made it than

were any of the vague heretical allusions

SCHOOl, OF A I'll KN'S.—l rum the painting by Raphael.

organic power and asserted himself

against them.

Such was the tremendous force of the

Greek race that this resistance of the

Insubordination man against the despotism

f^rX'ih; "f tlic state was frequent
•"an. and fatal. The great

Greek could not help the conflict which

his own nature demanded, but the end

was death. All nf this began, as we
have said, at the birth of the child, was

maintained in the theory of discipline,

for which the bowl of hemlock was of-

fered to Socrates.

In history, technically so called, we
look outward at the objective activities

of men or rather the re- inwhat sense

.S7.//J of those activities. It ^'^^ST"'
is a narrative of the forms, ethnic history,

aspects, and relations of the works of

men rather than of the men them-

selves; but in ethnic history we look

backwai-d at the actors. It is the life

and growth of the Iniman race which
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we here consider; not the deeds done

by men, but the men, whom we fix our

gaze i:pon and describe. It is an ac-

count of the evohition of mankind ; but

this account necessarily involves the

physical apparatus by which the evoli:-

tion is accomi:)lished. Even the vines

which grow on the surface of the earth

have a vclticic, a means unto an end, the

end being their support and develop-

ment. So there is a vehicle of human.

growth, an extended apparatus by which

the several races of men have succes-

sively been aided, as with a staff in the

hand, to leap from point to point.

Among the Greeks development was,

as we have said, primarily a physical

Greek develop- fact; sccondarilv, an in-

cTaftlrtS^:'- tellectual and moral fact.

inteUeotuai. The means imto the end of

physical training was the gymnasium.

While it is not fitting in an ethnic history

to describe the details of Greek gymnas-

tics considered as a fact, it is entirely

proper to examine the same as a system

peculiar to the evolution of the Greek

character. The gymnasia were a part

of the public and private life of the

Greeks. The class of exercises having

as their primary object the development

of the physical life of the people stood

between the youth and the state; and

they continued to stand between the

man and the state.

The principle was of universal appli-

cation. No Greek youth could reach

Citizenship to be citizenship except by the

wlyoflhe"'^''^ ^-^-^y °f the gymnasium,
gymnasium. The object of the culture

to be thus attained was the man himself,

his bodily development, his strength, his

activity, his beauty. The remoter refer-

ence was to the duties of citizenship. It

was intended that the man should be

fitted for his duties in life by means of

the gymnasia; and to this extent they

were public institutions ; but the bottom

idea was that of individual development

and perfection, the symmetrical and per-

fect evolution of the liuman body to its

highest degree of excellence and strength.

In the primitive life of the Greek

tribes the gymnasia were .simply open

spaces where the youth were Evolution and

conirreofated and trained in character of
» 's the Greek

exercises by their masters, gymnasia.

From the finst a wide space, much room,

was required for the exertions which, be-

ginning in sport, ended in discipline.

The sport itself was a part of the disci-

pline. A large and free exercise of the

bodily organs can not be effected in a

confined space. The ' limbs can not be

stretched except on the race course and

by running and leaping free and far.

Soon the gymnastic resorts in the open

space were converted into gymnasia

proper. Every city had them. In Athens

thei"e were three great institutions of the

sort. A shady grove suitable for a re-

sort and promenade was generally se-

lected. Within the inclosure there were

areas for wrestling; others, for casting

the quoit; others, for hurling the jave-

lin ; and others still for the extended

race. Attached to the gymnasia were

buildings where the gymnasts might

bathe, anoint their bodies, rub them-

selves with sand, or apply the scraper in

developing and cleansing the skin. In

one point porticoes were set apart for

games, for conversation, for promenade,

and social amusement. Others still were

apportioned to the spectators who had

themselves passed through the exercises

in their youth. Within the arena were

altars dedicated to the gods, ornamented

with statues, garlanded with iiowers.

The gymnastic apparatus of the Greeks

was exceedingly simple as compared

with the ingenious contrivances of mod-

ern times. The youth was projected
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gymnastic ap-
paratus and
method.

into his sports and training much as any

young animal might be flung into the

Simplicity of the Water to learn to swim. The
exercises themselves were

the natural actions of

the human body, rarely artificial. Fir.st

of all the boy, the young man, even

the middle-aged, contestant, must

run. An extended course was pre-

pared for this purpose. As a rule.

the bottom was of loose, dry sand.

It was not intended to furnish the

feet with a solid vantage from which

to bound, but rather to impede the

progress of the runner by the uncer-

tainty of his footing. In the ad-

vanced stages of the exercise the

runner was weighted with armor,

sometimes complete, sometimes

only a shield and helmet. Naked
was he who bounded through the

deep sand, like the splendid young

animal that he was, straining for

the goal.

Of all the Greek gymnastic sports

the race was the favorite. Tlic rttn-

ners attained a mar-

velous speed. Some
of them were swifter

than horses; and their endurance

as they came in, after the long

race, where the judges sat and the

garland was waiting—came in with

distended nostrils and uplifted arms

and flashing e3'es—was sublime.

Next came leaping. There was

the high leap and the distant leap.

No artificial aid was permitted. It

was the natural spring of the muscles or

nothing. In some stages of the leaping

exercise and contest weights were taken

in the hands and flung behind for mo-

mentum as the leaper rose in the air ; birt

some such simple contrivance to give mo-

mentum was all that was allowed. In this

case the muscular force of the arms was

added to the power of the legs for the

sudden exertion. Then came the throw-

ing of the javelin. The shaft of the

implement must be wound with a thong

and hurled with a rotary motion from the

hand. In this contest accuracv of aim

Part'cular forms
of the disciplin-

ary exercises.

DISCOHOLL'S MAKING THb CAS I

.

Drawn by H, Voiz. from the original in the Palazzo Massini.

and distance of the target w^ere the two

desiderata.

The w^ell-informed mind may readily

perceive how great is the „ . . ,^ '^
_

Superiority of
superiority of this rational, rational to bar-

,
"

. , , 1 toaric training.
and we might almost say

scientific, exertion of the body as a

means unto an end when compared with
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the results and methods attained by the

blow-guns and bows of savages. The
native of the Upper Amazon is able,

through his blow-gun with a^mall ar-

row, to take the life of a monkey in a

distant tree-top ; but how unlike is such

activity, half-empirical and half-savage,

to that truly skillful action of the Greek

as he sent his spear a-fiying into the eye

great force to a mark as far removed as

might possibl3'be reached. The Greeks

were a right-handed people. Before the

discus was flung it was carried in the

left hand, so that the right might re-

serve its strength for the throwing.

These facts entered into Greek art, and

the famous statues called discoboli show
Its the attitudes of the throwers.

GREEK CHARIOT.-From ;i v.isc [raimiiig.

of the distant target! The one is the

adroitness of the iniph-iiiciil, the other

the skill of the uian.

Throwing the discus was a Homeric

sport. Tlie heroes, in tlicir recreation

from war, took heavy cir-
Throwlng the
discns; the cular plates ot bronze or
discoboli.

;^^^^_ perhaps eight inches

in diameter, and holding the quoit in the

hand, swinging it by the side with a

stooping posture, sent it whirling with

It were vain to enumerate all the

methods of gymnastic training which

the Greeks practiced in the Greek gymnasia

development of their bod- ^rJdinto^"""'*

ies. Tliis .skillful and per- cruelty,

sistent e.xerci.sc was one of the leading

elements in the product of that wonder-

fully ela.stic body which the son of Hellen

carried with him in peace and war.

And it must be .said to the evcrla.sting

prai.sc of the Greeks, that notwithstand-
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ing the purely physical character of this

development, notwithstanding the fact

that they were a people to whom the

heartful sympathies of life were com-

paratively unknown, the Greek gymna-
sia never degenerated into cruelty, tor-

ture, butchery. The idea of the beautiful

remained in the ascendent to the last.

The horrid struggle of man and beast,

and of maddened prisoners of war turned

loose with swords in the arena, never

disgraced the Greek race or stained even

its dying twilight with the tinge of

blood.

It is probable that in the latter days

the Greek gymnastic contest ceased to

The Greek hip- have respect to the develop-

SoroHh^ctar ment Of the man, and be-
lot racing. came a spectacle ; but it was
always beautiful. The aesthetic spirit

of the race never permitted the public

games to sink below the old ideal stand-

ard. Chariots and horses were at length

brought upon the race course, and the

most magnificent driving ever seen in

the dust of the poor world was that ex-

hibited in the circus of the Greeks.

With four tremendous steeds abreast,

the standing driver, with reins gathered

up and iiery eye and serpent whip that

split the shining air, stinging like a hor-

net as it fell on the foaming flanks of

the coursers, screamed his defiance at

his rival and urged madly forward to the

goal; but there was no blood, no bru-

tality; only the struggle of strength

with strength and skill with skill in the

mightiest pensonal contests which were
ever witnessed by an excited and shout-

ing populace.

CHAPTER XLIX.—The HELLENIC TONOUE.
UCH were the methods
and processes by which

Greek life was bi^ought

to maturity. It was
intended to be a matu-

rity of action and
beauty—beauty as its

subjective, and action as its objective, ex-

pression. It is impossible now to enter

into the thought of a Greek father and
determine precisely to what extent, as

he submitted his boy to the gymnasium,

Ideas under- he lookcd upon physical

culture as a means of de-

veloping the youth himself

and to what extent he looked beyond to

his usefulness in the state. Both ideas

were present. Both influenced his con-

duct and determined his motives ; and if

we pass from private to public opinion,

we shall find that that also looked first

M.—Vol. 2—

Q

lying the dis.

cipline of the
Greeks.

to the beautiful, the strong, in the j-outb

himself and afterwards in the man, but

also contemplated the usefulness and fit-

ness of the man as a block in the state.

But there was also a g^'mnastic for the

tongue and the brain. While the body
was brought to perfection

^1 A gymnastic for
through the agency of phyS- the brain as weU

ical training, the tongue ^ ^ ° y*

was led into rational and beautiful action

by the vehicle of the most excellent

speech yet devised by man. The Greek
language may be regarded in the light

of a mental gymnastic. It was the ap-

paratus for the expression of mental

activities which were as vehement in

their kind as were the restless energies

of the body. We are here to regard the

language in the light of an apparatus by
which Greek thought found expressiotj

and the Greek mind was perfected.
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It is the part of philosophy rather than

of history to determine the relations of

Consideration of brain action, of thought, to

th:.^ghtana°' ^'^^ speech, to language,
speech. It is perhaps not yet

determined precisely to what extent the

one is dependent on the other for its

existence, to what extent all thought

stands waiting for the word which is to

be its vehicle of revelation. We may
regard the word as the avatar of the

idea. The spoken form is the corporate

tangible fact necessary for the expression

of the incorporate, intangible essence.

It may be fitting to say that ideality in

its abstract form may exist in the human
mind, or, to use the tangible agent, in

the human brain, without the concomi-

tant of words ; but that ideality can only

be coined into thought through the

agency of language. As ideality is

resolved into ideas, notions, thoughts,

propositions, it passes from the intan-

gible or spiritual condition into the

tangible expression and definition of

'language.

However this question may be re-

solved, there can be no doubt that there

was a strict correlation between the pro-

Btrict corre- digious energies and beauti-

^^:^^l^lil ful evolutions of the Greek
language. mind and that wonderful

language on which the thought of the

race was sent abroad into the world.

The one was no more varied, excursive,

and grand than the other was copious,

elastic, and powerful. It is only a truism

to say that even the caprices of the

Greek mind found satisfactory vent

through the caprices of the language.

Hellenic thought either found a way of

expression or made one. It was almost

as easy to make as to find. So vital and

new were the Greek tongues in the times

of the rapid evolution of the race that

all new moods and tenses of the Hellenic

mind flowed out on the ever-branching

stems of the equivalent speech.

Something has already been said of

the dialectical divergencies of Greek as

illustrative of the ethnic Rise ofthe

divisionsof thefamily. We l^^.-j^t'oTd!

'

shall now again call up the est form.

Hellenic dialects and view them as the

means imto the end of development

among the different branches of the peo-

ple. On the incoming of the Hellenes-

into European Greece the language was

still in the growing stage. Much of its

structure had been lilready determined

during the ages of migration, but much
still remained for expansion and growth

before the tongue should reach its per-

fection in the hands of the Attic histo-

rians, poets, and orators.

The oldest form, then, in which tha

Greek language became fixed and de-

terminate was ^olic. It
Close kinship of

IS m evidence that this dia- the jeoUc and
1 , 1 i_ j_i • Old Latin.
lect was spoken by the mi-

grating tribes before the departure of

the Hellenes and the Italians. A critical

examination of the primitive Latin

tongues shows that they still retained in

the west many forms and features so

nearly identical Avith .^olic as to demon-

strate the original community of the dia-

lects. This identity extends even to the

vowels and diphthongs, which are the

most shifting and uncertain parts of

speech. The poverty of Latin in diph-

thongs, as compared with Ionic and Doric

Greek, has an exact analogy in ^-Eolic ; and

the sameness in consonantal structure in

the two tongues still further strengthens

the argument. From .^olic Greek,

therefore, we may regard all the other

Hellenic dialects as departures and de-

velopments.

.i^olic was spoken in four principal

dialects. The first was Lesbian, which

is most characteristic of all, limited to
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the island of Lesbos, and strongly indic-

ative of the Asiatic origin of the Greeks.

„ , ,
The second variety was

Principal dia- '

lecticai diver- Thcssalian, and doubtfully

Macedonian, though the lat-

ter tongue has never been critically deter-

mined in its relations with the languages

of the south. The third dialect was
Bwotian, and the fourth Elcan and Arca-

dian, the latter belonging to the Pelo-

ponnesus. Modern critics have found

that the dialects of Elis and Arcadia are

rather Doric Greek than ^'Eolic, though

the latter may have been the original

root. In Lesbos are several in.scriptions

which still preserve the ancient forms of

the language ; and the extant fragments

of the poems of Alcasus and Sappho fur-

nish literary examples of the same.

One of the .striking features of the

language as illustrated in these works is

Lo-w tone and the absence of ultimate or

Words which

in '
'

are accented on the last syllable throw

back the accent in .<^olic, just as in Latin.

Another striking peculiarity is the

heavy, or baritone, quality of the vowels.

What may be called the higli tone of the

Ionic vowels is wanting in ^'Eolic. An-
other feature is the absence of the

rough breathing which was so common
in Ionic and Doric words. The digam-

ma, or va\<, which, on account of its

heavy character, dropped out of classical

Greek, was retained in ^^olic, especially

in the Boeotian dialect—another example
of the strong affinity of .^olic and Latin.

The short e and the short o of Greek

were originally represented by a in

.^olic, furnishing a good example of

what is called the "dulling" of vowel

sounds. The vowel alplia also appeared

in man\- words where long e {if) took its

place in Ionic. In short, it is evident

that ^^Eolic Greek had alpha for its pri-

other pecuUar- C_a1 onf-pnf
ities of this form nnai acccut.
of Greek. \n lonic and Doric Greek

mary vowel sound, the evolution not

having proceeded far enough to include

the Avide range of vocalic utterance ex-

hibited in the South Greek dialects.

The language of the Boeotians is but

little known, and that onh- from inscrip-

tions. The few specimens
Characteristics

that have been preserved ofthe Bceotian

are also inflected with
°°^"®'

Ionic words and con.structions. Though
it is clear that the Bcfiotian language was
deduced from the ^olic stem, it never-

theless had much in common with Ionic

Greek. The accent was not thrown
back as in ^olic. The Boeotians, instead

of rejecting the rough breathing, had a
fondness for its u.se. They al.so sympa-
thized with the southern forms of speech

in preserving the ancient tan (-) instead

of employing i/ifw^r (a), as did the ^^o-

lians. In other peculiarities also it is

evident that the transformation toward

the Ionic forms of speech was going on
among the Boeotian tribes. In an age of

free growth it could but happen that

the neighboring clans would assimilate

each from the other the forms of speech

which they used in intercourse. All the

dialects in Greece were shaded off at the

margin into the tongues of the adjacent

peoples.

As already .said, the original languages

of Elis and Arcadia have been much
discussed as to their stem

Elean and Area-
connections. In this COUn- dlan dialects of

try_ the intermingling of

forms wasbetween ^^olic and Doric dia-

lects. Some modern .scholars have been

of the opinion that the languages of

these two Peloponnessian states are

essentially Dorian, and that the notion

hitherto existing Oif an ^^olian origin

is to be wholly rejected. This change

of view would extend also to the

Greek tongue of Cyprus. It is certain

that the colonists of this island were



(

1

Etruscan.
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in part Arcadians. The fact that the

inscriptions of Cyprus arc not written

in the Greek alphabet has greatly

embarrassed antiquarian research, and

made a decision respecting the Cyprian

language exceedingly difficult. On the

whole, the dialects of -.^Lolic, or the

language itself considered in its entirety,

must be regarded as the least important

of all varieties of Greek.

The second general branch of the

Hellenic languages was Doric. It has

two aspects, an older and a
Ethnic and geo-
graphical limits morc reccut fomi. ihe
ofDoric Greek. r t. ii • -iU tc

first sympathizes with Al.o-

lie in its construction and vocabulary,

and the second with Ionic Greek. The
older form covers the original tongues

of Laconia, Crete, Cyrenc, and the

Greek colonies in Southern Italy. The
more recent Doric embraces the lan-

guages of Argolis, Messenia, andMegara,

of the Dorian countries in Northern

Greece, and of the colonies belonging to

the Greek race inAsiaJMinor and Sicily.

The fundamental difference between the

older and the more recent variety of Dor-

ic is the use in the former of ovicga (w) and

eta ())) instead of the softened diphthongs

ou (ow) and ei (a) in the milder dialect.

There were also :;ther vocalic differences

between the two forms of speech and

some consonantal discrepancies.

The ancient language of the Laconians,

or Spartans, is known to us from inscrip-

Fragments of tions and from fragments of

^eTved'ir""- the folk speech preserved
treaties. jq the comedies of Aris-

tophanes. Thucydides gives a single

treaty recorded in the Spartan dialect.

The sculptured tablets of Heraclea,

found at Tarentum, in Southern Italy,

and preserved in the museum of Naples,

also present specimens of the old Laco-

nian language. Other inscriptions have

been recovered from the island of Crete,

embracing certain . ancient treaties be-

tween tlie towns of the island. At
Olympia a helmet and several inscrip-

tions have been found containing the

old Argolic dialect. vSome interesting

tablets from Messenia have been recov-

ered on which were carved the doctrine

of certain of the gods; but in these in-

scriptions the language is found to be

of a later date (about 90 B. C). The
dialect spoken in Corinth has been re-

covered in part from inscriptions at Cor-

T"W^r^^^^^^

FACSIMILE OF ANCIF.iNT UREEK MANUSCKiil.

From Lord Strangford's papyri, British Museum.

eyra and Syracuse : and a few examples

of the Locrian language, also Doric in

its origin, have been obtained from a

bronze tablet on which are written the

terms of an ancient treaty.

The Doric language as distinguished

from Ionic was a slow, emphatic form of

speech, more suitable for Distinctions be-

the brief conversation of ZTr^r^slT^
warriors than for the dis- speech,

course of philosophers, the measures of

poets, or orations from the bema. It

was a serious language, having little of

the lightness and airy structure of the
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Ionic in its later developments. It

might be called the Anglo-Saxon stage

of Attic Greek. It must not be under-

stood, however, that the difference be-

tween the brief and severe forms of

Doric and the elegant and easy inflec-

MOMEK.
Drawn by E. von Liphart.

tions of Ionic were differences in age of

development more than a difference in

the genius of the two dialects. All of

the roughness, the laconic demeanor,

the austerity, and uncurbed force of the

mountaineers of Laceda;mon are re-

flected in the dialect which they vspoke.

The one is as the other—the tone of the

language is a reflection of the character

of the people.
'

There were several specific features

of Doric Greek by which the tf)ngue

was discriminated in practice from Ionic.

The language was much more oxytonc,

to use the grammatical term, than

was the speech of the lonians ; that is,

the Doric accents were
Oxytone charao-

lifted from grave to acute ter and archaic
-1 ,1 , r J i ii forms of Doric.

and thrust forward to the

more advanced syllables of the words,

thus giving a sort of sharpness, almost

a shriek, to the utterance of the lan-

guage—a peculiarity which the lonians

in their speech sought to avoid. In ad-

dition to this, the Dorians retained the

old, heavy digamma, or vav (/"), long

after it had disappeared from the po-

liter forms of Greek. In the old Laco-

nian, Argolian, and Corinthian inscrip-

tions the vav appears in nearly every

case in which we find a v in the corre-

sponding Latin words. Besides this,

the Dorians were fond of doubling their

consonants in cases where the lonians

used only a single letter; for example,

hessos {taaog) for hesos (Hang) ; messos

{lifoaog) for mesos (jtisaor), etc. This pe-

culiarity put strength and energy into

the middle of the word instead of light-

ness and activity. Still again, it was

the Dorian usage to employ the ancient

guttui-al koppa {Q) in preference to the

recent and delicate /cappa (k) or any

other smooth equivalent. Thus in

Doric we have Oorinthoi instead of Coriii-

thoi, etc. The foregoing peculiarities

were sufficient to make a strong con-

trast between the languages of the Spar-

tans and the Athenians even to the time

when the shadow of Rome impended

over both.

The great language of the Greeks

was the Ionic, in its several stages of

growtli. Tlie Old Ionic „. . ,^"
. Historical de-

was the dialect of the epic veiopmentof
, , 1 J. , T Ionic Greek,

poets, tlie language oi Ho-

mer and the Cyclic bards. The New
Ionic was the second stage of literary

development, and is represented in the

pages of Herodotus and Hippocrates;
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while the third evohition, or Attic, j^ave

to the world the great literary produc-

tions of classical Greece. The Attic

dialect was itself subdivided into three

stages of growth, the Old, the Middle,

and the New. It was in the New Attic

that the Greek language reached its

final leafage and efflorescence in the

graceful forms and delicate peculiarities

which were cultivated at the high noon

of Athenian splendor.

We must bear in mind, however,

that here again exact lines of division

Stages from the hinder as much as they

?h:fo°srAtio° help a clear understanding
speech. of the actual growth of the

Greek language from its pre-IIomeric

origin to its post-Attic decline. This is

to say that the progress from the old, or

epic, tongue into the language of He-
rodotus was gradual. In the pages of

Homer there are many forms of expres-

sion which the bard had gathered from

the archaic and extinct forms of speech

;

and there are also hints of the new
forms which the Father of History was
afterwards to reduce to system and regu-

larity. So also in the transformation of

Herodotean Greek into Attic—there was
never a break; but at certain times

slight modifications grew into serious

changes. Old forms were abandoned

and new forms adopted until, quite un-

awares—though after the lapse of some
generations—a dialect distinct from the

preceding had arisen. All the way
down the process is one of gradual

transformation and growth, involving

the substitution of more elegant and
highly inflected forms of expression

for the archaisms of the older poets.

It is not our purpose to enter into a

review of the language of Homer or

Herodotus or Thucydides or any other

Greek author representative of a stage

in linguistic development. We here

look upon the language simply in proc-

ess of transformation, and as a vehicle

and instrument of the race PecuUarcon-

evolution of the Greeks, ^ter^sp^t-'
One thing must be under- ing language,

stood before the reader may apprehend

the peculiar effect of their speech upon

the Hellenes themselves. Of all men,

only the Greek has been conscious of his

language. It is the most striking fea-

ture of the linguistic history of mankind.

The son of Hellen was all the time con-

scious of the form in which his speech

was given forth, and was in the last de-

gree particular as to the accuracy and

beauty of his expression. In this re-

spect he differs from every type of man
who has simply given forth his utter-

ance unconsciously.

As a rule, the mind is confused with

the double process of thinking and

speaking if both be consciously per-

formed ; but the Greek not only carried

forward both processes at once—the

subjective union of concepts and the

objective forms of utterance—but at the

same time he hung about every part of

his speech the flowers and leafage of his

imagination. We here speak of Ionic

Greek, of the perfected Attic language

as it was spoken and written in the days

of its splendor.

Of his native tongue the Greek was

as proud as he was of his descent from

Hellen or even from the prideofthe

gods. His language was t:^:^^'
the one fundamental dis- of speech,

tinction between him and the barbarians.

He called them Barbaroi because of their

jargon—because they jabbered and could

not speak, at least with Hellenic ele-

gance. He sought perfection in his

words, in his manner of utterance, and

in every detail of expression. Disso-

nance was avoided as something odious

;

and to misplace an accent was a greater
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crime than to violate a treaty. Not only

did the scholars, the learned, and elite

of the lonians thus cultivate the delica-

cies and perfections of their language

;

but the very rabble, the democracy, the

shopkeepers, the marketers, and viilgns

profaniim of the agora emulated the dia-

lectical purity of their superiors, and

spoke Greek even as they. It is narra-

ted that when a great oration was spoken

npoc GeccA^o^^ \

CYN<])Y\AETajH

K«l Te».<»»oM»

C|ui\ 6\dernp\ss les ris€-ruOS
XuesTR \^

quormodoeTi ps i

dno Tu/v iciwy

oin'tpuXaiTutv

KaOug Ktii dvTdi

but

SPECIMENS OF OLD ANU LATER GKEEK.

from the pnyx, the very fishwomen

would cry out in derision if the orator

mispronounced or misaccentcd a single

word. It was a linguistic pride, a par-

allel for which we should seek in \ain

among the characteristics of any other

peojjle.

The Greek language was perfected in

all of its parts. The orthography was

reduced to regularity. The accentua-

tion and intonation were far purer and

more exact than we should find in the

language of any modern people. The
qualitv of the vowels was
^ •

.
Regularity and

very musical. In a certain purity of the

, 1
language.

sense the language was

chanted. The sharp and piping sound

of Latin, traceable to the large use of

the vowels / and ii, was avoided in

Greek. The prevalent vocalic elements

were alpha (a), omicron (o), epsilon (e).

The assimilation of

the consonants gave

euphony and ease of

utterance ; and the

freedom of syntactic-

al disposition enabled

the sjjeaker or writer

to arrange his period

or verse with refer-

ence to the highest

harmony. The vari-

ety of diphthongs

gave a pleasing vicis-

situde of vowel sound

{ov, av, at, El, vi), while

the careful observa-

tion of the quantity of

the vowels made the

language as rhythmic

and billowy as a chant.

The Greek vocabu-

lary was extremely

copious. It was not

so much an abundance

of roots— though in

thisre.spect the Greek tongue was richer

than any cognate dialect— copiousness of

rather in the multi- S^t^^^h;
plicity of inflections. The accents.

words grew into inan\' forms expressive

of the diverse ideas wliich hovered about

a given notion or thought. The law of

growth was so free and the evolution of

new forms .so natural and varied th;it the

vocabulary exjiaiKU'd as freely as the

thought of the people, llerodian is said
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to have fixed the accents in accordance

with the linguistic law and usage of his

age on sixty thousand Greek words,

this, too, in an age when no technical

science had demanded its additional

stock of terms. This vast verbal devel-

opment had been produced exclusively

by the lively fancy, the vivid imagina-

tion, and the profound reasoning of the

Greek mind, which happily found or

created for itself a vehicle of speech as

copious and ornamental as the thought

of the race was vast and efflorescent.

Should we descend into the details of

the Greek language, we should be stn:ck

Completeness in the first place with the

^rbatrX- completeness and beauty of

™ent. the verb. It would per-

haps be difficult to invent any form of

action which was not susceptible of ex-

pression by the verb of the Greek. The
law of formation for the various moods
and tenses was wellnigh perfect in its

kind. The three general divisions of time

were carefully discriminated •,^and in the

past the distinction between Aorist, Im-

perfect, and Perfect was precisely

marked. The so-called grammatical

Voice had all three divisions, Active,

Middle, and Passive. If the Middle

voice was not so fully employed in prac-

tice as the other two, it was doubtless

equal to all demands for the peculiar re-

flective action which it was designed to

express. The three persons blossomed

out in full endings, as did also Ihc llircc

numbers, in both cases to indicate the

relations of the action to the character of

the subject. If the old dual number of

the primitive Aryan speech had almost

disappeared from the Greek, it was be-

cause the discerning experiences of the
|

race had shown the inutility of such a dis-
|

tinction. Through the whole develop- I

ment of a given verb, through all of
j

its augments, reduplications, changing I

stems, and waving terminations, the vital

root idea rose and expanded as if it

were the heart of a branching tree, in

whose boughs sat all the winged crea-

tures of thought.

It was the peculiarity of Greek that

it was able to express the most refined

and delicate modifications Delicacy of the

in the ideas and thought S:ntlT?hetar-
of the sentence. To this tides.

end the so-called )iiodificrs, particularly

the adjectives, had an expansion alto-

gether in excess of that presented by

any other European language, ancient or

modern. The adjective took its station

by the side of the noun, assumed its ter-

minations, sought its likeness, and con-

formed to its methods of development

;

but it far outblossomed any mere noim.

It sprang out into three numbers, three

genders, five cases, and three degrees

of comparison, each marked by its own
variation in adjectival structure. The
whole organism presented no fewer than

one hundred and thirty-five inflections

—a thing marvelous in the history of

human speech. Even the stoical and inert

adverb shared in the common leafage and

put out terminations like a thing of life.

Verb, noun, pronoun, adjective, adverb,

all rejoiced in growth and expansion,

the outputting of branches, the evolution

of living leaves. Through all this the

breezes blew, and the whole organic

structure trembled as the tiling tliought

rose vitall}- into tlie tree of speech and

became visible in the flowers and foliage.

Even the remotest twigs of this vital

and beautiful organic whole quivered

with the life which was coniiiion to all.

The Greek particles, those infinitesimal

toyships of language which have been

the puzzle and ]>rovocation of all trans-

lators in all countries—hung up, as it

were, at the lip ends and on the finest

filaments of (ireek thought—swayed to
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and fro under the stress of expression,

and performed their pleasinjj part in

unison with the more magisterial organs

of the language.

The perspicacity of Greek was as

marked a feature of the language as its

Perspicacity of dclicacy of expression.

S:rof'ptS- Whoever has much handled
expression. the implement of human
speech and has observed with care the

difficulties and perplexities with which

the exact expression of thought by

means of words and constructions is em-

barrassed, will have discovered that per-

fect precision, perfect correlation be-

tween the thought and the verbal form,

is unattainable in any living language.

How great are the imi^crfections of

speech in this respect will not be readily

apprehended by any who have not

striven for exactitude in the use of lan-

guage ; for strive as we may, perfect pre-

cision can never be attained.

The vehicle of the comparatively gram-

marless tongues in use by the modern
nations is not sufficiently elastic to con-

form perfectly to the details and niceties

of thought. As a result, there is in the

best books of modern literature a prodi-

gious amount of blundering in the lan-

guage. The insufficiency of every

modern tongue to express with perfec-

tion the conceptions of great or even

middle minds is painful to one whose
sensibilities on this subject have not

been dulled by the poverty and rudeness

of his own language.

In Greek all of this evil disappears.

It is really marvelous to note the exact

and perfect transcript of
Blundering in '

, .

Attic Greek weu- thought wliich may be ei-

g impossi e.
£g^,|.g^ |j^ ^^Q better forms of

Greek. In pure Attic, for instance, all

blundering or departure from the accu-

rate delineation of the thinker's ideas is

not only inexcusable, but is superficially

manifested in tlie language itself. Any
blunder or want of perfect accord is im-

mediately .shown by a flaw in the con-

struction as manifest to the eye as would

be a .scar from a hatchet ()n a piece of

cabinetwork. The language _/7/^ in all

its jDarts, and the surface, though it

palpitates and heaves under the living

impulses within, is as smooth as well

adjusted plumage or the fur of a seal.

A ruffle on the exterior of Greek is a

mistake, a wound. The language is in-

capable of hiding an error, au error re-

All that unconscious -tt/-^*,\«^.

ambiguity and uninten- pression.

tional equivocation which so abound in

the best modern literature disappear

from Greek like impurities from quick-

silver. They are squeezed out of the

living fluid which .shines and sparkles

and is clean and perfect even in the dirt.

In the best days of Greek the language

had risen to an organic and spiritual

purity which it was impossible to defile.

The details of the language, even its

smallest particles, stood like sentinels to

prevent the intrusion of obscurity, the

touch and pollution even of the small

dust of corruption. The Greek articles

were so adjusted as to compel the per-

spicuity of ever}- phrase and clause.

"The doors of the houses are closed,"

says our sturdy English speech, and the

meaning is clear ; but if echo takes up
the last three Avords, saying '

' houses are

closed," the meaning of the original sen-

fence is falsified with the final words of

its own utterance. "The sons of the

dead veterans we saw marching," says

our own strong tongue, and echo cries out

"dead veterans we saw marching," as

if we had beheld their ghosts. But

such mockeries out of echoland can

never arise from Greek. Greek says,

" The of the houses doors are closed;"

and echo repeats "doors are closed,"
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thus verifying instead of contradicting

our utterance. Greek says, " The of the

dead veterans sons we saw marching,"

and echo repeats '
' sons we saw march-

ing." The ghosts have disappeared;

for in Greek no ghost, no shadow, no

N/1 OVIO-IOXMOT-hKTCK l<>-l I C? l><0

IvOMOM OOT*!-! CrntSVCCUO -|xA.i

T<ji:>js.eAY»^ XK4c h>i<.iiVK/ixoo^rm pi

T-OKM PV»"»^-^*V>^V KX'j-Avrroivr^
XV^- i M N^VCTTM |» IOVX f

O t^O I

O

A 1 <jl> ki lo icoec 1 1 *M ^-fl OKloy dw^e
pci>oe Ninroo^xemy r-i 2=^xn^e: rTpxd>-*»'

^rOY^ I CU> Ki lOVOV O IGN^rrvKonT'
^m cn^eci3cei cYrrxKinrxrxoo rs»m -

nracU r ICOGMT-OCK/iOM Cl)CQcJ>*o

-Xf<.OT^XO*l^<J^»^^l<-Oh4cOhJXK4 rC

» 5.>jV>- » ^ »» »> v •"» • .V •» •* - vV »*» >V ,

FACSIMILE OK ANCIKNT GllKEK MANUSCKIPT.

bantering of a double sense was pos-

sible.

Here was a compactness of structure

for which we should look in vain in ciny

Capacity of Othcr SIJCCcll. Lct US not

^I'^f^^rJ'iT tliink, however, that the
nation and ais- * '

placement. unmistakable sense so

admirably woven into these words of

the Hellenes depended for its perfection

upfin mere compactness. On tlic con-

trary, the Greek sentence is plastic. It

may be worked like wax, and still the

integrity of thought be preserved. It

may be attenuated—drawn out until its

clauses are anatomically displaced and
almost disjointed—until only the thin

ligaments of sen-

ten t i a 1 structure

hold together the

displaced and tor-

tured organs. Still

it lives; still it is

the same ; still the

thought is as whole

and unmistakable in

form and feature as

it was before the

sentence was
stretched upon the

wheel. If a bit of

Greek thus tortured

into fantastic form

be translated into

another language,

and the syntactical

shape of the original

be followed or imi-

tated, the translation

will be a monster in

linguistic physiol-

ogy. "Give not

that which is holy

unto the dogs, nei-

ther cast ye your

pearls before swine,

hs/ lltcy trninple

iiiuii-r their fict, ami liiin again

rciid yoji." Thus saith the Eng-

rcndcring, but what saith the

Which beasts are to turn

you? Is it llic swine or

Wliicli of them trample the

In Gr'x^k, the

(Iclachcd,

'V>'

r= OVC

t /it- III

and

lish

Greek?

and rend

the dogs /

pearls under llicir feet?

italic cause, tliough so far

answers the dogs, on/y, turn again and

rend you ; the swine, on/j, trample the
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pearls under their feet. There is no

confusion expressed and none possible,

no ambiguity or hint of equivocation.

So long as the parts of the sentence hang

together, even by the finest filament,

the integrity of the whole is preserved.

The intensity of the Greek language

was another peculiarity for which we

Intensity of find no parallel. Many

by rnpea?hig'^ i^^^as sHghtly variant were
root words. expressed by words derived

from a common stem, and this common
element, echoing through the sentence,

intensified the thought to the close. The
suggestion of the first word was accented

in the second, emphasized in the third,

and sent reverberating through all the

remainder. The very thing which is so

studiously avoided in modern languages,

namely, the tautology of sound, was

carefully cultivated in Greek. There it

was not tautology, but an increasing

stress laid upon the thought in the proc-

ess of its development.

To the ear only slightly attuned to the

harmonies of Greek, an echo is ever pres-

Kxampiesand ent of the idea at first sug-

sylTibrc'tru-"'
gested in the subject of the

toiogy. sentence ; and of this echo

the resonance remains to the close of

the paragraph; and as the mind follows

the evolution from page to page, there

is still a distant murmur caught far off

from the horizon of the first suggestion

of the theme, "llo /'/^tVeutes ta t/icria.

ilierenei," says the Greek, which our di-

versified language renders thus: "The
hunter pursues the wild beasts." But the

fine tautological original runs thus : "The
wildbeaster wildbeasts the wildbeasts." '

Mark the echo. Again the Greek:
•* Ho /^/etes ten poiesinpoiei ;" that is, in

English, "The bard creates poesy," but

in Greek, " The maker makes the mak-

' Literally : The deerm^n deers the deers.

ing;" or, " The poet poets the poesy," or,

" The siaiger sings the singing." In the

thirty-second chapter of the Gorgias one

of the answers of Socrates to Polos is as

follows: Toiouton lincms. /rwnfitai t6

/twnomenon hoion to leiiinon icmnei;

that is, in an English imitation: " The
thing cut is cut such-a-cut-as the thing

cutting cuts;" or, " That which is cut is

cut such a cut as that which cuts, cuts."

Or, as we should say in plain idiom,

"The gash in a thing is the shape of

the blade that cuts it." Nor is there the

slightest sign that Socrates is playing

with his words. Polos answers seriously,

P/iafiictai, "so it appears." The big

brain of the master is simply refining

upon a thought, and his speech bears

him naturally, inevitably, into the repeti-

tion of the root idea expressed in the

syllable tan. Echo will have it so. It

were not elegant Greek unless the crea-

tive thought expressed in the first root

should roll along the sentence, swelling

in intensity to the final cadence.

What may be called the expansibility

of Greek was another noted feature.

While on the one hand the language was

capable of indefinite compression until

even a single small word, by its sugges-

tion, could wellnigh contain an epic, on

the other hand a word might be evolved

of intolerable length, whose meaning

would be summarized—but not ex-

pressed—in a modern language by a

mere monosyllable.

The Greeks, especially the Dorians,

were fond of employing compressed and

abbreviated expressions, powerofcon-

merely suggestive of ^-^^--^3-

the thought or thoughts trated.

which they wished to utter. Words and

mottoes were frequently engraved on

porches, over the entrance to oracles,

and in other significant places, so brief

as to be enigmatical, but still pregnant
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with the weightiest suggestions. One
of the words thus frequently employed

was the Greek for if («). The variety

of senses that might be extracted from

this potent hypothetical particle illus-

trated at once a disposition of the people

and a capacity in their language. The
ambassadors of Philip came down into

Peloponnesus to the stubborn Spartans,

threatening destruction for their contu-

macy. "If the Lacedemonians did not

immediately submit to Philip ; if they

did not cease to deal doiibly with him
;

if they did not at once send the usual

tokens of earth and water as evidences of

their submission, Philip would send an

army against them, overwhelm them
with his power, and blot the city from

existence." The Spartan ephors sat

upon this important message, and re-

turned the following answer

:

"El—if!

Such was the spirit which gave to

the term Laconic its peculiar significance.

On the other hand, we see the Attic

Aristophanes, uproarious in his satire,

coining with entire freedom and in per-

fect accordance with Greek composition

a single word to express all the articles

of fish, flesh, and fowl which were

served on the tables of the'Greeks. Nor
was there anything linguistically absurd

in his ponderous term, Lepadotemacho-

selachogaleokraniolcipsanodrimypotrim-

matosilphioparaomclitokatakechymeno-

kichlepikossyphophattoperisteralektryo-

noptengkephalokingklopeleiolagoosirai-

obaphctraganopterygon

—

Hash!

Still another beauty of Greek was its

harmony. Without doubt, it was one of

the most musical tongues ever employed

Harmonious ut- by men. This is not said

TZ:j:oi merely of its limpid and
oreek. vocalic swectness. The
music of ("MX'ck was not the music of

Italian. Tlie liannony of the vowel

sounds, tender almost as the notes of an

.iEolian harp, was built upon a harmony
of consonantal structure which became
stronger and stronger at the base. It

was the music of Wagner or of Liszt, as

powerful in its lower parts as it was
sweet in its highest register.

Of course the different dialects varied

in the quality of harmony, .i^olic being

the roughest of all and vocaUo street.

Ionic the most melodious. "7,?,Tr=i^^^tTw^itn consonant-

It has been thought that ai strength,

the Greek spoken in the islands of the

.^gean was the softest of all, having a

preponderance of vowels, and being less

wind-shaken with consonantal stridor

than were the mountain dialects of the

interior. Sometimes the Greek word
was wrought out like a sigh, having

both its terminations in the softest vowel

elements. Thus the Ionic word mean-

ing "forever" was aeikaiai. On the

other hand, the Greek consonants when
heaped together, as they many times

were, gave to the opposite extreme of

the language all the force and vehemence
of German. P/it/iisinos, as it well might

be, was a "wheezing sound;" and C/iro-

nou />/ii/iofi^os was the "voice of Saturn."

There was thus from right to left and

from left to right of the great Greek

diapason of speech an extent and variety

far exceeding that presented on the key-

board of any other linguistic instrument

ever invented by man.

Even in the earliest ages of Greek

literature tlic li.innonious quality of the

language came out in full Beauty and re-

force. Homer knew itasthe ^rfohex:
day knows the clouds and meters,

the landscape. Never was such another

vehicle of musical rhythm invented in

this poor sphere as the old bard's billowy

hexameters. It is not the place to illus-

trate in a scholastic way the harmony

and pulse beat of the Homeric verse
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It has in it all of the sounds and music

of the natural world, its mirth and its

sorrow, its whisper and its outcry, its

sympathy and its dolor. To the end of

time and to the remotest corners of the

earth the ear of youth will quicken with

delight with those immortal endings

down which the cadence of the hexa-

meters falls into silence

—

Jios viala polla;

epcita thca glaiicopis Athena; polypIdois-

boia thalasscs.

The Greek nomenclature was pictur-

esque in the last degree. The common-

„ _ est of common nouns were
How Ursa Major
became a con- in a sense poetical. The
stellation. - -, <- .1 1 -n 1animals of the hills and

plains were all named out of some quick

conceit of their leading attributes. The
Greek mind discovered the most striking

feature of everything alive, and with

the discovery named the object accord-

ing to this feature. The huge bear of

the Pindus gorges was called lio arclos,

"the bow," for his back was bent up

like a bow

!

And whoever is curious in such things

may here discover the beginnings of

that process by which the constellations

of heaven were given the names of ani-

mals. The supposition that the groups

of stars have resemblance to the crea-

tures for which they are named is a mere
conceit. It was a freak of language

which transferred the animals of the

earth to the arch of heaven. The Greek,

with his quick discovery of analogies,

called the bend of the Great Dipper, ho

arctos, " the bow." He also called the

huge beast with the bent-up back "the
bow," ho arctos. In after times when it

was found that the Dipper was called

arctos, the undiscerning thought of the

discoverer concluded that it meant the

bear! Presto, ursus was translated from

earth to heaven ! As a matter of fact,

the name arctos had been twice con-
M.—Vol. 2—10

ferred by the quick Greek mind, once on

an earthly and once on a heavenly ob-

ject, and the duller mind of posterity

could not discover the double reference

!

Hence we have no constellation of the

Bow, and Ursa Major still growls at the

North Star. Our little gray squirrel is

the mediaeval schtrclla, from the Greek
scioura; that is, "the little shadetail,"

from scios, " a shadow; " ojira, " a tail,"

and e//a, the Italic diminutive. He was
the little fellow who used his tail for a

sunshade

!

Rising into the realm of proper

names, the picturesqueness of the lan-

guage becomes still more significance and

striking. The names of ?°,!i';f °L*^!,<^ Greek proper

men and women were all names,

highly significant. Never would a Greek
have given to one of his children a

merely senseless epithet to discriminate

him from the rest, as if he were a piece

of merchandise and his name a tag. On
the contrary, some vivid picture arose of

the circumstances of birtli, of the hope
and expectancy of father or mother, of

promise or possible unpromise in the

child himself ; and out of these circum-

stances a poem of one word was com-

posed and given to him for life.

Every Greek was as to his name a

living poem. Whenever he was ad-

dressed the poem was repeated, and

even in the clangor and fury of the

agora we may hear the perpetual rhythm

of the poetical names by which the

Greeks were known. Homeros is the

Blind; Alexandros is the Mandefendei;;

Andromache is the Manbattle, and Pen-

elope the Woofmaker. All the way up,

from the names of insects to the names

of gods, from the names of grass blades

and flowers to the names of the eternal

stars, the same vivid and poetical con-

cepts and creative abundance of the

Greek mind and tongue are exhibited.
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phabet a: id tlie

myth of Cad-
mus.

Thus far nothing' has been said of the

introduction of the Greek alphabet and

The Greek ai- the development of literary

expression. As a general

fact, the history of writing

has its further extremity in shadow and

doubt. It is not probable that the act-

ual beginning of the art of writing as it

has been practiced by any people,

ancient or modern, can ever be dis-

covered. The art begins in obscurity,

and is brought up to regularity and

effectiveness at the same time that the

nation is becoming conscious. The first

efforts at writing take place in the un-

conscious infancy of peoples, into which

the light of memory can never reach.

The story of the introduction of the

Greek alphabet by Cadmus is now re-

manded to its place among the other

myths and legends of the dawn. It is

not likely that the knowledge of writing

was brought in from Phoenicia or from

any other foreign land. Nations do not

thus export and import their arts. Cad-

mus in all probabilit}' was himself a

primitive Greek. His name means
order, and he belongs to that mythical

period when the chaotic elements of

tribal life were giving place to the

settled conditions of nationality. He
may have been a great' leader in the

work of reducing the language of the

primitive Hellenic tribes to regularity

and a written form ; but it was many
ages before the rude methods of the be-

ginning gave place to the elegant picto-

rial transcript of Greek thought which

the Attic poets and nistorians -were able

to produce.

Chapter L.—Arts ok the Greeks.

ERE then we are in

the morning twilight

of the rising arts.

Having considered the

means which were em-

ployed for the develop-

ment and perfection of

Greek life, we may now consider some
of its primary manifestations in the pro-

duction of artistic forms. Doubtless the

earliest endeavor of man after he has

emerged from barbarism and built for

himself a house lies in the direction of

adorning his abode. The first addition

to the mere structure which houses him
from the elements is the token and prom-

ise of the whole architectural evolution.

Here may be drawn the line between

the necessitous and the a;sthetic develop-

ment of the race. At the first the

work is unconsciously done. Perhaps the

birds and beasts never use omamenta
tion. They rise to the level of artisans.

but not to the level of art- Desire for the

ists. A single step beyond, °^r«c?urfi^-
the building powers of the '^^'^ *" ^^'^

animals would enter the domain of fancy

and proceed to ornamentation. !Man does,

before he is fully conscious, enter the

imaginative stage of creation. The
forms which he henceforth produces are

partly real and partly ideal ; and as he

progresses toward the light the ideality

of his work becomes more and moi-e.domi-

nant over th6 reality until it reaches the

limit of pure art.

In the shadowy pre-ITonioric age

Greece had already bc-
/ ,

Greok nrphiteo-

come great in building, tiir.' of tho log-

txr 1 11 • • endary age.We have had occasion m a

former book to speak of the massive ruins

left behind by the Pelasgians in South-
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em Greece. These remains belong to a

legendary age of which the Greeks of

Homer knew nothing except by tradi-

tion. Nor are we able to discover in

the Cyclopean walls of Tiryns or in the

Gate of the Lions at Mycen£E even the

preliminary aspects of Greek art such

as it became in the times of Athenian

We may safely assert that this old first

art of the Greek race—if indeed the Pe-

lasgians were Greeks—fell

into disuse and decadence

during the heroic convul-

sions of the Trojan Wars,

that whatever may have been the im-

pulse which carried the Greeks back into

Artistic gap be-
tween Homerlo
age and the
Persian wars.

It is evident

BEGINNINGS OF GREEK ARCHITECTURE.—Gats ok thb Lions, at Mvcen.«, Restored.—Drawn t>y J. Hoffman.

glory; but the Pelasgic Aryans were

not really a primitive people, and their

art was not a primitive art. They be-

longed evidentl}' to an age of power and

progress. However dimly seen that age

may be, it nevertheless existed ; and it

is no matter of wonder that the Greeks

looked with admiration and astonish-

ment upon the relics of what to them, as

well as to us, was a prehistoric epoch.

Asia on hostile excursions, it drew away

from both Peloponnesus and Xorthem
Hellas the energies of the rising states,

and for a while paralyzed the artistic

as well as the industrial progress of the

race. There is a great break between

the Homeric age and the real rise of

that artistic spirit which prevailed dur-

ing the classical ages. We may assume

that the genius of the people was now
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ripe for an aesthetic development, and

that the mighty shock of the Persian

wars was the excitinof cause of that ar-

"
'
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two to one, or sometimes two and one

quarter to one. Supporting columns

were added, and finally the exterior of

the whole structure became a colonnade

with a frieze and metope and cornice

decorated in the highest styles of art.

blended .somewhat witli that of the Do-
rians and lonians, linding its expres.sion

rather in modifications of their works
than in any distinct accomplishment of

its own. Of the other two races, Dorian
and Ionian, the former stands fir.st in an-

S.-VNCTUARY or POSEIDON. Al' CALAURIA (DEATHI'LAC

The old ^olian Greeks were the leas , ciqr

. artistic in their develop- I

ture affected by
^^^^^^^_ j^ j^ ^^^^ j.^^^^^.^^ ^^^_

tainly that any remnants

Perhaps, in

.MOSTHENESJ.-Drawo Liy J. Hoffman.

It is in the Doric architecture

Dorianarchitec- artistic in their develop-
j

thuc we find most freOiient traces of the

archaic rudeness of the past. Here also

we note that massive solidity, that .se-

prehistcic m
fluencss.

of their works survive,

the course of time, the ^Eolian genius

verity which always characterizes the

art of a people on its first emergence
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from the age of mere building-. It is

easy to see in the remains which the

Dorian race has left behind the hints

of the heavy Cyclopean walls and im-

movable bastions of the Pelasgic archi-

tecture.

The artistic building of the Dorians

found its best expression in three great

Centers ofarchi. Centers? Sparta, Corinth,

':^ZT^r' '-ind Southern Italy. We
Dorians. have already said some-

thing incidentally about the character of

the buildings clustered around the market

place of Sparta. Its peculiarity was the

absence of those elaborate ornaments

with which some future developments

of Greek art were so elegantly and pro-

fusely adorned. In Corinth the building

genius of the Dorian race reached its

climax. Doubtless many influences de-

rived from the lonians had here entered

into union with the native genius of the

Dorian builders and sculptors. It is

thought, moreover, that Corinth was at

the first an ^olian city ; but if so, it was

at an age anterior to the artistic develop-

ment of the Greeks.

Pausanias has left on record an ac-

count of the condition of the city when

Corinth the he visited it in the second

X-nS.'' century of our era. At that

*»£• time Corinth had for three

hundred and fifty years been under the

dominion of the Romans, and its splen-

dor was in a large measure traceable to

the profuse but vulgar patronage of that

great race. Still the architecture and

the art were essentially Greek, and may
be said at that epoch to have been tlic

flower of the Dorian genius. In the

port of Lechaeum stood the great temple

of Poseidon, with its brazen statue of

that god—greatest single monument of

Doric architecture. At the harbor of

Cenchreae was the temple of Aphrodite,

of almost equal grandeur. .The wliole

agora was surrounded with temples and
columns. Here stood the statues of Bac-

chus and of Diana of the Ephesians.

Here was the temple of Fortuna; here

was the magnificent Pantheon, with its

fountain, and another Poseidon of bronze.

It is needless to enumerate in detail

the vast artistic display in statuary and

temples and porches which the city at

this time presented. It suffices to call

attention to the fact that everything

under the influence of the lively genius

of the Corinthians had become ornate

;

that even the old majestic colitmns of

the Dorians had blossomed into that

elegance and elaboration of the capital

which has given to all civilized countries

the name CorintJiian as descriptive of the

very efflorescence of art.

We have mentioned Southern Italy as

another seat of Dorian architecture.

The ancient city of Paestum
Temples of Po-

at the mouth of the bllarUS, seidonand Cerea

on the Tyrrhenian sea, ^ ^^ "'^'

contains the best preserved ruins which

time and war have spared to us of the

Dorian temples. The remains of two
vast structures, magnificent even in

desolation, cover the plain by the sea-

shore. The older and grander of the

two is—or was—the temple of Poseidon.

Only the sky is now above it ; only the

stillness of the Italian landscape around

it; only some peasants or quiet cattle ip

the foreground of the tremendous ruin.

The ground plan is one hundred and

eighty feet in length by eighty feet in

widlli. 'J'lig old Doric columns are

nearly all in their entirety, unshaken

from the place where tliey stf)od in their

ancient splendor. On the lop of the

colonnade the architrave still holds its

place; and in the crevices wild flowers

and vines have found a footing and are

spreading green niid iKMUlifiil in thu

balm of the Italian air.
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The other temple is that of Ceres, or

Vesta—for it is not known to which of

the divinities it was originally dedicated.

The structure is one hundred and

seventy feet in length by forty-eight

feet in width. The outer walls which

formerly inclosed these magnificent

edifices were a sort of pentagon in shape,

having a perimeter of about three miles.

may be said of all peoples, with certain

limitations and exceptions. There is an

inner and an outer life of man, and that

the latter should reflect the former is nat-

ural, inevitable. In no part Greek architeo-

of the work of the race has r„%*l?^reer
this principle been more U'e and genius,

strikingly and happily illustrated than

in the two styles of Greek architecture

TEMPLE OF POSEIDON, AT P^BSTUM, RESTORED.— IJrawn by J. Buhlmann.

The places of the old gates and arch-

ways are still plainly discoverable in the

line of the wall, and the traveler can see i

with his mind's eye the outline of what

was' once, next to the temple of Corinth,

the finest structure built b}' the Dorian

race.

The Greek life wrought itself outward

.

The forms which it took in structure

were transcripts of itself. Perhaps this

known as Doric and Ionic. The impres-

sive grandeur of the one and the airy

f legance of the other were but the tangi-

ble shadows of the character i id genius

of the two peoples. We have already

dwelt upon these ethnic characteristics.

It is sufficient to note that the Ionic

architecture brought out in perfect relief

and full expression the subjective

qualities of that remarkably ideal and
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beauty-loving people by whom it was

created.

In the earlier ages of Greek art the

heavier and coarser varieties of stone

were ixsed for architectural
Use of stucco

;

HeUas becomes purposes. In ordcr to
a land of marble.

^.^,^ exterior finish and

beauty to the column and architrave, as

well as to the ceilings and porches and

walls within, the surface of the stone

was covered with stucco, thus giving a

more elegant finish. It was not until

the fifth century B. C. that marble was

generally substituted for the coarser

stone of the primitive architecture.

From that time forth Hellas became a

land of marble. Especially in those

cities where the highest activities of the

race were displayed was the use of mar-

ble carried to the greatest extent. The
carving of marble became a universal

art ; and the number of artists who were

able to produce elegant work could not

be paralleled in the modern world, even

in Florence.

The Greek mind sought and attained

the highest degree of effectiveness in its

Color used to work. This was reached
Heighten the through the use of the twowork ot the ^^

chibei. great iacts, fonn and color.

Here the judgment of the modern world

has departed from the Greek standard

in disassociating the one from the other.

Modern art uses form for sculpture and

color for painting, but never combines

the two. It is against the canons of

recent criticism to paint a statue or a

column. This was precisely what the

art, of Greece insisted on doing. When
the sculptor's work was completed, the

painter's art began. Whether it was the

instinctive judgment of the race that the

highest end and aim of art could thus be

best attained, or whether the Hellenes

had brought the tradition of painting

their architecture and sculpture from the

Eastern countries, we cannot well deter-

mine; but it is certain that the Greek

temples were painted before they were

regarded as perfect.

The rule was universal. One might

well believe that Parian marble, gleam-

ing white in tlie Grecian Greek theory

sunshine, glinting from t^l^^l'^T'
its carefully carved sur- °^'^^-

face, might have satisfied with form

alone, and that the taste of the Greek

might have hesitated before covering

such a surface Avith pigment ; but not so.

From the earliest development of

temple building and statue carving

color was freely laid on as a means of

decoration. Nor was there any abate-

ment in the application of this rule as

Greek architecture advanced to perfec-

tion, in the age of Pericles. As the

elegance of structure increased—as the

freedom and skill of the chisel became

ereater and o-reater in the hands of the

most famous sculptors of the human race

—the canon of art still required that the

whole should be painted in high colors

before perfection could be attained.

To this end the most brilliant pig-

ments were freely employed—blue, red,

green, and gold—laid on „ ,^ .,„*=
.

Use of brilliant

with a richness and splen- pigments ; stuo-

1 . . . . . . 1 J. CO discarded.
dor of contrast the like of

which has never been witnessed in the

artistic work of any other people. The
art of harmonizing colors had been

mastered to perfection. The most bril-

liant hues ever laid on by the painter's

brush were thus softened by pleasing

juxtapositions with other high colors,

until tlie whole effect was lliat of a

resplendent spectrum blazing in tlie

Grecian atmosphere. After the intro-

duction of marble, instead of the nider

materials of antiquity, the facility for

artistic painting on the surface was

greatly enhanced. Stucco was no longer
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Greek art

;

splendors of the
Acropolis.

employed, and it can not be doubted

that the artist's brush found a field on

the very surface where the sculptor's

chisel had done its finest work for the

display of the richest and

most profuse coloring

ever devised by the

genius of man.
Greece was the arf

crown of the world ; At-

tica was the crown of

Greece ; Athens was the

crown of Attica; the

Great age of AcropoHs
the crown of

Athens ; the

Parthenon the crown of

the Acropolis. This is

to say that, artistically

considered, the very blos-

som of the human mind
was in the Parthenon.

Darius had gone down
into the shadows of the

nether world. Xerxes

had followed his father.

The pale ghosts of the

infinite army had risen in

backward flight from
Plataea's plain and sea-

born Salamis. Athens
had risen from her ashes.

The Acropolis was no

longer a fortress. The
easier slopes of the al-

most inaccessible hill

were cut down into beau-

tiful flights of steps. At
the summit rises the Prop-

ylsea. Mnesicles is the

architect. The whole hill

is solemnly devoted to

the guardian deities of the cii\. 1 i:'

victorious Athena Promachos stands to

the left of the great ascent. She over-

looks the divine city which bears her

name. On the high level of the na-

tive rock rise two temples which may
fairly be reckoned the most beauti-

ful and ideal structures ever created

by the artisans and artists uf the

world. The smaller of the two is the

Erechtheum, the great national sanc-

tuary of the Ionian race, shrine of the
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common people, temple of Poseidon. In

the eldest days Poseidon had stood on

this spot. Here he had contended with

Athena for the supreme place in the

adoration of the primitive Greeks. Here
he had set up his trident while the

august Athena was planting a laurel.

But the trident could not call up the

splendid Karyatids, or woman figures,

bearing baskets on their heads. Around
the frieze was a succession of scenes in

relief from the Panathenaic festival, and
in like style in the metope were illustra-

tions from the myths and legends of

Greece.

But greater, vaster, more beautiful

THE AtKUPOLlS.— L)i..*ii by E. Guillaunic, from .1 (jlioiogr

ocean to Ihc top of the hill, and llie

laurel flourished. Athena was victorious

from the first.

The Erechthcum was in the Ionic

style. The porticoes were supported by

Artistic features elegant coUimns of that
oftheErech- , q 1 r ,1
theumandthe '^M'"-- ^-"^ ""'' '""'- "' ^'"^

Parthenon. principal tcmplc was the

1 [all of the Maiden.s, in which the super-

structure was upheld by a scries of

than the Ercchlhcuni was the Parthenon.

The name is from the (jreek word pnr-

lltoia, meaning " a virgin "—epithet of

Athena. The style was Doric, but tht

columns and entablatures were much
lighter and more elegant than the corre-

sponding parts of the massive temples of

Southern Italy and fiicily. The ground

plan was two hundred and twenty-six

feet in length l)y one hundred feet in
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breadth—a parallelogram. Within were

two rows of columns dividing the inte-

rior into three naves. Other colonnades

divided the space transversely, and the

imposts of the interior work bore sec-

ondary colonnades above. There were

two principal spaces, the one in the rear

being the treasury of the Athenians

where the nioneys and many of the

memorials and trophies cf the state

were deposited. It was the interior

AcroiDolis or stronghold of the Ionic race,

no longer defended merely by its inac-

cessibility, no longer a simple fortress

on a precipice, but surrounded in the

days of glory and triumph with the pan-

oply of all the Greeks.

But it was in the anterior space of the

Parthenon, the Promos, next the entrance

from the Propyla;a, that
The supreme art

.

' •'

,

glories of the the maximum triumph of
Promos.

^j^g genius of Hellas had

been achieved. This is said of the tangi-

ble expression in forms of marble and

ivory and gold of those sublime concepts

of beauty for which the Greeks were

unrivaled in their own age, and indeed

in all the world. In no other spot on

the earth was there ever such an apoca-

lypse of art as in the front space of the

Parthenon. Here stood the great chiys-

elephantine statue of Athena by Phidias.

In her left hand she held her spear, and

in her right a Winged Victory. By her

side was the sun-broad shield, on her

head the majestic helmet, and on her

bosom the panoply. Before her and at

the left were smoking altars, and around

her in the spaces of the colonnades a

collection of statues by the greatest

sculptors of the greatest people. In the

vast interior were ninety of the master-

pieces of Phidias.

The subjects of the sculptures of the

Parthenon were mythological—Grecian.

Here was wrought out the contention of

Poseidon with Athena for the posses.

sion of Attica. Yonder was the legend

of the birth of the goddess
Subjects ofthe

from the head of Zeus, Aoropoutan

d., . sculptures,
in the metopes were

Centaurs. The

THE APHRODITE OF MELOS.
Drawn by H. Volz, from the original in the Louvre.

frieze, four hundred feet in length, was
filled with a transcript in marble relief

of the Panathenai'c festival. Here were

mounted the young Athenian horsemen
in the great procession—perhaps the
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most ideal and beautiful heads ever done

in stone. Here were the great refrac-

tor}' bulls led to the sacrifice, and well-

wreathed rams ready to be offered, the

whole constituting a scene which in the

existing mutilated fragments of the work
still shines forth on the wondering gaze

of travelers and artists in the museums
of foreign lands.

The prime quality in the art work of

the Greeks was ideality. Nature and

man were idealized. It was in this re-

spect that the Greek o^enius
Ideality the ^

.

'^
.

prime quality rose to its casy preemi-
of Greek art. , i • j -,

nence over the mind and

achievement of other races. The vivid-

ness of the inner concept flashed forth

into form and figure. The vision grew

in brightness as the chisel and brush

played through the radiance and shadows

of the studio or along the architrave of

the temple. All natural objects were

idealized. They took from the mind of

the artist a beauty and brilliancy more

than their own. Especially were all liv-

ing forms thus lifted into ideal majest)-

and perfection. The Greek mind was

not greatly inspired with the inanimate

outlines of the natural world. It does

not appear that the artists of the race

"communed with nature" in the sense

in which that^ phrase is understood by

modern poets. Motion and life, as ex-

hibited in living forms, were necessary

to rou.se the sympathies and enthusiasm

of the Greek.

We see these qualities exhibited in the

heroic poems. They are the epics of

Motion and life life and action. Description
andhumanity

,,f ^| natural world isthe motiis ol the
Greek epics. employed only incident-

ally and as a circumstance of the action.

The reader of the Ilimi and tlie Odyssey

must be surprised to note the mere pass-

ing and half-trivial references to the as-

pects of nature. It is the song of man.

In all of Greek art the same thing reap-

pears. It is the art of humanity. The
Greek mind grew vivid on the side of all

the humanities ; but it required iJic sense

of sight to bring forth its supreme activ-

ities.

It is surprising to mark the feebleness

of the achievement of the Greeks in the

art of music. Only a narrow gamut of

four poor notes bearing the
'- Absence of mu-

monotonOUS cadences of slcal genius ; the
,, 1 . ,, ., , Greek statuary.
the chant, or the pibroch-

like paean of battle could find expression

in the meager scheme of musical nota-

tion. But under the inspiration of the

sight of life the Hellenic hand was mar-

velous. It carved and idealized all liv-

ing forms, but especially the form of

man, of woman. Statuary rose above

architecture. Sculpture proper, the por-

trayal in marble or bronze or ivory, of the

idealized figures of mortals and immor-

tals provoked the highest genius of

the race. Greece became the land of

statuary. The work multiplied in vari-

ety and extent beyond the limits of

description. The cities were full of

statues, and sculptors were like mer-

chants for number. Nor was the work
merely a trade. On the contrary, it rose

everywhere to perfection. Not only

were the statues of the gods, the he-

rpes, the Titans, sublime, but even the

busts of common Athenian democrats

were great in art, and the very Hermae

that marked the corners of the streets

were masterjjieces.

The sculpture of the Greeks reached

its clima.x about the middle of the fifth

century B.C. It was at this ^,•'

^ _
Chmax of sculp-

period that Phidias, Colotes, tuiu in the .leo... J, ol Phidias.and Alcamcnes nour-

ished. Much of their work was done

under the patronage of the state, and

after the fall of Pericles they, in com-

mon with the other friends of tliat
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statesman, suffered at the hands of the

reiietionary party. But during the peri-

od of their ascendency they flourished

as no other artists of the world have ever

flourished. The extent of their work is

incredible. Attica, with her tremendous

artistic development, could not contain

and trammel iip tlie activities of her

form of Greek religion. It had already

become one of the most beautiful cities

in all Hellas, The temple of the Olym-
pian Zeus here situated was regarded as

a marvel in a marvelous age. It was tc

execute a statue of the god for this mag-
nificent temple that Phidias was drawn
from his work in Athens. V<<r four

INTERIOR OF THli TLMl'l E ill ,:El.S AT OLV.Ml'IA, KL.-Ti)kl,

geniuses. Distant cities called for them,

and through all Greece the sublime

work of their chisels was seen.

About 437 B. C, Phidias was called to

Olvmpia, in Western Pelo-
"I'ne Phidian '

• -, .

siission at oiym- pouncsus, to aid m glorify-

ing that remarkable city of

art. Olvmpia was the place of the great

national games and the center of one

years he wrought at the task. The art

evolution in Greece had now proceeded

from the coarser forms of stone, by way
of marble, to that form of statuary called

chryselephantine; that is, gold-and-

ivory. Bronze had already been a long

time employed coincidently with marble.

The tremendous statue of Athena Pro-

machos, standing on the Acropolis,
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CHRYSELEPHANTlNh STAIUK OK ZEUS ULYMl'lUS, Khh 1 OKKl). -lioni M.igaznit oj Art.

looking out to sea, was of bronze,

from the immortal hands of Phitlias.

This great work was about fifty-five

feet in lieight. .Statuary had become

epical, lieroic, colossal.

in Ihe execution of llic magnificent
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statue of Athena for the Promos of the

Parthenon, Phidias -was ordered by the

Statues of city to spare no expense

c'^honncfzrs" ^h^-it might add to the rieh-

Olympics. iiess and costliness of the

work. He accordingly chose ivory and

gold as the principal constituent mate-

rials. The body of the statue and most

of the parts indicating the actual outline

of the goddess were of ivory, while the

ornamental parts, such as the helmet

and the panoply of the bosom, were of

solid gold. Perhaps no effect ever at-

tained by any other means in art was
comparable with the splendor which was
imparted by the chryselephantine compo-

sition.

On going to Olymj^ia, Phidias chose

the same materials for the statue of Zeus

From the original, in Villa Luduvibi, Rome.

Olympios. It is likely that he sought

from the first in this work to surpass all

of his previous efforts. He chose for

line god the sitting posture. In one

hand he placed a Winged Victory, and
in the other the scepter. Whatever
may have been the ambitions of the

artist, the result rose easily to the cli-

max. It was

conceded b y
antiquity that

the Olympian

statue was the

masterpiece of

Phidias, and,

indeed,themas-

terpiece of art.

The colossal
effigy was sixty

feet in height,

and was doubt-

less the sub-
1 i m e s t repre-

sentation of di-

vine things in

human form

ever conceived

by the brain or

executed by the

hand of men.
The statue was
reckoned as one of the seven wonders
of the world,' and during the classical

ages drew to itself the admiring gaze of

travelers and artists from every quarter

of the earth.

We have already remarked upon the

bright apprehension of the Preeminence of

Greek mind with respect to
the Greek sculp-

I- tors over all

beauty of form. The ability other artists.

of the race to idealize and express

ArHKulM I h,

Fiom the original, ia the Capitol at

Rome.

'The other six wonders of the ancient world were

the Pyramids of Egypt; the Pharos, or lighthouse, of

Alexandria ; the Colossus of Rhodes ; the Wails and

Hanging Gardens of Babylon ; the Tomb of King

Mausolus ; and the Temple of Diana of the Ephe-

sians. It will be noted that the other six are all

archilectiiral in their character. Regarded as a

purely artistic concept and expression of the hu-

man genius, the 01 mpian statue of Zeus may be

placed at the head of all.
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in physical images the outline and fea-

tures of men and deities was equal to

the brilliancy of the concept. It was for

these reasons that the Greek sculptors

became preeminent over all rivals in all

lands. Neither heliind them in an-

tiquity, nor before Iheni in future ages,

did any arise who could fairly compete

for the palm in scul])ture.

We are here, however, to consider

not so much the achievement itself as its

reactionary effect upon the Greek mind
and its influence in develop- Reactionary of-

ing the tastes and disposi- ^^f^"^^.Te''
tions of the people. It can people.

not be doubted that the multifarious

work of the Greek artists reacted in a

marvelous manner on the common peo-

ple and tended to their refinement.

Before the end of the Hellenic ascend-

ency in ancient history taste had be-

come a passion with the Greeks, to the

extent that the untasteful thing was
reckoned the maximum of Avickedness.

The presence in visible form—on the

friezes of all public buildings, in the

cclla of the temples, in the streets and

market places of the cities—of the tangi-

ble expression of the legend, the tradi-

tion, the history, and the glory of the

Greek race, acted as an inspiration even

to the bottom of society, and the whole

people became judges of art and subjects

of its refining influences.

It is the relics of these art works of

Greeks that now enrich the museums of

the civilized nations. This t^-t-. • „<-.i,«Diffusion ofthe

is that classical art beyond HeUenic sculp-
tures and

which no other has sculptors,

reached, to which no other has attained.

Greece in the latter ages of her ascend-

ency became a treasury out of which the

works of genius were gathered and ex-

ported to other lands. Sometimes it

was the work and sometimes it was the

artist himself that went by exportation.

Mistress Rome allured hundreds of the

great Greek schlptors and painters to the

west to find shelter under her coar.se

but mighty wing. Afterward she be-

came a spoiler. vShiploads of Greek

art, the finest ever produced by mortal

chisel, were borne away. The Greek

cities were robbed, the Greek temples

spoliated, the Greek shrines emptied or
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Fate of the ar-

tistic treasures
of the Greeks.

their treasures, in order that the parvenu

nabobs of Rome might possess what

they could not create.

The process of dui^licating the great

works of Hellas was taken tip and car-

ried forward for centuries.

At length the barbarians

burst the barriers of the

Alps, and the treasures of ages sunk

into the earth. Thousands and hun-

dreds of thousands of marbles most ele-

gant, most beautiful, most sublime were

buried in cellars and gardens, and other

thousands were knocked from their

niches and broken into fragments by

the avenging races of the north. Sub-

sequently the tide of art treasure set to-

ward Constantinople. A large part of

what had been spared to Greece by
Western Rome Avas carried to Eastern

Rome. It was to Constantinople that

Phidias's statue of the Olympian Zeus

was taken, in the reign of Thcodosius I,

and there that immortal work perished

by fire in A. D. 475.

In recent times there has been a re-

vival of the quest for the art treatures of

Abundance of the Greeks. Out of the

earth of Italy, out of the

streets of her cities, out of

her forums and gardens and basements,

out of Sicily, out of Cyprus and Crete,

out of the Ionian coast, out of the ar-

chipelago, thousands upon thousands of

busts and statues and groups, some in

tolerable perfection, others eaten by
earth-acids and time, others mutilated

by violence, have been exhumed and
M.—Vol. 2— II

such works iu

foreign muse-
ums.

transported to foreign lands. One must
needs walk through the long aisles of a

great museum to be struck with wonder
at the relics of that marvelous age in

which the chisels of the Greeks carved

their wonders fjr the admiration of

posterity.

It was, then, the intellect of the

Greeks that became the master force first

in Eastern Europe, and afterwards in the

world. It was an intellect jEsthetic devei-

of vast reason, of keen "^^^^ °^^;„^-^

perceptions, and of artistic t^^^ senses,

tastes—a creative intellect, that wrought

out the greatest poems and the finest

statuary and painting which have ever

been achieved by man. The activity of

thisGi-eek mind was through the senses,

especially the sense of sight, which took

in with keenest admiration all living

forms and suggested their reproduction

in images of marble and bronze. The
development of the race was aesthetic,

creative, philosophical. Within this

range the activities of the Greeks

were prodigious to a degree that no

modern people have been able to im-

itate or even to understand. If the

development had been uniform, sym-

metrical in all direction.s—if the social

and political evolution had kept pace

with the purely intellectual and artistic

expansion of the Greek race—the won-

der of mankind would doubtless have

been intensified with the spectacle of the

most complete and enduring civilization

which the growth of the human race has

thus far presented.
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CHAF="rE:R LI.—Civil Society

high institution.

al forms among
the Greeks.

E turn, in the next

place, to the consid-

eration of the political

forms of the Hellenic

people, estimated with

respect to the influ-

ence of the same on

the destinies of this branch of mankind.

Here again we are confronted with pe-

culiarities in the Greek character which

we should not have expected. The
enormous activities of the people would

have led to the deduction of a large and

substantial political growth. AVe should

Expectation of have expected that the

institutional forms of the

Greeks would present de-

velopments and perfections correlative

with the other achievements of the race

;

but it was by no means so. The Greek

mind blazed up in a conflagration of un-

exampled brilliancy, but its work in so-

cial structure was weak and evanescent.

The construction and maintenance of

political institutions is by no means the

highest, or ev'en one of the highest,

forms of human activity. - On the con-

trary, it is one of the lower functional

•works of tlie mind—a coarser and less

rational process than that which is con-

versant with letters and art.

The Greeks were never in any sense

politically great. There was much in the

Weakness ofso- Structure of their society

Stfon'olth, ^^'hi^-1^ "^'-^y ^-e" ^e looked

'ace. on witla amusement by

the publicists and statesmen nf modern

times, 'i'herc was never any broad po-

litical foundation laid in Greece, never

any largely considered institutional form

as an expression of national life. On
the contrary, everything was local and

peculiar. If we consider the history of

Greece as a whole, Ave shall see that for

some reason ever}'- movement in the di-

rection of what we should call political

unity or nationality was checked and

paralyzed by countervailing tendencies

too strong to be overcome. The result-

ing segregation, division, and consequent

political weakness of the Greeks, even

in the times of their greatness, has been

the subject of a thousand melancholy re-

flections on the part of those to whom the

development of political grandeur has

appeared to be the chief aim of the hu-

man race.

There is, however, another and totally

different view to be taken of this matter.

The progress of humanity philosophical re-

has not vet been sufficient- l";'!""' ^I^.^nt. to government

ly forward to allow a final considered,

generalization on the subject of govern-

ment. It can not be denied on the one

hand that there have been instances in

history in which the genius of the race

has seemmgly wasted itself for the want

of the restraints and conservative influ-

ence of stable political institutions; but

it is still more easy to cite examples of

the opposite condition. We have seen

many instances of overgrown political

structure under which the genius, the

individual energies, and the really sub-

lime powers of man have been crushed

as under Juggernaut. In.stances of the

too great institutional growth of human
.society are far more frequent than in-

stances of too feeble growth. The (jucs-

tion is profoundly philo.sophical. Wliat

is government for? Does it exist for

itself? Is it a means unto an end or it-

,self an end? Is it, on the whole, desir-

able that a great political image shall be
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constantly before the minds of a people ?

or does it not rather stand in the way

of the expansion, the growth, and tlic

genius of a given race? How much
government, and in what form, is neces-

sary that the best results of the human
evolution may be reached? These are

among the profoundes^t questions with

which modern societies

have to deal ; and it may
be frankly confessed

that, according to the

deepest penetration of

many of the ablest men
of the passing age, the

world has, on the whole,

been too viuchgovcrncdiox

its own best interests.

That is, the political

structures of which men
in various ages and coun-

tries have availed them-

selves have been too

stood at this extreme of society. They
neither sought for nor obtained a large

political structure. On the All the Greeks

contrary, they preferred ^^^Xf^uca.
that all civil provisions structure,

and bonds should rest upon them lightly.

They were as little disposed to have so-

ciety clad with a ponderous and gor-

geous drapery as they

were to clothe them-

selves with the weight

of inconvenient and

heavy garments.

This nonpolitical dis-

position among the

Greeks was common to

all branches of the race.

The Dorians as well as

the lonians had an an-

tipathy for elaborate

civil government. Their

institutions were in a

high degree empirical.

MILITARY COSTU.MliS OF GREEKS AND GREEK COLONISTS.

heavy, too rigid, and much too splendid

for the best interests of human kind. It

may still be determined by the wisdom

of the future that only so much political

form is valuable to men as is absolutely

needed for the expression of their

will and the promotion of their pur-

poses.

Among the ancient peoples the Greeks

They were created according to the exi-

gency of circumstances, and were not ex-

tended beyond the limits of actual useful-

ness. There never was among the Greeks

any considerable attempt to construct

what would be called a logical system of

government. It does not appear to have

occurred to the Greek lawmakers and

statesmen that a system of civil polity
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cotild be created h priori in which man-

kind in general, as much as the Greeks

in particular, should be considered.

The science of government did not

exist. It is not certain that it would not

Political order have appeared ridiculous to

aKverrj;.t Greek statesmen
_

to pro-

by trial. pose a Scheme wider than

th3

pose

particular circumstances before

expediency. If we could fathom the

concepts of the greatest civilians among
the Greeks, it is likely that we should

find neither desire nor purjDose on their

part to look at government in any light

other than that of immediate adaptation

to the wants of a particular community.

It is from this point of view that we
must consider the formal leo;islation of

MAKKET OF SI'AKTA-MKETING PLACE OF THE EPHORS.

lo tli« backgruund, the ciiiidd ; in foreground, statue of Hermes willi inf.inl P.iccims; in nyddle distance, statue of Spartan people and

temptc of tlic ^foirai ; on tlie rislit, tlic Pe^^i.ln Hall adorned witli spoil* of the Persian wars.

them. In all the revolutions—and their

name was legion—which burst out and

ran an explosive course in the demo-

cratic states of Greece, there was never

an effort to look at the question of polit-

ical institutions from a wider point of

view than that of local and temporary

tlie Greeks. Most writers have chosen

to regard Lycurgus and .Solon as great

political logicians, .skillful ^, „ , ,
\ . . Philosophy of
in the craft of creating in- theLycurgiaa

stitutional forms. Nothing
^^^'

could be further fi-om the tnilh. They
were men of expediency, quick to dis-
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cern tlie existing condition of affairs

among tlieir respective peoples. Tiicj

simply expressed the rules of political

action which were requisite for the

maintenance of the current order. There

was nothing in the legislation of either

to regenerate society. There was noth-

ing to la}' for society a broader founda-

tion—nothing to indicate the existence

of enlarged views or statesmanlike pro-

, clivities iu either the Spartan or the

Athenian.

Lycurgus found among the Dorians

the dominant fact of aristocracy. That

Social and poii.-
*"^*^

'"I^^
^'""e^^ly been

icai aristocracy evolved in the natural prog-
oi the Spartans. r ii Tv •

i^ ress ot the Uonan people.

The Heraclidffi, the old mythical leaders

of the race out of the north, had become
the natural progenitors of a breed of

aristocrats calling themselves freemen.

These were the real conquerors of

Laconia. They founded the Spartan

commonwealth. Their jiride led to non-

intercourse. Their austerity prevented

the growth of retinenients. The subject

classes fieared them, hated them. It was
under such conditions that Lycurgus,

himself one of the aristocracy, a traveler

in Crete and a Spartan of the Spartans,

laid his hand to the work of legislation;

but he created nothing, and reformed

little. The whole purpose of his work
was to maintain and fortif}' the existing

order. His statutes simply tended to

confirm and make permanent a state of

atfairs which the genius of the Spartan

race had already produced.

At the head of Spartan society Lycur-

gus found a royal family, the alleged

Relations of the descendants of the sons of

^nTrh^V^T Hercules. To these he saveand the Cjerou- &
sia. the supreme place in the

state. Two of them wore dominated

kings. To them was assigned the com-

mand of the Spartans in war and, to a

certain extent, the enforcement of civil

authority in pieace. But while the kings

were thus set at the head, they were also

included in the principal legislative body
called the Gerousta, or Senate. This

was composed of thirty members, twenty-

eight besides the kings. The latter pre-

sided over the deliberations of the body.

The members were elected by the vote

of the Spartan freemen. An}- one of the

electors might in turn be eligible to

membership in the Gerousia; but lie

must tirst be sixty years of age. This

body was not only tlie supreme legisla-

tive authority of Sparta, but also the

supreme court. Its functions were

double. The Gerousia first made the

law and then interpreted it. The power of

the kings was restricted hy the authority

of the body to which they belonged.

Such was the essential constitution of

the primitive Spartan commonwealth.

It will be noted that this kind of

government was an oligarchy of the

purest type. It was the Essential oli-

domination of the few. g^^'^hyofthe
system; the

All ex])erience shows how ephors.

natural and inevitable, indeed, is the

movement of such a body toward the

severest forms of tyrany. In Spai'ta a

necessary provision against this tendency

was foUnd in tlie creation of a body of

more popular officers, called the ephors.

These wei'e the only break on the iron

wheel of the Gerousia. The ephors

were elected by tiie people at large

—

that is, the Spartans at large—and stood

as their representatives, like the better

known tribunes of the people iu the

Komau system of government. The
ephors had a check, or veto, upon the

actions of the Gerousia; but they could

originate nothing, eufo-rce nothing.

They stood for that function of govern-

ment which in modern states is called

the veto power.
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It is not needed in this connection to

enter into any detailed account of the

characteristics of the Lycurgian system.

Such discussion belongs rather to formal

liistor}^ than to an account
Military intent , . ,

and office of tha of the ethnic develojjmcnt
constitution. ^^ mankind. In so far as

the legislation of Lycurgus may be said

to have had any definite object, any

rational end to

be attained, it

looked to the

creation of a

citizen soldiery.

All the energies

of the state were

bent to the one

piirpose of mak-

ing soldiers.
This is said par-

ticularly of the

free Spartans.

Themiddleclass,

activities. The end was that he might

serve the state as a warrior. The girls

were subjected to virtually the same
discipline. As a result, there was a tre-

mendous vigor in the Spartan women
which some have called masculinity.

They were openly taught from childhood

that their business in the world was to

bear soldiers and rear them. After

the juvenile age

the Lycurgian

statute took the

matter in hand,

and from that

time forth the

discipline of the

youth was almost

wholly military.

Further on ha

was taught tac-

tics. The Spar-

tan system of

and

called the Pcriari, were also of a military

development, but the principal thing was

to make every free vSpartan into a heavy

armed soldier—a Jioplitc, in the phrase-

ology of Greek.

The means unto this end were partly

social and partly political. We have

Meanuadoptod already seen how slrcnti-

ous were the exertions, bvto make all

Bpartans sol'

<i'«"' means of the Spartan gym-
nasium, to bring up the boy to the full

development of liis physical powers and

\ND EGVI'TIANS COMPARED.

directing an army in the field was

admirable for an unscientific age. It

is likely that the ancient world did

not furnish a parallel to the resisting

power and aggressive force of the Spar-

tan phalanx in battle. Thucydides has

recorded his wonder at the celerity and

precision of the .Spartan military move-

ments, and especially at the case with

wliich the general made his commands
felt in all parts of the field.

It was a part of the discipline, of thi;
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system, of the theory of this people to

be as wary as they were brave; not

Ethics of Spar- to prcss an advantage to

tan discipline
^j^ extent of risking it ; not

and battle-malt- '^

itjg. to make a reckless pursuit

or to indulge in any wild and visionary

military movement. The discipline re-

quired that the Spartans should stand up

in the shock of battle, receive the onset,

and repel it at whatever cost ; that they

should advance courageously against the

enemy, however ovenvhelminghis num-
bers, and should coolly meet all the

perils of the struggle without even the

consideration—much less the regard—of

danger. Such was the perfection of the

training that the same stoical manner
and total indifference to results which

characterized the Spartans in the agora

and at the communal tables where they

banqueted at home, was carried into

battle and maintained in the midst of

carnage, even to the utter extinction of

the last man of the phalanx.

Lycurgus has had the reputation of

Having determined, if he did not create,

the social and industrial condition of the

Preexisting sys. Spartans; but here again

n^pirptrd"- the credit is misplaced,
by Lycurgus. Jt has been said that the

division of the lands into thirty-nine

thousand equal lots, of which the Spar-

tans proper received nine thousand,

while the remainder went to the Perioeci

and others, was devised by the Lycur-

^an statutes. For this the authority of

Plutarch is cited ; but more recent inves-

tigations have shown that Lycurgus

merely adopted the prevailing system of

landovvnership. It is highly probable

that the Heraclidas on their incoming

with the Dorians had made an equal di-

vision of the lands, and that this funda-

mental ownership continued to the times

of Lycurgus. Nearly all primitive peo-

ples have had a similar communal ar-

rangement of their real estate, and it ia

not likely that the matter was carried

further in Sparta than in some other

countries.

In course of time great inequalities in

wealth had come to pass, and it will be

conceded that the Lycur- constitutional

gian statutes were a strong tT:.nas°s1ng of

countercheck upon this wealth,

tendency. It might be truthfully said

that the most marked feature of this

legislation, considered as a whole, was
its antipathy to all of those processes

by which men become great through in-

dustrial enterprises and the accumula-

tion of wealth. With respect to these

things the laws of Lycurgus may be

said to have been devised with as mucli

cunning as severity. Everything was

skillfully contrived to put a damper on

accumulation, to prevent the growth of

the commercial spirit, and to forestall

the amassing of fortunes. The theory

that all Spartan citizens were equals was

extended to mean that they should con-

timie so. The evolution of individual

power, instead of being encouraged as a

healthful tendency, was checked, held

back, and hampered by the Avhole force

of society and the state. Doubtless in

the times of the Spartan ascendency the

natural forces of human life had suffi-

ciently declared themselves to make some
rich and others poor; but it was the

strusrarle of nature against the artifice of

man, and the inequality was reduced to

a minimum.
In one respect, however, all Spartan

citizens were equal : they must all alike

submit themselves to the , .No democracy
rigor of a certain discipline except inmiii-

1 1 • 1 ii i 1 tary training.
by which they were to be

fitted for their place in the state, and

particularly for their duties in the field.

This part of the theory was so rigorotui

as to admit of no variation or departure
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from the common standard. The type

of character thus produced was suffi-

ciently uniform, but it Avas by no means

a democratic uniforinity. The aristo-

cratic principle always asserted itself;

and when one Spartan citizen is said to

haVe been equal to another, it must be

understood in the sense of an oligarchic

equality without a symptom of popu-

larity in it.

When it is said that the Spartans were

any of these things was totally foreign

to the genius and the practice of the

dominant race. As to the cultivation of

the soil, that was attended to by the

Perioeci and the Helots. ]\Icrchandis-

ing, mai-keting, and the like, were the

business of the same classes, or of the

few mercenary foreigners whose pres-

ence was barely tolerated in the city. So
completely were the true Spartans ab-

sorbed in their one business of war that

LIFE OF WAR.—AiusTOMENES FiCHTiNi; Ills Way Out ok Ik. v.

a race of soldiers, the expression is

Bometimes erroneously taken as a figure

Warforfreehorn of speech ; but there is here

Kftrthe" no metaphor at all. Every
PerioBci. free Spartan was a sol-

dier. It was his business to be a soldier.

The dominant element in Spartan society

was simply a warlike force. With the

ordinary industrial occupations the Spar-

tan citizens had absolutely nothing to

do. They were neither agriculturists,

merchants, nor manufacturers. To be

it is a puzzle to the modern inquirer to

understand in what waj' their energies

found vent in times of peace. The so-

cial dispositipns of the pcoi:)le were

abridged and held in check by the anti-

literary spirit and incommunicative

genius of the race. Only the recurrence

of the national games and festivals

called forth and exercised the disposi-

tion of a people to whom refinements

were distasteful .-ind by whom polite oc-

cupations were tdlrilly discredited.
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the oommunal
table by Ly-
curgus.

It is not oui- purpose here to recount

the cunning- expedients which Lycurgus

Institution of adopted to prevent foreign

intercourse and to smother

the commercial spirit at

home. The story of his iron money is

sufficiently,well known. Perhaps if -any

single feature of his legislation may be

called original, that is, if any part of it

introduced an actually new feature of

social development, it was the institu-

tion of the communal tabic. To this the

Greeks gave the name of Syssilia. It was

a public mess. All »Spartan citizens

were divided among the various messes.

This signified that a certain number
should each day sit at the joint tables,

which were provided from a common
store and according to a uniform bill of

fare. It was a part of the Lycurgian sys-

tem to make the fare as despicable as

possible. A sort of coarse black bread

and sundry beans and fish consti-

tuted the principal meal. Wine and

game from the forests were added under

certain restrictions.

In determining the group of fifteen

persons who should sit at the common

Intercourse at table all preferences of

boaS'-^theLa- fi'iendship and all family

conic manner. tjes wcre put asidc. The
group was made up by lot, and this cir-

cumstance intensified the unsocial char-

acter and laconic intercourse of the feast.

Only few words were spoken, and they

must be to the point. A mere hint was

better than an explication. Jocularity

and enthusiasm were as foreign to such

an assemblage as warmth under the snow

or a smile on the face of the sphinx.

For the rest, Lycurgus may be re-

To what extent garded simply as the for-

represeTt'erthe "^"l^-^tor into Statute of the

Dorian race. existing iisagcs and tend-

encies of the Dorian race. It must be

remembered, however, that the Spartans

were not in all respects typical of the

Dorians, and that their right to repre-

sent that people in their institutional

forms has been strongly contro^verted.

But the Spartans were the most con-

spicuous example of Dorian develop-

ment, and Lycurgus was their lawgiver

to the extent of giving his name to those

early usages by which the course of the

people was politically, and to a certain

extent socially, determined.

The system whicli he established was

sufficiently fixed and durable. It was
presently used as a crite- „^ •'

_
.

Permanency of

rion by which the practices the Lycurgian
, . , „

.
. constitution.

of the Spartan people were

regulated in war and in peace. The
Lycurgian laws held their own. The
revolutionary and reformatory tendency

was but feebly felt at Sparta. While

the democratic states of Greece were full

of insurrection, tumult, progress, action,

and reaction, Sparta held on her course.

Her vicissitudes were many, but her

changes few. The old impress was re-

tained, the old type upheld, not only

during the Spartan ascendency in

Greece, but to the very end of Grecian

nationality. The last kings who reigned

at Sparta had in them the spirit of the

race. The same austerity and haughti-

ness which had been exemplified in

Eunomus and Polydectes was the dom-

inant passion with Agis and Lysander

;

and the Spartan women at the last were

as heroic, as nonchalant, and as silent

in grief and joy as they had been in the

earliest ages.

The striking differences between the

peoples of Northern and Southern

Greece were the result of Divergence of

development. We may i^hlnl^sTn

easily discern in primitive development.

Attica much of the same aristocratic and

oligarchic quality that we have found in

the vSpartans. The first institutions of
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the two countries were not so dissimilar

as they afterwards became. It is evident

that the Ionian chiefs and warriors,

under whose leadership the peoples of

several of the northern states were es-

tablished, were in those countries the

natural progenitors of an aristocracy.

The difference was not in the beginning

but in the growth. In Central Greece

wmm

HUST Ol- AN KIMIETKS.

certain democratic checks appeared at

an early day which prevented the aris-

tocratic evolution and turned the spirits

and practices of tlic people into new
cIkuiiicIs.

All students of history have taken

some note of the in.stitulions of Draco.

The bad reputation of this lawgiver with

posterity is now shown to have been in

large measure i:nmerited. The prover-

bial statement that his laws were writ-

ten in blood instead of ink Nature of the

has been found to have no ^^eTy oTpuT'
other basis than the ishment.

prejudice of his democratic countrymen

and the foolish repetition of posterity.

Not a line of the Draconian laws has

been preserved in their original form.

We are indebted for our knowledge of

this code to Plutarch's references to the

subject in his sketch of Solon. It may
be accepted that the legislation of the

older publicist was severe. Plutarch

relates that the earh' usages of the

lonians were immoderate in the punish-

ment of crime. The theft of a cabbage

or an apple was visited with death as

much as the spoliation of a temple or the

murder of a citizen. The theory was
that the smallest offense against the law

could only be properly vindicated by the

death of the offender, and since death

was the worst of penalties, the greater

crimes could receive no more. Doubt-

less in this case, also, Draco found the

usage and admitted it into his code. He
simply formulated the savagery of the

age and gave it expression. The Dra-

conian rules, considered by the polite

Athenian democrats of later times and

by the Roman lawyers of the empire,

appeared barbarous and brutal ; and

Draco gained at the hands of the com-

mentators his bad reputation.

According to the tradition of the

times the institutions of the Jiplutni, a

body of hftv-onc elders, sit- institution and

ti,:gin four different courts, ^^^.^iaXhe-
was the work of Draco, t-'"-

Aniiing these cdiirts the various kinds of

crime wei-e divided out for trial in the

primitive practice of Attica. The fact

that these courts from the earliest epoch

appear to have discriminated between

murder and the less criminal grades of
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homicide down to accidental killing is

of itself sufficient to destroy the belief

in the absolutely bloody character of the

Draconian laws.

Draco belonged to the afterpart of the

seventh century B. C, perhaps two

Philosophy and hundred years after the

fegi:'iati';n'o?' ^%^ of Lycutgus. The
Draco. efforts of both these law-

givers, one Dorian and the other Ionian,

are to be classed with those primitive

movements which Ave see in almost

•every tribe of men emerging from the

barbarotis condition. The giving of the

Ten Commandments by Moses and the

setting up of the Twelve Tables in

•ancient Rome were events exactly anal-

ogous to the institution of the Draco-

nian code in Athens. Myth and tradi-

tion have been busy with Draco's name
and fame. It was said anciently that he

was called Draco ; that is, Dragon, be-

cause of the barbarous severity of his

legislation. Another legend records the

manner of his death. In old age, after

•completing his laws, he was greatly ad-

mired by his count"ymen. At the last,

as he was sitting in the theater at ^^gina,

in an outburst of enthusiasm, the audi-

ence, especiall}^ the women, threw upon

him their chitons, caps, and cloaks un-

til the sage was smothered to death.

In course of time the Ionian political

•development demanded a reform in the

Progress of the Severe orderwhich had been

STct-stitu- established by the Draco-
tionai revision, nj^n code. At tile begin-

ning of the sixth century B. C. we are

able to discover in Ionian Greece a hard

struggle on the part of the old aj-isto-

cratic families to maintain themselves

against a growing democracy. In

Athens the revolutionary tendenc}' had
led to the expulsion of several noble

households. Among these the Alcmse-

onids were conspicuous.

It was in C(jnncclion with this popular

attempt to overthrow the aristocratic

families that Solon came to Nature andap-

the front. He was him- t^^:Z:^^
self of noble extraction, a t'°"-

native of Salamis. Through his efforts

the island was restored from the dom-
ination of the Magarians to its old

Athenian allegiance. In 594 B. C,
Solon was elected Archon, and while

holding this office he was called upon by
his colleagues and the common voice to

undertake a reform of the existing Attic

constitution. The circumstances which

provoked this movement related to the

industrial condition of the country. The
ancient noble families had become

wealthy at the expense of the producing

classes. Though there was nominally a

system of free landownership, the bene-

fits thereof had been destroyed by the

extortions of the large landlords. A
system of oppressive renting had taken

the place of fee simple ownership, and

the common people groaned imder the

exactions of the times. Attica was

virtually bankrupt as to her producing

classes. It was to alleviate this condi-

tion of affairs and to institute a more
liberal order that the Solonian reforms

were undertaken.

The reforms in question were all in

the direction of the popular interest as

against the claims of the money-lenders

and landlords. Twometh- Methods of re-

ods of relieving the coun- j^r^T/.^tlP^

try from the burden of ships of debt,

debt were adopted. The first Avas the

cancellation of all land mortgages by

which the farms, orchards, and gardens

of the people were set free in the hands

of the true owners. The other method

of relief was the scaling of debts. This

was accomplished by debasing the cur-

rency. A new scale was adopted by

which the existing money was depreci*
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ated by about twenty-seven per cent of

its metallic value. The actual legisla-

tion on the subject was the enactment

that the coin should, after the date of tJie

law, have a debt-paying power above its

nominal value. According to the exact

standards of modern times these meas-

ures were sufficiently revolutionary and
communistic ; but the event showed that

they were not more radical than salu-

tarv. The land was set free, and the

KKCKlVlNG THK GUK.ST.

Drawn by C. Reiss, from a vase.

small cultivators of the soil had a new
lease of iife.

It will thus be seen that the Soloniau

statutes reached down into industrial

and social conditions beyond tlie limits

Democracy Bub- which would be fixcd for

rny^foTt^Hb^r modern legislation. In

dcBcent. the other direction the new
laws went on to the extent of a political

revolution. The whole political systen;

was remodeled with a view to giving

every Aitic citizen a share in the govern-

ment. The reform did not by any

means extend, at the beginning, to the

establishment of a complete democracy;

but in determining the new order Solon

provided that property instead of trihat

dcscoit should determine the power of

each citizen in the state.

Under the old S3'Stem the Eupatrids,

or noble families, had monopolized all

the rights and prerogatives Taxation ad-

of e i t i z e n s h i p. They ^T:t^^°:^t^
held the offices of the state class.

and made and interpreted the laws at

their will. The So-

lonian system abol-

ished the hereditary

schemeofrights,and

substituted therefor

a new classification

of the people. A
graduated scale of

property was estab-

lished. All citizens

were divided into

four classes, ac-

cording to their ta.x

schedule. The act-

ual administratit)n

of the government

was confined to citi-

zens of the first, or

wealthiest, class;
but as a compen-

sating circumstance

this class had to bear the greatest burden

of taxation. The second division of citi-

zens were the knights, or horsemen. The
distinction was made on the ability of

each person of this class to keep a war

horse at his own expense for the service

of the state.

Citizens of the .second class paid three

fifths of the amount assessed against the

first class in taxation. The Duties and b«—
.1 • 1 1 1 1 1 ..„.,„,.<. dens of citizens
third class also had respect of the under

to the military service, classes.

The men of this division were the

heavy infantry of the Attic army.
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Their taxes were lighter in proportion

as their responsibilities were fewer and

more easily borne. Citizens of the

fourth class were exempt from direct

taxation, and as to military service were

-jmplovcd only as light troops or sailors

Thus the theory of the Solonian legis-

lation had respect to projDerty, taxation,

and responsibility in the correlation of

state. The three were cor- '^^:i^,'^:^,^.
related. They were all in sitiiity.

direct ratio. The greater the property.

THE GREEK ASbEiMbLV.

—

oration of Demosthenes.

for the fleet. The poorest and humblest

cf the Attic people belonged to this

•order. As to political rights, they were

members of the popular assembly ; and

.as this body had the prerogative of

choosing the magistrates of the state,

the power of the common people was

felt in all thing.s,

the higher the taxation and the heavier

the responsibility. The less the responsi-

bility, the lower the taxation and the

smaller the amount of property. This

feature of the Avork of the Athenian

lawgiver has been much commented on

by publicists of other ages and countries

It has been regarded as one of the admit-
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able features of the Athenian laws that

the responsibilities, burdens, and wealth

of the citizens were held as correlatives,

and that the one was not permitted to

be in excess of tiie legal ratio for the

other two.

If the laws of Solon can be said to have

originated anything, it was the fourth

estate of the people. He found the great

The assembly court of Areopagus, and re-

d:™c7du:' tainedit. He found the ar-

to Solon's laws, chonship, and retained it.

He found the usage of voting as a means
of determining the public will ; but the

popular assembl}' may be said to have

been his work. In this body citizens of

all classes convened ; but since the poor

far outnumbered the rich, since the

fourth estate was the bottom section of

the pyramid, the votes in the assembly

would rejiresent the real democracv. To
this was added the right of jiublic

speech. Each citizen must vote by a

show of the hand, but the voter might

also speak in defense of his ballot. Here
we may place the beginning of that free

right which the Athenians in after times

so greatly cultivated, and of which they

were so justly proud. Here was the

true foundation of that future democracy

which in its development, in the palmy
days of Greece, furnished so strong a

contrast \.o the oligarchy of Sparta.

AVe may here note for the first time,

perhaps, in tlic history of the human
race the organization of a

Ascendency of
, . . , .

the Assembly political .SOClCty ffom bcloW
and the Helitea. , r ,

,

,

upwards—from the pcojile

to tlicir rulers. Tlie jVthcnian popular

Assembly became lliu origin of power

and authority. Out of the whole body

were annually chosen by lot a division of

six thousand citizens, called the Ili'Iiccu,

who were the jurors and judges of the

Athenian peo])lc. The Heli;ca was in

its turn divided into sections of manage-

able size ; and these sat by turns decid-

ing allmatters submitted, both as to law

and fact. The only qualification was
that the juror should be thirty years of

age and an Attic citizen.

In practice this court W'as much busied

with political offenses, in which the

Athenian commonwealth
Democratic

SO greatly abounded. In domination of
i> ,

• ,1 T T the Ionian race.
course of time the He-

liasa became the seat and scene of gross

abuses, but it ever subserved the pur-

pose of jealous guardianship over the

rights and privileges of the Athenians.

So powerful was the popular assembly

and this secondary body of six thousand,

derived directly therefrom, that the

whole political development of Attica—

.

and if of Attica, of the Ionian race—be-

came democratic to an extent which it

would be perhaps impossible to parallel

in the annals of mankind.

In almost every regard the Athenian

commonwealth and the civil polity which

prevailed therein were strong contrasts

strongly contrasted with t'^^::^:^^^t
the Dorian development in ments.

Sparta. We have already remarked

upon the exclusivehess of the Lycurgian

laws—how they discouraged enterprise,

dampened industry, prevented commer-

cial intercourse, and hindered the ac-

cumulation of wealth. The Solonian

statutes led in exactly the opixisite di-

rection. They gave encouragement to

commerce. As 'we have shown above,

they strongly stimulated the producing

forces of the state. They went .so far

even as to" impair existing contracts,

scale debts, and reduce tlic purchasing

power of money in order to stimulate

the energies of the producing classes.

The constitution prepared by Solon

also led to the evolution of citizenship.

It gave great encouragement to the

intercourse of the streets and shops a.s
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well as to the higher intercourse of the

agora and the pnyx. Instead of ward-

Popuiar tend- ing off the citizens of other

ITh'era™ -^^-ites and countries, the
stitution. laws of Solon almost

invited immigration. As a matter of

fact, great numbers of foreign settlers

found residence in Athens and became
citizens of the commonwealth on the

easy condition of paying the tax

and assuming the common
responsibilities of the class

with which they were incor-

porated. These foreigners

presently constituted some-

thing of a division of them
selves. They were known
as Mctceci, that is, Metics, or

Settlers. The discrimina-

tion against them was very

slight. Many of them by

following the mercantile

pursuit became rich, and

the conditions of life in

Athens were so kindly and
tolerant that the foreigner

was unhampered in his in-

tercourse and but slightly

prejudiced in his relations.

Similar praise may be

given to the Solonian laws

for the humane spirit which
characterized the code as a ^'^'

whole. Punishments were
light and mi:ch more rational than those

„ ,

of the .Spartans. ThoughHumane ele-
. .

'-

_

°
mentsinthe criminals Were Still visitcd
Soloiiiau code. . , , .

With severe penalties,

there was little of that barbarity which
marked the administration of law in

the south. In general, the restraints

put upon the free action of the Athenian
people were as few and as easy as

could be expected even in an enlight-

ened age. In so far as a government
may be regarded' as an instrument

of human happiness, as a means unto an
end, the end being the enlargement of

the individual, the extension and pro-

tection of his rights and privileges, it

might well be said tliat the constitution

of Solon was as wise and efficacious as

the fundamental law of any other state^

ancient or modern.

As we have said and repeated, the

early Hellenic lawgivers wrought for

NERS AND COSTUMES.—GREEKS CONVERSING.

From Hope's Cosiumes oy the Ancients.

the most part with material already fur-

nished to their hands. There is a sense

in which all law is in its common law

last analysis common law— f"^ f''^,v°?„^,„

the result of custom fall- constitution,

ing first into usage and then into statu-

tory form. No doubt in the more
advanced stages of nationality men do

create out of right reason and from a

philosophical basis such statutes as ought

to be adapted to a somewhat idealized

form of human society. To such law
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not greatly
changed by leg-

islators.

the name civil is generally given to dis-

criminate it from the law which has its

origin in experience and usage.

The common opinion of mankind has

ascribed altogether too much force to

conrse of events the Lycurgiau and Solon-

ian laws in Greece. It is

a part of that general mis-

take which assigns to individual men
the power of creating new forms of soci-

et}^. Such power has very seldom been

the possession of any man or of any men.

Especially in the matter of jurispru-

dence have the so-called lawgivers been

simply the formuiators of existing rules

of conduct, with such slight enlarge-

ment as would be suggested in the proc-

ess of formal legislation. Lycurgus

and Draco and Solon were inen of this

class. They did something by the force

of their genus to divert the currents of

Greek life into new channels of civil

and political action ; but the channels

were already prepared, and if no such

men had ever appeared—that is, if those

particular men had not appeared—the

course of events would doubtless have

been the same.

It is true, however, that the formal

work of creating a constitution for an

strong reaction active and ' vigorous pco-

syft°emTonthe V^^ "^^^^^ ^'^ ^P"^'!^ i^^ thcir

people. development, and that the

reactionary effect of such work is very

marked. When the rules of political

society have been once definitely de-

termined, they constitute the criteria by

which all individual action is thence-

forth judged; and if the people them-

selves have participated in the expression

of the new rules of civil conduct, the coun-

ter effect upon themselves will be con-

siderable, and in some cases great. It

proved to be so with the Greeks. Par-

ticularly among the lonians—most

strikingly among the Athenians—where

the democratic principle was boldly ad-

vanced and adhered to, were the reac-

tions of the governmental polity upon

the people strong and enduring. iVthens

presently displayed in her public life a

degree of popular energy sui"passing

that of any other ancient state. The
character of the institutions strongly

stimulated the already energetic political

temper of the people, and the display of

civil ability became great, marvelous.

The Athenian democracy in the grand

days of tiie commonwealth, after the Per-

sians had been beaten back
Vices and vir-

to their own place, after tuesoftheAthe-
.

,

1 /? T-> 1 man democracy.
the eloquence of Pericles

and the chisel of Phidias had cooperated

to make the city splendid, was charge-

able with all the faults of action peculiar

to its kind. Aye, more, it was guilty of

all the crimes against the rights of the

individual citizen—which rights were in

their last analysis the very essence of

the state—wherewith the enemies of de-

mocracy in ancient and modern times

have charged that illustrious citizenship

;

but it can not be denied that in its best

days the Athenian assembly was the

grandest field for the display of the

greatest talents which, the public life of

mankind lias ever exhibited.

We must not suppt)se, however, that

the democratic evolution at Athens was

at once accomplished un- soion's legisia-

der the influences and ten- ^ZtTd'Sy ;hat

deneies of the Solon ian ofcusthenes.

statutes. Tlic old rival families of the

Alcmiconidte and the Pisislratida; .still

contended with the democracy for the

mastery of the state and with each

other for leadership ; but the whole po-

litical tide set toward the free people ot

Attica. In counse of time Clisthcnes

appeared and, backed by the Delphic

oracle, carried forward the democratic

impulse of the people into still more
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perfect organs of expression. The four

Dcinoi into which the Athenians had

been divided according to the laws of

Solon were extended to ten. These

corresponded with the Tribes which con-

stituted the fundamental political divi-

sion of the Roman people. To each

demos was assigned by the law of Clis-

thcnes fifty senators, increasing the

wliole number of the senate from four

hundred to five hundred. Each demos

bottom motive in the creation of such air

in.stitution was to in.spirc a wholesome

dread on the part of ambitious dema-

gogues. The abuse of ostracism lay in

the fact that it could be capriciou.sly and

vindictively turned—as it many times

was turned—against the best citizens of

the state. The reader must bear in

mind, however, that to be ostracised, as

ostracism went at Athens, was little

more than to be voted down at any other

-I \ 1' Al'I'i.AkANL t—Drawn by H. Nestel.

was put under the headship of a demarch,

who stood as the representative of his

particular tribe-.

At the same time, and as a means of

curbing the ambition of demaijocfues,

the os/rt7i-/s»i\vas instituted.

This institution has been

judged and misjudged
by modern writers. It was undoubted-

ly the vehicle of many and great abuses

;

but it was also in many respects a salu-

tary part of the public system. The
M.—Vol. 2—12

Uses and abuses
of the Athenian
ostracism.

democratic election. The hard.ship of

the ease was the circumstance of banish-

ment or exile, which was added to the

adverse decision of the people.

The reader who has attentively fol-

lowed this evolution of Greek society

from its beginnings up to pubiic interest

its full aspect in the times
:.^^:';rfrof'tL""

of the Athenian ascendency Greeks,

will be prepared to understand how it

was that the domestic life of the people

gave place to the public life. No othet
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people, whether ancient or modern,

lived so much in public as did the

Greeks. Everything' seemed to conspire

to draw the energies of the race into the

whirl and excitement of citizenship.

All the institutions which had been

evolved by sages and statesmen at dif-

ferent epochs reacted upon the national

spirit and intensified the natural instincts

of the race. The people came to take

delight in the affairs of state. The
crowd surged along the streets and into

the agora and pnyx. There was a hum
of perpetual excitement. The condition

of foreign and domestic affairs did not

always furnish material for actual states-

manship. In the piping times of peace

the Athenians must find vent for their

pent-up politics in the discussion of fac-

titious and trivial issues. In such times

the bickerings of sophists were substi-

tuted for the debates of sages, and the

howl of the demagogue was heard in

place of the statesman's peroration.

Not only did the Greeks busy them-

selves to an unusual degree in the dis-

Litigious dispo- cussion and enactment of
Bitiou of the

their laws.but they also took
people ; passion '

for debate. great interest in all legal

proceedings. They were the most litig-

ious race of men. A great lawsuit was

their delight. Little did it matter whose

cause was just, but it greatly mattered

whose argument was fallacious. As we
have already remarked, the Greeks were

not greatly inllucnced by the fundamen-

tal right or wrong of anything; but tlie

processes of determining the same were

to them a perpetual delight. The ex-

ercise of the reasoning faculties was to

the average Atlunian as exhilarating

and healthful to his mind as his physical

gymnastic was to the body; but the

end t(j ]je attained by argument—the

final rectification of a cause according to

the immutabilities of justice—were to

the Greek little more than his quoits,

his turning-pole, and his trapeze. He
quarreled and contended for the sake of

contention. The racket of debate, the

complication and uproar of contending

voices sufficed for the excitement where-

with his daily life was heated for action^

To sue and to be sued in the courts fur-

nished a basis for that perpetual talk

and strife without which the life of the

Athenian Greek would have soon pined

away into weakness and stupor.

In process of time the disposition of

the Athenians became more light, in-

attentive to serious busi- ,Last bad estate
ness, more prone to avoid of the Attic

the responsibilities of citi-
^™°"'"^y-

zenship. It would appear that the last

estate of absolute democracy is not so

inspiring as the first estate. It was

one of the peculiarities of Athenian life

in the latter stages of the commonwealth

that the duties of citizenship were

avoided rather than sought for. The
better people became willing that any

blatant demagogue should take the lead,

and that the judges should be made up
from lists of citizens who had nothing

else to do. The situation with respect

to the courts became similar to that

which we have seen in American cities.

The wise and thrifty citizen, absorbed

in affairs and personal responsibilities,

avoided the court and its business; and

the jury bench was packed with imbecile

professionals who sought the place for

the fee. One of tlie striking spectacles,

in Athens was the stretching of ropes

across the streets and around the crowds-

of people in the market, by which they

might be dragged into the pnyx to par-

ticipate in an election or to submit them-

selves to the lot in the choice of jurors.

and judges. Hy such means were the

iinijnrtaiil orrucs of the state filled with

ignoranl and unworthy occupants.
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CHAF'TER LII.—Ol^YMPUS AND THR RKLIGIOTJS LIKE.

HE thoughtful reader

will liave observed that

the present discussion

of the growth and

character of the Greek

people has proceeded

from the merely phys-

ical basis to the higher and more ideal

aspects of life. This method has been

adopted for the reason that it seems to

conform to the actual facts in the case of

the Greeks. As we have said, the race

began its career from a material point of

departure. "We have seen tliat even the

education of the Greeks partook of the

common movement. One may easily

discern in the poetry and art of this

remai'kably intellectual race the outlines

of physical conditions and sympathies.

Humanity rises A pure and natural human-
to Olympus and -^ :^

^^ j;
sits on the sum- .'

iiit. the powerful influences of

Egypt and the East could hardly intro-

duce into Greek life any other than

human elements. All the gods of the

Greeks are human. They are never

creatures with double heads and multiple

arms. The winged and mythological

monsters of the East were hardly ac-

cepted by the Greeks. One may discern

in the latter days of Greek art a total

abandonment of the monstrous and un-

natural element. The Centaur, the

Minotaur, and all manner of dragons

disappear, while a pure humanity rises

and sits even on the summit of Olympus.

What should be thought if Phidias had

given wings to his Pallas Athena, or four

arms to his statue of Zeus Olympios?

Even the religion of the Greeks

—

which we come now briefly to consider

—was a species of natural philosophy.

It may well be doubted whether the

term "religious" is not misapplied

when it is used in defini-
Greek religion a

tion of anv of the practices species of nat-

or beliefs of the Greeks. -^ P^i°-°Pi'y-

No race of men has existed without a

certain ethical constitution ; but this

THE CENTAUK.

does not extend to what the languages

of the West call religion. The latter

implies the recognition of a god or gods,

makers and givers of life and of ail

benefits, to whom the race of man 'S

bound {religio, a binding) by certain ties

of morality, duty, and affection. Natural

ethics has to do with the duties and

oblieations of man to man.
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The Greeks, in common with the

other divisions of the Aryan race, had a

fund of theology. It is
Absence of spir-

. .

ituaiity in the claimed Dv a Certain group
Greek theology.

of modern scholars that

the primitive religious views of the

Aryans were based upon the recognition

of a single heaven-father, willi whom
were associated other divine and spirit-

ual powers in tlic administration of na-

ture and of man. There are intimations,

derivable mostly from philology, that

this theory of the old-time religion of

our race is founded in fact. But if so,

the theory descended in the lidrizon of

the Greeks to the level of earth. One
might .seek in vain in the literature of

the Greeks i<.n- tlie presence of a be-

lief that their gods were .spiritual beings

at all. Of course they were living be-

ings, and were immortal ; but the Greek

thought of his god as a material entity,

a physical organic being even as himself

—only greater, mightier, more sublime.

Bcvond this the mind of the Greek

refused to go. It took no cognizance of

spiritual entities outside of living forms.

One must needs be surprised to note

how completely the intellectual and

spiritual life, the moral The Greek

qualities and dispositions, t^^^'^Xi.
the moods and passions of deities.

the Greek were by him projected into

his gods. In nowise was the god better

than the man—only stronger and im-

mortal. We might look in vain among
the w^hole Olympian hierarchy for a

sinelc moral attribute above the level

of the average human concepts of the

people who lived bellow. F.vcn as far

back as the days of 1 lonur, Ihis human-

i/.ation had been complete—if indeed it

had ever been anytliing better. When-
ever the epic bard speaks of the gods,
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Olympus are
even as men
women.

he does so in a tone of gentle mockery

—mere description, such as a skeptic of

modern times might use in describing

the beings of mythology. In no single

element of his theology was there a di-

vine order, a heavenly government in

anywise above the level of the average

morality of the Greek.

All was on the level of human na-

ture and frailty. Take the case of

The gods of Zeus. That almighty po-

and tentate had perfumed locks.

He v/as guilty of all

manner of unlawful loves; but to the

Greek the g-uilt was no more heinous

than average mortal eccentricity. The
comic poet might mock at the incon-

stancy and infidelities of Jove, but never

thought of denouncing them as sins.

Hera was as jealous of her mighty lord

as any Athenian beauty might be of an

inconstant husband. Aphrodite was as

false as she was fair. Hermes was a

common liar. Hephaestus was lame.

Poseidon was consumed with enmity

and revenge. Dionysus was a drunk-

ard, and Heracles a glutton from in-

fancy. All the passions and vices of

the earth and the cloud-land were mixed
together; and as to morality, men were

even as the gods. Hcax'cn was as full

of quarrels, of bickerings, and perfidy as

the earth was full of uproar, falsehood,

and treason.

Yet the gods were mighty. They
were, moreover, deeply interested in the

affairs of earth. They con-
The deities are •'

great but fated CCmcd themSclvCS COU-
lil£e mortals. i ii -ii ^i j • e

stantly with the doings of

men, ;in(l drew witli vindictive precision

the lines of gocxl and evil. Indeed, it

was impossible that they should do

otherwise. They themselves were held,

in common with men, under the inexor-

able tyranny of Fate. This fate was
the highest concept of the Greek race.

Fate was the absolute. Under the

scepter of fate the gods performed their

part in the universal scheme. It was
their part to reward and punish—reward

for the thing called virtue, and punish

for the thing called vice.

This distinction the nature of man
must always recognize. However shift-

ing and uncertain may concept of right

be the lines which bound "^t^lt^,,,,.

the theological landscape, ^'^^''•

however vacillating the definitions

Avhich are found in the mortal vocabulary

for certain specific acts, the deep-down

bottom difference between right and

wrong stands fast and will not be

moved. This difference the Greeks

recognized. So also did the gods above

them. Men must conform, therefore,

to the moral law such as it was. Did

they not, the wrath of the immortals

was kindled against them. Did they

not, the Eumenides, those sharp aven-

gers of evil doing, were ever at the gate;

aye, they were ever at the threshold,

even at the elbow of mortal life, ready

to inflict the penalty for all misdeeds.

True, they were very patient. They
were not in haste. The immortals had

no need to be in haste. The visitation

for crime might well wait until a con-

venient season. Then the punishment

Avould come. Then the swift and aveng-

ing bolt would fall upon the offender.

It thus happened that the Greeks

found a place for a scheme of morality.

There was a belief among Theory of

the people in the laws of ^^^^^X"
right and wrbng and in the <iraw near,

fidelity of tlie gods to reward virtue and

heroism, to punish vice and weakness.

Therefore, there was room even for

prayer and for sacrifice. He who prayed

might influence the gods to hasten their

purposes, to come on with their benefits,

to restrain their anger. To this end
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there was an altar, a place of offering;, a

temple. Such things were beneficial to

the individual, to the household, to the

state. Thereby the gods were made
auspicious. There the chaotic affairs of

life were brought to order. Good was

brought down from on high, and the

evil below was jDut away.

In the early days the deities were

more familiar with men than in after

times. At several places in Greece the

not far ofT and high, but even at the

door. "\Vhi,le it was not a worship of na-

ture, it was the worship of beings who
were in sympathy with nature and
sought out natural abodes as their favor-

ite dwelling places. As a result, the

religious affections of tlic Greeks were

strongly localized. There were centers

t)f the divine presence in certain parts

of the countiy, and to these the religious

beliefs and sympathies of the people

PARNASSUS.—After a sketch of F. E. Blackstone.

gods had haunts and abiding places. At
the foot of Parnassus Apollo loved to

dwell. There was his Delphic oracle.

There, from the rift in the rock, came
the inspiring power which made the

Pythia drunken with the divine afflatus.

A close union existed between the nat-

ural and the supernatural fact. The
great Zeus loved the gnarled oaks of

Dodona, and joined his voice with the

solemn voice of the wind moaning
among the branches. The gods were

were drawn by as strong bonds as the

Greeks were capable of bearing.

Another peculiarity of the Hellenic

religious system was still more marked

and persistent. This was Absence of

the absence of a priesthood. I^fJ^^^rthl
°'*

No other people of an temple,

equal degree of development have been

so free from the presence and interfer-

ence of a priestly order. Among the

Greeks every man was his own priest.

Doubtless this was due in a certain de-
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gree to the strong individualism and

democracy of the race. It is not meant

that there were no Greek priests. About
the temples there must needs be a reti-

nue of officials, tiiid tliese must be con-

ver.'^ant wiili relisjious riten and doctrines,

lit Hoino few iiiHtances tlio priestly olKcc^

was tranKMiitted in l'ainili<'s, lint it waH

only such heredity as miyht be seen

in the transmission of the artistic or

commercial instincts through several

generations.

Sometimes the Greek found it conven-

ient to offer his sacrifices and make
his pra}'ers by proxy, system ofonho-

and in such cases he ^°™'iaJbe''*
employed a priest ;

li^f-

I but there was never any abdication

= of his own rights in the premises.

I Every Greek offered his prayers and

a sacrifices when and as he would.

-. There was, of course, a national

\ canon, a ritual, a doctrine, which

i the worshiper must follow ; and any

I
departure from the common stand-

5 ard was likely to be visited with se-

\ verity. Secular society stood guard

= over the orthodoxy of the people

;

^ and any departure from the author-

\ ized standards was likely to entail

i greatmischief on the offender. Such

; things were sure to be buzzed about
-' in the market and agora. A ques-

\ tion of the kind, especially if the

: heretic were a distinguished person-

j age, gave the average Greek dema-

f gogue his best hold. In such cases

; superstition and prejudice were free-

I ly invoked, and the consequences

i were usually disastrous. One of the

\ few melancholy aspects of Greek

;; civilization was to see the greatest

% minds cowering under the dominion

I of that common thrall and scourge-

; wherewith all the nations of antiq-

; uity and most peoples of modern

times as well have been lashed and

whipped into silence.

lint no other people of antiquity

were so free in tlic observances of

llicir religion as were the (irecks. Reli-

giously speaking, every man's house was

his castle. There, before the allrir of

Vesta, the newborn child was named. It

was a. religious ceremony. So also waa
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marriage, and so were the rites of the

funeral. It must not be thought that

Freedom in reii-* the Greeks Were an irreli-

t::::::Z::'' giousrace. no people have
tradition. \v^^ a greater multiplicity of

gods, and few societies have been more
permeated with the details of worship

than was that of Attica. Still, the life

of nature rose dominant over the life of

ceremonial, and the Greek continued as

he had been from the first, the product

of physical forces rather than the molded
offspring of superstitious beliefs.

It is not the place to enter into the

details of the Greek ceremonial. Men
praved. Thev offered sac-

Prayers and sac- . ^
.

'

rifices ; beauty rificcs of fruit and wine and
of ceremonial, .,, t --, i ^milk and oil and honey

and cakes. Sometimes the worshiper

stood before the altar fire and threw in

handfuls of parched barley. Animals,

too, were sacrificed and offered to the

hungry deities. The deep sense of

beauty here again found expression.

The most perfect animal must be select-

ed for the altar. Old Nestor, of the

heroic age, was not satisfied with the

bullock he brought until the horns were

elegantly gilded. Wreaths of leaves and

flowers were put about the heads and

necks of the victims. Even their slaugh-

«;er was made as little repulsive as pos-

sible. The slain animal was flayed, and

the thighs offered on the altar. The
remainder of the offering was eaten by
the worshipers and the priests under

the common ancient notion of sharing

the feast with the immortals.

Among most of the ancient races pro-

fessional prophets had a place. Perhaps

. no class of officials were
The prophetical
oifice and the morc powerful in vSemitic

communities than were the

old f(jrctcllcrs who revealed the future.

With the Aryan races the prophetical

office was less esteemed, but by no means

neglected. Among the Greeks the

business of foreknowing and foretelling

things to come took a remarkable devel-

opment. The wisdom of the future was

given forth from oracles; and priests

who received from the divinities the

mysterious message were never regarded

as other than mere transmitters of a

knowledge which was as much above

themselves as above tlie inquirers who
stood without the temple.

There was among the Greeks a belief

in the verity of these revelations. The
strangest feature in connec- why women be.

tion with the oracular meth- ^r^ftntpi^f--

od of o;ainingf wisdom was t'°"-

that woman was always employed as the

immediate agent of intercourse with th&

gods. As far back as the heroic age,

the Prophetess Cassandra gained an im-

mortal fame at Troy. There, at the

Thymbrian shrine of Apollo, she com-

municated with the god and learned

from him the mysteries of the future.

The like office of woman in Greece

was illustrated in the Pythia of the Del-

phic oracle. The acute understanding

may perceive in all this a bottom and

outline of real reason. The highly

wrought nervous organization of woman,
her siisceptibility to impressions, and the

easy excitation of her whole being even

to the pitch of frenzy, are facts as uni-

versal as the history of the race. The
discerning Greeks, therefore, sought by
means of this most delicate human in-

strument to catch, as in the strings of

an yEolian harp, the soft, low melodies

and mysterio'us whispers of the invisible

wdi^ld. ^\t the same time they I'efused

to woman tlie right and ability to inter-

pret the utterances of her own lips, the

sighings of her own distracted spirit.

The male priests listened with attentive

and rational car to the half-articulate

murmurs of the frantic Pythia, and
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themselves gave fitting' form—as well as

fallacious expression—to tlie dubious

revelations of her lips.

One of the peculiarities of Greek life

was the prevalence of satire in all its

parts. The Greek mood
Satirical and .... ,

cocking spirit Avas oue of jocularity, and
.f the Greeks.

^j^^ disposition found ex-

pression in the whole gamut of liilarity

in the presence of the sacrifice. There

was nothing in the three worlds upon

which the comic poets would not lay

their hands in mockery. They mocked

at Jove. They mocked at all the gods.

They mocked at religious ceremonies.

They mocked at the priests. Everything

which according to the phraseology of

the serious would be called .sacred was

THIi GREEK MYSTERIES.—Road fko.m Eleisis to Athens—Temile uf Aihkodite to the Left.— 1 ir.i» ii by J. Kuhlmann.

from the sniuU whiff of fun to the bitter-

est sarcasm of which the huniaii brain

and tongue are capable. Not satisfied

witli secular affairs, the satirical sjiirit

made its way into the precincts of tlie-

olosjy. Sad was the havoc among even

the sacred things of religion. The
Greek would have bis langh, even at the

e.xpense of the gods. It was difficult for

him to be serious even at the altar and

held up alive on the barbed spearheads

of irony and sarcasm. The other Greeks

all laughed at the spectacle. It does

not appear that this universal satire,

the sacrilege of all holy things, extended

to bitterness and hatred, but that it

rather satisfied itself with the efferves-

cence of half-innocent laughter. After

the mockery was done the ceremonial

proceeded. It was not mimicry, not the
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holding up to ridicule of the sacred tra-

ditions of the race, but skepticism and

departure from the established standards

of religious belief and practice that

brought upon llie offender the chastise-

ment of popular vengeance.

Tlie (Ireek mind did nf)t nuicli busy

itself with the abstruse and diflicult

matters of religion. What mysterj' there

was related rather to the inscrutable

processes of the natural world than to

tlie profounder entities of the spiritual

universe. With respect to the in-

terpretation of nature indifference ol

-the explication of f.^tSVe?
the physical niyster- ligion.

ies of birth and growth and deatii

—the Greek mind was keenly

alive, and many forms were de-

vised whereby the better to ex-

press the occult phenomena of the

material world. Among these

were the pageants and spectacles-

to which the Greeks gave the name
of m5'steries. No other people have

been more keenly sensitive to the

force and expressiveness of spec-

tacular representations than were

the witty and excitable Greeks.

Two of the mysteries which they

instituted are worthy of special

: note. The feast of The Hellenic

I
Dionysus was cele- ^^^^^^t
brated in Attica r""*-

with great eclat. The ceremony

was a revel. Dionysus was the

!
god of the vine and the wine cup.

He had come from the far East.

Doubtless his was another name
f(U" that Soma whom the Indie-

Aryans worshiped. The myth rep-

resented him as a joyful god, bear-

ing the features of a woman for

softness, reckless in demeanor,

glancing with languishing looks at

his worshipers. lie was the giver

of good" cheer, thebringer of inspi-

ration. His power extenued over

the wild creatures of the hills and

jungle. Tigers, lions, and panthers

grew tame under his magical influence.

They followed like faithful dogs attend-

ing his steps or drew his chariot on the

way. Thus he came into Attica. The
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•myth gave form to the ccrcmon\'. jMcn

dressed themselves in the garb of ani-

mals. Pans, Satyrs, and Sileni, clad each

after his kind, joined in the procession.

The crowds danced as they came. The

Mienads and Bacchantes garlanded

themselves with vine leaves and ivy.

They wrapped their bodies with the

skins of fawns, and sang wild songs as

they danced about the car of the con-

quering god.

About twelve miles eastward from

Athens was the sacred city of Eleusis.

The mysteries celebrated
Eleusis and the - . ,

Panathenafo at this placc have been re-
festivai.

counted in all lands, yet

they have not been well apprehended in

their sense and form. At bottom the

ceremony was a pageant, to which all of

the Greeks were invited. There was a

great march, led by tntisicians and dan-

cers, from Athens to Eleusis; but the

procession must not arrive until after

nightfall. At the latter city Pericles

had caused to be erected a temple suit-

able for the celebration of the mysteries.

There was a great hall, surrounded

with a colonnade, large enough to con-

tain the initiates, who only were per-

mitted to witness the secret ceremonies.

These had respect 'to the legend of the

loss and finding of Persephone. She

was the daughter of Demeter, the Earth,

and was lost from her mother. The
latter mourned and sought for her child,

who was at last discovered. vShe had

been taken down to Hades, and had

been married to that dark god of the

underworld. So there was a contest

between the loving mother and the

gloomy husband—then a compromise,

in accordance with which Persephone

could remain one half of the year at her

old home with Demeter, and the other

half in the dolor of her husband's abode

deep down.

It was the story of life. Persephone

was Life, born out of the Earth, warm
and beautiful in .springtime, dying and

disappearing in autumn,
s.^„.g^^,.„„ „,

lost inwinter, and recovered the myth of Per
. , , ^

,

,
. sephone.

again with the returning

spring. The mysteries illustrated and

exemplified the loss and refmding of

Persephone. The ceremonies extended

beyond the mere natural aspect of the

appearance and recession of life in the

visible outer world to the profounder

DEMETER AND PERSEPHONE. WITH A YOUTH OF ATHENS.

mvsteries of procreation, of birth, of

growth, and decay. These occult won-

ders of nature were only revealed with

care and in the deep shadows cf night

to the few who had risen from initia-

tion to the deeper secrets of the cult.

Perhaps a veil would better be drawn

over the whole, lest some of the re-

volting mysteries of the East might be

rediscovered in the ceremony of the

Greeks.
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Here again we see the complete pro-

tection of the natural life of the Greek

^. „ , , race into tlie religions he-
The Greeks and °
their gods are liefs and practices ot the
at one. , 1„ rpj^^

^^^ were even

as men.

people.

Their liabits were the same.

(IRKKK SLAVE GIKI.S AT THK TDHNIAIN.

Dr.iwn by K. Klimsch.

They gave way to passion, drunkenness,

orgy, ju.st a.s did their human worsliip-

ers. It must ever remain a marvel that

any moral forec could be imposed by

such a system f)n a people given up by

nature to the hilarity and reckle.s.sness

of freedom. It should be borne in

mind, however, that the religious feasts.

with their accompanying abandonment

and spells, returned only at intervals.

It was a time in which the natural man
might be for the nonce turned loose

from the restraints tinder which his

everyday life was placed. It is in evi-

dence that this license was

hailed and accepted by all

classes of Greeks as a time

of deliverance from the tyr-

anny of custom and of return

to that wild freedom of na-

ture which was always pre-

ferred by the instincts of

the race. ^len, womenr
children, the old, the young,

even bondmen and serv-

ants, looked with delight tc*

the approaching festival,

when all alike should re-

sume the liberties and re-

cover the reckless joys of the

natural man. It is perhaps

true that if at any time the

Greeks actually cherished

feelings of love and affection

for their deities, it was when
the day arrived for them to

regain by the temporary

concession of the immortal.'*

the license of the old tribal

life, when the unbridled de-

^^^^ sires of each were his only

^1 criterion of action.

We should not expect ti?

Ind the vices and sins inci-

dent to mortal life much
curbed by the influences

of such a system as th;it prevalent

among the Greeks. In" Slight restraint

the first place, the cere- ofroUKion; a

. , , ,, ^. , ,. Greek pr.ays.

monial of the national reli-

gion was in a large degree per-

functorv. The Greek did imL much

believe in his own system, lie h.id no

faith. He thought it best, in view of
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the dubious conditions of human life, to

stand on the safe side and to admit the

verity of the gods and the justice of

their reign ; but he did not much believe

in either. If we could enter the pene-

tralia of the Greek mind in the times

which we are here contemplating and

look outward as the Greek himself

looked, recognizing with him such duties

and obligations as he was able to per-

ceive, and going with him through the

formulas of his religious S3'stem, we
should perhaps find him worshiping

under the influences of the following

sentiments: O ye Deities, who live on

great Olympus ! 3'e are said to be. Our
fathers have believed in you, and there-

fore we may well believe. Ye are gods,

and we are men. Ye are greater than

we, and we have cause to fear. Let us

be at one with you. Here are our

prayers. Here also are our gifts, our

oflFerings, our sacrifices. "\Ve make
them that ye may be satisfied. \Ve

know j-ou to be wise and crafty. Cer-

tain it is that ye always triumph in your

contests with mortals. It is in vain for

man to try to beat the gods. We pray you,

therefore, to look upon us as friends.

Give us your protection. See that

our cause prevails. Keep evil from us.

Let all evil fall upon our enemies. We
Greeks are your friends and worshipers.

Ye are our gods, and have been for a

long time. Accept, therefore, our offer-

ing. Give us plenty, ilake us strong.

Keep our houses from burning. Make
the olive orchards grow, and save our

ships on the deep sea.-—Such we may
well conceive to have been the thoughts

of the Greeks in worship.

We may easily perceive that a people

influenced by a religious system such as

that of the Greeks would, in their evolu-

tion, show many evidences of moral weak-

ness. The fact answers to the inference

;

for the Greeks, without being a gross

and vulgarly licentious race, were in

many respects profoundly immoral in

their practices. The thoughtful student

ma\' perceive in them an
Moral -weakness

element of heartlessness ofthe Greek

and of cruelty that causes
^^^

'
^ ^''^^•

pain even in the retrospect. The
Greeks were slaveholders. Slavery

abounded, even in the streets of Athens.

The baleful shadow was in the agora

and the pnyx and the Bouleterion. Be-,

tween the long walls leading from the

Piraeus to the city droves of slaves

might be seen all day long, toiling at

their tasks, building, delving, bearing-

merchandise on their shoulders, attend-

ing their lordly masters as they went up
and down to sell and get gain. Around
almost every Greek house was a reti-

nue of slaves. They were bought

and sold without compunction. Their

condition was like that of horses that

might be well kept and fed for the sake

of their service.

The slave was the chattel of his master.

The slave had no rights and few privi-

leges. He was under close Notable ab-

surveillance, and was sub- IZZ^^^Z^^' xeelings among
ject to every abuse and the Greeks,

hardship. His very life was his mas-

ter's. Nor does the latter ever seem to

have been morally affected by the piti-

able condition of the former. In a

thousand other \vays the absence of the

tender humanities was painfully notice-

able in Greek society. There has never

been any other human arena in which

the natural forces were turned loose

with so little restriction, and the cold law

of the survival of the fittest left to work

out its own moral results with so little

hindrance, as in the commonwealth of

Attica. It was a purely natural life of

man, and the inevitable result of the ex-

istins: order was to evolve a few leadingf
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X^esume of the
<ievelopnient of
"the Greek race.

elements of character to the highest de-

gree of perfection at the expense of

morality and all the tender affections and

hopeful loves of the heart.

We have thus attempted to sketch in

outline the general character of the

Greek race. We have seen

that race emerging from

the tribal condition when
the forces of life Avere for a season all

•engaged in compassing from nature a

supply of food. We have seen the

reaction of the environment and the

extreme vigor of growth exhibited by

the people rising into the conscious

state. We have noted the heroic epoch,

with, its accompaniments of battle and

:song. We have looked into the rela-

tion of the sexes as the same was deter-

inined among the primitive Greeks, and
liave watched the evolution of the house-

hold with the subicclion of woman. We
have considered that wast and beautiful

instrument, the Greek language, and

have noted something of its effects uijon

the people wlio employed it in intcr-

cour.se. We liave considered the tech-

nology and arts of the Greeks, most
wonderful even from their incipiency

•and sublime in their climax. We have

endeavored to depict the- political sys-

tems employed by the several branches

of the Greek family. Last of all, we
have noted the religious aspects of Die

people, considering both tlie subjective

concepts and llie objective expre.ssion of

•the national faith.

The Greek character, as a whole: re-

.sulted from a combination of all these

facts and forces. It was unique not only

among the nations of the
Descent of the

ancient world but in all his- Greek character
. ri^x • . 1 1 . 1 and genius.
tory. i he intellectual pre-

eminence of the man of Hellas has been

one of the leading facts which historians

and philosophers have had to consider.

W^hatever may have been the antecedent

causes of this wonderful intellectual

development, the fact remains. The
Greek mind is conspicuous and bright

above the gloom and chaos of the ancient

world. It has reached out with its

magical fingers over all subsequent ages

and countries, and is likely to remain a

constant force in human society even to

the end of days. The wit, the in.sight,

the reason, the imagination, the vivid

perception of all natural and rational

phenomena, the ability to combine exist-

ing concepts, and to deduce an infinity

of knowledge, were all displayed by the

Greek in the beauty and grandeur ot

power unequaled by the mental activity

of any other people. It is not too much to

.say that the Greeks have dictated the

laws of right reason and a large part of

the subject-matter of thought to eveiy

great race of men, and that their fervid

poetry, profound ] hilosoijhy, and glori-

ous art ha\-e furnished tlu- ])rime exam-

ples of excellence, each in its kind, for

all subsequent tliinkers and doers of the

human i-ace. The Greeks still live in

the inlcllect of mankind.
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CHAPXtCK LIII.—XHK IMODERN GREEKS.

VEN an incidental

knowledge of ancient

history will have shown

the reader how diffi-

cult it is to trace tlie

processes by which the

races of antiquity were

gradually transformed into the races of

modern times. From the fifth to the

fifteenth century of our era was a period

sufficiently gloomy in the general des-

tinies of mankind. In most of its aspects

it appeared retrogressive ; in most of its

events it gave little ground for an opti-

mistic view of human affairs and of their

tendencies.

During this period the ethnic and his-

torical features of the ancient world were

erased, and a new physi-
Ancient Europe . ^ .

transformed in ognomy was detemimed for
the Middle Ages. i j tl. i i. imankind. It might be

said that all Europe was transformed

into another mood and tense. The old

things disappeared, the old forms of

society vanished. The ancient customs

—regarded for centuries as the sacred

methods of social and political inter-

course—gave place to other usages out

of the shaggy loins of barbarism. Of

all parts of the European continent, the

East held out longest. The capital

chosen by Constantine, and established

by his successors, remained the nucleus

of civilization ; and, as the outposts fell

away, the forces which represented the

ancient order were drawn in until the

civilized world had for its boundaries

the walls of Constantinople.

When the Roman world was divided

by Theodosius, Greece and the Greek

race fell in the Eastern division and

passed to Arcadius as a part of his in-

M.—Vol. 2—13

heritance. Meanwhile the Hellenic

race had been through several periods of

transformation. Greece had Historical tIcIs-

been first a Roman prov- ^^^^^^"ndthe
ince of the republic from Greek race.

145 B. C. until the Caesarian epoch.

After that the same rule had continued

under the empire down to the days of

Constantine, at the beginning of the

fourth century. It was from this time

that the division between an East and a

West, between a Rome and a Constan-

tinople, was recognized. From the

reign of Constantine to that of Leo III,

a period of four hundred years, Greece

remained a province of the East.

In the meantime the only serious

ethnic shock which the Flellenic race had

suffered was from the Goth- Effects ofGotb

ic invasions, at the middle '^^^^^
of the third century of our prevaUs.

era. The walls of Athens were repairea.

and the Isthmus refortified by the Athe-

nians with a vigorwhich would have done

credit to the old Attic race ; but the bar-

barians came in with a flood, and Athens

was taken by storm. It was, however,

a short-lived triumijh. Reinforcements

were hurried from Italy, and in 269

A. D. the Goths were utterly overthrown

in the battle of Naissus.

It is to this period that we must refer

the incoming of Christianity. It is diffi-

cult to say precisely by what means the

people were evangelized. The spread

of the new religion seems to have been

gradual and not accompanied with any

phenomenal manifestations. It perme-

ated at first the lower orders of society,

and gradually Avorked its way up to the

wealthy and philosophical classes. All

this preceded the accession of Constan-
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forced by the
Christian teach-
ers.

tine the Great. After that event the

course of affairs in the Grecian peninsula

ran with comparative smoothness until

361, when the country was disturbed by

the attempt of Julian to restore pagan-

ism. Seventeen years afterwards Chris-

tianity was formally proclaimed as the

religion of the empire by Theodosius.

The Theodosian code was accepted at the

close of this century—the fourth- -by the

Greeks, and may be regarded as '.he sub-

sequent civil constitution of the Greek

people.

The Hellenic race appears to have

been peculiarly affected by the Christian

Monogamy en- religion, and it can not be

dotibted that no small infu-

sion of new life and energy-

resulted from the supplanting of pagan-

ism. The social system was in large

measure renovated. The Roman Chris-

iians brought over and enforced monog-

amy as the law of the state; and the

Bosphorus was henceforth for several

centuries the western limit of the polyg-

amous practices of Asia.

It was during the period now under

consideration, extending from 323 to 716

A. D., that the great bar-
Greece affected , . . .

by barbarian bariau invasions occurred,
Invasions. , ., .

i. tunder the impact of

which the Western empire of the Ro-

mans went down into night. In the

reign of Arcadius, the first emperor of

the East, Alaric, at the head of the Goths,

set out for the conquest of Europe. But

before beginning his wars in the West
he ravaged the whole of Greece. In the

middle of the following century Attila,

with his Huns, desolated the country

south of the Danube. He forced the

Emperor Theodosius II to pay an annual

tribute as the price of exemption. It is

believed that in 475, before Theodoric

the Great began his great march at the

head of the Visigoths, he seriously con-

templated the conquest of Greece. The
peninsular character of the country and

its small extent saved it somev/hat from

the general deluge of barbarism which

swept across the Danube and the Rhine,

rolling into Western Europe. At times

Bulgarian and Slavonic tribes pressed

upon Northern Greece, to the great dis-

tress of the people. At one epoch tae

Servians and the Croatians occupied Dal-

EMPEROR CONSTA.N'il.Nt.

matia and Illyricum. These people,

however, had the agricultural instinct,

quickly settled into permanency, and as-

sented to dependency on the Eastern

empire.

There were, however, in this long

period of disturbance and tumult many
short intervals of peace and comparative

prosperity among the Hellenic popula-

tions. In the heart of the Dark Ages
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the Eastern emperors continued to draw

from Greece to their courts the little

genius which the world still possessed.

flooded Central Europe. In course of

time a new enemy appeared on the hori

zon. Islam became a specter on tlieside

ATTll.A ')\ THE 1 UNKK.VL I'VKK Al I'l.R 111:^ 0VI;K I IIRU^V HV All lUS.

The ancient ideal ami intellectual su-

premacy of the Greek race did not wholly

yive place to the barbarism which had

of Egypt and Asia Minor. But the re

liijion of the desert was afraid of the

water. The sea held the followers of the
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Prophet at bay, and they beat itp against

the eastern limits of the ^^gean until

they found a strait narrow enough to af-

ford an easy crossing into Europe. The

Intervals of studeut of liistory will not

fail to note that Moham-
medanism has attained its

only two footholds in Europe by step-

repose; Islam
ispt at bay by
the sea.

the Bosphorus prevailed. They crossed

over to Europe. They encircled Con-

stantinople. They beat Extinction of

about the walls until the f„^r4^\Tr'
terrified Constantino XIII crescent,

gave up in despair, and the crescent was
lifted above the dome of St. .Sophia.

Greece and the Greek race gave way

PINDUS MOUNTAINS.—View of Tkikhali.—Drawn by A. Kohl.

ping over the Bosphorus and the straits

of Gibraltar. The unaided eye easily

reaches across either of these channels

to the opposite shore. The Saracens of

the Dark Ages would never have at-

tempted the invasion of Europe if Asia

Minor and Africa had not virtually

touched the continent in the two places

referred to.

In course of time the Turcomans on

under the impact, and Mohammedanism
continued its .spread to the borders of

Russia on the north and Hungary on

the west. It was the last of many for-

eign dominations which were to pre-

cede the emergence of the modem
Greeks. Brunet de Presle, in his work

on mediaeval and modern Greece, has,

on the title page, virtually summarized

the vicissitudes through which the Hel-
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lenic race passed from before the Chris-

tian era down to modern times. The

work is entitled Greece—Roman, Byzon-

tiiie, Turk, and Regenerate.

--^.fi^l^lJl^^,

Al.llANIAN TKASANTS OF C.I.OSSK

Dr.iwn by E. Runjat, after a skclch of

With the ojjcning- of the drama of

modern history wc discover
Analysis of the . _, ," t • .

prpflcnt Orcok in Greccc three disliiul
populations.

^..^^.^.^ represcnt£itivc ..f licr

ancient people. These are the niddrrn

Greeks, the Albanians, and the Walla-

chians. Of the latter people, who are

descended from a Latin stock, we shall

have occasion to speak hereafter. Their

habitation is on

the mountainous

bordersof North-

western Greece,

next to the mod-
ern kingdom of

Roumania, from

which, indeed,

they have spread

into the broken

country of the

Pindus. Until
comparatively
recent times they

were a numerous

and powerful

group of half-

civilized tribes,

who as late as

1851 were esti-

mated at fifty

thousand. They
speak not onty

their own tongue,

the V a 1 c h , or

Roumania, but
also modern
Greek. More re-

cently they have

for the most part

l)cc()me assimi-

lated with the

Greek race, and

ril present only a

remnant of the

Wallachian slock

remains within

the borders of what was ancient Greece.

Our attention, therefore, for the pres-

ent will be directed to the two greater

peoples, the modern Greeks and the Al-

b;iniaiis.

^iy•^i>7^^^
;—TYJ'KS.

H. Ucllc.
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The Greeks speak a kinj^uage de-

rived from the ancient Attic. They

Modern Greeks claim a descent from the
the desoendants ^j^ Hellenic racc, and the
•ofthe three an- '

cient races. evidence of their speech,

their features, their manners, and cus-

toms, all tend to the verification of the

claim. It can not be denied, however,

that in parts of the country the inhab-

itants appear to be the descendants of

the Slavonians—who, tmder the influence

•of the Byzantine empire, were trans-

formed into a Hellenic type—rather than

ethnic representatives of the true Greeks

of antiquity. Taking a general survey

of the character and distribution of the

three peoples of modern Greece, we find

them manifestly the descendants, in

general terms, of the three races by
which the country was populated in an-

tiquity. The Greeks are the offspring

of an Attic and Doric ancestry. The
Albanians are the representatives of the

old lUyrian stock, and the Wallachians

•of the Thracians.

It may be thought fanciful thus to

identify the three modern peoples with

the three ancient races
Persistency ot

peoples in cUng. who held approximately
ing to locaUties. ,, i -t • i_ /.the same territories, but

the facts give warrant to the hypothesis.

The extreme persistency of mankind in

•clinging to the soil, in growing fast, so

to speak, in certain localities, and holding

on through generations and centuries,

must have been noticed by all who have

given even casual attention to ethno-

graphic and historical subjects. Noth-

ing human can surpass the tenacity of a

^iven people in clinging to its favorite

territory. No shock or convulsion of

the natural world, no catastrophe of war
and conquest, no dreadful visitation of

pestilence and famine can loosen the

hold of a people upon the locality which

it has chosen under the influence of

race instincts. True it is that in course

of time the pa.ssion may come for migra-

tion, and the race will, under its in-

fluence, be as pertinacious in its dispo-

sition to move as it has hitherto been

obstinate in holding to a given locality.

In observing the progress and disper-

sion of peoples into foreign parts we
sometimes fail to consider The disposition

the human residuum which tl^^t::^^
is left behind. The ad- trated.

venturous part goes forth under some

hope of betterment or love of vicissitude.

But the unadventurous remains in the

original seat, and the void is soon filled

with new generations who have, by the

force of heredity, more conservative in-

stincts than those who have gone into

foreigfn regfions. If we take the case of

a single family and observe its history,

we shall find in the same an epitome of all

that may be said of a tribe or of a peo-

ple. It is a family, let us say, of a father

and mother, six sons and four daughters.

Two of the sons go abroad by adventure.

A barbarian foray in the settlement re-

sults in the killing of the father and one

son. One other son and two of the

daughters are carried into captivity.

But the remaining two sons and two

daughters hold fast. In the A'ery next

generation the two sons head two fam-

ilies bearing the ancestral name, plant-

ing themselves within a mile of the

paternal home, and the two daughters

become by marriage the mothers in

two other households not five miles

away. In the course of three generations

the lineal descendants of the original

father number seventy, one half of

whom bear the ancestral name, and all

of whom are more ardently devoted to

the locality than if disaster and death

had ne^-er visited it.

So also of the tribe, and in a larger

sense of the people. History is full of
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illustrations of a given race which has

clung persistently from generation to

Persistency of generation to some unau-

nanurhoitog spicious region, exposed to

Its place. every hazard and hardship

that imagination could picture or natitrc

and man invent. It is from this point

of view that we are able to understand

how a residual element of the ancient

Greek race in Attica and the neighbor-

ing states always continued in the favor-

ite locality, always increasing and filling

up the spaces vacated by war and dis-

aster, always maintaining with less for-

eign admixture than we might suppose

the original stock and character of the

race.

Thus also in Illyria we may see the

ancient frontiersmen and backwoodsmen

of the Hellenic race, shaggy rustics of

Epirus and -^tolia, persisting in their

residence, leaving ever a residue of the

original race in the original localit}',

surviving every wreck and invasion, un-

til the ancient stock reappears at last,

in modern times, in the Albanian race.

The same thing has been going on in

nearly all parts of the earth, preserving

in some measure in every locality at

least a certain percentage of its primi-

tive population.

It may be said that the modern
Greeks, as distinguished from the Al-

banians and Wallachians,
Centers ofmod-
ern Greek de- have their center in the Pel-
relopment. t • -u i ioponnesus. J^aconia holds

two of the most Grecian of all modern
tribes. These are the Mainotes and the

Tshakones, who speak a peculiar dialect

of Greek and have little intercourse with

their neighbors. The ^Mainotes have

been celebrated for their personal beauty

by all travelers who have visited Greece,

even in the present century. The mod-

ern Greek girl of Laconia might well be

mistaken for the Dorian maiden of the

heroic ages. During the long and dis-

graceful domination by the Turks, these-

Mainote descendants of the ancient

race have virtually maintained their in-

dependence. For generations they have
made their liouses into keeps, from

which they have defended themselves

against the aggressions of their enemies.

But the Greek race—the modern Greeks-

—extends into several of the central and
northern states, and the capital, politi-

cally as well as socially, is Athens.

The principal inquiry with which the-

ethnographer and historian are con-

cerned as it relates to the To what extent

Greeks of to-day is to what ^°f™e^/r''^
extent they have pre- °ient traits,

served the temper and characteristics of

their great ancestry. On this point au-

thorities are far from agreement. Con-

trary views have been strenuously main-

tained as though partisan prejudice were-

at the bottom of the difference of opin-

ion. In the first place, it may be said-

that the modern Greeks have preserved

to a great degree the quickness of per-

ception and the alertness of activity of

their ancestors. They appear to be-

fully as inquisitive, as eager to find out

new things, as adroit as were the Greeks-

of the classical ages. They also have

the same disposition to debate and to

wrangle, even over trifles. In general,

the eagerness of the people to learn, to-

extend and vary their information, is a-

predominant characteristic which, since

the country was liberated—to a certain^

extent—from the tyranny of the Turks,

has wrought Avonderful results in the

improvement of the Greek race.

Another characteristic which has

been preserved is that cun- inteUectnai

ning and subtlety,

finesse and stratagem for

which the old Greeks were proverbial in

all time. No doubt this disposition has-

. r^
j-

qualities of old
inaL Greeks repeated

in the moderns.
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been intensified by the oppression and
cruelties to which the people have been

subjected by their foreign masters. It

has been noted, too, that the modern

*• fi°NV-z3 '"~"^i;.5jvR>o

MODERN (iKKEK TYPE—WOMAN OF MANTOUDI.
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(irccks have, even in times of diseour-

Agement and disaster, that same reviv-

ing cheerfulness, tliat (luick reaction of

spirits for which tlieir ancestors were

noted, and which has made tiu; modern

Greek character an analogue of the

French.

In person and physique the Greeks

have preserved to a considerable extent

the qualities of their an-
Physical cliarao

cestry. They are tall and teristics ofthe

U^ 1 , , modem Greeks,
formed—not heavy

like the Germans and other peoples of

Western Europe, but sinewy, active.

The face is oval, the nose long and

arched, the eyes bright, and the expres-

sion animated. It is said that an obese

person is rarely or never seen in Greece.

In bodily movement, in erectness, in

the elastic step, which is preserved even

to the age of seventy, the Greek of to-

day is the fitting representative of his

Hellenic ancestry. In parts of Morea
and in the islands of the ^'Egean these

bodily characteristics are exhibited in the

highest perfection, and he who wanders

about at will through the streets of a town

or along the highwa3's in the country

place will meet among the people many
examples of a physical beauty and perfec-

tion so highly developed that, as one has

said, they might have been used for

models by Phidias.

In another respect the modern race is

a perfect antitype of the original. The
Old Greeks knew nothing of th^ morose,

melancholy spirit, and their jocularity and

descendants have the same ^^^'^rt^e'dr
freedom from the down- scendent race,

cast mood and forbidding disjjosition.

liither a certain instinct in the race, a

certain innate optimism of character,

preserves it from gloominess and grief,

or else the cliinatc and physical environ-

ment of Greece arc such as to make
moroseness and gloom impossible in the

people inhabiting this peninsula and
the.se islands. It was noted in ancient

times that no Greek committed suicide,

none became insane; and the same facts

are present in the Greece of to-day. In-
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sanity is an unknown circumstance

;

and the reasons for living so far out-

weigh the reasons for dying that no one

takes his own life.

Other cheering particulars may be

cited in the character of the modern

Greeks. They are the most
Temperance and
chastity of the temperate people of all

*'®°^'®'
Europe. In fact, inebriety

is unknown in the country. Wine is

In still another respect modern Greek

life is to be commended in the highest

degree. Chastity is wellnigh uni\ersal.

There is no other Christian country in

which the sexual relation is guarded by
so high a sentiment as in Greece. The
institution of marriage appears to be

afflicted with but few of the evils which

attend it in most of the Western coun-

tries. In the states of Europe generally

C.RKF.K HOME NEAR MANTllUDI.—Drawn by H. Clerget, after a sketch of H. Belle

produced in large quantities not only for

export but for home consum]:)tion ; but

no Greek drinks to drunkenness. Excess

in food is equally unknown. The few

exceptions emphasize the law of sobriety.

Even in the few instances where the

drunken habit is discovered it is almost

iuvariablv found amon<r foreig-ners.

the percentage of illegitimate birth ranges

from three to twenty-two. In Greece the

highest rate is one and four tenths

per cent. This peculiarly cheering fact

in Greek society appears, moreover, to

be the result of a certain native instinct

and preference, a certain disposition to

hold sacred the re.ation between the
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sexes, rather than any enforced disci-

pline of law, whether civil or ecclesi-

astical.

The two prevailing sentiments with

AN AHCAUIAN IlKrUTY—TVl'K.

Drawn by E. Konjat, from a photOKHipfi

the modern Greeks are patriotism and

the love of freedom. Both of these feel-

ings amount to passions, and IxiUi have

manifestly been inherited from the an-

cient ancestry of the race. In patriotic at-

tachment to their country the Greeks
are unrivaled among modern peoples

—

unless it should be in France. The love

for the particular locality where the

Greek peasant has
his home, his read-

iness to expose

his life in its de-

fense, his zeal in

maintaining the

interests of his

native place, are

among the most

conspicuous traits

of the national

character. The
love of liberty
takes the same
democratic form

which it had in

ancient times.

The Greeks seek

to be free by be-

ing equal. No
other people feel

so deep an antag-

onism to artificial

distinctions of so-

ciety as do the

Greeks. They
will not allow the

growth of any
class distinctions.

They resent with

bitterness and vi-

olence any as-

sumption of su-

periority, whether

s u c h assumi^tion

])roL-eed from
wealth, fromaris-

tocracyof birth, or any oth- Prevailing patri-

, n-vi , „„„ otism and do-
er Circumstance. 1 hey arc ^o„acyofth8
exceedingly jealous of even modem Greeks,

the tem]iorary ])reeminence of those in

offu'e, and are willing that the offices,
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race for the
discipline of
schools.

aye, the crown itself, shall be held by

foreigners rather than admit the superi-

ority of any one Greek over his fellows.

It is, so far as its instincts are concerned,

altogether the most democratic society

in Europe or the world.

The intellectual hunger of the Greeks

has found expression in institutional

Hunger of the forms and usages. The
disposition to educate is tini-

versal. The higher insti-

tutions of learning are patronized by the

state and enthusiastically supported by

the people. There is nothing fictitious

about the popular eagerness to attain in-

tellectual development. Modern Greek

boys will undergo every discomfort and

hardship in order to attend school. No
public excitement can distract the atten-

tion of the students of the university

from their attendance upon recitations

and lectures. During the revolution of

1863, when the public mind was in a vio-

lent turmoil, when insurrection showed

itself on every hard, the young men in

attendance on the University of Athens

came daily to their classes with the arms

of the National Guard in their hands.

The hunger for education is felt even by

the lowest classes. Servants are seen

with books in their hands. Greek sta-

ble boys and scullions, in the intervals of

their dirty work, study their letters and

learn to read and cipher. It is too

early as yet to estimate the results which

may be presently expected to flow from

these dispositions in the people, but the

laws of nature and historj- must be re-

versed, or at least fatally impeded in

their normal action, if a great intellec-

tual career does not open before this

people.

During the present century the mod-

ern Greeks have given the strongest

proof of a national spirit and of their

willingness to achieve independence at

whatever cost of life and treasure. It is

not purposed to recount here the heroic

struggle which continued proof of national

from 1 82 1 to 1829, result- ^^^e^fo^
ing in the unseating of the freedom.

Ottoman Turk from his shameful dom-

ination in Greece. The story is suffi-

ciently inspiring. The Greek literature

of the period has embalmed it, and the

philhellenic spirit among all nations

has attested the far-reaching sympathy

which the struggle has inspired. It is

a history which can hardly be eclipsed

by incidental accusations and criticisms

brought against the Greeks by those

poorly qualified to appreciate their vir-

tues or to pass judgment on their vices.

It can not be truthfully denied that a

certain subtlety of character peculiar to

the ancient Greeks has been transmitted

to modern times, and that survival of an-

the old spirit of stratagem rl^S^oranttTo'

and even dishonesty may genius,

be discovered in the modern repre.senta-

tives of the Hellenic race, but along

with these faults we must recognize and

admire the greatness and valor of the

people.

We may here pause to point out brief-

ly one or two strange contrarieties pre-

sented in recent ethnic histor}'. Though
the modern Greeks have preserved to a

considerable degree the intellectual acu-

men of their ancestors, they have failed

to perpetuate or repeat its artistic facul-

ties and achievements. The purely in-

tellectual perceptions appear to be as

keen in the Greek race of the present

time as the}^ were in the ancient stock

;

but the ideal and imaginative faculties

have disappeared in the coldness and

gloom of the Middle Ages.

We shall hereafter see in the Roman
race exactly the opposite tendency.

While the Romans were themselves an

unartistic people, unable at the first to
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appreciate and always unable to produce

in any high degree, except by imitation,

Reversal of art the artistic wonders wliich

Greetrakdr g^cw from the Greek mind
Romans. as the blossom from the

stem, the modern Romans—the Italians

—have become the most art-producing

people of all Europe. In music, in

poetry, in painting, and in sculpture the

mediaeval Italians led the way; and to

the present time their claim to the first

rank in some of these particulars can

hardly be controverted. Thus while in

Italy an unartistic ancestry has produced

an artistic race, in the Grecian peninsula

the most artistic people of the ancient

world have left as their descendants a

people from whose intellects and imagi-

nations the ideal and creative faculties

seem to have disappeared.

The spirit of public affairs is abroad in

modern Greece. Questions of public

Passionate ad- policy are debated with

tlt::^:Z^- energy that might well re-

their ancestors, niiud one of the disputa-

tious habits of the ancient people. At
the present time, as of old, what is pub-

lic business is the business of every

Greek. Much of this interest—an intel-

ligent interest withal—is to be traced to

the admiration of the modern Greeks

for their ancestors. We might well

pause to note the difference of the back-

ward look among the diverse peoples of

the modern era. Most of them, all in-

deed who have a Teutonic ancestry, look

back to barbarian beginnings and to a

slow, laborious, and violent emergence,

by painful stages, from a primitive sav-

agery. Among the Latin races of the

present time there is little of the admir-

ing gaze for the great Roman race from
which they are descended. The French,

for instance, perceive clearly enough the

peculiar vices—the arrogance, the

haughtiness, the willful indifference to

human rights, the spoliating spirit, the

arbitrary principles of government

—

whicli were present in the society of

ancient Rome; and thev are little dis-

WOMAN OF LALA—TYPE.
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posed to court a revival of such elements

in modern times. But the Greeks look

back with indescribable pride to that

great intellectual, artistic, warlike an-
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cestry whose deeds and fame shine afar

beyond the obscurity and darkness of

the mediaeval night. They would emu-

late the deeds of their ancestors. They
would achieve greatness by the same

-means as they, and naturally choose the

same methods of reaching preeminence

.as did the Greeks of old.

There has been within the present

half-century a rapid approximation of

Approximation the Greek to the form and

^ofhaTofw^at. "tanner of his kinspeople
am Europe. in Western Europe. His

semi-Oriental costume has given place

to a habit like that of Germany and

France. His manners have been trans-

lated into the European mood and tense.

He still retains the unreformed calendar,

and is therefore behind the Western

-nations by some twelve days in his com-

putation of time. In his social system

there is still a confluence of methods

from the East and the West. Monog-

amy is the law, and is adhered to, as

we have seen, both in letter and spirit.

In case of the death of the wife the

Greek husband may remarry a second

Marriage and and a third time ; not a
niarriageabiiity;

fourth. Greek girls are mar-uxcess of male o
-oopuiation. riagcable at thirteen years

of age, and the young men at sixteen.

The marriage is arranged by the parents

•of the parties. These latter features are

Oriental, as is also that rule which re-

•quircs the bride to bring a dowry in the

form of a hou.se or furniture or money
to the groom. Amongf the peasants it is

not infrequently the case that unmar-

ried girls wear their whole dowry in the

form of a headdress, containing many
pieces of money—this to the end that

the prospective husband may know his

estate ! Early marriage is prevalent.

As a rule, the relation is contracted in

youth. Greece is the only European

country in which the males are in excess

of the females; and this circumstance

has doubtless contributed to stimulate

the marr3dng disposition of the people.

During the great revolution with

which the first quarter of the century

closed the population of Number and dls-

Greece was much reduced
?rha"i:i^,"n:s;th.

and scattered. The bru- Greek cities,

tality and vindictiveness of the Turks

acted as a scourge worse than the com-

bined devastation of famine and pesti-

lence. On the coming forth of the

Greeks to independence they numbered
only about six hundred and twelve thou-

sand. The census of 1879 showed a

population of one million six hundred

and seventy-nine thousand, being an

average of eighty-four to the square

mile. The most densely peopled part

of the country is the Ionian islands,

where the average rises to two hundred

and twenty-nine to the square mile.

Continental Greece is the most thinly

populated of any European country,

with the exception of Russia and Swe-

den. But the I'ate is rapidly increasing,

and the total has been doubled since

1832. Greece contains no city of the

first class. The population of Athens is

but little over sixty thousand. Patras

has twenty-six thousand; Corfu, twenty-

four thousand; Syra, twenty-one thou-

sand ; and Zante, twenty thousand. The
odd disparity between the number of

men and women is seen in all parts of

the country. Nor have ethnologists as

yet been able to explain a fact so un-

usual in a country so long inhabited.
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Chapter LIV.—The Albanians.

HE second ethnic divi-

sion of tlic peoples in

modern Greece is the

Albanians. They are

known in the vernac-

ular as Skipetars, or

Arnauts, meaning-
mountaineers, or highlanders. As we
have said, Albania Proper is nearly co-

incident with the ancient Greek cotintry

of Illyria. But the Albanian race is by

Albanians the no means limited to this

\Z^::^^°' region. On the contrary,

niyrians. it has extended over Attica

and Megaris, with the exception of the

capital cities. The greater part of

Boeotia, a considerable district of Locris,

and the southern half of Euboea are also

inhabited by Albanians. Parts of .^Egina

and x\ndros and the islands of Salamis,

Paros, Hydra, and Spezzia have the

same stock; and in Argolis, Sicyonia,

Arcadia, Laconia, Messenia, and Elis

settlements of Albanians are found here

and there.

The people have a langimge of their

own, which is an Aryan dialect, trace-

DeriTationofthe able no doubt to that an.-

alence oi the
Greek tongue. -was spokeu in Illyria at

the time of the Hellenic ascendency.

But nearly all the Albanians outside of

their own country have learned Greek,

and at the same time, to a considerable

extent, neglected and forgotten their

native language. Indeed, it is claimed

that in Greece Proper there were in 1870

only about thirty-seven thousand of the

Albanian race w-ho had not adopted the

Greek tongue. They have also become

members of the Greek Church. In

Albania Proper, Mohammedanism is the

prevalent religion, though the Greek

orthodox faith is acknowledged and per-

mitted.

We are able to trace with tolerable

certainty the long series of historical

transformations by which Historical trans-

the ancient Epirotes, 11- f^^^Tnto
lyrians, and Macedonians Albanians,

were reborn during the Middle Ages
into the modern Albanian race. We have

seen in a preceding chapter something

of the character and dispositions of the

tribes inhabiting this region. Their

greatest nationality was achieved under

the Macedonian supremacy. After the

decline of Macedonia and the resolution

of the nation into petty states, the old

instincts revived—the instincts of war

and independence. In course of time

the Gauls and Bulgarians began to press

upon Greece, and the Greek race in its

entirety was threatened with extinction

by the barbarians. Now it was, how-

ever, that the lUyrians and men of

Epirus constituted a breakwater against

the floods. For a long time they main-

tained a defensive attitude against the

Teutonic and Slavonic races on the north

and west. At length the Moham-
medans came in from the East, and the

people whom we may now call Alba-

nians had to face about and defend

themselves against Islam. The Turks

made little headwav against this resolute

enemy. A popular leader appeared in

the celebrated George Castriota, whom
the Turks called Scanderbeg. Time
and again ilohammed II, after his con-

quest of Constantinople, set his armies

against the Albanians, onlj' to suffer

defeat at their hands. After vainly try-

ing to subjugate them, he acknowledged
M. -\o\. 2—14
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their independence by formal treaty,

until after the death of Scanderbeg,

when the war was renewed.

In 1478 Scutari was besieged by the

(IKKK.K I'KIKSi.
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Turks, and the struggle ended adversely

to the Albanians, liut the mountaineers

never truly accepted tlic domination of

the Turks. The latter were obliged to

hire the Albanian .soldiers to serve in

the army of the sultan, and to excite

their natural love of booty with the pros-

pect of plunder in foreign Historical -ricis-

wars. During the Ottoman ^^^i^l^l^^
ascendency the Albani- teenth century,

ans remained in dependence upon the

Mohammedan empire. But no sooner

did that power begin to decline than the

old spirit revived among the tribes of

Macedonia and Illyria, and under the

leadership of the renowned Ali Pasha,

Albania, at the close of the eighteenth

century, regained her rank and became

almost an independent kingdom. The
fame of this war and of its audacious

leader gave subsequent character to the

race. The Albanians were ever after-

wards inflamed with the recollections of

their struggle and victories, and Ali

Pasha entered into the war songs of the

country as a national hero.

During the whole career of the Alba-

nian race after the Mohammedan con-^

quest, at the close of the fif- The race wavers

teenth century, it has been ^fX"^,S'the
subjected to the action of Turcomans.

counter forces, some of which have

drawn the people towai'd the Turks and

others toward the Greeks. By race in-

stinct they have sympathized with the

Greeks, but their i-eligious faith has

kept them in alliance with Turkey. In

the western part of Albania, particularly

in the region of the Suli mountains, the

tjreek Church has maintained its place;

and the Albanians, who are scattered in

the states of Central and Southern

Greece, are generally adherents of that

Clnirch. All such have symjxithized

willi the movements of the modern

Greeks in the direction of nationality.

But the Macedonian Albanians have

been kept iinder the sway of the

Porte.

It was this condition of affairs that

gave opportunity to Ali Pasha to play
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double witti the Turkish power during

his whole career. It was the same cir-

cumstance which prevented
Albanians fail to
uphold the cause the Albanians from en-
of the Greeks. , • , ^m • ^ jitering heartily into the

cause of Gi^eek independence. If they
* had flung themselves with enthusiasm

into the great rebellion of 1821, and if

the Greeks had received them in the

same spirit, there can be little doubt

that the whole country would have been

emancipated from Turkish rule. But

the religious hatreds existing between

the two races prevented anj- such union,

and the Albanians either stood aloof

from the contest or else made cause witli

the Turks.

The Suliotes, however, who had al-

ready suffered at the hands of Ali Pasha,

Patriotic sym- and had long endured the

ronhetuir'' tyranny of the Turks, took
°*<^s- up the cause of Greece.

Had they been sufficiently advanced to

submit cheerfully to the subordination

required under military discipline, very

effective work might have been expected

at their hands. As it was, they, in

common with the other Greeks, gained

a great military fame throughout West-

ern Europe. Under the leadership of

Marcos Bozzaris, they first resisted the

armies of Ali Pasha with a heroism wor-

thy of the ancient race ; and afterwards,

in 1820, joining their forces with his in

Epirus, they obtained the restoration of

\ their mountain region, and then served

in Western Greece against the Turks.

In 1822 the Suliotc army was decimated

in their terrible attack on the .stronghold

of Kiapha, from which they attempted

to liberate the .Suliote garrison sliut up
therein. Hozzaris then led his country-

men into Mis.solonglii, wliere he con-

tinued to fight like a Greek hero of tlie

epic age, until he was finally .slain, as all

the world knows, in a night attack on

the Turkish camp. Lord Byron has not

failed to catch the military spirit of the

race in one of his Greek war songs

:

" Oh ! who is more brave than a dark Suliote,

In his snow\' camese and his shaggy capote ?

To the wolf and the vulture he leaves his wild

fiock.

And descends to the plain like the stream from the

rock."

The Albanians proper number about

one million two hundred thousand souls.

In this aggregate are in- Number of Aiba-

eluded such Greeks and ''i^^'lf'Jflv'on score of reh-

Turks as have settled in gio"-

Macedonia, Epirus, and Illyria. More
than one half of the population are Mo-
hammedans, less than a half Greek Cath-

olics. It is claimed, however, that the

whole body of people sympathize with

the Greek Church, and that the accept-

ance of Islam is traceable to interested

motives. The males in each family go
to the mosque to worship, but the women
nearly all attend the church. Both re-

ligions are represented in the same
household and at the same table. It

frequently happens that dishes are

served on the family table which are

unclean to the Islamites but clean to the

Christians. The wife will thus be seen

helping henself to food which the hus-

band and sons are forbidden to touch.

It is believed, however, that these

differences are factitious, and are main-

tained onl V for political rea- subtlety of old

sons. Doubtless Mie .subtle- f/^lt.^triTba:

ty of the Greek race has "'^ns.

contrived in such a situation much de-

ception and insincerity. And it may
well be believed that the men arc more
infidel than are the women, judged by the

standard of Islam. I'^rom these circum-

st.'inces the Alb.-mians have never stc^od

well with llu'ir ni;islers. Thcv are dis-

trusted of infidelity and disloyalty to the

Porlc. The Turks h;ive no confidence
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in the sincerity or devotion of their

Albanian subjects, and have become ac-

customed to speak of them in terms of

contempt. The character which the

Albanians maintain toward their mas-

ters is the exact counterpart of the dis-

position of the ancient Greeks in like

circumstances. The craft and deceptive

exploits of the old race are reproduced

in the duplicity and treachery of their

modern descendants. It must be re-

membered, however, that these qualities

of character do not involve the same
turpitude when employed against the

Turks as when exhibited in the conduct

of Western peoples in their intercourse

with each other. And it must also be

borne in mind tliat the Albanians are

much more open and franjv than are the

modern Greeks.

There is, perhaps, no place in Europe

where so much lawlessness or individual

license exists as in the mountainous dis-

tricts of Albania. The
License and

. . .

brigandage of community IS less Organized
the Albanians. ,, ,, i. rthan any other west of

the Black sea. The people are divided

into bands resembling somewhat the

clans of the .Scottish highlands. It is

said to be the exception to find an adult

Albanian who is not, or has not been, a

member of .some group of self-governed

brigands, who.se chief energies are given

to foray and jjlunder. The Albanians

go full armed even to their daily pur-

suits. In the mountainous regions of

Thessaly and Macedonia the chief ju-o-

tection of the family is the personal

valor of the men. It is not regarded as

disgraceful to lead the life of 1:)rigandage.

As the men grow old and arc not sufTi-

ciently active for good service in excur-

sive lawlessness they become .settled

with their families, and it is their man-

ner to speak to travelers—not without

some .show of pride—of the various liaz-

ards and incidents of tlieir former life.

In such conversation the Albanian hero

will say without blush that this or that

happened " when I was a robber."

The lawless pursuit of plundering is

not disparaged in comparison with other

vocations. The modern Al- vaiue of the Al-

banian shares the indispo- ^fers of ?he°'"

sition of the old Greek to Forte,

cultivate the soil. He is disposed to re-

mand that work to slaves and menials

while he goes forth into peril and ad-

venture. The type of courage for which

the Albanians are so famous throughout

Europe is Greek in every feature. No
one understands this better than the

Turks. They accordingly recruit their

armies as much as possible from the

hill-country of Macedonia and Illyria.

Whenever the robber class is overstocked

the Albanians drift from brigandage into

the pasha's army, and no other class of

the Turkish soldiery is so much esteemed

for valor and activity in the field. It

was this element in the Turkish army
during the Crimean war that called

forth the admiration and almost the

emulation of the British and French sol-

diers who were their allies against the

Russians. The Zouave uniform and

method of drill wliich have become
popular in several parts of Europe and

America are largely Albanian in their

origin.

The city population of Albania is not

great. Scutari, the capital, situated on

tlie lake of tlic same name, industrial and

has about iorty thousand ™u:rsa„'f'
inhabitants. Prisrend is clothing,

the principal manufacturing city. It is

here tli.it tlic firearms and cutlery used

by the Albanians for domestic and war-

like purposes are made. Commerce is

not much encouraged. Most of the

merchants of the country are Greeks,

who have inherited the commercial
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spirit from their ancestors. The exports

are almost exclusively unmanufactured

products—cattle, sheep, provisions, silk,

rawhides, drugs, dyestuffs, salted meats,

and valonia, the last named being the

acorn cups from the valonia oaks, from

which the tannic acid of commerce is

manufactured. Olives, grapes, pome-

granates, oranges, lemons, mulberries,

and figs are produced for home con-

sumption. Oil, tobacco, and cotton are

exported in considerable quantities.

The timberless islands of the Mediter-

ranean are supplied with building ma-

terials from the forests of Albania. The
imports are mostly such fabrics as are

needed for clothing. A large part of

the coarser, cheaper manufactures of

Germany are distributed in this region.

The most active domestic trade is in fire-

arms, cutlery, gunpowder, hardware,

coffee, and sugar. The national outer

garment for the men is called the capote,

and this is a product of home manu
facture, as well as most of the firearms

and cutlery.

The costume of the Albanians is one

of the most picturesque of modern times.

It is in close analogy with
Ploturesqueness
of the Albanian that of the Highlanders
COS umes.

^^ Scotland. The under-

garment is a cotton shirt. Over this is

a white woolen kilt which reaches to

the knees; above this, a jacket. The
waist is bound with a sash, or belt, in

which, is distributed a plentiful supply of

pistols, yataghans, etc. The leggings

are colored. The feet are protected

with sandals. The red cap, known as

the Turkish cap, is worn, and about this

is generally twisted a red scarf or light

shawl. The garment of the chieftain is

distinguished from that of the common
people by elegance of material and orna-

mentation. The jackets of the wealthy

are made of velvet, and are embroidered

with gold. Military officers and other

great men have metal greaves over their

leggings, and the latter are made of

scarlet cloth. The outer garment, for

&ofl',/Ar.

ALBANIAN TYPE— AI.F.XANDROS SLAVROS.

Drawn by E. Ronj.^^. from a photograph.

protection against rain and snow, is

the ' capote, a rough, shaggy mantle,

with a hood to be drawn over the head.

It is made of coarse woolen cloth or of

horsehair woven into fabric. The gener-

al style of female dress is like that ot the

men, but is more varied, and frequently
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fantastical in fashion. We have already

mentioned a custom among the Greek

peasant girls of wearing their dowry of

gold coins in their cap, or headdress.

This usage also holds among the Alba-

nians. The hair is abundant and is al-

lowed to hang down the back in h^vy
braids, which are loaded with ornaments.

The person and bearing of the Alba-

nians is sufficiently striking. They are

of middle height. The}'
Personal bearing
and manners; have the oval, Greek face.
onset in battle. m, j i iThe eyes are dark and

brilliant. The cheek bones high and

prominent. The neck is peculiarly long

and the chest broad and full. The air,

the manner, is haughty in the extreme.

The carriage is erect and majestic—the

walk almost stagelike in its majesty and

striding vigor. .The disposition is al-

most wholly Greek. The Albanians are

never, as the Turk's, dark-spirited, silent,

grave, and plotting. On the contrary,

they are gay, lively, joyful in manner,

open, and active.

The natural disposition is one of rest-

lessness. Excitement is the mental food

of the people, and danger the salt of

every action and enterprise. The cour-

age, adventure, and daring of the men
amount to fierceness. . The charge of

the Suliotes, even the attack of a band

of Albanian brigands, is like the oncom-

ing of a storm. Few things merely hu-

man can stand in the wind of the onset.

Perhaps in persistency of battle the race

is not as conspicuous as it is in the first

attack—the wild charge which is in-

tended to carry the field as a blast sent

forth. The Albanian soldiers are such

as the French might be turned wild in

the mountains of the East.

In several of their traits, however, the

Albanians appear to have been influenced

by the Turks. Notable among these dis-

positions is their contemptuous opin-

ion of women. All Mohammedans hold

virtually that the woman is only a con-

venient circumstance of man's life, made
for his pleasure, associated

. . Contemptuous
with him as it were inci- estimate and
T ,11 1 • ii 1 • -11 abuse ofwoman.
dentally, subject to his will,

obedient to his commands. These opin-

ions have been impressed upon the

Albanians during their nearly four hun-

dred years of subjection to the Turks.

They look upon women as an inferior

order of creatures, even as animals ; and

the treatment which they extend to their

wives and daughters is like the senti-

ment from which it proceeds. The
women are abused, exposed to hardship,

compelled to toil, reduced to a menial

state, and held, indeed, as the followers

of the Prophet are wont to hold the

woman. [Much slavish labor is put off

by the Albanian men upon the women,
and they are held to the performance of

many tasks, both indoors and out, from

which the women of Western Europe are

generally spared. In one respect, how-

ever, their life is freer than that of their^

sisters among the Turks : they are not

obliged to seclude themselves or veil

their faces according to the Mohammedan
habit.

The Albanian language is unmistak-

ably the modern expression of the Grasco-

Illyrian tongue of antiquity. Genealogy and

Its radical part is as old Te'SuTn
°'

as the speech of those tongue.

Hellenic tribes that contributed the first

population to the Grecian peninsula.

Should we look still further we should

find that this Illyrian tongue of antiquity

had its own root in .^olic Greek, that

coarse, barbaric form of speech which

the first Hellenes brought with them

islandwise across the JE^qvlw from

their native seats in Phrygia. Put the

Illyrian dialect as it was .spoken in the

days of Alexander, the days of Pyrrhus.
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T

the days of Philip V, was destined to

suffermany vicissitudes before it should

reach its modern development. It must
feel the impact of barbarian languages,

notably the Bulgarian. Afterwards it

must be infected with Slavonic influences

on the north. It must feel the effects of

constant intercourse with the Greek race

on the south. Finallv it must be domi-

tions as to make it a tongue siii generis

even amcmg the peculiarly composite

speeches of Eastern Europe. Nor haa
the Albanian language as yet expanded
and exhibited its powers in any exten-

sive native literature. A few authors

have within the present century risen to-

some note, but tlie greater part of the

intellectual culture of the countrv is

VALE OF TEMPE, WITH OLYMPUS AND THE PENEIOS.—Drawn by L. H. Fischer.

nated by the language of the Ottoman
Turks.

From all these foreign elements, to

say nothing of incidental importations

Meagemess of from the great nations of

S'^enfof'- the West, the Albanian
the Albanians, of to-day has gathered its

forms. Essentially Aryan, specifically

Greek, it has taken, somewhat after the

English manner, so many alien infec-

assimilated with that of the modern^

Greeks, and nearly all writers learn and

employ the Greek language as their

vehicle of literary expression. In writing

Albanian both alphabets, the Latin and

the Greek, are used, the former being

mo.st employed in those works which are

translated from foreign literatures, such

as the New Testament and other reli-

gious books; while the vernacular pro-
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ductions are generally written in the

Greek character.

We have thus arrived at the point from

which we are for the first time able to

Oreeks and Ai- look back over the whole

s:nfe"x«r:;f extent of one division of the

Aryan evolution. Aryan race. This is to

say that the modern Greeks and the

Albanians are at tlic end of the twigs of

the first branch of the Aryan tree which

we have been considerino-. The gfreat

•question for historians and ethnologists,

for students of these profound sciences,

is to note and record the peculiar race

characteristics which these modern peo-

ples have derived from the original stock.

We may summarize the subject thus

:

that this branch of Aryan life extended,

in the prehistoric ages, from its origin

in the Bactrian highlands westward

across Mesopotamia, through Armenia,

into Cappadocia and Phrygia, where it

received its first historical develoj^ment

in ages far remote. Thence by migra-

tion certain wandering tribes set out for

the West, and crossed the Upper JE^ea.n

into Thrace, veered southward into

Macedonia and Thessaly, and continued

its progress into Illyria and Epirus. Per-

iiaps this first incoming was antecedent

to the .^olic Greeks who came by the

same route into the peninsula.

The old Illyrian stock was thus planted

in the countries north of Greece Proper.

This stock gave lis in course of time the

Macedonian ascendency. It passed at

length under the dominion of the Roman
race. After some centuries it was in-

fested with barbarism from the north.

After another great span it submitted

to the Turco-Islamite domination from

the East. With the decline of that

power the old race revived, reasserted

itself, represented itself in the charac-

ter of the modern Albanians.

Meanwhile the same process had
been going on in Greece. The course of

ethnic events in that country we have

already pointed out. Thus we have pre-

sented for our consideration the modem
Greek and Albanian races as the repre-

sentatives of the first division of the old

Aryan family of mankind. We shall,

in the next place, transfer our sta-

tion from the Grecian peninsula into

Italy, and in like manner watch the

development of the Roman race to its

complete efflorescence in the modern
peoples now representing that tremen-

dous human evolution.
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Chapter LV.—The Etruscans.

RACE condition very

similar to that which
has been described in

the chapter on the

aborigines of Hellas

was present in primi-

tive Italy. Before the

incoming of the first Indo-European in-

habitants into that peninsula two or

three primitive races had already occu-

pied the country. One of these, called

the lapygians, occupied the southern

portion of the land, and thus formed a

sort of substratum for the subsequent

Grseco-Italic development in that re-

gion. But a more important and inter-

esting branch of mankind had taken

possession of North and Central Italy

and spread itself from sea to sea. It

was here that the Etruscan family had
possessed the country and built cities

therein long anterior to the coming of

the Latins.

The Etruscans of Italy were not in

the earliest times limited to the country

west of the Apennines, as they were

after the planting of Rome. They were
established on both slopes of the moun-
tains, spreading down on

, V> 1
Parts of Italy

the east to the Po, and on occupied by the

the west from the Tiber to
Etruscan race.

the Arno. They thus occupied one of

the most important districts in the pen-

insula. Subsequently, they were dis-

placed from their eastern positions by
the mountain tribes contemporaneous

with the primitive Latins, and were nar-

rowed to the limits of what was after-

Avard the classical state of Etruria.

Here it was that the development of the

Etruscans took place, and from this

jjoint of view we gather the fragiuentary

and uncertain remains of their civiliza-

tion.

There is perhaps no ethnic problem

involved in greater obscurity than that

which relates to the origin Great difficulty

of the Etruscans. Five or fJ^Z^^lTSrrace descent of

six theories have been the Etruscans.

plausibly supported by different schools

in history and archseology. Though the

Etruscans left manv inscriptions, the

219
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determination of their alphabet and lan-

guage has been beset with great difficul-

ties. Not until 1 84 1 did the scholar

Lepsius finally ascertain the character

of the Etruscan letters. The alphabet

appears to have been deduced from a

Graeco-Chalcidian original, which in

some manner had been transmitted to

the western coast of Italy. It consists of

nineteen letters, as follows

:

fl.D, 3^, \ 4, H, ©, 1, vj. m, n. 1. AA. q. e. t. v.
o, c, e, V, z, h, 0, i, 1, m, n, p, s, r, s, t, u,

ETRUSCAN ALPHABET.

This alphabet, it will be noted, has a

striking peculiarity in the omission of

the middle mutes b, d, and g. It has

been noted also that the vowel o never

occurs in the original inscriptions of

Etruria.

On the whole, and as a summary of

the best that is known relative to the

ethnic origin of the Etrus-
Ethnic affinity . °
with the Greek cans, It may bc Said that
Pelasgians. ., » ,,

they were of the same orig-

inal stock with the Pelasgi, or primitive

people of Greece. It is likely that in

the migratory age, long anterior to the

first appearance of Indo-European peo-

ples in the West, the two races, Etruscan

and Pelasgian, parted company in Thcss-

aly, the latter making its way south-

ward into Hellas and the .^gean islands,

and the fonncr, imdcr dominion of the

original migratory impulse, passing to

the westward above the Adriatic,

dropped into Upper Italy, where the

mountains on the north and the sea on

the west prevented further progress.

It appears that the true race name of

this people is RAS, to which the Latin

gentile termination cn/ue has been affixed.

They were the Rasennae. But this ethnic

designation is less common than several

others. In the epic poets tlie iieoj)le

were generally designated as Tyrrheni,

or Tyrseni, the latter being the name
given to them b}' the Greeks. The com-

mon prose title used bv
^

.
Old names of the

the Roman writers was Etruscans; their

Tusci, or Etrusci, and the

latter term has passed into the literature

of modern times as the common name
of the people. The territory in which

they lived after the founding of Rome
was clearly defined. It was in general

the region bounded on the south
'

£^' by the Tiber, on the east by the

Apennines, and on the west by

the sea. The upper limit of the

country was parallel with the Arno, but

further north by a distance of about

fifty miles. The region was one of

the most interesting in all Italy, and

has carried its importance into modern

times.

As in the case of the Egyptian monu-

ments, the inscriptions and sculptures

of the Etruscans have for- ^
Features and

tunately preserved the characteristics
. 1 J- i r A.^ oi the race.
form and. features of the

people by whom they were produced.

They were a race strongly discriminated

in personal characteristics from the Latin

and Sabellian Italians. Their unlikeness

to the Greeks Avas equally emphatic. If

any analogy of figaire and personal char-

acter can be noted between the Etru.scans

and any other people of antiquity, such

analogy points to the primitive inhab-

itants of Cyprus and to the Assyrians.

The Etruscans were strongly marked as

a di-stinct people. They were short in

stature, having large heads and thick,

muscular arms and legs. They appear

to have been unusually strong and vig-

orous, heavy in person, and rough in

exterior. They wore beards, which were

clo.sely curled about their faces, and their

hair was likewise napped in a manner

suggestive of the Africans or the prim-

itive Elamites. The features were by
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no means refined or classical, and the

Etruscan artists seem to have delighted,

as is shown on their coins and bronzes,

in distorting the physiognomy of the

race.

The remains of Etruscan civilization

which have descended to modern times

consist of antique monuments, heavy

trast with the highly refined designs of

the Hellenic artists. The relics of the

former people are sufficiently abundant,

and are not limited to the narrow geo-

graphical area known as Etruria. The
fame of the Etruscan builders, especially

their reputation as stone masons, ex-

tended into different parts of Italy. The

KTRUSCAN RUINS.

—

W.\lls at Voltebra.—Drawn by H. Catenaccu

monumental re-
mains of the
Etruscans.

stone walls, cloaccu, or aqueducts, sculp-

tured tombs, vases, .statues, coins, and

Character of the personal Ornaments. On
the whole, the art of this

primitive people "is some-

what analogous to that of the Greeks, but

seems to have been arrested in its earlier

stages of development. The . Etruscan

memorials are all characterized by a

certain rude strength, in striking con-

early ages of Rome were infected with

the designs and workmanship which

were unmistakably the product of work-

men out of Etruria. Many of the most

striking .structures belonging to the half-

mythical age of the Roman kings were

done by Etruscan architects and build-

ers. Such a work was the great Cloaca

Maxima, which to the present day bears

silent witness to the tremendous energies
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of the primitive artisans north of the

Tiber.

If we descend into the minor artistic

workmansliip of the Etruscans we shall

find much of interest and instruction.

One of their most siji^nificant branches

Artistic work- of art was tlic production

of scarabs and coins. Tlie

former (from scarnbicus, a

beetle) would appear to have had its

orij^in in Egypt, whose monumental re-

manshlp; the
scarabs in par-
ticular.

mains abound in representations of the

sacred beetle. But it would seem that

the Etruscan ornament of this pattern

had a totally different origin. The ma-
terial employed in the scarabs which are

found in the Etruscan tombs and in

the excavations of cities and country

places is carnelian, or banded agate.

The piece selected is reduced to a

circular form and flat surface, on

which the desio-n is engraved in in-

taglio. The ornament is pierced

transversely and hung by a swivel to

the rings which were worn for orna-

ment or to chains for the neck.

No doubt the kind of engraving

exhibited on these relics belonged

to the later period of Etruscan art

Etruscan development, Zr^.lTl^^..
when the art of the t'°"-

Greeks and the Oriental nations had

infected the primitive races of the

West. It has been thought that

the gems in question arc as late as

the seventh of even the sixth cen-

tury before our era. Indeed, it is in

direct proof that many of the designs

on the scarabs are deduced from

Hellenic sources. Of the one hundred

and ninety-seven gems of this variety

preserved in the British Museiun, all

but thirty bear legends and designs

which h.ive been gathered from the

heroic- age of the rireeks, and it is

believed that only two represent

native Etruscan subjects.

The work done on the Etru.scan

coins is siniilar to that on the gems
just described. It appears that the

manner of manuractni-ing the coins

was analogous to that employed by the

Greeks of Miletus and At- TheEtmscau

tica. A ball of bronze, or '^^^^^^
of silver or gold, of the duction.

proper weight was laid in a concavity on

the face of some metallic plate, resem-
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bling an anvil. Corresponding to this was

a sledge, with a concavity in its face, and
this was brought dcwn upon the bolus of

metal, compressing and flattening it out.

Mechanically considered the coins are

rude. Their edges are irregular and
frequently split from the blow which

produced the impression. But the artis-

tic work is of a good quality, not to say

superior. The design is intaglio so far

as the dies are concerned, but the fig-

ish Museum and elsewhere belonged to

the seventh or the beginning of the

sixth century before our era.

Next in interest among the remains
of this early people of Italy may be
mentioned their terra-cotta work, known
among antiquaries as black ware. This
variety of artisanship abounds, and is so

peculiar as to be readily recognized by
any one having tolerable skill in an-

tiquities. The vases, which constitute

ETRUSCAN VASES.—From Magazine 0/ Art.

ures on the coin are mostly in relief.

The Gorgon head, the cuttlefish, and
the beetle are favorite figures in the

Etruscan coinage. It Is demonstrable

that the coins themselves are weighed

and modeled after styles which had

already been established in the ^gean
islands and in Asia Minor. The stand-

ard frequently corresponds with that of

Miletus or Athens. It is believed that

most of the Etruscan coins in the Brit-

the larger part of such work, are

modeled in the first place of clay, and

are of tolerably well conceived designs.

Their peculiar feature is an engraved

band of images running around the

middle of the vase, producing the effect

of what is called a procession of figures.

It is evident from an examination that

this band of figures was produced by an

engraved cylinder bearing the images,

in intaglio, on its surface. The cylindet
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was rolled around the body of the vase

while the clay was still plastic, and the

fiofures in the procession
Terra-cotta ° '-

work; vases and Were tlius pressed into re-
unages thereon. ^.^^^ j^ .^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^

designs in question are Oriental, being in

analogy with the figure work of Egypt

and Assyria rather than that of the

Greeks. The images thus set in relief

around the center of -the vases coiisists

of rows of animals, such as the lion, the

deer, the panther, and the sphinx. The
procession is generally closed by a

human figure with wings, which seems

to be moving at speed and pressing for-

ward the animals before it. It is be-

lieved by antiquaries that the terra-cotta i

AKETIN VASb.

Drawn by Matthias.

•of the Etruscans has many points of

identity with the like work of the Phoeni-

cians, and examples of similar work

have been found in the island of Cyprus.

In general, the form of art which we are

here describing never descends into ge-

ometric patterns such as were employed

among the early Greeks.

Another species of art work in which

•the Etruscans may be said to have ex-

celled was the manufacture
Etruscan Jew-
elry; method of of jewelry. The tomlis
granulation. r ^i i i i •

of the country abound in

.specimens of the goldsmith's work, such

as necklaces, earrings, wreaths, bracelets,

finger rings, and fibukc for fastening

the scarfs and dresses of ladies. In ex-

amining these articles, the same per-

plexity arises which has been mentioned

respecting the origin of the other ele-

ments of Etruscan civilization. The
jewelr}' is sufficiently elegant to have

been modeled after that of the Greeks,

or at least to have been derived from a

common source with the like art of the

Hellenes. But the Etruscan methods
and patterns indicate a different source.

Instead of the filigree work for which

the Greek goldsmiths were so famous,

that is, the method of soldering down
fine gold wire into a desired pattern,

the Etruscan artists employed another

kind of art by which the metal was
dropped in minute globules, each sepa-

rately made and soldered down into the

required position. This constitutes

what is known as granulated work

—

a style peculiar to the Orient.

As far as such analogies go the jew-

elry of the Etruscans appears to have

been patterned after that of styles from Cy-

rvnrns It hqs bppn rip- P™s; finea.ts
<„}prUS. it nas uecn UC- „ot necessarily

Glared by Cesnola that cer- derivative.

tain gold necklaces discovered in Etrus-

can tombs are identical in pattern and
fabrication with like articles of Cypriot

manufacture. It sliould not be forgot-

ten, however, that the fine arts are not

necessarily derivative the one from the

other. It is perfectly within the bounds

of reason to suppose that native develop,

mcnt among different peoples may have

reached similar or identical results with-

out any historical connection between

them.

The manufacture and employment of

bronze in tfie arts was well known to

the Etruscans. Few of Bronzes and

the primitive peoples have '^:^^
surpassed tliem as makers Greek story,

of lliis composite metal. Among the

relics of bronze work which they have

left to posterity, their mirrors may be

mentioned with admiration. The same
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were generally circular in form, with a

handle attached to one side of the pe-

riphery. The polished surface of these

articles was exceedingly smooth and

highly finished, returning an image

quite as accurate as that reflected from

modern mirrors. On the back of the

mirror the space was covered with orna-

mental work in relief. Beautiful wreaths,

surrounding a figure from mythology or

some fabulous animal, were arranged

on the surface, and various styles of or-

namentation employed to heighten the

quality and artistic finish of the article.

It has been noted that this work, as well

the use of pigments and design in color.

They painted their vases with considera-

ble skill, though it is believed that the

artists employed for this work were for

the most part Greeks. The subjects

are, like those already referred to, from

the mythical age of the Hellenes.

Sometimes the design is Theseus strug-

gling with the Minotaur. Sometimes

it is Ariadne holding the clew; some-

times a chorus ; sometimes a procession

of chariots and centaurs with the fore-

legs of men.

The Etruscan artists also painted the

walls of their houses and their tombs.

TORSO OF ANTIQUE LION IN BRONZE.—Drawn by P.

as the designs on the scarabs referred to

above, hAs its subjects for the most

part from the heroic age of the

Greeks. Various well-known myths

and legends, such as the story of Helen,

the Trojan War, the Labors of Hercules,

are set in relief upon the backs of these

bronze mirrors of the Etruscans. It

appears that their skill extended only in

a slight degree to bronze castings, their

work being executed with the hammer
and by repousse. Cast statuettes of

bronze, however, are found in many of

the tombs, and in these an analogy is

noticeable with similar p:-oductions of

Greek art.

The Etruscans were acquainted with
M.—Vol. 2—15

:&>

Sellier. from a photograph of original found al Fiesole, In 1882

In the latter the best examples of the

old method of coloring and design are

found. The tints used w^ere ^, .„ .

Skill in coloring

red, brown, yellow, carna- illustrated in

tion, blue, and black; and
^^p"''

it appears that the work was highly col-

ored, and sometimes glaring. In the

sepulchers of Veii, Tarquinii, and Caere

many examples of this ancient art nave

been recovered and subjected to criti-

cism. It appears that three successive

stages had occurred in the artistic de-

velopment of the Etruscans before they

were subjected to the dominant race of

Italy. The oldest presents the work of

primitive artists before the countrv had

been infected with Hellenic influences.
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In the second stage the leading features

of Greek painting begin to appear,

while in the third stage the influence of

the foreign schools has become cleai-ly

dominant.

Etruria was, perhaps, the first politi-

cal state west of the Adriatic. So far

Priority of ^s civil Organization exist-

west Aryan"^ cd, it appears to have been
states. municijDal in character.

Tradition transmitted to the Romans
and to after times the story of twelve

cities which had constituted the nuclei

of Etruscan influence. These primitive

towns were not all contemporaneous

but were rather the successive centers

of the Etruscan state. They constituted

a league, out of which some members
were dropped and into which others

would enter. The principal of these

was the town of Veii, the site of which

corresponded with that of the modern

Isola Farnese. It was about eleven

miles from that Rome which was des-

tined to be a victorious rival and de-

stroyer of the older city. The Etruscan

stronghold was built on a cliff and sur-

rounded witli strong walls. The adja-

cent territory was rich in resources, and

there were four or five subject towns

which contribtited to the wealth and re-

sources of the capital. The story of the

relations of Veii with jjrimitive Rome is

well known in all the annals relating to

the fir.st struggles of the city of Romu-
lus.

Next in importance v^^as the town of

Tarquinii, identical in site with the

Tarquiniiand modern Cometo. There is

citl^so/ihe""" ^ I'^if'^"^ 1" ^1'^- elTcct that

Etruscans. ^t the beginning of tlic

.seventh century B. C, a Corinthian

merchant named Demaratus fled from

the tyranny which then prevailed in his

native city and established himself, with

certain (ireek companions, at Tarquinii.

Here he married a native lady, and the

union became the origin of the house of

Tarquin at Rome. Next in importance

among the Etruscan cities was Caere.

It appears that this place, however, had

sunk in influence and power before the

rise of Rome, and so the Caerites played

but a small part in the struggle which

subsequently ensued for the dominion

of Italy.

Another of these ancient Etruscan

cities near the Tiber was Falerii, which,

like Veii, was founded on a high, bare

rock. This place continued to be a

stronghold of the race until the rising

power of the Romans ultimately reduced

it to subjection. Next in order of the

twelve cities may be mentioned ^'olci,

which appears to have been of no con-

siderable importance in the later days of

Etruria, but, as we know fi-om its numer-

ous sepulehers, must have been origi-

nally a populous city, A single tomb,

known as the Tumulus of Cucumella, i?

to the present day not^d for its size and

remarkable appearance. It is a circular

moimd, about two hundred feet in di-

ameter and from fortv to fifty feet ir

height. It is similar in character to the

famous tomb of King Alyattes, in Lj'dia,

and to that described by Pliny as being

the sepulcher of Porsena, of Clusitim.

Next may be mentioned the cities of

Volsinii and Clusium, the latter of which

appears to have been a Historicaiira-

very ancient town, founded "^X^^^,
by the Umbrians, but andCortona.

subsequently taken and peopled by the

I'>truscans. Its well-known importance

in tlu- times of King Porsena has passed

into tradition and history. The relations

of the city to Rome in the time of the

Tarquins, at the close of the sixth cen^

tury B. C, need not be repeated. Sfili

another of the twelve cities was Arre-

tium, the modern Arezzo. This place
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was not one of the most ancient munic-

ipalities of Etruria, but rose to influence

in the later times when Rome had al-

ready become the dominant state of the

peninsula. Similar in situation to Veil

was Cortona, founded on a high, bare

cliff, easily defensible against the enemy.

This town appears to have been one of

the most ancient of all. Tradition

preserved. Some of the best Etruscan

inscriptions have been recovered from

this locality. Perusia was
. . .

Relations of
at many times in relations Perusia to the

c 1 'ii ii Roman state.
of war and peace with the

primitive Latins, and continued to be a

municijDality of considerable power and
daring as late as the times of Fabius.

The city government was preserved

-^

MODERN AREZZO.—Drawn by Taylor from a photograph.

assigns to it an Unibrian origin and a

subsequent Etruscan conquest, as in the

case of Clusium.

The same story has been perpetuated

relative to the founding and subsequent

vicissitudes of Perusia, the modern

Perugia. Part of the walls of this old

Etruscan town and many other objects

of interest connected with it are still

down to the close of the Roman re-

public, and was reduced by famine

and by one of the armies of Augustus.

The other three cities of ancient Etru-

ria were Volaterrae, Populonia, and

Russellas, the first of which was noted

for its massive walls, whose outlines are

still traceable above the ground. This

place also engaged in the early struggle
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when the Tarquins, backed by the Etrus-

cans, were contending' for the mastery

Building and of Rome. Populoiiia was

noted for its iron manufac-

ture as late as the times of

vScipio Africanus. The smiths of this

city furnished the grappling hooks and

other iron apparatus for the Roman fleet.

The old walls built by the Etruscan

manufactures ot

Volaterrae and
Populonia.

attainments in Western Italy long' be*

fore the ascendency of the Latin race in

the peninsula. The rem- interesting re-

nants of their civilized and Ttt'^T^sr
industrial life are plenti- ascendency,

fully distributed in the country of their

ancient occupancy even to the present

day. Their coins and their bronzes are

found in all the principal museums of the

KTKUMAN WAI.I, A1 COK lUNA.— Ilrawii iiy H. (.:ali-Tl:l«i.

masons of Russclkc, the modern Roscllo,

still mark the place of the city. Like

its sister towns of the league, it struggled

with the Romans, and was not subdued

until the beginning of the third century

before our era.

We thus perceive the outlines of an

ancient, half-civilized state founded by

a people of considerable progress and

world, and their terra-cotta work, espe-

cially their vases and their great sar-

cophagi, surrounded with processions of

figures and crowned on the lid with the

effigies of the dead, preserve an ever-

lasting memorial of the artistic sense

which appears to have been to a certain

extent native in the race, but largely

subject to foreign development.
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It must be noted that these people are

hardly of a grade of intelligence and

Rank of the powcr to Warrant their elas-

fi^l^^^^fi'^f^i^ sification with barbarians,the scale of civi-

Uzation. Like the great race whose

beginnings have been noted in a former

part of this Avork, relative to the plant-

ing of civilization in the valley of the

Indus, the Pelasgians of Greece and

the Etruscans of Italy had already well

advanced from the barbarous condition

at our earliest acquaintance with them.

What may have been the previous tribal

history, how low or how high may have

been what may be truly called the aborig-

inal state of these peoples, it is impos-

sible in the present state of human
knowledge to determine. Certain it is

that they were not savages. They bore

weapons of bronze. They cultivated

the soil. They knew the arts of stone-

cutting and of building. The remains of

their masonry are matters of astonish-

ment to the present day. Of their intel-

lectual life but little is known, and to

what extent the race, if undisturbed in

its native seats, might have risen by sub-

sequent development is purely conjec-

tural.

It is sufficient, in conclusion of the

present chapter, to note the strong line

of demarkation between Distinction be-

what is called historic eth-
rd^-i.^^Kroric

nology and prehistoric eth- ethnology.

nology. The former relates to the move-
ments and character of such peoples as

have already made considerable progress

from the barbarian condition. It dis-

cusses the tendencies and prospects and

actual attainments of tribes that have

shown themselves to be in the evolu-

tionary process and to have reached such

a level of conscious life as to merit the

attention of the ethnographer and the

historian. Such peoples were the House-

Folk of old Arya, described in the first

volume ; such were the Pelasgian inhab-

itants of Hellas and the ^gean islands

and such were the Etruscans of Central

Italy. These peoples, though primitive,

can not be regarded as aboriginal. Back

of them is a lost history covering long

migrations and obscure manners and

undiscoverable stages of development.

Chapter LVI.—Old Ix^^.LICAxs >v?^d their Habitat.

ANY times in the pre-

ceding pages the epi-

tliet Grasco-Italic has

been used as definitive

(if a certain branch of

tlie human family.

The word is compound,

and the fact in ethnography to which it

applies is like it. So many and' striking

are the identities discoverable among the

primitive peoples of Greece and Italy as

to compel the belief that they held to-

gether in their progress out of Asia until

the features and peculiarities of all had

been determined b)- a common growth.

Close investigation has now intimate ethnic

proved, from a historical LtinTndt'relk
basis, the community of the races.

Greek and Latin families in the migra-

tory and tribal epochs. Though the

Latins, in their progress out of Asia

Minor to the West, did not leave en route

any distinct evidences of their existence

in Northern Greece, we are nevertheless

able to trace their progress, and by
means of language to determine the

common movement westward of the

oldest Hellenes and the Italicans.
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Latin language
and iEolic
GreeJi.

We have already had occasion to re-

mark upon the striking similarities be-

tween the yEolic Greeks and the Latins.

Close uinsiup of The languages spoken by
the two races had many af-

finities which can not be dis-

covered between Latin and the classical

Greek of Central Hellas. There was
undoubtedly a time when ^olic and
Latin were one. It would appear that

in the migrations of this tribe, which con-

tained the potency of so great a develop-

ment, the Italicans were in the advance.

They seem to have led the way across

Northern Greece, dragging the ^^olians

behind them.

The movement here referred to ante-

dates, no doubt, by a great space the in-

Latin tribes coming of the Dorians and

SofBriu thelonians. We may well
migration. believe that the Latin race

was the oldest branch of the Grasco-Italic

family. In its progress through Thrace

and Thessaly and lUyria it disentangled

itself from the ^olians, leaving them be-

hind. We must think of this phenomenon
as a movement westward of the more rad-

ical and adventurous j^art of the combined
tribes until the same would become first

attenuated, and would then part in twain,

leaving the vanguard to- move on, and
depositing the conservative elements in

settled communities. While this move-
ment was taking place, we may perceive

the deposition in Thrace, Thessaly, and
Illyria of that jirimilivc and somewhat
barbarous population which in subse-

quent times failed to participate in the

splendid growth and blossom of Greek
nationality.

Fixing our attention, then, upon the

West-bound division of this Gricco-Italic

race, we find it made up of two elements.

These in their turn presently parted

company, throwing forward an older

stock into the west of Cc:ntral Italy.

These were the Latini, so called, who
may be said to have constituted the germ
of the Roman race. We Movements anO

may not clearly perceive by t^T.:^:^'
what route the Latins made i*^^y

their way into the country which took

their name, on the left bank of the

Tiber and southward from its mouth.

Tradition and probability have been busy

with the problem. The course may have

been by land, possibly by water. Legend
has preferred the latter theory. There

was a Mediterranean voyage and a de-

barcation of some shiploads of ocean-

tossed adventurers, '
' driven by fate to the

Lavinian shore." Or, again, the move-

ment may have been around the head of

the Adriatic and across the mountains

of the peninsula to the land of settle-

ment. In the latter case, we should be

perplexed to account for the localization

of the Latini west of the Apennines

rather than on the eastern coast; but

the first tribes might have passed through

a comparatively unsettled country and
over the lower mountain ridges by easy

rotates to their chosen home. Thus at

length was the original stock planted in

Latium, where, according to the Vergil-

ian song, it was ruled three hundred

years by a race of primitive kings.

Tlii-ee hundred years is easily said, and

may be accepted—as a part of the epic.

The other Italic family, called the

Sabcllians, came afterwards. We may
well believe that their com- piace and de-

ing was by land marches rnheSaVef'^
around the sea and into i^ans.

the peninsula. Their place of scttlt>.

ment in the central mountain regions

on the eastern slopes toward the Adri-

atic would indicate an immigration by

land. Tlie SabelliaUs were the younger

division of the Italic family, but in the

primitive ages triey ucveioped much
more rapidly than did the Latini. The
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Sabellian stock put out many vigorous

branches—Samnites at the head, Sa-

bines, Marsi, Volsci, ^qui, Hernici,

Rutuli, Pasligni, Frentani. This was

a remarkable outputting as compared

with the very limited branching of the

Latins into the two families of Ausones

and Siculi ; but the early promise of the

Sabellian development was destined to

say Central Italy, for in the north an.

other race occupied the peninsula, and
seemingly held it fast, central Italy

These were the Etruscans.
^^T.^i^'^^^^en-'

They were spread in a ^^ed.

broad band from the Po on the east

across to the Arno on the west. They
were a strong and vigorous people, al-

ready in full tide of development when

Cwr^t.^1^^

AN'CIKNT LATI.NI.— 1m;..m Riaji^F on Tkoj.w's (. mlumn.

disappointment in the after results.

For when the tardy Latin stem at last

began to flourish the Sabellians were

overshadowed, and at last drawn up by

the stronger plant as mere nutriment on

which to feed.

Thus we may conceive of Central

Italy peopled liy Aryan tribes in the

prehistoric dawn. We have already in

a former book described the distril)u-

tion of them tlirough the country. We

the Roman plant was green in the sap.

Also in the south, owing to the rapid

development of Hellenic civilization in

the eastern peninsula, Greek colonies

had been flung forth ; and what with a

delightful country and what wilh the

native vigor of the race, these had

grown into flourishing states, much-

more promising in aspect than anything

which might be discovered in Central

or Nortliern Italv. Here in the south
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was planted Magna Gra^eia, that Great

Greece of which something has been

said in connection with the subject of

Greek colonization.

Thus were the three bands of the

primitive Italian populations drawn

Three belts ot across the peninsula : on the

liotrtheTemc" north, the Etruscan band

;

invasion. jn the Center, the Ar-

yan, or Italic, band; on the south, the

Grecian band, the most enlightened and

less at this time makinjj their way
backwards by reflex migration from the

west, turned throXigh the Alpine passes

and fell upon the Etruscans in the val-

ley of the Po. The latter were displaced,

driven forth by the shock. They were
forced to the west, confined henceforth,

to the region between the Arno and the

Tiber. From this seat, presently, the

Latins on the south will contend with

tliem for the mastery of the country.

THEATER OF THE GREEK COLONISTS AT SYRACUSE.—Drawn Dy M.aVhiner.

forward of the early stocks. In the

central development the Sabellian tribes

dwelt from the Apennines to the Adri-

atic, and somewhat encircled the Latins,

who held to Latium in the w^est. Such

was the seat of what was destined to be

the Roman power, and such was its

primitive ethnic aspect.

At length the Etruscans suffered an

onset from the north. Beyond the

Alps there was disturbance and an

eruption. Certain Celtic nations, doubt-

Slow is the growth of the oak. It

takes time and season and tempest. The
Italic stock set in Latium is „ ^^ ^,

Vigor and hardi-

like it. For a long time its hood of the Ro-
t t , man gens.

progress upward and out-

ward, its branching, its increase in girth

are scarcely noticeable. Once, possibly

twice, it is transplanted; so says the

leeend. From the high countrs- of Alba

Longa, whence the traveler may behold

the sea, this strong stalk is taken in its

infancy and reset on the banks of the
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Tiber. It is the story of the twin wlielps

of ^lars, nursed as castaways by the fero-

cious brute whose brazen dugs one may
•still see in the Vatican. The origin was

war and violence, unlawful love, the

seizing of strange women by perfidy, and

then more war to make valid the rape.

Storm and tempest were not wanting;

lenes was that of the primitive Romans.
In the latter there is less complexit}-

—

mere vehemence of strength. Many ele-

ments are fused together
Vehemence and

about the Tiber hills—many energy ofthe ro-
^ ^ . . man evolution.human elements represent-

ing diverse qualities of blood. When
the huge axle, the central fact in infi-

VIEW ON' THE TIBER.—Saint Micharl and the Aventine.—Drawn by H. Cleigci, fruin a phulograph.

hardship, strong blasts, dangers, thun-

derbolts out of heaven, whirlwinds in

the old forum, hiding murder in the

dust-clouds. A rude and boisterous be-

ginning; but tlie roots of tlie tree went

down to tlie everlasting rock, and the

ancient harus])icc might well see in

vision the wild birds of centuries galh-

tring in its branches.

Quite unlike llie evohiliun of lln: 1 Icl-

nite machinery, is to be forged, scraps of

most various iron gathered from divers

places are thrown together in a heap.

The great sheet beneath tlicm is folded

up blanketwise about them, and the

wliole is thrown into the furnace. "Wliite

is the licat glowing around it until, at

the nu-lling ])ciint, it is di-awii forlli un.

dcr the hammer. Down goes the crush-

ing weii;ht and the forging begins. The
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mass is kneaded into one. It is rolled

and beaten till the liber is interloeked

throuifh every part with a strength and

tenacity not to be undone or rent asun-

der. So the human welding on the Ti-

ber began. Sabine robbers and Roman
robbers, rough shepherds from the hills,

barbarous princes from old Lavinium,

chieftains from Samnium, and strong

stone masons from the quarries of Etru-

ria are thrown together and fused in the

furnace of war and marriage. Out of

the heat comes a new creature whom
men call Roman.
Beware of him! lie

is strong and will

fight.

But at first he was

a farmer. We should

here say that it is not

men of the commer-

cial, industrial, artis-

tic instinct that roll

first and furthest to

the West. In the

New World we have

seen the mighty prog-

ress of the human
wave from ocean to

ocean. Marking its

Western quality, we
see ever the strongest

and roughest parts. The tumble of the

man-sea flings its rough breakers and

heavy pebbles afar out with its advance on

the shore. There is also ever a great pre-

strongest male ponderance of males in the

vanguard. Glance at the

sex-map in the Statistical

Atlas of the United States wherein the

darker colors represent the preponder-

ance of male-life, and you shall see how
all the Western frontier is shaded down
to black. The weak creature, the female

creature, the artistic creature, can not at

first make its way so far to the West.

So in the Old World. As the .Graeco-

Italics came out of Asia, the stronger

jxirts went in advance. Not that the

rest were weak; for they AggressivenesB

too had been toughened and ^^taZ^luL
developed by long mi- ^^'^

grations and great vicissitudes of scene

and circumstance. But the men of might,

coarse, wild men, strong in endeavor,

courageous, strenuous in the struggle of

life, were in the van. They reach Italy

—

the western parts of Italy. The Tyrrhe-

nian sea forbids their ]in.L;rcss west-

(^^-^i'M^C'^'
^''^i:>c'

GREAT CATTLE OF THE ROMAN CAMPAGNA.
Drawn by Henri Regnaiilt, from nature.

elements along
the Western
border.

Avard. They fix themselves in Latium.

The migratory impulse sinks into settle-

ment. The old chiefs become petty kings.

The soil, the landscape are most invit-

ing. The Italic immigrants may have

felt, as they looked upon the blossom-

ing, vine-draped hillsides and valleys,

as did Leif Ericsson's old Norsemen as

they debouched into Massachusetts and

Rhode Island ! The Romans established

themselves on the soil. They began its

tillage ; and ever afterwards, even to the

collapse of the empire at the close of

the fifth century of our era, fully twelve
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hundred years away, the agricultural

instinct "svas dominant in the race.

Two other dispositions appeared at

the beginning. The breeding and rear-

Farmiiiginstinct ing of domestic aninials,

^"•t^'^r^r.^^'^n. and the building of walledwith passion tor c>

cattle raising. towns as centers of defense

and refuge. Italy is the native seat of

cattle and swine. Of the former race

the archasoloofist discovers traces of an

day the same splendid race inhabits

Northern Italy. The finest horns which

are exposed for sale among the mounted

bric-a-brac of stylish shops in St. Peters-

burg, in Paris, in New York, are taken

from the heads of Pavian oxen.—But of

the native resources of ancient Italy and

the way in which the primitive Romans
availed themselves of the same we shall

remark hereafter.

MEIlI'l'EKkAN'F.AN LANU.SCAPE.—PoKTO FKKKAJO.-Drawn by J. Fulleylove.

astonishing character. In the ancient

valley of Pavia rose and flourished the

Bos primigcnius, the Big ox, of archieol-

ogy. Mark his .skull, still exhumed from

the soil (jf his native valley. It is tlic

grandest o.k head known in the world.

Not those of Uruguay or of .Southsvest-

crn North America can equal the majes-

tic front of the extinct Pavian bullock.

Five feet from lip to tip are tho.se tre-

mendous horn-cores, the horns them-

selves lost in the du.st of ages. To this

The old Italicans were the builders of

strongholds. There was something of

the sort at traditional Alba „, „The Roman race
Longa. 'Lavinium was the builders of
. ^ -11 << ^ 1 -.1 stroiighokls.
defensible. " And with

iiuuh labor lliev sliall fortify Lavinium,"

saj-s Vei'gil. Rome was so from the be-

ginning. It was for leajiing over the

wall that Renins lost his rash life. A
dangerous thing was it, from the primal

day, to leap over a Ritinan wall! We
shall see at once that the earliest social
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and political conditions in Latium. had

respect to the towns. So strong was the

disposition to create these fastburgs on

the hills that during the whole evolution

and career of Rome she remained either

a municipality or a congeries of munici-

palities bound together by political ties.

This fact was one of the causes of the

exceeding strength manifested by the

Italican peoples. Their town, wherever it

was planted, was a stake driven into the

earth which not even the tempest of war
could drag up and cast away.

A land of extreme beauty was this

Old Italy, inhabited now by the new
comers from the East. At

Beauty of Italy
. . ,

and mildness of bottom, it IS the Warmest
" ""^ ^'

country of Europe, but the

sea on both sides tempers the heat,

moistens the air. From north to south

there is centrally through the whole

peninsula the range of the Apennines;

and even as far down as Calabria these

retain the snow on their summits to

midsummer.
Unlike Greece in almost every partic-

ular is this great peninsula. Mark the

Absence of har- seacoast as an example of

™:rci^Vvo! P^ime difference. The coast

lution. of Greece is a continu-

ous harbor, a repetition of harbors. Be-

gin at Thrace, on the north and east,

and trace the whole sea line southward

around Peloponnesus and up on the

west to Illyria, and you shall find har-

bor after harbor. It is the natural

abode of seacraft; hence the abode of

commerce, of foreign intercourse, of

colonization, of intellectual interfusion

with all the world. But here in Italy

the coast is without indentation. On

the Adriatic side, from Venice to the

heel of Italy, the sea line is absolutely

unbroken. The instep is the gulf of

Tarentum. On the west the country is

almost equally harborless. One may
easily perceive good reason why the an-

cient Romans did not take to the sea;

why as late as the Middle Punic Wars
they were still novices in the art of ship-

building ; why their comnaerce was neg-

lected and the whole energies of the

people turned to inland production. It

was the necessity of the situation, a sug-

gestion of the land and the sea.

The general aspect of Italy is one

of simple beaut}'. The complexity of

Greece is wanting. The uniformity of

break-up and jumble of the ^r/tLZg^
natural forces which must out Italy,

ever impress the traveler through Hel-

las are not seen in Italy. Not that va-

riety is wanting—vast varietv—but over

it all there is a oneness of beauty, a
cerulean sky above, a balmy atmosphere,

an equable temjperature, a regularity of

season, a moderation in earth and sea

and sky. The extension of the Apen-

nines and their spurs into the extreme

south prevents anj' marked differences

between Northern and Southern Italy

As we journey southward from the val

leys of the Po and the Arno there is a

gradual rising of trojDical features in the

landscape; but the country taken as a

whole has great luiiformity of condi-

tions. It is scmitropical in all the low-

lying parts, and only temperate among
the hills and mountains. We may well

2?ause for a moment to consider the re-

sources which this fair land offered tc

the primitive Italic races.
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